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PREFACE
"Never forget that in your reporting regardless of how faithful you attempt to be in
describing what you observed, you are creating something that has never existed
before. At best it can ee similar, never exactly the same as what you observed. And
at worst .•.•.. It (Wolcott, 1994:15)
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ABSTRACT.
Three case studies were conducted involving Andrew, Ferrial and Mary. A number of
aspects relating to their experiences were explored and are described in this report. In
addition to their personal accounts, their views about the nature of science, science
teaching and learning were sought. The study also surveyed HDE students' knowledge
of certain concepts related to chemical bonding and acids and bases. The case studies
were observed during their teaching practice to establish how the aspects mentioned
above relate to their practices in the classroom. Data was collected through intervews,
journals, classroom observation both in their science methodology classes and during
teaching practice and diagnostic tests. It was found that school backgrounds influenced
Ferrial's and Mary's perceptions of the HDE programme. They both appreciated those
aspects of the metholodologies that were directly linked to preparation for teaching,
such as the mini lessons, test design, the practical work, and enriching their knowledge
of science concepts through discussing science content. Both were very anxious about
their competence in teaching science. They considered the assignment work excessive,
irrelevant, and frustrating and were sometimes not sure what was expected. Ferrial felt
.they were given too much work. Andrew, on the other hand did not seem to find any
problems. He liked the practical approach followed in the classes and appreciated the
suggestions made. His experiences were more of a personal nature and related to the
fact that he was engaged in part time teaching.
Their conceptions of science, teaching and learning were modified rather than changed
during the year of study. They were not always successful in trying out their theories
of teaching and learning and applying the suggestions made in the HDE courses because
such moves were sometimes unacceptable to their students or cooperating teachers. In
Andrew's situation implementation of suggestions were impeded by lack of appropriate
facilities.
It was also found from this study that student teachers had several erroneous ideas
about chemical bonding and acids and bases irrespective of the depth of their chemical
background. It was further found that discussing chemical bonding helped the students
change some of their ideas to more acceptable ones.
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EXPLANATION OF TERMS, ABBREVIATIONS AND NOTATIONS USED
Names:
All the names used in this report including those in the excerpts and the appendices are
fictitious to protect the identity of those involved.
Andrew, Ferrial and Mary are the three student teacners participating in the case
studies,
The numbers 4 to 11 used in Chapter 4 are arbitrary and are used for discussion
purposes.
Ml andM3 refer to the physical science methodologists.
M2 and M4 refer to the biology methodologists
M5 refers to the additional studies lecturer
M6 refe,\s the teacher educator who led discussion on chemical bonding
School R is the school where Ferrial was not keen on doing her teaching.
School P is the school where Ferrial conducted her teaching practice
Sci.'\OOiQ is the school where Mary conducted her teaching practice.
Exct:rpts:
[I1: 1] refers to excerpts taken from the initial interview (interview 1) on page 1 in data
source (interview transcript) or ill the appendix as the case may be as shown in the
example below. (NE! Only a few data sources serving as examples are included in the
appendices of this report.)
[Il:239a], [Il:239b], [Il:239c] means several excerpts taken from the initial interview
on page 239 in the appendix. Not necessarily chronological.
[CDl:268] refers to except taken from the first class discussion inmeth.odology classes
taken from page 268 in the appendix. Quotes taken from pages beyond 272 are not
Inluded in the appendix.
x
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[MJ:1J refers to except takev' from methodology journal on page 1 of the journal.
[TPJ:5] refers to except taken from teaching practice journal on page 5 of the journal.
0$,,' means t."latwhat was said is inaudible.
[science] 01' science: These words are added or used inexcerpts for purposes of clarity.
(•••] at beginning or within and exeerpt denote deliberate exclusion of text which does
not help illustrate the point under discussion.
hydrogen bonding.i., means an interruption by the next speaker
Others:
std 6, std 7, std 8, etc mean standard 6, standard 7, standard 8, etc.
'l"'ED means Transvaal Education Department ..
DET means Department of Education and Training.
WE means Higher Diploma in Education.
UNISWA means University of Swaziland
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1..0 Introduction.
Research in science education has focused mainly on the learners as the ones who construct
knowledge in a teaching learning situation. While outside the classroom the learners'
construction of knowledge is influenced by factors other than the teacher. The major
determining factor in the classroom. is most likely to be the teacher. The kind and nature of
information. and the ways in which the teacher makes it available to the learner will
contribute to the constructions learners make. Therefore It is important to pursue studies on
teachers' cencentual frameworks .
•'>.
Just "'aslearners actively construct knowledge on the basis of their experiences and existing
knowledge, so teachers also develop their conceptual frameworks about science and science
education 011 the foundation of their existing knowledge and experiences of being students
themselves (Hewson and Hewson 1988; Brickhouse and Bodner 1992). Teachers construct
kn:owi .edgeabout science, their students and the science classroom, that fits their experiences
to the satisfaction of the goals they set for themselves and their students, Some of this
learning takes place in teacher education courses, but most in school. The constructivists
view of learning science places the learner at the centre of the teaching learning situation.
This view which dominates research in science education should therefore recognise that
science instruction depends upon the individual teachers perceptions and conceptions of
teaching, learners and learning and knowledge of science (Aguirre et al. 1990; Brickhouse
and Bodner 1992).
This study focuses on three case studies of students in the higher diploma ineducation (lIDE)
programme at the University of the Witwatersrand (Wits):
Andrew, a male with some teaching experience and who holds a BS.c degree with
chemistry illmajor.
Ferrial and Mary, young females without any teaching experience, and who hold BSc
degrees in biological sciences and chemistry L
It also explores content knowledge of the student teachers in the HDE in selected topics.
2
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1.1 Subject matter
InSwaziland
In the short time I spent understudying the chemistry curriculum studies within JIe
Department of Curriculum and Teaching at the University of Swaziland (UNIS\VA), I
observed that subject matter does not form part of the teacher education programme for post-
graduate studies, while half the curriculum of the under-graduate Bachelor of Education
(science) consists of university level content. As inmany other countries it is assumed that
the under-graduate degree provides the student teachers with adequate content knowledge.
Thus in many post-graduate teacher education courses the assumption is that prospective
teachers have the necessary subject matter knowledge and should be able to-teach it provided
they acquire the necessary skills. Further research into aspects of subject matter preparation
offered by specialist academic departments in university teacher training programmes is
necessary (Ferguson and Womack, 1993) as well as that obtained prior to entry into teacher
training.
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The possible existence of a deficit in content knowledge in science teachers in. Swaziland was
highlighted by the activities of the In-School Maths and Science Teaching Improvement
Programme (IMSTIP) which started in 1986 (Williams and Brophy 1989). IMS'TIP was set
up within the in-service structures of UNISW A to improve the quality of teaching of
mathematics and science ;'1'\ high schools. It was also anticipated that by improving
mathematics and science teaching in the schools, the number of candidates qualifying for the
Bachelor of Science degree at UHISW A would increase. This focus on content during the
IMSTIP activities continued in spite of the fact that by 1988 about 46% of the teachers were
graduates, 34% of them trained teachers (Williams and Brophy 1989). Evaluation ofWS'TIP
revealed that teachers appreciated the seminars and workshops offered bee-use they found
them to be directly related to their needs at school and upgraded their skills relevant to the
teaching situation. The teaching materials produced from these workshops were rich in
content. They included notes for teachers, background materials, worksheets, details of
experiments, booklets of model answers to previous exams and examiners' reports. All were
reported to be extremely valuable to the teachers.
I
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1.2 Motivation fol' the study
Observations of both the preservice and inservice activities of science teachers regarding
subject matter generated my interest in exploring content knowledge of post graduate
preservice students. Further irerest on subject matter developed because of the general
assumption that post graduate preservice teachers have mastered the content in the subject
area and all they need are pedagogical skills.
1 was further motivated to take up this study by the HDE science methodology course at
Wits. This programme was within my area of interest - teacher education. As a teacher
training programme, it provided an opportunity for me to attend methodology lectures and
interact with the students while exploring the experiences and conceptions of those selected
case studies d,Jring the course. I also hoped to become exposed to possible and different
approaches to teacher training through attending these courses. For purposes of the study
focus was, however, only on the parts of the course dealing with chemistry related topics viz
acids and bases, chemical bonding and the nature of science.
1.3 Purpose Qf the study
The aim of the study was to explore and describe the experiences of four Higher Diploma
in Education students as they progressed through the programme, as wen as their conceptions
of science, teaching and learning, and some aspects of their subject matter knowledge and
that of their colleagues.
1~4 Research Questions
From the study possible answers to the following questions were sought.
1. What is the experience of preservice teacher education like for the participants
involved?
2. What are the participants' conceptions of science?
3. What are the participants' conceptions of science teaching and learning?
4. What is the status of HDE students subject matter knowledge of chemical
bonding and acids and bases?
.5. 'What is the relationship (if any) between what preservice teachers learn in the
HDE classes, their claims (with respect to 1, .:2 and 3 above) and their
4
cclassroom behaviour. during teaching practice'?
1.5 Rationale
Preserviee students' motives for entering the profession (Steinberg 1985). and their
experiences of professional training are a valuable subject of research. Such research has
direct implication for preservice teachers' professional socialisation and subsequent career
attitudes (Book, Byers and Freeman, 1983). Reasons for the choice of teaching as a
profession is the result of various factors and therefore more complex than it appears to be
(Steinberg, 1985). It is therefore reasonable to expect teacher trainers to be aware and
understand student teachers experiences, expectations and their perceptions of the relevance
of their professional training (Book, et al. 1983).
This study was inspired by a special interest in teacher education. Bncouragement came from
"A Case Study Exploration of Development in Preservice science teacher", a paper by
Gunstone, Slattery, Baird and Northfield (1993). The paper reports on a part of a broader
study conducted in Australia involving science teachers in secondary schools and science
graduates in a one year preservice teacher education programme. The part reported concerns
the preservice teacher. The study looked into issues of understanding better the complexities
of teaching and learning science, the processes of change in individual teacher trainees and
to develop an understanding of research methodologies appropriate for reaching these goals.
This report inspired my interest for two reasons. The first reason was t.uat conducting ~.study
along the same lines could provide the opportunity for me to understudy a teacher training
programme, such as the Higher Diploma in l.!ducation (!IDE) at the University of tile
Witwatersrand (Wits), The other reason was that I could fulfil my research report
requirements for the pursued degree. Tins study also formed the foundation for the
methodology in this study.
/
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As an employee of the University of Swaziland (UNISWA), :the post I will resume on
returning to Swaziland will entail the training of secondary and high school science teachers,
Naturally my interest was in getting to know more about the transition of the preservice
teachers during professional preparation for teaching science, gain insight into aspects of the
science content, of these teacher trainees, relevant for teaching science at the secondary level.
1~
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It is assumed that knowing more about the processes by which individuals change with
experience in teacher training programme can be advantageous in. the structuring of teacher
training courses to c..;ter for prospective teachers concerns. The study focuses on cases and
cannot on its own lead to suggestions of ways of changing the HDE programme but will
show in chapters 5,6 and 7 that incertain cases students teachers' needs can be ignored and
tIil:1\l lead to their frustration and depression. T.ne present study concentrates on areas that
were thought could develop an awareness about the professional changes individual trainees
undergo include their experiences, their views about science, teaching and leam'ng.
1.6 Background to the Higher Diploma inEducation Programme
Informal interviews with two of the tutors, Ml and M5, revealed that the HDE programme
offered in the Facu1ty of Education at Wits is a one year full time teacher certification
programme for graduates who wish to qualify in the teaching profession. Compulsory
subjects for the HDE students are Theory of Education, Subject Methodology I and Subject
Methodology Il. The subject methodologies are done in two approved teaching subjects. In
addition to these three subjects they have to do additional studies (not offered in biology) in
one of the two teaching subjects. In the case of science graduates the subject methodologies
and additional studies are offered in physical sciences and mathematics, The additional
studies 'may contain direct discussion of content as in discussing misconceptions in selected
topics but focus is mainly on discussing the history and philosophy of physics, chemistry and
mathematics concepts. Research (Mahaffy 1992; Solomon et al, 1992; Wandersee 1986;
Sherratt 1982) has shown that studying the history of science concepts enhances the
understanding of those concepts. The additional studies can be seen as an indirect way of
addressing the content and are expected to enhance student teachers' competence in the
classroom. The student teachers would thus be in a better position to understand how school
students develop their scientific concepts, predict students' misconceptions and help the
students acquire appropriate science concepts. The better understanding of classroom
expectations by student teachers is further achieved because the additional studies curriculum
is very flexible to allow for the discussion of other issues raised by 'the students.
Other HDE course requiremenrs are religious studies and computer literacy. Competence in
the use of English or any other language as a medium of instruction, recognised by the
Criteria, for Evaluation of the South African Qualification for Employment in Education, is
6
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signified as a language endorsement on the certificate.
Inaddition to the theoretical work, the students have to do two weeks of unsupervised school
observation at the beginning of the schccl year arid eight weeks of supervised teacbi.ng
practice Iater on during the course of the year. The two weeks observation is aimed at
recapturing the students' experiences of school teaching and providing experience from the
teachers' viewpoint.' lhe teaching practice which comes later in. the year provides real hands
on school teaching experience and an opportunity to implement the theories and skill acquired
in the campus based WE courses.
After the methodologist's observations of student teachers' difficulty with subject matter
during teaching practice and research studies (Bradley, Gerrans and Mattbee, 1985), the
physical/general science methodology course was modified to include certain content related
-c ,
topics. For)) the 1994 chemistry methodology course these topics were 'symbols and
represenm_ti'bns', 'che.mica1 bonding', and 'acids and bases'. The: intention varied from
If"
discussions to assist student teachers on how to cope with teaching the topics to showing how
they could relate to the school syllabus.
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2.0 Introduction
This chapter focuses on the literature surveyed for this study. It is divided into three main
sections, namely
the importance of teachers' beliefs
conceptions of science, science teaching and science learning
subject matter knowledge
2.1 Importance of teacher beliefs
The central role of teachers is almost universally accepted in school systems yet science
teacher education is still one of the least popular aspect of research in science education. It
is also surprising that research in science teacher education is so limited yet it is an
immediate area of study (Fensham and Northfield 1993). The fact that many researchers in
science education are science teacher educators should promote more research in the area.
The inadequate attention received by research on science teachers has been regarded as the
main factor contributing failure of innovations and reforms in science curricula in Europe
(Fensham and Northfield 1993).
Recent studies on student teachers' conceptions of the nature of science, teaching and
learning suggest routes towards change in teacher education. As such a large body of
research directed at the study of teachers' conceptions of science and science teaching and
their implications for teacher education has been established. Brickhouse (1990) shows that
teachers views of the nature of science can be expressed in classroom instruction and that
these views are important for a better understanding of science by the pupils taught.
Teachers' notions about the nature of science, teaching and learning can influence students'
and their understanding of science (Hewson and Hewson 1987, 1988; Cobern 1989; Cronin-
Jones, 1991) because these beliefs determine the way teachers interpret and implement the
curriculum (Cronin-Jones 1991). There is thus a perceived link between what teachers think
(beliefs, views, theories, planning, decisions) and what they do (classroom behaviour,
students' classroom behaviour and achievement) (Aguirre, Haggerty and Linder 1990;
Hewson and Hewson 1987; Brickhouse 1990). While teachers' views of the nature of
science can influence their students' conceptions of science they can also limit the kinds of
science that children do in the classroom (Abell and Smith 1994).
9
Hewson and Hewson (1987, 1989) also noted that answers given by different students at
school level tend to show a regular and consistent pattern, They also believe that these
answers are not random, isolated pieces of information but reflect the way the students have
been taught science, further demonstrating the influence of teachers' ideas on student
understanding of science concepts. The possibility of teachers being sources of erroneous
concepts in science was also investigated by Sanders (1993). On the same note Mosimege
(1995) states that results from various studies on misconceptions indicate that irrespective of
the amount of training and experience ill teaching most science educators experience
misconceptions in one form or another and pass these on to students. A similar view is held
by Pensham and Northfield (1993). Fensharn and Northfield (1993) believe that science
teachers also hold the many conceptions (they refer to as "Teachers' Science") found in their
students and which may vary from the normally accepted scientists science.
Student teachers bring to training programme a range of beliefs formulated during their years
of schooling about the kind of teacher they want to be. It is important that these beliefs are
assessed, If they do affect classroom behaviour, then students teachers must be made aware
of the relationship and beprovided with opportunities to reflect and examine their beliefs and
practice critically because without this they will adopt practices they remember from their
own schooling and reinforce the status quo (Bramald, Hardman, and Leat 1995).
Hewson and Hewson (1987) further concluded from their study of science teachers'
conceptions of teaching, that preservice and inservice teachers are likely to hold conceptions
of teaching which are in conflict with the idea of teaching for conceptual change. These
alternative conceptions can be expected from teachers because as mentioned earlier they were
taught for some time before deciding to become teachers and will have given these
conceptions considerable thought. They challenge teacher education programmes to address
these alternative conceptions during training.
The importance of knowing more about student teachers preconceptions is recervmg
recognition from researchers because they show remarkable resistance against attempts to
change them. Teacher educators want student teachers to change their conceptions of teaching
as explaining concepts through teacher talk to realising that teaching aims at student learning
10
cand understanding. But they seem to be unsuccessful in the end to influence student teachers'
conceptions brought to training classes. This results in poor transfer of the theory taught and
skills trained on campus to the classroom during teaching practice because teacher education
programmes fail to influence student teachers' preconceptions (Wubbels 1992).
In a study assessing preservice teachers' attitudes and beliefs towards science and
mathematics, McDevitt et al. (1993) found that different students had different conceptions
of teaching and learning. They also conclude that these beliefs develop over years of being
students and from other experiences and that they may not be / asistent with those expected
by teacher trainers.
The idea that basic knowledge and beliefs about teachers, teaching and learning accumulate
early and are modified during preparation programmes as well as informal experiences also
receives support from researchers like Carter (1994), Cole and Knowles (1993); Calderhead
and Robson (1991); Abell and Smith (1994); and Hodson (1988). Very little is known about
what teachers perceive about teaching processes despite general agreements that teachers'
understandings are of fundamental importance to teaching. While much research has gone
into novice teachers' behaviours, attitudes and dispositions towards the field experiences little
research has been directed at what student teachers learn about teaching during their initial
preparation. (Carter 1994).
Exposing, discussing and critically analysing teachers' conceptions of science, teaching and
learning is important in informing teacher educators about providing prospective teachers
with other views in these phenomena. Teacher educators could also find ways of encouraging
preservice teachers to reflect on alternative views and their implications for in., action in
science. (Aguirre et al. 1990; Aguirre and Haggerty 1995).
There seems to be no consensus regarding an apparent link exists between reachers views. and
beliefs about science and their classroom practice. While Some researchers, as mentioned
above, have suggested a link between teachers' views of science and classroom practice,
others have been unable to demonstrate this link which exists. A review by Lederman (1992)
suggests that attempts to address students' lack of understanding of science through the
11
curriculum were inadequate. Furthermore these studies failed to show a significant
relationship between teachers' understanding of the nature of science and classroom practice.
Though teachers may possess appropriate conceptions of science, this is no guarantee that
these may be imparted to the students they teach.
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In an earlier study to identify classroom variables which are related to changes in high school
students conceptions of the nature of science, Lederman (1986) found a positive relationship
between student outcome and both teacher behaviour and classroom climate
Although it is easy to see how a warm and supportive atmosphere would be desirable in any classroom,
such an atmosphere does not necessarily contribute to learning. Students must become excited about the
material being presented. Their interest and curiosity must be piqued, for a warm and supportive climate
might simply represent a non-threatening envirr-nment in which the student feels no need to expend any
effort. The dynamic nature of the teachers' presentation and the use of a variety of instructional media
appeared to have accomplished this task (13).
Discouragingly, later studies were not convincing about the link between conceptions of the
nature of science and the "transfer" of these to students. The assumption that preservice
programmes can improve teachers' conceptions of the nature of science by providing teacher
trainees with suitable strategies for effective transfer of these conceptions has no empirical
foundation (Zeidler and Lederman, 1989; Lederman, 1992), From a study to test the validity
of the assumpt.ions that teachers' conceptions of the nature of science directly influences
classroom behaviour, Zeidler and Lederman (1989) reported that teachers' conceptions may
not necessarily affect the teachers' classroom behaviour. Possession of a valid conception of
the nature of science will not necessarily guarantee that the teacher will perform teaching
behaviours that are dedicated to improving students' conception of science. The-y do not,
however, comment on the counter case - the influence of a negative attitude toward science
on classroom behaviour or the link between the lack of an appropriate conception of the
nature of science and classroom behaviour. Teachers tend to focus their teaching on handing
over conceptual facts with very little attention, if any, to the objectives concerned with
attitudes and values of teaching science (Lederman, 1992). In fact, an ASE report (1979)
states that science teachers who are products of science education that places emphasis of
content have a scant understanding of the nature of science knowledge (Hodson 1988). Also
teachers' classroom behaviour tends to be modelled around what they remember from their
own experiences of what was used on themselves when they were taught (McDevitt et al.
1993 and Bramald et al. 1995) .
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Lee (1993) cites previous studies that teachers who have positive attitudes towards sclence
like to teach the subject and that their students, too, will have a positive attitude towards it.
For teachers with negative attitudes, the students they teach tend also to have negative
attitudes. Lee conducted a comparative study of students with different majors in a Junior
Training College and a Training College. Lee found that for individual students there was
significant correlation of cognitive development, science process skills and attitude towards
science and that students with science and maths majors were more positive towards science .
This observation indicates the relationship that can exist between attitude towards a subject
and choice of the subject. Lampert (1988 quoting Hom and Walberg) feels that science
education research has not yet reached a stage where the relationship between understanding
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and interest in a subject is mown. Whatever the case may be, teacher trainers are faced with
the challea ge of improving teachers' understanding of the nature of science and scientific
knowledge. Exploration of teachers' views of science (knowledge, method, theories) during
training could inform planning by·methodologist to address inconsistencies in the conceptions
of science, teaching and learning held by preservice teachers.
The paragraphs below highlight some of the research studies that have been conducted around
teachers' conceptions of the nature of science, science teaching and subject matter
knowledge. A review of studies on chemical bonding and acids and bases is also included
later in the chapter .
. i 2.2 Conceptions of science, teaching of science and learning:
From the literature surveyed there was a lot of overlap between science and science teaching,
and teaching and learning within each of the research studies. Attempts are only made here
to distinguish between conceptions of science and conceptions of science teaching/teaching
and learning. Conceptions of teaching and learning are discussed simultaneously because the
two processes are interdependent.
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2.2.1 Conceptions of science
Promoting an apt. '1)priate conception of science is an important goal of science education
(Lederman 1986). Science students' conceptions of science reflect the wRy science is taught,
so it is important to understand the relationship between teachers' thinking and actions ia
class. Teachers' conceptions about the nature of science, science teaching and science
lea .,;may invariably be imparted to the ieainers in a variety of ways, including ways that
the teacher was taught when a student (McDevitt et al. 1993). Whether intentionally or not,
teachers convey to students what a subject is about, the nature of the subjects in their field
and the meaning of teaching and learning a subject. All these observations demonstrate the
connection between what teacheIs think and what they do (McDiarmid 1990).
Science as a body of knowledge is man-made and there is a general consensus about this
knQ!Nledge that everyone adheres to. Achieving appropriate conceptions of science has been
a prolific area of research in science education. Numerous arguments have been presented
in literature regarding science, scientific method, scientific knowledge, science teaching.
According to Hodson (1988) no general consensus has been reached on what constitutes the
scientific method. Cobern (1989) asserts that numerous instruments for assessing teachers and
students knowledge ~nature of science have been J~"oduced and used and that the theoretical
basis for the nature of science is well laid out in published studies, but it remains difficult
to speak of the nature of science in common terms. Despite the observation that there is no
unifying method of science, science is not a jumble of irrational happenings Hodson (1988).
A few science educators like Driver et aI. (199J.) and Hodson (1988) also acknowledge that.
sometimes there is no single view which can adequately explain what is meant by the
concepts science or scientific method. So each science educator presents a slightly different
view from the other.
Earlier views of science were that science is an interconnection of concepts and conceptual
schemes that developed as a result of experimentation and observation. Science was not
viewed as a quest for certainty but a quest which was successful only to the degree that it
was successful, Science was thus a speculative enterprise, an imaginative and explorative
activity where intuition and imagination were the mainspring of advances in learning (Jenkins
and Whitfield 1975).
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Hodson (1981) uescribed the views of science and scientific knowledge as multifaceted. In
the subjectivist view, science resides in the minds of individuals as a set of beliefs justified
by observation or reasoning. The objectivist view considers science knowledge to be man-
made but independent of its makers once established. The consensus view of scientific
knowledge is that it consist of facts, concepts and theories which are accepted by a
community of scientists. Scientific knowledge is thus recorded for a community of scientists
in a style and language approved by them and to which all practitioners and learners are
expected to adhere. I feel it is this latter view that gave rise to the much researched and
controversial area of misconceptions in science education.
Aguirre et al. (1990) agree with the view that scientific knowledge is a human construction
and also advocate the idea that science is a process of constructing broader models for
characterising and predicting natural phenomena. While Driver et al. (1994) assert that
scientific knowledge in many domains consists of formally specified entities and the
relationships existing between them. The concepts used to describe and explain phenomena
are human constructions invented and imposed on phenomena in an attempt to explain or
interpret them. Driver et al. (1994) also present the view that scientific knowledge is socially
constructed, validated and communicated and that ;;he learning of science is knowledge
construction involving both individual and social processes agrees with Hodson's (1988)
consensus view. Science is seen as a process of enculturation rather than discovery. Scientific
knowledge cannot be discovered by empirically studying the world.
)
III
From this brief review it appears that there is some consensus underlying the tenet that
science and scientific knowledge are human creations. Science is thus a culture with tools
enabling its creators to understand the natural world. Science education has the responsibility
of providing links between children's everyday experiences and this culture of science
(Hawkins and Pea 1987, cited in Brickhouse 1990).
Aguirre, et al, (1990) conducted a study on student teachers' conceptions of SCience, teaching
and learning. They found that students entering teacher education programmes possess a
variety of views ?,nout science, teaching and learning. Their participants portrayed the
conception. that:
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••••• scienee is a body oflmowledge comprising a collection of observations and explanations of how and
'why certain phenomena function. in the universe; science COJ,," 1.51:$of propositions which have been proven
to be correct or which could not be falsified; science-is an. activity directed at technological advancement
to improve lifestyles; scientific knowledge develops through formulation, testing then acceptance of
theories; (384-5)
According to the authors, none of the students' responses displayed the idea that science
constructs models for explaining and predicting natural phenomena. Another 0lv3dusion they
drew from their study was that the views teachers hold at the start of their teacher training
need to be exposed, discussed, analysed and modified to suitable conceptions which can be
safely imparted to school children. They further recommended that preservice training
include different strategies to develop skills in student teachers for interpreting and addressing
children's prior knowledge.
While exploring the effect of beliefs of two experienced teachers and one beginner teacher
about the nature of science on classroom practice, Brickhouse (1990) found though interviews
and observations that the beliefs of the two experienced teachers of how scientists construct
knowledge were consistent with their beliefs about how students should learn. However, this
was not the case with the beginner teacher. She further recommended that preparation of
prospective teachers should occur concurrently with their study of subject matter to enable
them to see the connection between their 'Viewsabout the nature of science, nature of science
learning and classroom practice.
Bloom (1989) assessed the understanding of science (knowledge science and theories,
evolution) among preservice elementary teachers. He found that subjects in the study had
strong anthropomorphic beliefs which strongly influenced their understanding of science,
theory of evolution and how to teach this concept. This indicated that beliefs held by student
teachers can influence their understanding of science. He concluded that mere exposure to
accurate readings or instruction will not necessarily bring about an appropriate understanding
of science. It seems that it requires purposeful efforts to expose inappropriate beliefs held by
individual student teachers during training.
Abell and Smith (1994) analysed preservice elementary teachers' definitions of science and
conceptions of the nature of science. Their results showed that the student teachers held naive
realist conceptions of science (science discovers what is out there, scientists learn from
/j I \
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observing the world, knowledge comes directly from observable' facts). These researchers
also found that the student teachers' ideas were very similar to those of grade 7 pupils. This
observation led to the conclusion that the conceptions of science exhibited by the students
were based on the science teaching they witnessed over years of schooling. They too,
suggested that teacher training programmes should help prospective teachers understand how
scientific knowledge is derived and how children learn.
2 ..1..2 Conceptions or teaching and learning
Having been Iearners themselves and having observed teachers at work for long periods of
time, preservice teachers are likely to have already developed some views about teaching and
learning, even though such views may not be acceptable to science teacher educators (Abell
and Smith 1994; Carter 1994; Aguirre and Haggerty 1995). Also a large proportion of
prospective teachers enter formal teacher education institutions inpossession of many beliefs
and perspectives regarding the roles and practices of teachers in classrooms and schools (Cole
and Knowles 1993; Calderhead and Robson 1991; McDiarmid 1990; Bramald et al. 1995;
Weinstein 1989).
The act of teaching is conscious and purposeful and ideally every teacher should have
adequate and appropriate knowledge to communicate to the those being taught (Lederman
1992), The same view is echoed by Hewson and Hewson (1988) who advocate that the
logical truth of teaching is that one necessarily teaches somebody something. Teaching is also
a specialist profession, not just anybody can teach. Teachers possess a specialised body of
knowledge acquire through training. (Hewson and Hewson 1989). Teachers have a goal-
orientation L....relation to it's clients - the students. Teaching is a professional thinking
activity. "[he teacher must posses a body of specialised knowledge. (Calderhead and Robson
1991; Hewson. and Hewson 1989). Unfortunately, th! profession does not receive the
professional. status it deserves.
Science teaching is constrained by the presence of activities and tasks which are intended to
help the learners learn particular content, knowledge, skills, attitudes and the activities should
relate to content the to be learned (Hewson and Hewson. 1989). The content should also be
within the competence of the pupils (Head 1982; Strike and Posner. 1982) and presented in
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such a way that it is possible for the learner to learn it (Hewson and Hewson 1988).
Teaching is an active process which depends the knowledge and skill of the teacher, the
ability of the teacher to transform content by adapting it to soit the learning capability of the
learners (Hewson and Hewson 1988). Thus the central role of teaching science is to enable
the student to reach a state of mind in which they can understand phenomena and perform
the task of leaming (Hodson 1985; Hewson and Hewson 1988). However, there is no
requirement that learning occurs simultaneously with teaching though the two can be closely
linked (Hewson and Hewson 1988). For teaching to result in learning, the learner must have
the intent and motivation to learn. The teacher cannot do more than facilitating the learning
process. It is practically impossible to teach anyone who is not willing to learn or who will
not learn. (Jeffreys 1971).
Teaching and learning are complex processes which occur under a variety of conditions
(Head 1.982). In an earlier paper "What is teaching?" Hirst (1971) demonscates the
polymorphous nature of both teaching and learning and the dependence of teaching on
learning. As a result of the many different forms that teaching can take, he believes that
many activities can be interpreted as teaching activities, But he further argues that teaching
can be used to label those activities of a person (the teacher), the intention of which is to
bring about in another person (the learner) deliberate learning of something. From this
statement it is obvious that teaching cannot be separated front learning (see below).
The intention of all teaching activities is that of bringing about learning. [... J the concept of teaching is
totally unintelligible without a grasp pf the intentlon of learning. [... ] there is no such thing as teaching
without the intention to bring about learning and therefore one cannot characterise teaching independently
of characterising learning. Until, therefore we know what leaming is, it is impossible for us to know what
teaching is. The one concept is totally dependent on the other, Because of the tightest conceptual connection
then the characterisation and raison d'etr« of teaching rests on that of learning". (Hirst 1971:9)
Learning and the growth of scientific knowledge is not a matter of adding to one's store of
concepts or the accumulation facts (Strike and Posner 1982). Nor is it a matter of acquiring
"nuggets of truth" (Lakin and Wellington 1994). Learning is the alteration of prior
conceptions (Brickhouse 1990) and the transformation of current knowledge. Learning can
be better understood if conceptual change is understood. The process of teaching involves
tIclarifying content presented in texts, explaining solutions to problem, demonstrating
principles, providing laboratory exercises, testing for recall of facts, ability to apply
knowledge to problems". Teachers sbould be able to diagnose, analyse and correct errors in
students thinking. (Lakin and Wellington 1994).
It is important for teachers to have both subject matter knowledge and the skill of translating
that knowledge to the students they teach (Hollingsworth 1989). On investigating changes
in elementary and secondary preservice teachers' knowledge and beliefs about reading
instruction, she drew conclusions similar to Aguirre et al. (1990), that student teachers have
definite prior conceptions about teaching and learning, though these may not be coherently
expressed. Preservice programmes therefore need to understand these prior conceptions to
appreciate student teachers' IffUlUng and inform their supervision.
, I
Aguirre et at (1990) also found that the student teachers regarded
••••• the teacher is a source of knowledge which is transferred though the process of teaching; the teacher
is a guide who mediates understanding through teaching; learning is intake of knowledge; learning attempts
to make sense of neW information in light of existing knowledge, learning will occur as a result of
lIlouvation.(Summarised from several pages)
Aguirre and Haggerty (1995) further note that few investigations examined concepts about
teaching brought by preservlce teachers to teacher education programmes. They argue that
teacher educators concentrate on teaching aspects with the hope that improved learning will
follow from improved reaching, instead of focusing on both teaching and learning. They
advance that developing an awareness of other features of learning, the individual's learning
proficiency may improve. Aguirre and Haggerty (1995) seemed to follow up on their 1990
suggestion. They investigated preservice teachers' (with pure or applied science background)
understanding of learning through interviews on three occasions throughout the year of study.
The results again showed that the group of student teachers held diverse conceptions and
ideas about learning and teaching, with some indicators that some did not seem to have a
clear view of what learning concerns. They also found that the students had not changed their
views substantially across the three interviews. They concluded that the theories identified
by the study must have been developed informally and were atheoretical and were likely to
influence their first few years of teaching. This study confirmed 'hat these prior conceptions
are tenacious as numerous studies have shown.
I
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2.3 Review related to subject matter knowledge
2.3.1 Subject matter knowledge and teaching
Research 011 teaching effectivenesshas consistently neglectedthe importance of subject matter
yet it is the central aspect of classroom life. Very little research seems to have focused on
subject matter in teaching studies, on how it is transformed from the knowledge of the
teacher into content of instructions (Shulman 1986). Of all the literature on alternative
conceptions in science sampled from ERIC 1982-March 1993only five references on teacher
misconceptions in science are provided (Goodwin 1995). The status of subject matter
knowledge of preservice teachers has not been extensively researched either. Research on
practising teachers' concepts, theories and pedagogical beliefs regarding content and subject
matter is also a recent event (Baird 1988). He calls for much more research to be done on
teachers' conceptions and in particular on certain specific content topics, like energy. This
will result in a better understandingof the ways teachers' understanding of content influences
their intellectual performance.
As mentioned earlier, the idea that teachers can be responsible'for many of the errors that
students may display has also been explored by Sanders (1993). She examined South African
biology teachers' ideas about respiration and related concepts as a possible source of errors
for students' conceptions in this topic. The results of her study suggested that pupils were
in actual fact taught erroneous ideas because a large proportion of the teachers involved in
the study appeared to have erroneous ideas about the process of respiration. She also
proposes that if the problem of teachers being responsible for erroneous ideas is to be
corrected or alleviated preservice and inservice courses have to be used. For example, by
informing both preservice and inservice teachers of possible erroneous ideas that may be
held by pupils about biological concepts (and possibly chemical concepts), current research
findings on misconceptions, factors that cause and exacerbate misconceptions like the
dynamic nature of scientific knowledge, and the need for them to keep abreast. Student
teachers' own erroneous ideas should be exposed and corrected.
There appears to be serious debates in research on the subject matter knowledge of teachers.
Different peuple place different emphasis on the kind of knowledge teachers must have in
order to be effective teachers. While acknowledging that teachers' subject matter knowledge
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may be inadequate, some still believe that helping teachers acquire better ways of presenting
material will make them more effective. Others believe that in the teaching process
techniques are more important than subject matter knowledge. Others still feel that subject
matter knowledge is more important as can be seen from the research reported below.
Amongst the issues which emerge are
the assumption that teachers know the subject matter they are to teach and all that
they require is learning different ways to teach it (Mosenthal and Ball 1972).
subject matter knowledge is a central aspect to classroom life (Shulman 1986)
subject matter alone is inadequate for classroom instruction (Ferguson and Womack
1993)
effective teaching requires both subject matter knowledge and pedagogical skills
From an analysis of how teachers interpreted and assigned roles to subject matter in an
inservice programme Mosenthal and Ball (1972) concluded that teachers' subject matter
knowledge is crucial for good teaching but does not necessarily guarantee effective teaching.
A directly conflicting view is presented by Buchmann (1984) in her paper "The Priority of
Knowledge and Understanding in Teaching". Here she strongly argues in favour of teachers
being knowledgeable about subject matter over pedagogy skills. She points out that all
professions use knowledge and in the teaching profession knowledge is what teaching is
about. On the basis of this argument she criticises emphasis placed on teaching and skills in
preservice work. She believes that no matter how useful these may be they do not add to the
content knowledge that is required for teaching. She asserts that
[... ] while no degree of mastery of teaching skills can overcome lack of content knowledge, given content
knowledge, we have something to teach. [... J The teacher's experience thoughtfully explored, can yield
knowledge and insight that can help in teaching and understanding of children' II thinking. However, no
amount of reflection, observation of students, general. information and personal. experience can overcome
lack of knowledge in areas such as mathematics and chemistry. On the other hand, content knowledge
delimits the significance of management concerns and affects the very occurrence of management problems.
(Buchmann 1984:30, 37-8)
Her strong convictions about this view are further demonstrated in her summary to her paper:
Content knowledge is a logical precondition for the activities of teaching: without it, teacher activities such
as asking question on planning lessons cannot proceed. This reminder about the meaning of the term
teaching does not set minimal. or desirable levels of content knowledge. It simply means the intrinsic
connection between content knowledge and teaching as a distinctive form of professional. work.
(Buchmann 1984:45)
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While Buchmann's argument is logical, her rejection of teaching skills is challenged by other
science educators. The knowledge of science concepts does not necessarily imply that the
persons' understanding of the nature of science and the scientific enterprise is as good. Italso
says very little about being able to communicate it. (Yager, Hidayat and Penick 1988). Their
support comes from the abundant complaints about the teaching of university professors who
are known to be well versed in science content. They agree with many other researchers
(quoted below) that content preparation is necessary but insufficient for effective teaching.
They strongly believe that preservice teachers be taught the history, philosophy and
applications of science.
Inanother study exploring the subject matter knowledge of maths graduates who were placed
in schools to teach, McDiarmid and Wilson (1991) noted that to expect teachers to know
everything about the subject matter they might be teaching is to expect what is highly
unlikely as shown by the extract below:
It is assumed that teachers with bachelor'S degrees know enough about the subjects they are going to teach
before they enter the programmes and consequently little attem}!t is made to teach these teachers about
suhj<>..etmatter. [•••] it appears that many of these new teachers, however lack the fundamental knowledge
of mathematics. (McDiarmid and Wilson 1991: 94)
Though their findings cannot be generalised beyond the sample used in the study, some
questions could be asked of the assumptions made in other post. graduate teacher training
programmes'- Can it really be assumed that graduate students entering teacher training
programmes know their subject matter and only need help in techniques of delivering it to
the students they will be teaching?
Other science educators and researchers see the importance of subject matter knowledge in
teaching and teacher education in a slightly different light. Though it is the central aspect of
classroom life (Shulman 1986), knowing subject matter is more than representing and
explaining concepts. It requires going beyond traditional content, knowledge of facts or
concepts and their explanation. It demands an understanding of the structure of the subject
and the ability to inquire within the domain (Mosenthal and Ball 1972; Shulman 1986; Yager
et 31. 1988). Therefore a teacher lacking in subject matter knowledge is less likely to teach
effectively. Shulman also challenges the view presented by Buchmann (1984) by stating that
Teachers must not only be capable of defining for students the accepted truths in a domain. They must also
be able to explain why a particular proposition is deemed warranted, why it is worth. knowing and how it
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relates to other propositions, both within the discipline and without, both. in theory and in practice
(Shulman 1986:9).
Ferguson and Womack (1993) also support the argument that content knowledge is
insufficient for effective teaching. They contend that research studies have shown that
expertise in subject matter alone does not make a person a good teacher of that subject,
which implies the need for pedagogical skills. Ferguson and Womack (1993) further argue
that there is very little evidence supporting the view that in depth subject matter knowledge
beyond certification requirements makes teachers more effective or that increasing teacher's
knowledge of their subject matter area beyond requirements will improve teaching
performance. They conclude from their literature review on subject matter knowledge and
how it affects performance in the classroom that there is evidence that subject matter
knowledge is an important prerequisite for effective teaching, though not sufficient on its
own. They also argue that acquisition of subject matter knowledge beyond requirements for
the teaching certifies 'e does not necessarily improve performance. Hauslein, Good and
Cummis (1992) advoca.e the combination of the two views. They state that the ultimate test
of understanding rests on the ability to transform one's knowledge to teaching but this can
only be achieved when the teacher has a sound subject matter knowledge background and the
skill to transform that knowledge. All the same increased interest in improving the quality
of education has resulted in teacher education programmes requiring prospective teachers to
be graduates in specific content areas before enrolling in teacher training programmes (Gess-
Newsome and Lederman 1993). Understanding subject specific content and pedagogy is a,
necessary condition for learning- to teach though not sufficient (Hollingsworth 1989).
Convictions similar to those above were also e~ ressed by Gess-Newsome and Lederman
(1993). In an assessment study of the final year of course work, they found that biology
preservice teachers were unable to make appropriate links between related concepts within
biology and the content they were going to teach - the students lacked the "connectedness"
in explanations found inexperienced teachers. Their conclusion was that these students were
not being provided with a readily accessible, explicit structure (organised conception) of
biology as part of their content knowledge offered by the respective academic departments.
They believe that an integrated understanding of subject matter is vitally important for both
23
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students and teachers and cannot be separated from the teaching process. Teaching or
thinking about how to teach the subject matter does influence the perception of the content
or vice versa. They recommended hat preservice teachers be provided with opportunities to
reflect on their subject matter structures to help them develop a more coherent structure of
subject matter. This recommendation collaborates an earlier proposal by Hashweh (1989,
cited in Hauslein et al, 199'Z) for the need for subject matter preparation of preservice
teachers to be structured to complement the eontent they would be teaching in the future.
This calls for a close study of the school syllabi during teacher training. Hauslein et al.
(1992) also observe that teacher education programmes appear partially successful inteaching
procedural knowledge (how to teach! but pays very little attention to the declarative
knowledge (what to teach). There is thus a need to produce effective teachers who can
integrate subject matter knowledge and pedagogy, that is teachers who posses pedagogical.
content knowledge. Collaborating evidence that teaching science can be challenging even for
science graduates is provided by Goodwin (1995) from case studies involving graduate
students halfway through their Postgraduate Certificate in Education and who had completed
six weeks of teaching practice in secondary school. He also notes from his own experience
that he came to understand fully certain very basic ideas in chemistry long after graduation,
It also seems a fairly common occurrence that student teachers hold erroneous ideas even in
areas of their own subject specialisation (Gunstone, et al. 1993)
In another study assessing the development of and changes in pre service science teachers'
subject matter and pedagogy knowledge during teacher training Lederman, Gess-Newsome
and Latz (1994) again found that student teachers appeared to possess a non- coherent pattern
of subject matter. They were concerned that the fragmented style of presenting content
possessed by these teachers may be imparted to students when they reach secondary school
science.
In outlining a framework for teachers' knowledge Tamir (1988) stated that to be effective
teachers must be knowledgeable in their subject matter and be capable of teaching it. But he
draws attention to the obscurity of the meaning and scope of subject matter knowledge and
what is involved in being capable to teach it. Lederman and Zeidler (1987) and Lax••}ert
(1988) share the opinion that teachers cannot be expected to teach what they do not fully
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understand. If they are intrinsically motivated enough to attempt to do so, they would not do
justice to the teaching of those. concepts. They feel a teacher must have at least a working
framework of what slhe is expected to teach. These feelings concur with. those expressed
earlier by Hirst (1971) and Hewson and Hewson (11')88) that in teaching somebody teachers
another something. And if that something is sciene., <conceptsthey have to be in concordance
with those generally accepted. I
Teaching is a triangular interaction between students, teacher: and subject matter, yet
teaching studies often overlook the subject matter (Hashweh 1987; Goodwin 1995). Hashweh
(1987) furfller supported other researchers like Lederman and Zeidler (1987) and Lampert
(1988) regarding knowledge of subject matter to be taught. She studied the knowledge of
specific topics in biology and physics using simulated incidents in these topics and involving
experienced secondary school teachers specialising in physics and biology. She found that
ten'l'he~~tend to igndre details they cannot remember when they are planning to teach.
T~Cherill0t so cognizant of the topic were found to follow the textbook very closely and
when no practical activities were provided in the book, only the knowledgeable teachers
imIr~vised.Knowledgeable teachers were also more likely to detect students' preconceptions
Ii
more successfully, correctly interpret students comments and deal effectively with. general
classroom difficulties. The other teachers were more likely to reinforce preconceptions,
incorrectly criticise students' correct answers or accept faulty information from students. The
conclusion from the study was that teachers' prior subject matter knowledge affects different
aspects of the transformation of the subject matter in textbooks while planning to teach and
would affect the actual teaching process, Even though the study was not based on real
classroom observations the results do demonstrate the possible shortcomings of insufficient
content knowledge in a subject in classroom instruction.
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2.3.2 Students' Ideas on chemical bonding
Research on preservice teachers' understanding of specific science concepts seems very
sparse. This section of the review of the literature explores what could be found in this area.
Hashweh (1987), Ope cit. reported that one of three experienced teachers who specialised in
biology explained photosynthesis using the molecular/ energy approach. The explanation was
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characterised by emphasis on chemical and energy-related aspects of biological processes at
cellular level. Tne ideas that came out of the explanation showed that the conceptions of the
chemical bond and energy in biology may differ slightly from those accepted in chemistry.
According to that teacher, energy is needed to make complex molecules and that chemical
energy is stored in chemical bonds. Photosynthesis was, seen to function to trap energy in
chemical bonds by attaching molecules to one another. Respiration was explaine" ,I '1
process of breaking down chemical bonds to liberate energy for cell activities.
The relationship between chemical bonding, energy and biological processes like respiration
and photosynthesis seems fuzzy. Hapkiewicz (1991..)reported that students stubb9mly persist
in believing that breaking chemical. bonds releases energy. She accuses textbooks for
encouraging this apparently erroneous conception by speaking in terms of energy-rich bends
in ATP molecules and energy stored in food molecules. Biology and chemistry teachers were
therefore advised to work co-operatively in developing an accurate conception of chemical
bonding in both these disciplines. She also proposed that an integration of biology and
chemistry examples when teaching this topic would be helpful in alleviating the "supposedly"
conflicting views presented in the two disciplines.
In a study to develop and use diagnostic rests to evaluate students' misconceptions Treagust
(1988) reported that some of the students appeared to make consistent errors regarding
intermolecular forces. Common misconceptions were the misunderstanding that
"intermolecular forces are within a molecule" and that "covalent bonds are broken when a
substance changes state". Peterson and Treagust (1989) reported that grade 12 students
equated intermolecular forces with covalent bonds without any awareness of the variations
in the strengths of covalent bonds compared to intermolecular forces. These ideas were found
in students, but to what extent are they due to teachers' own erroneous conceptions of
chemical bonding?
Bradley, Gerrans and Matthee (1985) provided evidence from their study of the views of
secondary science teachers and student reachers about chemical bonding that pupils'
misconceptions about chemical bonding are due, in part, to teachers' own misconceptions.
They further noted that newly qualifying graduate teachers share the same misconceptions
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as the students and are likely to further P3SS them on to the pupils they teach. From ':1is
study it "N"aS found that both experienced teachers and student teachers exhibited similar views
to misconceptions prevalent amongst students. The researchers attributed these
misconceptions to the inadequacies of teacher training programmes in developing
scientifically correct views about chemical bonding, For example, the misconceptions thev
found were that the forces holding atoms together in a molecule af carbon dioxide result
from the overlapping of orbitals or sharing of electrons and confusion between causes of and
effects of bond formation. Another prevailing misconception in the group studied was the use
of the octet rule as an explanation of the formation of CCL. molecules from atoms.
Another study by Harris (1992) showed that even after treaonent using a specially prepared
package for addressing known misconceptions the following ideas were ::.:~trench~:
chemical bonds in sodium chloride crystals are primarily due to attractioa between
oppositely charged ions,
brittle solids have weak chemical bonds,
forces holding C and 0 atoms in CO result from electron sJ aring (rather than
electrostatic forces);
chemical bonds form between two atoms because the atoms may share one or more
pairs of electrons;
that the actual distance between atoms in a molecule of Hz is equal to the bond H-H
bond length1
Chemical bonding appears to be a relatively difficult topic, particularly because there are
some inconsistencies in its treatment in biology and chemistry. Examples are the high-energy
bonds in ATP mole..nes, respiration as an energy releasing process, photosynthesis as a
process of converting and trapping light energy in complex molecules. As suggested by
Bradley et al. (1985) amongst others, teacher education is tbe suitable starting point in
addressing issues of subject knowledge. and misconceptions of teachers. But this aspect is
sensitive. Student teachers enter teacher training programmes in possession of high self-
esteem. founded on their academic achievement, and for SOD' ne to expose their erroneous
ideas in their area of specialisation could have detrimen.ai effects on their confidence
(Gunstone, et al, 199~)
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2~3.3 Students' ideas on Acids and Bast!S
Research on preservice teachers' concepts of acids and bases is limited. Some studies have
been conducted with secondary school pupils. Ross and Munby (1991) noted that the topic
of acids and bases occupies a central place in higb school curricula, but surprisingly little is
known about students' conceptions in this area. They conducted a study in which they
involved high ability physics students in their :final year of school and investigated in depth
the concepts held by these students. They reported that from multiple choice data every-day
phenomena of acids and bases and the concept of pH appeared to be well understood by
many of the students. But in interviews some students appeared unaware that pH also applied
to bases as well. They also reported that students experienced difficulties with base ions and
ionic equations and writing and balancing chemical equations.
Another study by Cros, Chastrette and Fayol (1991) assessed knowledge and understanding
chemistry of concepts among first year university chemistry students and how these
progressed through the year, Their findings revealed that students' conceptions were
positi\·p,ly modified by university teaching. Descriptive definitions of acids and bases changed
to more scientific ones for the Bronsted-Lowry and Arrhenius theories. They also found that
students continued having more difficulty relating to bases (defining and naming) than to
acids. The perception of the base as a donor of OH- ions also pei.zsted. They concluded that
despite their positive progress students seemed unable to see the relationship between the
scientific notions they appeared to have mastered in their first year chemistry courses and
their practical applications. They however, attributed this observation to the lack of practical
work done this area.
An area related to acids and bases investigated by Schmidt (1991) was secondary school
students' ideas and problems with the concept of neutralisation. Students' responses showed
that there was a general assumption that acid-base neutralisation always resulted in a neutral.
solution irrespective of the strength of the acids and bases taking part in the reaction. Other
students thought neutralisation to be an irreversible process. He proposed that students can
be helped lO develop a better understanding of this concept, particularly in reactions
involving strong acid and weak bases by making them understand the two reactions involved,
namely protolysis of the weak: aid and the reaction of hydrogen ions and hydroxide ions to
28
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form water.
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Among the few available a more directly related study was conducted by Mosimege (1995).
Mosimege investigated physical science preservice teachers' misconceptions of acids and
D$eS and how they relate to the students chemistry background. He also explored how the
knowledge of acids and bases of college of education students compared with that of
university students. Results of the study led him to the conclusion that the preservice teachers
definitely had misconceptions in the topic of acids and bases. There were, however, no
differences found between the two groups of students. Misconceptions were found in both
groups. Problems found to be experienced by students related to identifying non-properties ,
of bases, predicting the pH and order of acidity among substances, familiarity with examples
of weak acids, and microscopic representations of aqueous solutions, limited familiarity of
acid base fu". .~ such as the limitations of Arrhenius theory were
2.4 Directions frOHn Literature Review
Student teachers and practising teachers hold a variety of ideas about the nature of science,
teaching and learning. It appears that teachers are responsible for many of the conceptions
of science, teaching and learning and erroneous ideas regarding science concepts that
students, and in tum, future teachers have. Generally these ideas are formulated both
informally and formally during schooling and influence prospective teachers' thinking about
their future profession in teaching and their initial field experiences. It has also been
suggested that these invariably pass on to students, evidenced by shortages 01 students
following science based careers especially ineducatior. It also appears that unless these ideas
are addressed directly by identifying, exposing and discussing them they will not be changed
by normal insruction, M!IDY of the researchers cited above are calling for teacher training
programmes to help teacher trainees and practising teachers change their naive conceptions
and to acquire appropriate conceptions of science, teaching and learning. In this way it is
hoped that these will be passed on to thestudents and possibly more students will do science
subjects.
Teacher education programmes need to take account of teachers' conceptions about the nature
of science, teaching and learning. The desired outcome is for science teachers to acquire a
..
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conception of "teaching as conceptual change" because then they will plan for and use
teaching activities which are based on students' conceptions. Teacher education activities
which will help teachers acquire a conception of teaching as conceptual change need to be
developed, Teachers also have to acknowledge that many of their conceptions are
inappropriate and be willing to change them. for more acceptable ones.
If learning science is viewed as a continual process of conceptual change, science teachers
need to be able to facilitate that process, they need to know what t11. ~ir students know and
plan their instruction to accommodate that. The call is for future science teachers to develop
an understanding-of how children learn science and how scientific concepts are constructed
and therefore changing and not a fixed body of knowledge.:1
t
J The deficit of adequate subject matter knowledge among preservice teachers maintains the
vicious circle of underprepared students leading to underprepared teachers. Teacher trainers
need to be aware of student teachers' limitation in subject matter. Student teachers need to
be aware of their own shortcomings in content. If this is to be achieved concerted efforts are
necessary to assist prospective teachers acquire appropriate conceptions at the same time they
develop skills of how to transform knowledge to promote its understanding by pupil. Then
there is a need for subj~t matter preparation of preservice teachers to be structured to
complement the content they would be teaching in the future. This calls for a close study of
the school syllabi during teacher training.
,j
The present study attempts to identify and describe selected student teachers conceptions of
science, teaching and learning how they influenced. their experiences of the programme, as
well as aspects ,Jf their content knowledge and how all the above affected their teaching
practice. Throughout this review, science researchers and educators seem to be calling for
a unifying view on teacher preparation: that. of preparing teachers who have both subject
matter knowledge and pedagogical skill and who can integrate these for effective teaching
and learning.
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2.5 Sources for methodology
Three main studies provided ideas for the design of the whole methodology of this study.
These were Gunstone et al. (1993, op, cit.), Al~ et 31. (1990) and Hewson and Hewson
(1988). As already mentioned above, the stndy reported by Gunstone, et al. (1993) provided
the framework for exploring preservice teachers' experiences of the programme through
diaries, interviews and observations of }IDE classes and triangulation of the data. The three
studies also provided questions for the interview schedule used for the initial and final
interviews, with minot adaptations (See appendix 1 for specific contributions). Other studies
used to derive ideas for data collection were Lederman and Gess-Newsome (1991) and
Ellwein, Graue and Comfort (1990), used for the unstructured interview on tea ...hing practice
experiences.
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Diagnostic tests used were obtained from Harris (1992) and Mosimege, (1994). The two
were modified by either excluding questions or combining questions. Some ici.e1\.'!. from Harris
(1992) were also used for analysis.
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3.0 Introduction
This chapter describes the procedures used to obtain data on the experiences of selected
Higher Diploma in Education students as they progressed through the course. It explores
some aspects of their subject matter knowledge on chemical bonding and acids and bases and
that of their colleagues'. I also explores their conceptions of the nature of science and its
teaching ami learning. Several methods were employed to obtain data for the study. These
methods included three interviews with each of the selected case study students, observation
of selected lectures and selected teaching practice lessons and diaries for those who could
keep them. Itwas hoped that by using several different methods triangulation of data would
be achieved. Diagnostic tests were-also used for testing SUbject matter knowledge of the
whole class.
Before beginning the actual study, I had discussions with the physical science methodologists
during which we agreed that I could sit in the lectures. I also interviewed the chemistry
methodologist to find out a bit more about the HDE programme as a whole. On the first day
of the physical/general science methodology lesson I was introduced to the whole class of
HDE students. The students were also informed about my intended study and their
anticipated co-operation in the process. This broke the ice in preparing for my future
attendance of the lectures. I then attended a few lectures for a start, getting a general feeling
of what to expect and also becoming familiar with the students. This enabled me to identify
suitable subjects for the study.
3.1 Selectionof Subjeds
By the end of the first b1!JCkI had identified the subjects for the study, three at first, all
males. B'Gtthis soon changed when one of them failed to return in the second block of the
university calender (i.e. May), I had to find more SUbjects. I then selected. two female
snsdents to balance the two male students!
Thus four of seventeen HDE physical/general science methodology students were eventually
selected for participation in the proposed study. In. this respect the study was four case
studies within the context of the class. The first selection of the three male students W2lS
based on the premise that they were "similar" to the students I would be working with as a
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teacher trainer on my return to Swaziland. These students could be considered comparable
to Swazi students in terms of school background (exposure to school science facilities) and
to some degree, cultural background. I was looking for students from non-TED schools,
students who came from the (so-called) "disadvantaged" background in the South African
system. Unfortunately two of the initial three students deregistered, one at the end of the first
block and the other during the course of the second block, as mentioned above. Attempts to
ascertain reasons for withdrawing were partially successful in the case of the second student,
but 'no attempts were made to ascertain reasons for withdrawal by the first student as this
happened very early in the course. A detailed description of each of the three remaining
students is given in chapters 5, 6 and 7. Willingness to participate in the study and
accessibillty during teaching practice were other criteria considered when selecting subjects.
Fortunately all the students who were approached expressed willingness to participate in the
study without any problem.
This study focuses on the three case study students who completed the programme:
Andrew, a male with some teaching experience in mathematics and science and who
hold a BSc degree with a chemistry III major. Andrew was teaching part time as well
during his training.
Ferrial and Mary, young women who have no teaching experience, and who hold a
BSc degree in biological sciences and chemistry 1.
The fourth subject is not included in the write up. The reason for this is that only the initial
interview was conducted. When he eventually came to an Interview-he-was in a highly upset,
emotional state. Analysis of his interview transcripts did not provide useful data for the
purposes of the study. He did not answer the questions satisfactorily in order to provide
answers to the research questions. He was an interesting case" in that he raised several
sensitive issues not directly related to the study. He subsequently withdrew halfway through
his HDE studies, so data from his interview was insufficient for a complete case.
3.2 Data Sources
The main data collection procedures were interviews, classroom observations and diagnostic
tests. The interview schedule was adapted from those used by Hewson and Hewson (1989),
Aguirre et al. (1990), Gunstone et al. (1993). Another interview schedule (consisting of only
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ideas) was designed using ideas from Lederman and Gess-Newsome (1991). Diagnostic test
were taken from Harris (1992) and Mosimege (1994) with very minor adjustments.
3.2.1 Interviews
Three interviews were conducted for each case study. The first interview of about 90 minutes
was conducted at the beginning of the study. The last interview was held at the end of it all,
when they had concluded their classes. The first interview was used to ascertain the
participant's background, their initial conceptions of science, science teaching, teaching tasks
and learning. The third interview was similar to the first one except that it focused more on
participants' conceptions of science, teaching and learning, and their perceptions of the
methodology and additional studies course. The interviews were semi-structured and on a one
to one basis. An interview schedule (see Appendix 1) was developed by adapting ones
previously used by Hewson and Hewson (1988), Aguirre et al. (1990) and Gunstone et. al,
(1993) 2<iiJ recreating some questions from ideas presented in these studies. The interview
was piloted on two postgraduate students, for timing, questioning order and phrasing. As a
result of this, the schedule was shortened. For two of the participants, Andrew and Perrial,
a second interview was held during the teaching practice period. The aim of this interview
was to explore their feelings of the teaching practice process, difficulties or problems
encountered, successes and failures. Ideas for these questions were obtained from a few
studies including Lederman and Gess-Newsome (1991) and Ellwein, Graue and Comfort
(1990). For Andrew the second interview also served to obtain data on his experiences of the
physical science methodology course and the programme as a whole because he was unable
to keep or hand over a journal. For the third participant, Mary, the teaching practice
interview was combined with the last interview because it was not possible to conduct the
interview during teaching practice due to time constraints. Parts of the teaching practice data
had to bP obtained later because Mary was unable to answer the questions as she first needed
to reflect 011 her teaching practice experiences. These interviews were tape recorded and
transcribed verbatim. Initial interviews involved the four participants, but only three
participants took part in the later interviews. The fourth student (the second to withdraw) was
excluded from this report because his interview transcript showed that he did not answer the
questions satisfactorily, making it 'Very difficult to find patterns and generate statements in
a similar way to the other three cases.
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3.,2.2 Journals
The idea of using journal keeping by participants as a source of data was also taken from
Gunstone et al. (1993). Participants were also asked to keep diaries of their experiences
(feelings, perceptions, impressions, likes, dislikes, etc.) of the lectures and or classes they
attended for the programme and teaching practice. As expected, this proved to be an onerous
task, However, one of the subjects really made an impressive effort to keep one even during
teaching practice. This journal proved very useful in accessing her experiences. Another case
study participant kept one before going to teaching practice, but was unable to continue.
These two dia-'- es were collected at the end of their formal training. The third participant
claimed to have kept one but it was never received despite efforts to get it back.
3.2.3 Class observations
The third data source was classroom observation. The three students were studied while
interacting with their colleagues and the lecturer during classes and were also observed
during their teaching practice. Teaching practice lesson observed for the three remaining
students were on acics and bases, chemical bonding and on convection and radiation.
The observations of the classes were intended to be unobtrusive. As a researcher I was a
non-participant observer in the sense that Imade no contributions during observation of any
of the lessons. My role was known to all the student teachers, During each observed session
I would sit either behind the students during lectures or at the back on one side of the class
during reaching practice, after setting up recording equipment. This strategy has been
suggested as the best way to achieve non-participatory observation (Cohen and Manion
1985). Furthermore, I referred students who asked questions to the teacher, though
sometimes I was tempted to answer them. I also made sure that I was present before the
lesson started, Occasionally, during teaching practice the venue would be used by another
class just before the lesson to be observed. This meant that I bad to set up the audio-
recording equipment while the students were settling down. I observed a number of teaching
practice lessons and before long students felt comfortable with me and the curious students
talked to me about my purpose there at the end of the lesson.
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Physical science methodology lectures
Several classes were observed including three on chemical bonding, one on acids and bases,
symbols and representation, the nature of science. Detailed field notes were only made during
two chemical bonding classes (see Appendix 4 fieldnotes for class discussion 1) because these
classes actually focused on both content and pedagogy. An ordinary audio-tape recorder was
used to make tape recordings of these classes were made for purposes of enriching the field
notes. Audibility was not of the best quality as can be noticed in tho transcripts and field
notes in Appendix 4. A record of the activities and verbalisations was also keyt.
Teachlng Practice
My initial introduction to the school principals was very Informal. I simply went with Ml
to the respective schools. Ml informed the principals about the purpose of my visit and
requested permission on my behalf to visit the school as I wished. She did not see it
necessary to make it formal and as she had thought the principals were casual about it too.
It was thus not necessary for me to report each time I was at the school. For each visit I
made to the school Iwent straight into the Iaboratory or classroom where the lessons were
held.
The same procedure as that used in the physical science methodology lectures was used to
obtain data during the teaching practice lesson observed. In these lessons verbalisations of
students and teacher trainees were tape recorded and scripted where possible, classroom
activities that took place were also noted. An attempt was made to record as much as
possible of what happened during those lessons.
The classroom observations conducted for this study wer' very unfocused. I was more
general in the observation without focusing on particular things. I tried to record as much
as possible of what went on during the lessons. Field notes, some enriched by tape
recordings, were made. However, in analysing the field notes some degree of focus was
required and the categories guiding the description were identified.
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3.2.4 Diagnostic Tests
Diagnostic tests to ascertain the status of the students' subject matter knowledge on chemical
bonding and acids and bases were administered to the whole class. The two topics, acids and
bases and chemical bonding, were selected because they are discussed as part of the science
methodology course and there was a good chance of these topics being taught during teaching
practice. The tests are given inAppendix 2A and B.
The acids and bases test (Mosimege 1994) consisted of twelve multiple-choice questions and
seven structured questions. It was administered to the whole class during the last two weeks
of the year. The reason for asking the students to write only one test was that the test itself
was being developed and it was not possible to obtain the a test in time. The topic was
discussed earlier in the year - May when I was not ready. The test was long, so it was given
as a "take home test". Only six out of fourteen test scripts were returned for analysis.
For chemical bonding a test adapted from Harris (1992) was administered as a pretest a week
before the topic was discussed and as a post-test during the last lecture of the year. The test
had ten multiple choice questions. To probe deeper the students' understanding of chemical
bonding concepts, students were asked to give reasons for selecting their answers. The
pretest was again given as a take home test because of time constraints and ten were
returned.
I
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Students' chemical background was also sought, from M3, for purposes of establishing links
between chemical background and knowledge of chemistry concepts.
! I
3.3 Reliability and Validity
This is a qualitative study. It is well known that data obtained front qualitative studies are
subjective in nature and therefore vulnerable to validity and reliability criticisms.
Methodological triangulation (Cohen and Manion 1985) was used in an attempt to ensure
some reasonable Iev )f reliability and validity. As indicated above the present study made
usc of triangulation between tile methods used for data collection: observations of lectures
and teaching practice lessons where field notes and tape recordings were made, semi-
structured participant interviews and to a lesser extent diaries. The idea of triangulation in
.\ , '
this study originally came from Gnnstone et al.. (1993).
3.4 Data analysis:
Data analysis involved a snn., 'If the sources of data for c\'~ltent. This helped derive
information about participants experiences through the course, their conceptions of science,
science teaching and learning and teaching tasks, and any patterns ot change in these,
patterns in classrooms practice and their perceptions of their successes and failures. This was
done for each participant. Data analysis procedures were also derived from the studies which
shaped data collection procedures.
Analysis of the diagnostic tests focused ('>11 aspects of science content in which students
appeared to be experiencing problems, and how these were dealt with during class discussion
in the case of chemical bonding. The: diagnostic test scores were used for qualitative
purposes, for indicating the status of the subject matter knowledge of the class in the topics
tested. Analysis of the diagnostics involved identification of students' ideas on concepts
related to chemical bonding and acids and bases. Responses in the pretest and post-test were
compared to determine any changes that might have occurred as a result of discussing the
topic (chemical bonding) in !IDE Classes and!or teaching it during teaching practice. Chapter
4 describes aspects of Chemical concepts explored in the tests.
3.5 Generalisability
This study involved case studies. Case studies can be unique instances in many aspects.
Student teachers enrolling in the HDE programme can vary from year to year both as a
group and as individuals. Because of this characteristic of the study the findings cannot be
extended even to the next member of the same class. Though generalisations cannot be drawn
from this study, it would certainly inform any researcher who considers embarking on a
similar study since
lie wO'llldsuffer long delays indeed if our every new encounter required 11S to start afresh rather than rely
on previous experience in discerning an essestially predictable world. (Wolcott 1994:33).
For this reason a detailed description of the findings is given in chapters 4, 5, 6 and 7 to
allow "e..."msiastic" readers to make their own interpretation and draw their own conclusions
from this study (Wolcott. 1994; Brickhouse and Bodner 1992).
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4.0 Introduction
Until recently post graduate teacher training programmes have ignored the subject matter
knowledge of teacher trainees leading to their partial success in teaching procedural
knowledge and inadequate support for declarative knowledge (Hashweh 1987; Hanslein,
Good and Cummis 1992). Only recently, in the mid 1980s, have serious debates taken place
regarding the importance of subject matter knowledge versus education courses in preservice
programmes (Ferguson and Womack 1993). In this study attempts were made to explore the
importance of discussing content in reducing the teaching of misconceptions in the classroom.
As mentioned in Chapter 3, the areas of focus in thls study were chemical bonding and acids
and bases. These two topics were chosen because they were discussed in methodology classes
and from previous observations by Ml, these topics are taught during teaching practice. This
would make it possible for me to observe their teaching.
This chr..e;"eris divided into two main sections. The :first part contains the analysis of the field
aotes taken during methodology classes devoted to chemical bonding and an analysis of
student tests on the topic. The aim was to ascertain the status of the HDE students' content
knowledge in chemical bonding, The second part focuses on the students responses to the
acids and bases test.
4cl Chemical bonding
Student teachers' views about chemical bonding and related concepts were determined by
analysing their responses together with explanations, in both a pretest and post test The post
test was administered when all the classes discussing chemical bonding had been completed.
The test was used to establish the status of students knowledge of chemical bonding concepts
before instruction and to establish whether any f'onceptual change took place during the
teaching of the course.
4,,1.1 Diagnostic test analysis:
The test was used to determine WE students' views on the following aspects of chemical
bonding, discussed in the order given below.
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origin and nature of the chemical bond ( test questions 1, 4, 5);
=distlactlon between intermolecular and intramolecular forces (test questions 3, 7, 8);
atouic and molecular dimensions (test question 6);
*link between macroscopic properties and microscopic structure (test question 2);
*structural change during phase change (tf'"St question 9) and
understanding of the term molecule (test question 10).
The numbers in parenthesis correspond to the questions in the test (see [Appendix 1Al)
dealing with the aspect investigated. (*These classification aspect'S are taken from Harris
(1992).
I
I,
As mentioned in Chapter 3, thl~pretest was given in a questionnaire form as a take-home test
prior to the discussion of the chemical bonding in the physical science methodology classes.
The test was given a week before the discussion of chemical bonding started. Only ten of the
sixteen student teachers itt the class returned the questionnaires in time. Perrial (one of the
cases itt this research) only returned her responses after the discussion had started. Analysis
of students' conceptions on these aspect of chemical bonding are therefore based on only the
ten questionnaires returned on time, The post test was written during the very last lecture of
the course. Fourteen students were present. Data from the additional four students has not
been. included. in the discussion because they were not useful in showing the effect of the
chemical bonding classes in the methodology course and additional studies.
4.1.2 Observation of methodology classes
The field notes taken during the class discussions on chemical bonding were analysed with a
view to determine aspects of chemical bonding addressed in these classes and issues that
seemed problematic for the student teachers. The discussion below will integrate relevant
aspects of the :l1eldnotes with issues arising from the pretest and post results. It is hoped that
such a fairly detailed discussion will inform the conclusions drawn regarding the effect of
discussing chemical bonding in the HDE courses. 'TIle term 'class discussions' is preferred to
Iectnres because as with the other sessions these were more of a discussion between the
lecturer and the student teachers as opposed to norrnallectures where the lecturer does most
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of the talking.
General features of the observed class dir~ussions.
Four class discussions on chemical bonding were observed. Three were offered in the
physical science methodology an0 one in the physical science additional studies. Two of the
three physical science methodology class were conducted before teaching practice and
focused on content issues. They helped students revive their content in the topic and
addressed errors in their conceptions of chemical bonding and related concepts. These two
class discussions also highligbted contradictions between material being presented in class
and that current in school textbooks and notes. The lecturer highlighted problems that had
been experienced in this connection in the past. 'Ihe lecturer also stated that they wanted
l-••1 to get students' ideas on how to cope in teaching practice. The main concern is that you are well
equipped for the topic before you go out ti.') teach. [CD1:263]
Class discussions
The topic on chemical bonding was offered by a lecturer (M6) from one of the college ...of
education in Johannesburg in conjunction with M1. M6 introduced the first session of the
discussion by relating bonding to strength of materials used in construction of structures
requiring immense strength: such as concrete, steel bars and stone, but not plastic. With
these example she was able to relate the strength of construction material to their microscopic
structure: the bonding between the atoms.
The first discussion session focused on
origin of forces of attraction and bond formation.
network and simple molecules
chemical reactions and chemical bonding
hydrogen bonding and intermolecular forces
The second class discussion which came a week later explored further some of the issues
raised in the first session and also explained and consolidated student teachers' understanding
of chemical bonding and related aspects.
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cIn the second session the following aspects were discussed:
cause and effect of chemical bonding, including its definition
hydrogen bonding
structural representation
covalent, ionic and metallic bonds
dimensions of atoms and molecules.
It will be noticed that the first two were dealt with in the first session. In the second session
they were taken a step further for more clarification.
At the start of the first class discussion on chemical bonding, an assignment was given to tbe
student teachers. This was aimed at getting them to think at out how to introduce chemical
bonding to secondary school students. The second class discussion was thus introduced by
first looking at the assignment questions and student teachers' ideas arising from these
questions.
During the methodology classes, chemical bonding was discussed in an open ended way and
student teachers were encouraged to review their own understanding of the concepts and to
question their views on the concepts as well as to address their questions. ~U thE~aspects of
chemical bonding in the diagnostic test were discussed in these classes. The reason, though
not ascertained, could be that M4's review of the pretest responses prior to the class
discussion gave her some insight to specific problem areas that could be addressed. Attempts
have been made to show this hy integrating the students' responses in the test and the manner
inwhich these concepts were addressed. Class discussion of each theme will follow the
description of the responses for each theme. The pretest served to inform the methodologists
of the students' conceptions prior to discussing chemical bonding. 'll1r.re were more aspects
of chemical bonding discussed in those methodology classes than reported here-those which
were not directly linked to the question in the diagnostic test have been excluded.
I :
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4.1.3 Students' chemical bnckgrolW.d
The term "chemical background" is used here to refer to the highest level of chemistry done
prior to enrolling in the HDE programme. This is summarised together with test scores for
multiplecchoice questions in Table 4.1 below.
Table 4.1 Summary of HDE students of ehemleal background and test scores
Students* Chemical background
prete~
Test Scores IPost test= . I1Ferria1 Chemistry I 6 8
2 Mary Chemistty 1 4 5
I 3 Andrew Chemistry m 4 6
Student 4- Chemistry m 6 9
Stud.ent 5 Chemistry m 3 7-
Student 6 , Chemistry ill 6 7
I
Student 7 Chemistry I 3 9
Student 8 Chemistry m 5 9
Student 9 Chemistry ]I 4 9
Student 10 Chemistry ill 5 S
Class Average 4.6 7.7~ -'" The numbers 4 to 10 are arbitr labels for rotectin student's identiary typ g
('
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4.1.4 TestAnalysis andResult~
Results of the analysis of the multiple choice responses to all questions 1n both pretest and
post test are summarised and reported in Table 4.2 below. The numP,t"t'B,.tu the table are the
actual numbers of students who selected that option in each question .•
Table 4.2 Summary ot resporues to multiple Iw,oice qu~on for both the pretest and
post test.
~. ~
PlltiOll! A B C D Other
Qu~stions Pre Post Pre P06t Pre Post Pre Post Pre Fost...
1 9 .2 \i 0 1* 8* 0 0
2 1* 2* 1 0 4 7 \'+~ 1.
...~,....__
3 () 1 1 .2 1ft. 6* 1 .2 1tBC) -4 4- .2 1* 7* 3 1 2 0
5 :3 1 1 0 1* 9* 4 0 1
6 1 1 2 0 1 0 6* 9*-
7 1 0 9' 9* 0 0 0 1- .
8 0 0 8" 10* 2 0 0 0
9 :1* 6* 3 2 4 2 0 0-
10 1 0 0 0 1 1 8* 9*
'" denotes th~correct optiOll.
A method used by Ntho (1991) and Harris (1992) among others was applied to indicate those
questions for which. students changed erroneous ideas they may have held before the topic
was discussed. In this method the possible effect of the class discussions on chemical bonding
is shown by the shift in the number of students who change their views between the two
tests. The data obtained from comparing responses of individual students in each question it,
the pretest and the post test are given in Table 4.3 below.
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Table 4.3: Shifts in·choice of option between pretest and post test for each JIDE
student involved in the study.
QUES1'IONS
Shift 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
R-:R 1 , 6 1 1 5 8 8 2 7
W-R 7 2 0 6 8 4 1 2 4 2
R-W 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1
W-W 2 4 2 1 0 0 0 0 1 0
W-U 0 3 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 0
Total 10 10 9 10 9 10 10 10 10 10
..egend: R~R -- right, w-] -- wrong to right; .R-W - right to wrong,
w-w =wrong to same wrong; W-u = wrong to different wrong;
With a sample. size of 10, statistical analysis would be inappropriate. Therefore r cannot state
with certainty whether shifts are significant or not. So a qualitative discussion is used in
which actual students' views are explored in the aspects presented in each question in the
test. Shifts are also included in the discussion and are represented graphically at the start of
the discussion of questions where there appears to be big shifts or no shifts displayed.
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4.1..5 Origin and nature of the chemical bond:
Question 1:
Figure 4.1 below illustrates the performance of the student teachers in both the pretest and
post test.
Periormance in question 1
lli",<>lU'e 4.1 Perfunnance shifts fot question 1
Question 1 tested student teachers understanding of the primary cause of the chemical bond
in the sodium chloride crystal. From Table 4.2 it will be seen that in the pretest only one
student, Ferrial, appeared to hold a correct conception of the electrostatic nature of a
chemical bond and she maintained this conception ill the post test. While the rest (9) seemed
to think that chemical bonds resulted from attraction of oppositely charged ions. The idea
underlying the major distracter (A) was that of electron transfer from one atom to another to
form oppositely charged ions which attract during bonding. The same conception was also
displayed by Ferrial though she selected the correct option. Since Ferrial returned her
responses later, it is possible that the class discussion influenced her choice of option C fof
question 1 as shown.
F: C*: Ionic bonds. NaCl consist of Na + and Cl" ions held together by electrostatic attraction.
According to this reason the attraction is between the ions instead of electrons and protons
which is the generally accepted conception.
(F represents Ferrial C* denotes correct answers. Explanations are also given verbatim or
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with minimum modification for purposes of authenticity of the ideas presented by the student
teachers.) Similar ideas were displayed in the responses of five other students 5, 6, 7, 8 and
10. Student 10 went on show further inappropriate conceptions by stating that
Electrostatic forces are very weak and could not be responsible for chemical bonds in NaCl.
The reason given by student 6, another chemistry major, for choosing A as the key displayed
an understanding of the involvement of the octet rule in bonding thus:
6: A: Na is in group 1 and easily loses an electron to become a positive ion. Chlorine is in group vn and likes
to gain an electron to become a negative ion. Both lose and gain electrons to obtain a more stable electronic
structure, viz a full valence shell.
Similar observations were reported by Bradley et al. (1985), from a study where 73% of the
student teachers involved perceived the octet rule as an explanation for the formation of CCl4
molecule from carbon and chlorine atoms.
Data from analysis of the post test suggest a change in these conceptions by seven students
(Fig. 4.1). Student number 6 did not seem to have changed his views on bonding in a sodium
chloride crystal. The same idea presented in the pretest was given in the post test as shown
by the response below.
6: The chemical bonds in sodium chloride crystals are primarily due to A: attractive forces between oppositely
charged ions. This causes the atoms to come close enough together so that their respective atomic orbitals may
overlap to form molecular orbitals.
There seems to be disparity within the response. While the first part has the connotation that
oppositely charged ions are present and therefore no atoms, the latter talks of atomic orbitals
overlapping due to ionic attractions.
Student 8 appeared to have changed views but disputed the concept discussed as the key in
defining a chemical bond during the class discussions thus
8: C: electrostatic forces are not chemical bonds.
An interesting observation to note is that a student who seems to have changed his/her
conceptions has actually not changed. For example student 8 chose the correct response but
the reason given was in direct conflict to what was discussed in class. Ferrial's response is
another example. What also emerged from the responses in this question was that prior to
discussing chemical bonding, there was a strong perception that charged ions are responsible
) .
for holding the sodium and chlorine in the crystal lattice.
Question 4:
Figure 4.2 above shows the shift in students performance from pretest to post for question 4.
Perfonnance in question 4
IOr----------_----,
Figure 4.2 Perfonnance shift in question 4
This question sought students understanding of the nature of the force holding carbon and
oxygen in a carbon monoxide (CO) molecule. Again only one student, number 8, selected the
correct option without adequately qualifying it with an appropriate reason. The explanation
given by the student did not display much Understanding of these forces. For example:
8: ]3*: Electrostatic attraction is a force. The question asked for the FORCE lliat holds the C and 0 together.
Indeed there is an electrostatic force, options A. C and D do not refer to FORCES.
The other students gave the variety of explanations given below ranging from stable Octet to
orbital overlap:
3: C:
l
~ 4: D:
6: A:
5: A:
7: D:
9: A:
i
the forces that hold the two atoms together ill not electrostatic. A distribution of electron cloud density is
responsible for the reaction
they are covalent bonds 50 share electrons not electron pairs and form a stable octet
Carbon dO\i.I!i.n.'tshare electrons and electrostatic attraction is out. A stable octet comes from sharing of
electrons.
The bond in CO is a triple covalent bond caused by the overlap of p-orbital,
Electrostatic attraction occurs between ions and this is a covalent bond.
Electrosta.ti.c attraction (B) does not necessarily result in a bond to form a molecule • .Although C and D are
true in the bond of the molecule: they do not result in the forc~ holding the atoms together; ie force as a
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result of orbital ove:rlapping.
10: A: CO has a triple bond therefore pi bonding is involved -> orbital overlapping.
Notice how stndents 3, 6, 7 and 9 dismiss electrostatic forces 1:.\8 beiug responsible for
bonding in carbon monoxide. It will also be appreciated. from these explanations that prior to
class discussion orbital overlap (option A) also dominsted the student teachers' understanding
of bonding in CO. Again a similar observation was made by Bradley, Gerrans and Matthee
(l985). Also emerging is the perception that electrostatic forces have no role in co alent
bonding, as in the case of CO. The Import-nee of electrostatic forces in bonding was also not
displayed for ionic bonding in sodium chloride in the pretest.
Student 7 clearly p.-'fceivf'd bonding as involving ions as in the sodium chloride crystal to be
different: .trom zovalent ~nCil1:g, thus showing an understanding that there are different types
of bonding as propagated by the syllabus and textbooks.
Post test analysis data again seem to show a shift in the conceptions of these student teachers
(6 student teachers), and reasons given displayed some understanding. Option A WM still a
viable option for two of the students (3 and 6). Some examples of the views students showed
in the post test are given below.
6: A: Orbital overlapping indicates tllat there are electrons close to the nuclei.
8: B*: Electrostatic attraction is a force < none of the other options ha;.te a connection willi "forces".
10: c: A, B and D are all as a result ofC,
Student ~ still uses the same tactic he used in the pretest to derive a reason for choosing the
correct answer.
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Question 5:
For Question 5 student teachers were required to show their understanding of the causes of
chemical bond formation, Performance shifts for question 5 are given in figure 4.3 below.
Notice how all. the students chose the correct option in the post test.
~-------------------------------~
Performance in question 5
10r---~~--~--'-'-
Figure 4.3 Perfermance shift in question 5
Again only one student (6) selected the correct option in the pretest, that chemical bonds
form when electrons are simultaneously between the two nuclei of the bonding atoms. The
student's reason for the choice of the option did not, however, demonstrate his understanding
of the reasons for a bond forming.
6: C*: Each of the other occurs only in specific cases.
Major distracters for-question 5 were A (sharing one or more electron pail's) and D (kinetic
energy of the two atoms decreases). Below are explanations for the choices students made.
3: A:. chemical bonding occurs as a result of I.. ,',tron density shifts.
4: D: this is the •••(word not legible) •••• are we can be sure of ie energy whole less than energy of individual
parts, Other 8JlSVIIersdepend on the type of chemir,al bond,
8: D: Atoms will only bond if the energy state of the system after bonding is less than that of the separate atoms
before bonding.
9: A: It is not the kinetic energy, but tl1~overall energy that decreases (therefore not.D) C does not result in a
chem~cal bond; an octet of elecrrons is not necessarily obtained by a chemical bond (not B). By sharing
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electron pairs 11 chemical bond forms.
Students 4 and 8 display the same correct reasoning about energy changes in a bonding
system, but they are not answering the question asked because the option they chose referred
to the kinetic energy rather than the overall energy of the system.
Analysis of responses for question " in the post test indicated a large shift towards the
correct response, shown in Table 4.3. Reasons by students 3 and 9 are the effect of the
electrostatic attraction of electrons of two bonding atoms to the two nuclei, i.e. bonding.
S: A: A bor.~":wolves 2 electrons which ate shared between atoms.
8: C*: C = BASIC definition of chemical bond.
10: C*: .f A, B and D are all as a result of C.
From the response given by student 5 there are indications of some understanding regarding
the nature of a chemical bond, though she did not answer the question. Students 8 and 10
chose correct options but ~ie reason were not convincing.
Major variations from accepted chemical bonding conceets exhibited in the pre- test were
related to the cause and effect of the chemical bond (Banis 19J2). Students believed
chemical bonding results from the formation of a stable octet (3), orbital overlap (3); electron
sharing (3), all of which are the result of the force of attraction between the protons a~.lti
electrons of neighbouring atoms. Also dominating was the view that ions are formed before
bonding takes place. The conception that electrostatic attractions are responsible for bonding
appeared unfamiliar to all the ten students.
The origin and nature of chemical bonds was not well understood by the WE students prior
to class discussion. Even Ferrial who appeared to be knowledgeable by selecting the correct
option, this choice was not followed by an explanation which exhibited clear understanding
of the concepts sought. Surprisingly, in some cases some of those who chose inappropriate
options displayed some understanding in the explanations they presented. Discussing aspects
relating to cause and effect of chemical bonding during the methodology lectures appears to
have helped the preservice teachers in this class to change their inappropriate conceptions
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towards more acceptable ones. Below is a description of sections from two lessons in which
chemical bonding was discussed with respect to the namre and origin of chemical bonds.
Both class discussions addressed this aspect of chemical boudillp' in various ways. Ways in
which this was tackled during class discussion are iIlustn.~.il below: directly as
origin and nature of chemical bonds and
covalent, ionic and metallic bonds, and indirectly as
cause and effect of bonding; and
network and simple molecules.
The origin and nature of chemical bonds.
The origin and nature of chemical bonds was introduced by tapping students' knowledge of
forces, including those discussed in physics. This was followed by a demonstration of
electrostatic forces to show that chemical bonds are electrostatic in nature and originate as
forces of attraction between positive and negative charges. The discussion was also linked tc
teaching this aspect at school level, The excerpt below shows the approach student teachers
could use in class.
They [sr.lwol pupils] will have done something on the structure of the atom so that they know that there are
protons in the nucleus which are positively charged surrounded by an electron cloud that's sufficient. Either
you can think of your electrons as particles or as a negmively charged cloud. I think that you need to
perhaps tell them to think of these electrons inboth ways. So you notice we have not introduced the
molecular ()fbital model, and Wehave nc>t introduced the quantum mechanics model and I think it is
inappropriate to do that at school level. [CD1:270]
For school purposes she also suggested an analogy of a lit candle where the actual flame
represented the nucleus of the atom and the light emanating from that flame to represent the
sphere of electrons or charge cloud. Interpretation of the light from the two candles brought
close together is analogous to the overlap of electron cloud when two atoms come together in
bonding. With this analogy in mind and using the valence bond model of chemical bonding
she went to discuss bond formation in the hydrogen molecule ion (H~+) (see figure 4.4
below). From the discussion she derived the definition of a bond given in excerpt
[CD1:271a] below, it should be noted that this definition happens to be directly addressing
question 5 in the diagnostic test.
A bond is a pair of electrons. A strung force is caused when a pair of electrons are simultaneously neat' t'NO
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nuclei.[CDi:271a J
Not only was the candle analogy useful in showing the concept of charge cloud overlap
during bonding but it also made it possible for the student teachers to appreciate the wave
nature of electrons. Mary did not seem to appreciate this as demonstrated in excerpt
[CD2:280] i..'1 the subsection on covalent, ionic and metallic bonds below.
Questions students raised following the given definition attempted to bring about visualisation
of the position of these electrons during bonding and pairing and how \0 deal with the
situation at school.
R: [•.•] A pair of electrons, are they always the same distance all the
time?
You are thinking of the particle model, for a start. Aren't you?
Ya.
Remember that is explicitly what I said, think of the light analogy
because the particle model of an electron is ..... So honestly I don't
blow where this electron is. I just know that there is high electron
density in thin region {between two bonded nuclei ia a diagram
drawn on the board, as in Fig, 4.4}
[...1At school I've been trying to incorporate all these other things of
hybridisation and everything to do with the particle model and I find
it very difficult. [CD1:271b]
M6:
R:
M6:
R:
®
A
AUn>d~
@ :rDf'Ci<
~~
. ~QPv.I$llIe.1force B:
9
CD
A
Figure 4.4: Bond formation in
~+
Covalent, ionic and metallic bonds:
Another problematic area discussed was the idea that covalent and ionic bonds are different.
Metallic bonds were included. in the discussion. To illustrate the similarities between
covalent, ionic and metallic bonding water, sodium chloride and metallic iron in all three
phases were used as examples. The discussion focused on coping with these three types of
chemical bonds generally perceived in the school situation. M6 first criticised the way these
are treated in the syllabus and the general practice in school when discussing bonding. The
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following excerpt, [CD2:280] shows how she treated the
concepts and the problems some of the student teachers voiced
as the discussion progressed, The excerpt also provides
information for directly answering question 1.
M6:
K:
M6:
s:
M6:
K:
M6:
Mary:
M6:
Mary:
M6:
Mary:c:
K:
Mary:
M6:
Mary:
M6:
Wlui.t do you mean every atom?
Will all the atoms form bondF~
You can't have that.
Ok. Will you look at this picture. Alright. As your sodium and Figure 4.5 Covalent, ionic and
chlorine come together, first you will just have two of them, and then metallic bonding
as they move from the gaseous to the liquid phase more of them will
bond t::J form a cluster and as you move into the solid phase they move into a structure which has a lattice.
In other words spacings is the same between every other atom between every nucleus in that structure. So
then the position of every atom is then fixed and only vibrations are allowed. I don't understand what your
problem is.
My problem is that [••.• j if you say that both sodium and chloride (sic) have valency of one and they bond
with each other [... ] then how on earth can they bond with others? (Oh) But that's what the general idea is.
Then how on earth can they bond with all these other atoms? [... ] There's nothing left to bond with.
There's nothing left to bond with. What we've got here is an electron charge around every nucleus, say
Anything we have $~d 80 far does not distinguiBh between bonds, we
just talk about bonds. Right. ..... And in fact as far as you know that
is true for every bond. So why do we start at school with.
distiP_g'olishing rather than start with what is similar? Then .... to start
"vith the specific differences before we even start with our basic
parts. (••••) So let's start with what is traUitionally called the covalent
;,ond. If we had hydrogen and an oxygen atom say for instance
would be forming the water molecule. The force of attraction
between them. would cause overlap of orbitals ••••• that there is what
is called covalent bond. What happens in sooium chloride? Let us just
take for a start what would happen in the gaseous phase if you could
have' ":tuation of il301atOO sodium atoms and isolated chlorine atoms.
Whg ould form in the gaseous phase? Gaseous sodium chloride.
{pause} Would we have a crystal'?
No, a molecule.
You would have a molecule. So how many atoms in the molecule in
the gaseous molecule?
Two.
s<> you would have a similar situation to that one {water as inFig
4.5} You would have a covalently bonded sodium in that molecule.
What would you have in the liquid phase? .... your diatomic
molecule .... clustered to ••••
You would have more molecules.
You have more of these molecules joining up. So you have these
clustered, not a specific number because .... And in the solid?
But how can there be 'l-")nds between every atom? Will all the atoms
form oonds?
(sic) But how can there be bonds between every atom? Will all the
atoms form bonds?
Because like in thai .... in the network structure ...
Ohl You are talking about the solid? (Mary:Ya) in the salt?
I don't understand how it will work,
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following excerpt, [CD2:280] shows how she treated the
concepts and the problems some of the student teachers voiced
as the discussion progressed. The excerpt also provides
information for directly answering question 1.
M6:
1(:
M6:
s:
M6:
K:
M6:
Mary:
M6:
Mary:
M6:
Mary:c:
K:
Mary:
M6:
Mary:
M6:
H H 0
0 0 0
@J
~
Water molecule
"
Na Cl
0 0
cD
.Anything we have said so far does not distinguish between bonds, W'~
just talk about bonds. Right. ••••• And in fact as far as you .know thaI:
is true for ever:.. bond. So why do we start at school with
distinguishing rather than start witl>.what is similar? Then .... to start
with the specific differences before we even start with our basic
parts. (••••) So let's start with. what is traditionally called the covalent
bond. Ifwe had hydrogen and an oxygen. atom say for instance
would be forming the water molecule. The force of a!trac.tion
between them would cause overlap of orbitals ..... that there is whlli
is called, covalent bond. What happens in sodium chloride? Let US just of
take for a start what would happen in the gaseous phase if you could
have a situation of isolated sodium. atoms and isolated chlorine atoms.
What would form in the gaseous phase? Gaseous sodium chloride.
{pause} Wodd we have a crystal?
No. a molecule.
You would have a molecule. So how many atoms in 'the molecule in
the gaseous molecule?
Two.
So you would have a similar hituation to that one {water as in Fig
4.S} You would have a covalen~ly bonded sodium in that molecule.
What would you have in the liquid phase? .... your diatomic
molecule •••• clustered to ••••
You would have more molecules.
You have more of these molecules joining up. So you have these
clustered, not a specific number because .... And in the solid?
But how can there be bonds between every atom? Will all the atoms
form bonds?
(sic) But how can there be bonds between every atom? Wul9.1l the
atoms form bonds?
Because like in that •••• in the network structure •••
Oh! 'You are talking about the solid? (Mary:Ya) in the salt?
I don't understand how it will work.
What do you mean every atom?
Will all the atoms form bonds?
NaCl molecule
NaClliquid
NaCl solid
Fe Fe
00
Fe
()
. 8IHJB Fe(s)
You can't have that.
Ok. Will you look at this picture. Alright. As your sodium and Figure 4.5 Covalent, ionic and
chlorine come together, first you will just have two of them, and then metallic bonding
an they move from the gaseous to the liquid phase more of them will
bond to form a cluster and as you move into the solid phase they move into a structure which has a lattice.
In other words spacings is the same between every other atom between every nucleus in that structure. So
then the position of every atom is then fixed and only vibrations are allowed. I don't understand what your
problem is.
My problem is that [••.• ] if you say ~hat both. sodium and chloride (sic) have valency of one and they bond
with each other [•••] then how on earth can they bond wiili others? (011) But that's what the general idea is.
Then how on earth can they bond with all these other atoms? [•••] There's nothing left to bond with.
There's nothing left to bond with. What we've got here is an electron charge around every nucleus, say
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sodium - then\', a charge cloud around that end some charge cloud around that {chlorine atom} So there is
a force of att:ractionbetween those •••• Say you have a force or attraction •••• (Ya) and ifIhave one here
and one the~ and one there in three dimeDBions.So there's IlO reason why those atoms there should not
approach simaltaneouBly. There will also be a force of attraction all the way round.
Mary: That can't be a bond•••• A bond results in the sharing of electrons. [CD2:280]
Mary'R problem was reconciling the particle view and the wave view of the electron to
understand the nature of the bonds in network structures as discussed using sodium chloride
as an example. She was advised to view bonding in both ways, as involving the electrons as
particles and as a charge cloud to comprehend how sodium and chloride could be bonded to
more tb::m one atom simultaneously in the lattice.
She is exhibiting a strong conception of the electron as a particle and that of a bond as a pair
of electrons. Similar problems were observed during her teaching practice, described in
Chapter 1. Fortunately during teaching practice Mary did not have to discuss the sodium
chloride lattice.
Cause and effect of bonding:
This was another aspect of chemical bonding that students did not seem to have a good
understanding. Related to this was also the understanding of the meaning of the chemical
bond and the order of events during bond formation. M6 addressed misconceptions identified
and reflected in their responses in the assignment, to the question "what is a bond" or "what
causes a bond?" by stating that
Many people in response to 'Vlhat causes a bond' said because ~hey share electrons, as if sharing was the
reason for the bond to form. Now as I've said, the overlap of orbitals is a result of the bonding because it is
the force of attraction thet pulls them together and that forces overlap of orbitals and as a result electron
sharing. [CD2:273a]
Students wanted to know which of the three comes first. Her response to this question
addressed, to some extent, questions 1 and 4. Her explanation was
[•••] the force of attraction between them which then causes the bond or the bond which means there is a
strong force of attraction. [•••] In some ways there is a circular situation, but [... ] you need to think
carefully what is the origin of these. [CD2:273a]
This aspect, origin of a bond, was further explored in terms of these forces to establish a
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reasonable order of events. An example to show the interaction between M6 and. the students
is excerpt [CD2:273c] given below.
1:
M6:s:
M6:
Rob:
M6:
Brian:
M6:
Kim:
What will ••••
Right what brings them together?
Is it tile potential energy that brings them together?
The ~leetrostatic forces bt-iDgsthem toget1J.er,between the nucleus 8l!.d the electrons.
So in other words the electron configuration, the whole configuration, not only the electron CC11.figurationof
your sepam:e atoms, It is the origin. of the electrostatic forces. Is it sufficient just to ha're atoms •••••
Aiso the lack of kinetic energy because at certain temperatures they move apart. So .••. 1hey need to be
close enough together and the only time they'll be close enough is when they •••
Are you saying they will bond if the twa atoms have very little •••••• (Brian: ••••)
We can say they will bond if the energy ill the same as •••.
l-••.•1
M6: Ok remember last week we spoke about the fact that overall there is a net attractive force and the repulsion
comes into operation when your nuclei come so close, too close in fact. So when they are furthest apart
there is actually So net attractive force. But we've got to have enough kinetic e,nergy for these two atoms to
approach and come close to each other. [CD2:273c]
Itwas observed that despite the lecturer's attempts to show the important role of electrostatic
attraction for bond formation and that orbital overlap and electron sharing are only 'effects of
bonding and not the cause, later on in the class discussion this aspect was revisited as student
teachers continued to show misunderstanding of what a chemical bond is. The excerpt below
follows a comparative discussion on the ball and stick model and the overlapping circles
diagram used in representing single molecules and students' reasoning on the matter.
Charles: Can I just ask something. If ·'here.is Ill. bond between atoms, would there always be this overlap? I
mean ••• two circles lUcethai. say would there always be that type of overlap?
Tun: Overlap occurs before the bond forms.
M6: Overlap occurs before the bond forms ( in tone indicating disagreement with the statement)
Tun:
M6:s:
M6:
Ss:
M6:
Brian:s:
M6:
Briru.~
M6:
What do you t1rinlc? What is a bond?
An overlap of orbitals.
No. A bond is not an overlap of orbitals! What is a bond?
Sharing of electrons.
No it's not a sharing of electrons, {students laugh at their errors}.
It's a force.
It's a force.
It's a force of attraction. Thank you. A bond is a force of attraction which results in{pause}
Sharing of electrons.
A sharing of electrons and overlap of orbitals. That's what I said about cause and effect. So it's because of
that force that orbitals overlap. [CD2:277]
Notice from this excerpt how dominant the orbital overlap and electron sharing as causes of
bonding are in students conceptions. This excerpt also shows information which students
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could use to answer question 4 on bonding in carbon monoxide.
Network and simple molecules:
Students also had the opportunity to compare simple molecular and network structures in a
group activity. The activity involved the breaking or attempting to break a variety of
materials such as wax, copper, quartz, sulphur, iodine and calcite. It was followed by a
classification of these materials in terms of possessing strong or weak forces, being
composed of simple molecules or network molecules. During the discussion of the activity,
some assistance was given for using the same, exercise with std 9 pupils. As will be noticed
in the excerpt below, the assistance included definitions which the student teachers did not
seem to know.
Now what we need to do then is to f,,8.ywhat do we mean by
simple molecules, what do we mean by network molecules. So
at this point in teaching std 9s I would then go OlD. to explain
what I mean by that. Now a siml~l~: ld in fuct in this hand out
there is a definition of what is a lli1"lplemolecule and what iii a
network structure. [••••J I think the best way to explain this in
std 8 is to actually draw the diagram, but rn give you the
definition first. It consists of unlimited very large numbers of
atoms joined in 3 dimensions by strong forces which we call
chemical bonds. [•••• She draws on the board as in fig. 4.6 as
she talks to illustrate the molecular structures under discussion]
A simple molecule consists of either an explicit number of
atoms joined by chemical bonds or an unlimited chain in one
dimension of bonded atoms. What does 0. simple molecule look
like? It might be diatomic, it might be like sulphur which we
know to have 8 atoms joined in a ring structure. It might be a
chain sueh as you get with polythene. [CDl:266]
Network
Simple molecular
diatomic Sulphur
polythene
Figure 4.6 Network and simple molecules
Emerging from this excerpt is that chemical bonds are strong forces of attraction in both
simple molecules and molecules of network structures, Differences between the two '\)'",~e
discussed in terms of atomic and structural compositior, 7 breaking (If chemical bonds versus
separation of molecules. This part of the discussion addressed questions 1, 4 and in some
way question 2 on the microscopic structure and properties of brittle solids.
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4.1.6 DL<mction between intermolecular and intramolecular forces
From the analysis of the pretest responses students appeared to have a good comprehension
of the following aspects of chemical bonding:
the relationship between bonding in a substance and..its colour
the distinction between intermolecular and intramolecular forces with respect to the
lfilllelting point
strength and distance between neighbouring non-bonded and bonded nuclei
the composition of a molecule.
This is shown by the numbers of students who chose the COm-;0tanswers to questions dealing
with these aspects, questions (3,7, 8). Students who displayed errors in their conceptions in
these areas seemed to have misread the question. This conclusion was drawn from the
observation that even though tbeir selected option was wrong, their explanation displayed
appropriate understanding of the concepts referred to in the question. The following
discussion provides support for this conclusion.
.1
Question 3:
Performance in question 3
lOr-~-----------,
Figure 4.7 Performance shift in question 3
Question 3 aimed at ascertaining student teachers' views on the influence of intermolecular
forces on the colour of molecular solids. Notice from figure 4.7 above which represents the
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performance in question 3, that there are no shifts from wrong to right answers while two
students maintained their incorrect conceptions.
Many students as shown in Table 4.2 correctly identified that colour was not determined by
intermolecular forces but rather intramolecular forces. The choice by those students who
selected options B (weak forces between the molecules of molecular solids account for fact
that such solids can dissolve without a chemical reaction) and D (such. a solid melts at a
comparatively low temperature) could be attributed to misreading the question because their
explanations did not match the chosen option. For example:
5: B: Even molecules with strong intermolecular forces can be dissolved without chemi(',t\1}reaction
8: B and C*: Colour is a property of a substance - there are weak forces between oxygen molecules and oxygen
gas is neither grey nor black.
9: D: If the forces between molecules 2Ie weak, little energy is required to melt the solid.
There were no shifts from wrong to right answers as reflected in Table 4.3. However, in the
post test one student, 5, who selected a wrong answer did show an understanding of the
effect of intermolecular forces on properties of molecular solids, as shown in the example
below:
5: B: A chemical ~.';.,ctionwill occur when it is dissolved because the molecule is likely to "break" up or bonds
will be broken.
Question 7:
Question 7 explored student teachers' understanding of the relationship between melting and
the strength of forces between atoms in a pure substance. Most of the students displayed no
difficulty at all apart from one student whose explanation demonstrated a clear understanding
within the context of the question, hence no performance graph is given.
Question 8:
Question 8 explored the relationship between intermolecular forces and intramolecular forces
on the distance between neighbouring nuclei in an iodine crystal. In the pretest two students .
chose option C (iodine forms diatomic molecules).
3. C: because the 12molecule has "covalent" bonds, the atoms in the molecule would be closer t7gdil.er than in
the crystal
It will be appreciated in this example that though the chosen option is incorrect the
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explanation shows partial understanding. The idea portrayed here is that the length between
atoms in an iodine molecule (supposedly 12 molecule in the gas phase) would be shorter than
in the crystal. This seems to portray a conception that in the crystal the atoms, whether
bonded or not are more apart than in the diatomic gaseous molecule.
In the post test all students chose the correct option, with one doubtful reason "Iodine is a
big molecule".
Class disc$Sion
During class discussion intermolecular forces
as an aspect of chemical bonding was .:
discussed in relation to a teaching package on
chemica! bonding prepared by the same
lecturer offering the topic. She asserted that
intermolecular forces are part of the syllabus Figure 4.$ Ioaine molecules in a crystal
and therefore should not be vie 1\'00 separately from chemical bonding. A short exercise taken
from the package was used to illustrate the effect of intra-intermolecular forces on the
distance between bonded and non-bonded nuclei in the iodine crystal (see figure 4.8). The
exercise led to the conclusion ilia short distances between iodine nuclei represented strong
forces of attraction, that is chemical bonds. Longer lengths represented weak forces of
attraction or intermolecular forces between molecules of diatomic iodine in the crystal. The
relationship between potential energy, distance between adjacent atoms and bonding was
discussed leading to a link between these three, thus: bonding occurs at minimum potential
energy and the force of attraction is the strongest. This discussion addressed question 8 of
the diagnostic test and all students in the post test ,..'It"lse the correct option but shifts involved
only two students.
Hydrogen bonding and intermolecular forces was another area where student teachers were
uncertain and therefore anticipated difficulty teaching. In the excerpt below Winnie raised
this issue and her concerns in teaching this concept.
Winnie: When you're teaching hydrogen bonding •••
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M6: I've always taught ia inverted COUllIl8S
Wlllllie: needs to be redefined. It is difficult because textbooks refer to it as hydrogen bond.
M6: But the textbooks make it clear that it is an intermolecular force.
Wmnic: But it c:&ll.I it a bond and that C81Ule8 confusion
M6: It can and you need to focus your pupils attention that it is actu:ally not a bond. [(.."'1) 1:269].
It appears that Winnie was not comfortable with the use of "bond" for an intermolecular
force.
4.1.7 Atomic and molecular dimensions.
Question 6:
. Thl~ question tested student teachers' understanding of atomic and molecular dimensions. It
W::. 'I;eel on a diagrammatic representation of a homonuclear diatomic molecule showing the
&stance between bonded nuclei, that is bond length, denoted by x (see Appendix 2A:6) and
they boo to Dame distance x, Figure 4.9 below illustrates how students periJrmed. in the
question. Figure 4.9 above shows the shift in students oerforraance from pretest to post for
question 4.
I
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Performance in quesiion 6
Figure 4.9 Performance shifts in question 6
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In the pretest four students were diverted to other options: 1 by option A; 2 by B and 1 by
C. Only one of these gave an explanation.
10: B: AMuming atoms making up a molecule are identical, X is covalent radius by definition.
In the post test only one student, 6, erroneously thought that x represented the atomic :,,<~ius.
I
1
j
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During class discussion treatment of this aspect differentiated atomic radius, covalent radius,
van der Waals radius and bond length. Students did not appear to have problems during the
discussion, though the analysis of question 6 in the pretest shows a few errors which
aPl.>eared to have been reczified as shown in fig 4.9.
Stmctusal Representations:
Thi~was another area of discussion in the second session that was related to atomic and
molecular dimensions. Tne aim here was to focus student teachers' attention on some of the
general assumptions made by teachers about their pupils' understanding and authors sbout
th~i.r readership regarding diagrams used to represent substances and their microscopic
structures. Students were given an acti.vity involving a 2 dimensional picture of a single
molecule and a. 3 dimensional model of a molecule. Examples are shown in the figure 4.10.
Emerging from students ~presentations of what they could deduce from the diagrams and
molecular models was the importance of clarity and labelling of representations to avoid
misinterpretations. Emphasis was also placed on the size, bond angles, bond lengths in giving
good representations. For example:
i
I
!
!
Let us look at this one at this stage. Look at this picture at the bottom. What does that picture {A in fig
4.1(}~ What does this picture tell us that this {B in fig 4.10} one does not?
Bond length.
Bond length. Can I get an estimate. [••. ] So if you w.:.re looking at
that picture) how would you work out bond length?
Measure from the centre of one to the centre of the other.
Ok. From the centre of one circle {B} to the centre of the other. And
in this one {A}
Measure the length of the sticks,
The length of the stick .•••••• So what)s wrong with this picture {A}?
The suck is misleading the bond length.
Misleading. Ok because some people would say well the stick is the Figure 4.10 Molecule
bond. [CD2:277] repl'esentation
M6:
s:
M6:
K:
! M6:
Ss:
M6:
S:
M6:
B
00
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Other limiting factors of the representation were highlighted such as spacings, pictures not
depicting reality, i.e. representing non existing features, circles.representing nucleus and core
electrons which does not apply to the g+ ion. Students were also made aware that what was
important was that
You'v", gClt to know what it .represent, and teachers don't llOIIIlally encourage that. [••••1It'a jlWit th2t you
have an agreement on that symboliml • .& long as everybody agrees on that I;ymbolism. and we've got to
explain this before we use it. [CD2:Z78].
4.1.8 Link between macroscopic properties and microscopic structure
Question 2:
Question 0<2looked at the properties of brittle solids. This question appeared quite problematic
for most students. The major distracters in the pretest were C and D, while C was the major
distracter in the post test. Again only one student, Ferrial, chose the correct option in the
prezest, but changed to a wrong one in the post test. Her initial response had a doubtful
explanation thus
A: process of elim.i.nation!
Figure 4.11 below illustrates further the shifts amana the other students.
,j
I
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Performance In question 2
Fig~ 4.11 Perfermance shifls in question 2
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Selection of a correct response without proper explanation could be due to the influence of
the first session on chemical bonding. Further ideas displayed by the other student teachers
were:
3. D: the intermolecular bonds are strong, leading to distinct breaking of the bonds
4. II: property of bei g brittle is a result of way a metal is structured (del~sed electrons in positive ions) which
results in eleetncal conductivit,y.
5. D: brittle solids tend to be network solids or lattices which imply the existence of strong inteI1lloleculnr forces
8. c: As they have week chemical bonds they will break easily if a force is applied.
9. D: A brittle solid is not necessarily composed of simple molecules (not A); and not necessarily & conductor of
electricity (not II). "Breaking" up a solid does not break chemical bonds (ie chemical composition of
molecule ..) ie not
10. C: A is not necessarily always true; neither is II. The solid would NOT be brittle ifD were true.
So prior to discussing chemical bonding, student teachers' ideas regarding the macro/micro
properties of brittle solids did not seem to be well in place. Only student 6, displayed some
ut ierstanding of weak intermolecular forces being responsible for brittleness, though not
linking this property to simple molecular structure. On the other hand two students (4 and
10) did not link brittleness to simple molecular structure while displaying an understanding
that chemical bonds are not easily broken by mechanical means and that strong
intermolecular forces are in no way responsible for brittleness. Another two students
associated brittleness with network structures while a further two were not clear about the
relationship between chemical bonding and intermolecular forces. This point may seem to be
in conflict with what is reported above. Attempts to ascertain consistency were unsuccessful
because of the differences in the contexts of the questions,
Only two (4 and 8) from the original ten students changed their choice to the key in the post
test. Student 4 displayed a more acceptable conception while student 8 simply refuted one of
the options as shown below.
4. A*: chemical bonds- composed of simple molecules since can be broken up quite easily (without breaking
bonds)
8. A*: Not B 88 metals (electrical conductors) are malleable.
The major distracter in the post test was option C. Students 1, 2, 6, 5, 7, 9 and 10 correctly
understood the meaning of brittleness as synonymous to breaking up easily but attributed this
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Performance in question 9
property to weak chemical bonds. Their responses however disPlayed an understanding that
chemical bonds are weak and therefore easy to break. For example:
1. C: easily broken down
2. C: weak chemical bonds can be ea&ly broken
5. C: The weak chemical bonda would mean that it CSUl. break apart easily.
9 .•C: The honda ean 1>(:1 easily broken. if the substance can be broken up easily.
Three of the students (5, 7, 9) showed the same shift from thinking that brittle solids are
likely to have strong intermolecular forces (D) to having weak chemical bonds (C). While
students 2 and 10 did not change their erroneous views about microscopic structure of brittle
solids. The aspect tested ill question 2 was discussed in class as described :in the section on
network and simple molecules above.
4..1.9 Structural change during phase change
Question $) evaluated student teachers' comprehension of the effect of melting on the
structure of a network solid. Figure 4.12 below shows the shift in students' performance in
question 9.
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It will be seen from Table 4.2 above that only 3 students (3,4, 10) chose the correct option
in the pretest and their explanations showed proper understanding. Major distracters for the
others were B and C. A variety of views emerged. from their explanations as shown below:
5: C: Oh. 'melting, the forces between the ions in a network aolid are weakened and the energy of these i~ns is
increased therefore the. ions move from the ftxed positions.
7: :8: Metals such as Au hlilVelliletalliC bonding and don't exist in lattices.
8: B: Melting is a physical and not a ehemical procesll as only a phase chang!; occurs ie only intermolecular bonds
and NOT intramolecular bonds are broken.
9: B: Chemical bonea are broken in oroer to break the network, but this may not cause a chemica! reaction. Only
if the network is .\\II. iomc network, then the ions move from .their fixed position.
10: A: B is false, converse of A. D: dissociation involves lIzO. C: ions, molecules etc not only "ions",
What may be worth noting here is that while the choice of option by students 5 and 9 does
.:
not appear to answer the question, their explanations display a high degree of correctness.
But student 9 appears to be less knowledgeable about the relationship between chemical
reactions and chemical bonding. Student 8 appeared to view lll~ltingas a physical process
and not being aware that in network solids all the forces of ~draction are Intramolecular. She
also had the general conception that melting involves only intermolecular forces. This
conception also suggests that the student is unfamiliar with the microscopic structure of
network solids. I
Analysis of the responses to the post test shows that four students changed their views. Again
students choosing the key displayed understanding in their explanations, though limited, for
example:
2. B: intermolecular "bonds· are broken clluringmelting -~~ this is a physical process (as opposed to breaking
intramolecular bonds which Is a chemical process)
9. C: Positive and negative ions ruBSl"<"ipte inwater (not D), A and B can be argued - depending on your view
point.
10. A*: B see A. D debatable.
Ferrial did not change her erroneous views at all. While others (2, 9) changed to other
erroneous conceptions.
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Chemical reactions and chemical bonds:
The approach M6 used to discuss microscopic changes accompanying phase change was
through enamining the relationship between chemical reactions and chemical bonding,
Examples of science processes like dissolving and melting of network and simple molecules
were used during the discussion of this relationship, For example:
M6: What would you say a chemical reaction is?
Kim: ,•• chemical reaction bresk:s and make bonds.
M6: Rememo.'t' it is a chemical bond. So lets call it a bond, you break a bond, right K said that a chemical
reaction.u a process in.which you break or presumably make chemical bonds. [..... } If I take aodium
chloride sa~tand I dissolve it inwater, is that a chemical reaction?
JJm: You break bonds in sodium chloride molecule.
M6: Yes you are saying that sodium chloride bonds will be broken up , ,;0 you say you break bonds. Ok you're
right. [... ] Ifyou dissolve a network solid a chemical reaction takes place. If you dissolve a molecular
substance no chemical reaction takes place. [CD1:268~j
M6 acknowledged that the breaking of chemical bonds during dissolution or melting of
network solids is a controversial area. The reason should be known among science teachers
and other science educators t.hat these two processes have been for a long time regarded as
physical processes which did not bring about chemical reactions. The lecturer's statements
did not go unchallenged as shown below. Again during the discussion of chemical bonding
and melting students were given guidelines, based on the melting point and bond energies,
for determining whether simple molecular solids or network solids were being melted.
M6: [••] what about when you melt it {"'-IC1.-:cularsolid} [... 1What will happen when you m~lt sulphur? Is it a
chemical reaction? Do I break a bond?
Kim: breaking bonds between the molecules.
M6: Insulphur, no we don".:have bonds between molecules, A bond is a strong force that hold atoms together to
make a molecule. So you know you are not breaking chemical bonds when you melt your sulphur and when
you heat the iodin\~you are not hreaking chemical bonds nor when you melt the wax. [... J You were able to
melt that substance because you did not need a whole lot of energy because you did not need to break
chemical bonds. [... J When you melt gold do you break chemical bonds? Well you need lots of energy, so
you do. You break up a network structure. [..] Right as a rule of thumb, over 800+OC,high melting point,
generally indicates a network S\.~cture .... up to 800"C for melting point, ... a little bit of overlap there 'but
generally represents some form 0;molecular structures. [CD 1:268b]
Emerging from this excerpt is the strong emphasis on breaking of chemical bonds on melting
networks solids but no chemical bonds are broken on melting simple molecular solids. Some
students challenged the lecturer's statements which did not make much sense to them and to
further clarify other aspects of bonding. The excerpt below will show some of the interesting
questions raised during the discussion.
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Charles: Sorry. If there is no bond between molecules then wllat hok, the molecules together?
M6: Remember we defined the hand as a strong force
Rob: So a hydrogen bond is not a bond?
M6: No. So now a strong force is greater than. 100kJ/mol. Ok. And we find .,. Intermolecular forces are the
hydrogen bends. It's not a bond but it's an intermolecular force, it's approximately 4OkJ/mol ••••• <
4OkJ/mol is intermolecular force, 100kJ/mol < is a bond. [CD1:268c]
More students appeared not to understand why the melting metals is regarded a chemical
reaction. The difficulty they experienced led them to question what seemed to be individually
constructed definitions, as it appeared to be the case in this class discussion. The lecturer had
to show support for her statements by quoting international bodies that agreed on what she
had just presented to the class. She also confirmed their concern about the importance of
consensus on definitions among communities of scientists. The following excerpt [CD1:269]
s1.·· 's the actual events in the class discussion.
I
Kh....
M6:
Are saying that melting gold is a chemical reaction?
Yes. [students laugh, uncertain about the ideas] By my deflnition, But notice I'm being quite frank with
you, not everybody would agree with me. There are more imminent scientists than myself who would
agree.
This is your definition, where did you get it from'? If you can change a definition, we can also call fA bond
anything.
Ivy:
M6: No 'lie definition on the bonds is well accepted. [.••] [CD1:269]
4.1.10 I•
Molecules
Question 10 assessed students' definition of a molecule. Only two students answered the
question wrongly in the pretest. This concept appears to have been in place for the majority
of the students.
In her discussion of simple molecules and network molecules M6 also explored student
teachers' definitions and conceptions of molecules, thus:
M6: Ok. Now in my definition here what would you say I have called a molecule? •.•• (S&: •••. ) What is a
molecule? Is this a molecule {pointing at network structure on board, fig 4.6 above}
S: ••• part of a network
M6: Ok let's have a look at (S: ... ) Yes it's a network molecule. [••.] Right we are going to get a definition of a
form of molecule. We are going to call that a molecule and we are going to call that a molecule {Fig 4.6}.
S: ... snything with more than one atom.
M6: Anything with more than one atom. If there is something distinctive that would say that this is a molecule
rather than the whole thing {circling the 8 atoms sulphur in fig 4.6}
S: Bond.
Rob: Atoms must be bonded together.
M6: Ok. So it's a group of clusters lets say of more than one atom
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:Rob: joiMd by a chemical bond
M6: joined by a chemical bond. Remember we ju.st call that strong force a chemi~ bond. Ok 80 a molecule
then is a cluster of atoms joined by &trongforces - chemical bozulg. [CD 1:268d]
Thus a molecule was redefined to accommodate simple and network molecules in solid
phase. A general conclusion drawn was that all molecules are characterised by a chemical
bond as a force of attraction. Notice also that excerpt [CD 1:268d] provides information for
answering question 4 in the diagnostic test.
Both the lectures were rich in content and students were given abundant help to assist them
in refreshing their memories regarding chemical bonding. They also had the opportunity to
have their conceptions tested and verified. Many. changed the conceptions they had prior to
the lectures, as shewn by the results of the diagnostic rest. Also important was that they
received specific tips 011 how to approach and how to deal with some problematic areas in the
topic at the secondary level,
Results from the analysis of the post test suggest that a conceptual change took place in some
cases to more acceptable conceptions as was intended by the discussion. In particular
intended changes in conceptions were effected in aspects of chemical bonding relating to the.
nature and origin of a chemical bond, atomic and molecular dimensions, microscopic and
structural changes that take place when phase changes occur. The sample was very small to
draw any generalisable conclusions, but some supporting evidence has been provided that
preservice teachers in this sample did have conceptions about chemical bonding i.hat varied
from the accepted one and that some of these changed as a result of these being specifically
addressed in the physical science methodology.
A discussion of the subject matter knowledge of the particpants in the case studies is given in
each of the chapters 5, 6 and 7.
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4.2 Acidsand Bases
4.2.1 Student Tear.hers' responses
Acids and bases was the other area of student teachers' subject matter knowledge
explored in. this study. Again the number of students who returned their questionnaires
was very small - only six. Analysis of these questionnaires revealed some interesting
information about the student teachers' concepts of acids and bases. Discussion of the
results is given for each student teacher because the sample was too small for clustering
their ideas on the aspects tested. Focus is w·...;1ed at those areas that seemed difficult.
Areas where no difficulties were identified are only highlighted for the six student
teachers.
Table 4.4 below shows a summary of the performance of the students in the multiple
choice section of the test.
Table 484: Summacy of student performance inmultiple choice questions
t;tio.. L Itk Question I1.4 I 5 I 6 17 [~ I 9 110 : 111 - ] 12 1
A 0 6~' 0 1 0 0 0 5* 0 6* 6* 2
B 0 0 1 0 3* 1 5* 1 0 0 0 0
C 0 0 0 0 3 4* 1 0 0 0 0 0
D 6* 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
E 0 0 4* 5· _0 1 0 0 6* 0 0 4*
.=
It is clear from Table 4.4 that none of the students appeared to have any problems with
concepts such as amphoteric or amphiprotic as tested by questions 1 and 9; acid
dissociation tested by question 2 and pH tested in question 10 and 11 (see Appendix 2B
for the test).
In section B of the test all students, except Ferrlal displayed some understanding of how
indicators function. 'I11Iee of these five student teachers, student 7, student 9 and
Andrew, however, presented only one view of the indicator, as a weak acid. Despite
displaying knowledge of the mechanism of the indicator they had difficulty matching the
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Student Teacher 4: AS, A12, Bl, :82, 'B3, B4. t
Student teacher number 4 passed chemistry ills at Wits in 1992. Slhe appeared to have ~
erroneous idea about electrical conductivity and aqueous solutions of acids (question
AS) and the order of acid strength (question A12). His/her limitation in knowledge of
acid strength was further confirmed by giving nitric acid (HN03) as an example of a
weak acid in question B4. This question required students to give an example of a weak
acid and then show how it dissociates in aqueous solution using a chemical equation.
The equation given suggested a complete dissociation thus:
) .
indicator to the type of acid-base titration as given in the test. They all identified the
appropriate indicator for the strong acid strong base titration except for student 4, who
was also the only one able to identify correctly the indicator suitable for a strong acid
weak base titration. Andrew WRI.i the only one to match correctly an indicator to the
titration involving a weak acid and strong base. During the lessons on acids and bases
discussion of indicators this information was not explicitly stated to students. Students
were only informed briefly about how indicators work.
The use of equilibrium arrows in chemical equations by the student teachers did not
demonstrate that they .;understood the direction of equilibrium for the reaction involving
ethanoic acid and water. AU the students except student 4 used arrows of equal length.
This representation suggests a balance rather than equilibrium lying to the left since
ethanoic is a weak acid. For the reaction of ammonia and water (NH3 + H20), students
7, 9, 11 and Andrew also used equal arrows, while Ferrial showed that equilibrium lay
to the left and implying that ammonia is a weak base. Student 4 correctly used a single
arrow representing a complete reaction to the right as ammonia is a strong base.
The remaining questions in both sections A and B will be discussed separately for each
student who displayed limitations or errors in his/her conceptions. The questions that
posed difficulties will be indicated for example as A1 for question 1 in section A, Bl
for question 1 in section B.
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and therefore that nitric was a strong acid. From this observation it appears that student
4 was unable to represent the reaction of a weak acid and water or has some
shortcomings regarding chemical equilibria. Other responses that indicate some
limitations of student 4'g knowledge of acids and bases are those furnished for Bl, B2
and B3. For Bl s/he eeuld not recognise that ethanoic acid was an acid according to
Arrhenius as shown by the response:
No. Wouldn't (ethanoic acid) donate protons-full of OR attachments which are basic.
The dissociation equation for the chemical reaction which occurs when ethanoic acid
reacts with water, required inB2, was given as
o
f\H H
H+
o·
I
.. CH3--C--OH
IOR
Notice how the product in this reaction reinforces the response given above for Bl ,
The response to B3(i) is quite vague in that slhe does not state whether C1" is stronger
as an acid or a base. If it can be assumed that s/he meant stronger base 2lS the statement
suggests, the assumption would contradict the response inB3(ii) which implies that
NaCl is acidic in aqueous solutions. 'Die lack of clarity in B3(i) and the response in
B3(ii) indicate that student 4's knowledge of conjugate acids and conjugate bases is also
limited as well as her/his knowledge of weak acids and the reactions of acetic acid and
water. The microscopic representatlon given by student 4, figure 4.13, does not reflect
a good understanding of such representations. This representation does not show a'
liquid state, nor hydronium ions as the equations shows. The given key does not
corresponding to the species represented in the diagram.
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FJgUl',u4.13 Micro.~..:opicrepresentation of ReI (aq) by student 4
Student Teacher 7~A3, A6, AU, m,
Student teacher number 7 passed chemistry I at Wits in 1991. She appeared to have
some problems with A3, which assessed knowledge of the properties of acids, bases
and their salts. She gave no response to this question. Question A12 assessed
knowledge of acid strength. She chose an option which suggested that she thought that
nitric acid was the weakest acid in the list and the ammonium ion was the strongest acid
(increasing order of strength: nitric acid, acetic acid, water, ammonia, ammonium ion).
Itwill be noticed that this order is almost in decreasing order of acid strength, except
for the last two.
Questions A6 and B1 were based on the Arrhenius theory of acids. Student l's
responses suggested that she did not know anything about this theory or its limitations.
While the response to A6 suggested that she thought the objection to the theory was that
there would very few acids available (option E), she was unable to give a response on
whether ethanoic acid is an acid according to the same theory.
Figure 4.14 is a microscopic representation produced by student 7. While this
representation is not too far off it does not show the molecular composition of the
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FJgur~ 4.13 Microscopic representation ofBCI (aq) by student 4
Student Teacher 7: A3, A6, AU, BL
Student teacher number 7 passed chemistry I at WiU in 1991. She appeared to have
some problems with A3, which assessed knowledge of the properties of acids, bases
and their salts. She gave no response to this question. Question A12 assessed
knowledge of acid strength. She chose an option which suggested that she thought that
nitric acid was the weakest acid in the list and the ammonium ion was the strongest acid
(increasing order of strength: nitric acid, acetic acid, water, ammonia, ammonium ion).
It will be noticed that this order is almost in decreasing order of acid strength, except
for the last two.
Questions A6 and Bl were based on the Arrhenius theory of acids. Student 1's
responses suggested that she did not know anything about this theory or its limitations.
While the response to A6 suggested that she thought the objection to the theory was that
there would very few acids available (option E), she was unable to give a response on
whether ethanoic acid is an acid according to the same theory.
Figure 4.14 is a microscopic representation produced by student 7. '\'{hile this
representation is not too far off it does not show the molecular composition of the
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constituents of the solution.
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FlgUl'e 4.14 Microscopie represenWio~ of HD (ag, bJ student 7
Student Teacher 9: A3, B1, B3.
Student teacher number 9 passed chemistry IT (auxiliary) at Wits in 1993. She also had
difficv' .•with quesuons A3 and Bl, and also with question B3. The response she gave
for A3 (option B) contradicts the generally accepted acid-base reactions according to the
Breasted-Lowry theory (i.e, acid base reactions involving transfer of proton from acid
to base). Her response to B1 does not provide sufficient evidence to show how
knowledgeable she may have been. She did not state nor give reasons whether ethanoic
acid would be an acid or not according to Arrhenius) theory. Only the equatic» 7')r the
dissociation of the acid in aqueous solutions was given. The response to question B3
shows that she could not differentiate between the acid-base strengths of the chloride
ion and the acetate ion. She could neither comment on the pH of the solutions of the
sodium salts of these two anions.
The microscopic representation of the same solution given student 9 is given in figure
4.15 below. This representation demonstrates an understanding of the microscopic
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structure .,f a dilute aqueous solution of hydrochloric acid. Since no water molecules
are drawn or shown in the key they could be assumed.
Figure 4.15M:icrosr.opic repr~nt.IltIDn ~IfHel (aq) by student 9
Student Teacher 11: AS, A6, :84, M. (No data on chemical bonding diagnostics)
Student t.eacher 11 passed chemistry m. His erroneous conceptions were related to
thinking that good electrical. conductivity IS a property of aqueous solutions of all acids
indicated by his response to question A5. It was surprising though to note that while he
was unable to identify correctly the objections to the theory that acids dissociate to give
hydrogen ions, he was able to use the same theory to explain acidity of aqueous
ethanoic acid (question A6). This observation could suggest that he thought that
hydrogen ions can exist freely in aqueous solution. In fact this conception is further
endorsed by the following responses tor explaining acid strength versus concentration,
given for question B6:
a) strong acid gives off H" easily (complete dissociation), Concentrated acid is large number of H"
in solution.
b) No, one can have lote of H" in solution but they Illay not come from purely dissociated ions.~ ,
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Strange, though is that his microscopic t 'agram (figure 4.16) does not show any free
hydrogen ions. The only serious limitations of this representation is the large spacing
for it to represent a liquid.
,
Figure 4.16Microscopic representation orBel (aq)
by student 11
4.3 Lesson observation
4.3.1 General features:
Only a brief description of the methodology lessons on acids and bases is given to
contextualise the discussion of the students' ideas given above. Two lessons dealing
with concepts in acids and bases were given during the !IDE physical science
methodology course. Both lessons were practically oriented, though some theory was
also discussed. The structure of these lessons did not centre around any prior
conceptions on acids and bases held by the students. However, attempts have been
made in this discussion to highlight sections of the lessons that addressed difficulties
students experienced in the test. The first lesson was a 'hands on 'workshop where
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students used low-cost acid-base indicators prepared by Ml from chopped beetroot and
red cabbage. They used these with known household substances like battery acid,
vinegar, water, bicarbonate of soda and caustic soda to set up "controls" (producing
something Iike a pH chart for these horne made indicators). The same control was set
up for commercial indicators: universal, methyl red, methyl orange and
phenolphthalein. These two controls were then used to classify unknown substances
(sucrose, sodium carbonate, citric acid, table salt and aluminium carbonate) according
to whether they were strong acid, weak acid, weak base, strong base. Students worked
in groups with each group using one home-made indicator and one commercial
Indicator. Where a group deviated from the results ef the other groups students in that
group were expected to explain their result. With this exercise the students were hble to
compare these home-made indicators with commercial indicators and see the different
colours produced with acids and bases of varying strengths, The second lesson focused
mainly of the reaction of acids and bases.
During the discussion of students' results from the practical activities, various aspects
of the test were addressed. :MI was involved in the evaluation of the test prior to its
administration. So it is possible that Ml may have deliberately treated these concepts.
Between the two lessons the following aspects raised in the test were discussed in the
lessons:
the presence of hydrogen as a common feature of acids like hydrochloric acid,
sulphuric acid, nitric acid, vinegar. citric acid, tartaric acid
acid dissociation
extraction of hydrogen by bases
microscopic representation of aqueous solutions and molecules of acids and
bases
how indicators work
reactions of acids with metal carbonates/ neutralisation and chemical questions
for these reactions
interpretations of microscopic diagrams of the product of these reactions.
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5.0 Introduction to the three Case Studies
Each of the following three chapters, Chapters 5, 6 and 7, describes data analysis and
findings for the case studies.
Data analysis for these case studies firstly involved a study of all the sources of data,
i. e. interview transcripts, field notes of teaching practice observation and diagnostic
tests responses, for content.
Data relating to the background of the subjects was obtained from participants responses
to questions specifically designed for that purpose in the initial interview [ see
Appendix lA for Jnterview schedule]. prom this information a profile for each subject
was constructed which provides the subjects' educational background, reasons for
pursuing a teaching career, perceptions of the teaching profession and ideas of
characteristics of good teachers. The profile also describes the subjects' conceptions of
science [Appendix IB], science teaching and learning [Appendix lB, C, D], their
experiences and the researcher's perceptions of their teaching practice.
Analysis of interview transcripts to identify conceptions of science involved generating
and tabulating statements that had some reference to the nature and content of science.
The techniques used for tabulating statements generated from qualitative data was
similar to those described inHewson and Kerby (1993).
Although all sources of data (field notes and interview transcripts, journal entries) are
not attached as appendices references to them have been given as codes for future
reference.
5.1 Introductlonto casestudy 1
Case study 1 :focuses on "Andrew", a young married male who had had some
experience in teaching science and maths at the secondary school1evel. Andrew was
also teaching these subjects on a part time basis during the study, while a full time
registered student for the HDE programme.
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5.2 lRriefbackground
Andrew was the only male participant involved in the study. I therefore sought his
permission to identify his gender in presenting the views described in this chapter.
Andrew is originally from Namibia where he did his primary education inAfrikaans.
He transferred to Cape Town where he attended a non-racial, church run private school
which attracted students from all over South Africa, for his secondary education. The
medium of instruction in this school was English. On matriculation he joined the
University of Cape Town (UeT) for his first two years of tertiary education. In his
third year he withdrew from ucr for politically related reasons. The following year
.: he enrolled at Wits and withdrew again, this time for financial reasons as he was now
responsible for his own tuition fees. Two years later in 1993, he returned to Wits and
successfully completed his Bachelor of Science degree, majoring in chemistry. During
his three years of absence from university he taught science and mathematics to
standards 6, 7 and 9 on a full time basis at a school in Ennerdale. The rewards were
not good, possibly because he had neither a first degree nor a teaching qualification.
The poor salary encouraged him to resume his studies and obtain a teaching
qualification. Andrew is married with two children.
5.3 Reasons for joining the teaching profession
Unlike other people who become teachers due to circumstances, Andrew seems
convinced that teaching is his vocation as he describes in excerpt [I1:1a] below.
I've never decided to become a teacher. I've always been a teacher. [•••] I was always helping others
(Mh) you know in maths and science, in particular um from STD 7 onwards ..... It [decision] Was
formalised when I was in my matric year because inmy matric year I was um a prefect at a hostel
and err during the study periods [... ] I used to help them, I was paid for that (ok) from std 6 right
up to matrie ...... the decision to become a professional I think was made during those three years
I was teaching. [Il:1a]
It is therefore not surprising that Andrew appears satisfied with this career despite its
relatively low status compared to other professions. His claims regarding his
satisfaction about the profession are:
I think, .first of all, 1. love the subjects that I am teaching, maths and physics. (Mh) And secondly
[••••] I know that I teach well [.... ] I enjoy working with students. [11:Ib]
He appears committed to the profession with no intentions of changing to another
career. His beliefs about his future in the profession are that he will always be a
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teacher, though not necessarily at school1evel.
[... ] at least I would always be a teacher. (Mh) Itwould just depend on which on-in which structure
Iwould be teaching ok. [... J Iwould either be a teacher ina school or that's what I'm planning for
at least the next 10 yea.-s. (Mh). But I am looking at err other options like educating people in
industry for example. [•••]. Imight be teaching in a private sector. [Il:2a]
5.4 Perceptions of the teaching profession
Personally, Andrew perceives teaching as an honourable profession but feels that in
reality it is not attributed the honour it deserves as a profession by certain circles in
society such as parents and government people. His reasons are based on the
~
observations that teachers do not have any control over remunerations, teachers have
no control over time, they are not really accountable to others, their job is not
specialised and worst of all they do not behave like professionals. He believes that
Professionals inmy experience would go out of their way to satisfy the time. In this case which
would be to the students. In my experience most teachers are just doing their job. Its not student
orientated or client orientated it's-it's a job that has to be done so its done it's almost like
unskilled labour they just do it because they are expected.
His reasons for joining the teaching profession, his intentions regarding the teaching
career and his perceptions of the profession seem to complement one another. To him
teaching is an honourable profession and that he has a commitment to it.
5.S Characteristics of good teachers
Apparently he had not met good teachers as a school student who could have influenced
his decision to pursue a teaching career. Instead he thinks that the teachers he had were
more friendly and good people than good teachers. However, he has some convictions
about characteristics of good teachers as shown in excerpt [Il:2b] below. Notice that
all these characteristics are affective attributes.
[•••] I don't think that in:my high school career I had a good teacher. [... 1good people teaching ...
[•••) but they were not good teachers. Um, Primary school career I distinctly remember my
Afrik.aans teacher lit that stage and I think enthusiasm was OL\e of his most outstanding
characteristics. Enthusiasm and discipline ... [••.] School teachers weren't very good. They were
mote friendly than good-good teachers, good people. [... ] eathnsiasm, [... ] knowledge of what is
going on very good knowledge of what is going on and love for what YO'l are doing. Those are the
elements of good teachers" [Il:2b]
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L5.6 Conceptions of science
Analysis of Andrew's interview transcripts revealed the ideas summarised. inTable 5.1
below. New ideas emerging later in the study are given in italics in the final interview
column.
Table 5..1: Summary oC Andrew's views about science:
Initial interview [11] Final interview [13].
ScieDee: Science:. is a process involving · consist.~of a body of knowledge;
observation, · it's a process of accumulating knowledge 1Wt necessarilyexperimentation, .; complete or sat4factory
investigation, · it's activity orientated with a knowledge base (mtent to gain
establishment of facts, knowledge);
interpretation, analysis, · tries to explain how the world works (clarifies)
explanation,
Scieniif"1C P1l'ocess:
· Scientific knowledge is produced by observation, intended orunintended, experimentation;
· has both hypothetical part and speculative;
Scleatii'1C knowli!dge: Scientific knowledge:
No data available, not explored · no distinction between scientific knowledge and otheras such. knowledge;
· it involves hypothesis not prevalent in (lther subjects as inscience,'
It should be noticed from Table 5.1 that Andrew holds the process - product conception
of science. His initial response to what science meant to him betrayed only the process
view, and he sounded somewhat doubtful as shown in excerpt [Il:4] below.
I think science has got to do with experimentation, investigation, you establish the facts. So its a
process (Mh) involving those steps. I think. [11:4]
1
..
There was some confusion regarding the relationship between science and facts. Itwas
not clear whether facts constituted scientific knowledge or not, but Andrew was certain
that facts could be established through the scientific process but were not science in
themselves as excerpt [11:5] below shows .
A: [•••J. Once a fact has been. e&ti!hlished it is no more science because its not a process that's wbat I'm
$a)ing essentially .... to talk about a desk {hitting the desk} for example as fact is not science, it's
a faet
So yo-you consider facts not be science?
No. To modify that and talk about scientific fact .... relating it to science rather •••• it to science,
its been discovered by scientific process or 00, (Mh) it is scientific fact. But a fact in itself is a fact.
I:
A:
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1: But once it has has reached that, I don't want to put words into your mouth b'llt once it has been
estAblished as a fact it ceases to be science?
Ii; Not necessarily it can be •••what rm. saying is it's no longer part of the I£xentific pt0Ce8S which I
consider ••• scil '\Ce to be as a process. What then you can maybe say is it's II fuet. Ithas been
established by sCientific means (Mh) but it is not science in itself ••• once it is u.'.ablished then it is
fact but as long as you're involved in the process you might establish the fact again, {II] still is
SCie.DCe. If you establish the fact going through scientific process but that is still science, Imean it's
still facts. It's still facts. [11:5]
It seems from thls extract that Andrew views the process of discovering or establishing
facts as science but the establisoed facts are not science because they are outside the
process. Inhis view facts can only be related to science. The views displayed in excerpt
[I1:5] were presented at the beginning of the study. It will be noticed, too that at this
time Andrew views of science were dominated by the process view. Unfortunately his
ideas about facts in relation to science were not explored in the third interview. It
appears Andrew expanded his views during the course of the year. So that later in the
last interview, his responses reflected a much broader view of science as shown in
excerpt [13:27] below.
[ •••] science [pause] consists ofa body of knowledge ok (mh). However, er it is not just merely a
body of knowledge [•••1. It involves mote thanjust the body of knowledge it involves you know um
activity also (mh) an intent to gain more knowledge, to clarify um you know 0: to try and explain
how the [•••] world works. So it's or-it's activity orientated at the same time er it has a knowledge
base, Ok. (Mh) Um 80 that's what science is to me means. it's a [... ] process 'tlf accumulatlng
knowledge Mol er not that knowledge is ever um satisfactory or complete (Mh). But the scientist is
engaged in activity um the process of accumulating that knowledge (mh) and explaining how things
wade you Bee. [[13:27]
Portrayed in this presentation is that science is a process by which knowledge is
generated and that knowledge changes. This implies that science consists of both the
processes and the product of those processes - the knowledge itself
I
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5.7 Conceptions of science teaching
His conceptions of science teaching and teaching in general were derived from
interview data directly addressing that concept on the instances and non-instances of
science teaching [see Appendix 1B] and teaching tasks [Appendix Ie and lD]. His
ideas of teaching comprised the involvement of anyone of the activities summarised
in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.2: Andrew's views about science teaching
Initial Interview [Ilj Final Interview [13]
· helping students discover knowledge and skill for · teaching is about facilitating thethemselves, teacher should,be mor> of a guide than learning process,
pass on information
· providing opportunity for discovery.creating a · leading student> to discover whatrelaxed, comfortable atmosphere that is conducive to the teacher intends them to
learning; discover.
· presenting information or knowledge.
· the transfer of knowledge or
· clarifying things for students. information.· clarifying students· taking part ina teaching activity. misconceptions.· using teacher aids. · consolidating ~nJs' ;deas, orJ· improving students' knowledge end experiences. gett'ing students to think abota a
I · developing critical thinking. =: situation or problem.· requiring students to recail information.
Andrew's conceptions of science and science teaching were well established and have
been influenced by the way he has been taught. After all he has been teaching for some
time in the same way he has been taught by his previous teachers and has developed
some degree of confidence in teaching.
[... ] I thought [... J I was a good teacher because um I taught the way my teachers taught and the
pupila were very happy with the way I taught because that's how they have been taught. (Ok) It's
just that maybe I taught better than what the teachers taught-the way that the teachers taught them.
~:18]
During the interview Andrew was asked to give his theory of how teaching occurs an.d
how learning occurs. As is the case for many of us, he experienced difficulty explaining
how teaching occurs but his theory of learning came out clearly in both the interviews.
In the second interview it was better formulated (see excerpt [I3:29b] in section 5.1.4
on page 92 below) than in the first interview shown below in excerpt [11:6] and, which
does not contain anything on teaching.
1: I would like you to sort of give some '!dudof summary, that is a brief description of your theory of
how teaching and learning occurs.
A: I'm sorry I've just been confused a bit the last three weeks. [... J By Skinner and Piaget and &l1 those
guys because, I mean we have just looked at how learning taker; place.
1: Ok, Initially what-w-what ideas did you have?
A: Initially that is initially I did not have a particular theory of how learning takes place. [... ] I iJad
some sort of idea and my idea was um {pause} people are continually constructing knowledge and
knowledge is built on previous knowledge. (Mh). That's why it is so difficult for people's ideas for
example about something to change even tho-ughthey are confronted with lois of overwhelming
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conflicting ideas that whatever they believe, !hat might be right. There is a base of information [•••]
on which knowledge is based, on which more and more knowledge is built and sometimes even
though it :might hewrong. The base of knowledge rejects that wmch contradicts willi it oven though
there is only one ••• [•••] essentially wfu1t happens is knowledge is accumulated UII1 but before it is
sort of absorbed you know taken in, to his first sense (mh) So basically that's how learning takes
p1Bce to me (ya).l:iut personally Ifeel I think as far as my subject is concerned that err anybody that
I teach will be able to pass my subject, that's my initial that's my fundamental b(:;ief. (Ya). Given
the right amount ()f time or given enough. time any student that does my subject will pass at least in
standard grade. (Ok). You see what I'm saying everybody has the capacit.y to leam (Mh) to the
degree that is necessary for him pass. [II:6]
There seems '(0 be a slight shift in conceptions of teaching science between the two
interviews as shown in Table 5.2, some correspondence is shown between the first
items in the two lists. The phrasing has been modified for purposes of clarity.
The following ideas will he described in an attempt to illustrate Anili"ew's views of
teaching:
teaching is facilitating the learning process;
teaching is know ledge presentation and transfer;
teaching is Improving students knowledge and experiences;
science teaching ils leading students to discover what the teacher intends them
to discover.
Inillustrating these ideas initial and final conceptions (classified according the interview
data from which they were obtained) are considered simultaneously. This is an attempt
show changes inconceptions of science teaching and learning during the period of the
study.
I
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••• I tbink: the teacher's responsibility is not only to teach. (Mh) um student's knowledge but to
teach them how to learn, you see how to acquire knowledge [•••] it is important for the teacher to
be able ••• do that. [11:4]
5.7.1 Teaching is facilitating the learning process:
Andrew believes it is important for the teacher to be more of a guide than to simply
engage in teaching as passing on information to the students. He felt the teacher had
an obligation to prepare the students for their future encounters as the excerpt below
shows.
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During the course of the p~gramme Andrew seemed to develop a strong conviction
that teaching -nvolves the facilitation of the learning process. This conception was ol~ly
demonstrated in the final interview as the following excerpts show. It is possible that
the HDE programme was responsible for this change.
[Appendix le:1] in response to item on teacher handing out crystals:
Teaching is taking place definitely ok (ya). Because the teacher is there facilitating um you know
the learning process whk.h is what teaching is all about. [13:29]
[Appendix lC:3] in response to item on students in library working on problems:
[•••••] one student could be facilitating the Ioarniag process for the other student (rob.) that could be
teaching. [13:30a]
[Appendix lC:5] in response to item on :1 l;,@::.;nerquestioning a student's statement:
Teaching inmy definition is definitely taki:n!, .. : ~:ee.The teacher is definitely facilitating all a i.eaCher
inthat he is attempting to-to clarify maybe some sort of misconception &!.'.oor~i"p.to the ',~.tzher (mh)
or he is trying to consolidate the [•••] students ideal! crperceptlo > to try to .IS'" .he .rtudent to think
more about this particular question. [13:301>]
Embedded in excerpt [I3:30b] is the view that teaching is clarifying science concepts
to students.
5.7.2 Teaching is knowledge presentation ami transfer
This conception may appear to be contradictory to thai. discussed in section 5.6.1
above. This could suggest that, for Andrew these two conceptions exist collaterally and
can be complementary to one another.
Some of Andrew's responses seemed to indicate that the presence of a teacher is not
necessarily a prerequisite for teaching. It is apparent that he believes that whenever
knowledge or information is presented either by means of a teaching aid (e.g, TV,
textbooks, recipe book) or hy a teacher or any other person, teaching will take place.
However, he acknowledges that the kind of teaching that may take place is not always
necessarily effective. Here are some examples to illustrate this view:
[Appendix lC:4] in response to item on a university lecturer lecturing to grade 1's on
molecular orbital theory:
[••••] teaching is definitely taking place because knowledge is being presented. I'm assuming (mat in
m:/ definition of teaching, the presentation of i ledt:e, (ya}. I'm not being specific about that
[...J. [11:8a]
[Appendix lC:3] in response to item on students in the library working on problems:
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I can say they are using it 8.$ a teaching aid but they are not necessarily :l&"ing a teacher involved
and using one way of teaching aid teaching is t-is to teach. (Ok) Teacbi.ng is in that sense takin:;l
place err even though you can't say that the teaching i,s taking place when the textbook was closed
and shut, r.ut when it's open and is presenting something in some sort of ways whlch is what
teaching is attemptin« to do [•••J. [I1:8b]
[Appendix 1C:3] same as above:
Ok. However, the textbook which is the teaching material um. provides the:·opportunity for teaching
or learning to take place [••••] textbook is substituting as the teacher. Ullli therefore Icould Slay as
far as the textbook is concerned that teaching is taking place. [I3:30b]
[Appendix 1C:2] in response on item about a student watching TV:
[ ] And although it's [•••J llOt an acl.lve interactive discovery type of llituation, knowledge has
been passed, Informetlon has been PIlSSl.x1 over and you know (he re.illsation that plastic-the
realisation of the process of how plastics produced !rOIIIl coal ie a leaming experience for the stude:ut
(ya). So there teaching would btl ta\:ing place ••••••• :t [I3:3Od]
In this respect Andrew recognises that teaching is about serving as a source of
knowledge and skill to students and that this is actually the function of the teacher. To
teach he believes the teacher must be well skilled and posses a vast knowledge base
exceeding the sylla.bus.
Um Ok, It is very-ok fir:-.t of all the teacher-I mean that is actually the function right (of serving th~
!Student!!P':: !'. source) ya as a source of knowledge (ok) and skill. Um secondly [pause] I [... ) don't
mean tb.ut in the confines of just science teaching. I mean in general (yes) ok, So that is what
teaching is all about sort of you can say. So lf'you're going to be teaching' then obviously you have
Ito be you kxv,w that you ehould be well skilled you should have a vast knowledge base, one Which
exceeds the syllabus you know (yes) because apart from hI ling students you know with their
current problems it makes science more interesting, it make the teacher more confident. it makes
the students more confident because [..... 1they can depend on the teacher you know becanse the
teacher is [... ] well informed. [.... ] And also if it comes to as1'+"g questions in the class perhaps it
goes outside the .;yllabus, the teacher can be embarrassed because you know he is not that SOUrce
of knowledge and skill that he is supposed to be. [I3:34]
5.7.3 Teaching is improving students' knowledge and experlencesi
There are possibly various ways of improving students 1 knowledge and their
experiences. Part of the teaching task as seen by Andrew is the expectation that students
reproduce what they have been taught. Assumed in this view is that
/}
[... ] different activities constitute teaching. Well as long as the activities are exercise or an attempt
um to fulfil the aim. of improving-improving tea-improving children's knowledge and experience,
and enriching experience then teaching is taking place. [11:9)
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5.7.4 Teaching is leading students to discover what the teacher intends them to
discover
Good instructional strategies .for effective teaching of science seems to require teacher
to provide opportunities that will
•••• [•••] help the students themselves to discover knowledge and skills on their own, •••• [I1:3]
It is important for the teacher to provide opportunities for students to experience
discovery on their own. Science teaching is facilitating scientific discovery. This view
can be shown in the exemplary excerpts given below.
[Appendix lA:l]: in response to item on a teacher handing out crystals:
,; In this particular case [... ] the teacher is supposed to lead them to discover sometb.in~ (mb) alright.
And I would assume that there would be something about the crystals that the teacher is sttempting
them to discover, [•••] and the teaching part is hading them to discover what it is tnat she wants
them to know [I3:29a]
[Appendix 1A:8] in response to item about a student baking:
: • ] So Science teaching is definitely taking place because facilimtion is being made you know for
ecientlfic discovery you know (mb) but it doesn't mean t!1at the person. is supposed to be necessarily
... engaged or interested in the scientific processes that Me taking place, [13:32]
As mentioned above, it was more difficult for Andrew to describe how teaching occurs
than it was to describe how learning occurs. The data from the initial interview seem
to suggest that he was unable to give a theory relating to how teaching occurs.
However, by the end of his pre-service training he had developed some kind of theory
of teaching, or rather he was able to derive one from his conception of learning. This
statement does not necessarily imply that the HDE helped him develop a kind of theory
for how teaching occurs. He was more convinced with how learning should occur as
demonstrated in excerpt [I3:29b] below.
[ ... J My theory of teaching or how teaching-how teaching should occur is very linked-very closely
linked to how learning Should take place (mb). And in my personal experience and the way I feel
is people learn better when they discover things for themselves, •.. learning takes place through
discov(lry in other words •••• and self realisation, realising that. Ok sometimes its discovery um you
discover something when you are told something you know what I'm saying. So you discover what
you are told. So in essence it's only once you realise and understand what it is that [.... ] yon are
being told or ... that llear.ning actually takes place ok. Learning is an active process as far as I'm
concerned. The student is engaged it's almost like discovery has taken place for themselves.
Teaching therefore would then be facilitating you know that discovery process. Because the teacher
is teaching um when he is leading the students to make thfltr own discovery [•••] Um that is how
teaching occurs and that's how learning occurs to me. [I3:29b]
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5.8 Conceptions of science learning
A summary of Andrew's views about learning are given in Table 5.3 below. These
statements have been taken from the data sources with minimum modification.
Table 5 3- SI!mmary of Andrew's views about learning. . .
Interview 1 Interview 2-
· learning is the oontinuOWl construction and · Iearning Is abo,,, .. _ knowl edge =laccumuj,ation of knowledge · learning is finding out about things through· learning depends on students not the discovery and self !'ealisattJn;teacher ~i)rwhat is being taught; · learning h an active process and depends· learners must be actively involved in on the ach.Ve involvement of !ltl!dentBdiscover,\ng things for themselves or · learners must be engaged actively mentallysolving lilroblemsj in di8COvery
· Iearner Jllllllrt be aware that alhe is learning depends if there is a new bqdy of
accunmlating knowledge; knowledge being transferred from one to
· can be a subconscious activity the other and therefore on whether learners· depends en how material is presented: are discovering something new;simple or c1ifficult to follow;
" depends en teacher's success in hislher
attempts;
= ± =m=:t=
As can be Observed from extract [I3 ::29b] above, Andrew found it difficult to discuss
teaching without drawing upon his ideas about learning. He was convinced that teaching
and learning are neither mutually exclusive nor inclusive and that one is not necessarily
a natural consequence of the other. Teaching attempts to! bring about learning (Hirst,
1971). While Andrew acknowledges this, he is also convinced that teaching could occur
without learning and is supported by Hewson and Hewson (1988) in this belief, Inhis
description of learning, he emphasised the C(J .stmctivist view of learning which places
the learner at the centre vf the learning process. He thus appeared to hold a strong
belief that the learning process depends on various aspects of the learned material and
the learner. To illustrate these ideas the following extracts are given. That is the
learning process depends on
the student not so much on the teacher:
[Appendix lC:2] in response to item on student watching TV
[... ] The TV could be a teacher aid .... but that doesn't necessarily mean that the student is learning.
And in that case learning depends on the learner not on the teacher 80 much. [II: 8]
how the material to be taught is presented not on what is being taught:
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[All~ndix lC:4] in response to item on the lecture on molecular orbital theory
[••]leaming in this particular instance {molecular orbital theory lecture to grade i's} (JDh) depends
on the students um. not neceasa:rily on the what is being taught. So even though it might be a difficult
mbjec1: it does not mean that at the end of the day the student has learned nothing.(Mh) J.t's difficult
to f/iiJ.y the student is leaming 8()mething (Mil) it depends on how it is presented whether simple
enough for them to follow it etc etc etc. [11:8-9]
whether the student is listening attentively:
[Appendix lC:4] in response to the same item as above
[, ••J they do learn that depends on the individual whether the individual is Cbgaged in listening
attentively. er in discovering something. [I3:31b]
,/
whether the students are actively engaged mentally in thinking about the task at
hand or actively involved in discovering somethinz new:
[Appendix lC:3] in response item on a teacher questioidng a stuc ~nt's statement
All far as learning takes place depends on whethe~ [... ] in the process urn e~ch sl;ud.ent is actively
\engaged in discovering something 1.I3:31a]
Excerpt [13:29] on page 92 above also shows that Andrew's views were more
applicable and less theoretical. This was not the case at beginning of the study.
Apparently he was already in possession of these theories prior to entering the HDE
programme as excerpt [II:7] below shows.
I: The theory that you have just mentioned about that there is 8. knowledge base on which additional
knowledge comes in and depending on how it features that it-it is rejected. Did you have that idea
hefon. you joined the HOE?
A: Yes I eli' J. I've actually done-this particular idea comes from the err err the course thilt I was doing
on inte'Ject improving your intel1\~t -that's basieal and I did it sometime inmy first year university,
(Ya) lI)rt of memory things (ya) where you improve your memory type of things. [I1:7]
It is not clear whether the views expressed in excerpt [11:7] above are based on the
recent theories of learning just discusses in lectures or those are ideas he had prior to
his HDE lectures.
From these extracts and other data not reported here it appears Andrew views learning
as a process involving:
knowledge: acquisition be it construction or accumulation bay adding on to store
of concepts;
understanding what is being presented by the teacher or what is discovered by
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the Iearner;
Andrew also viewed learning as an active process in which students are actively
engaged in discovery of new ideas, the transfer of a new body of knowledge or the
acquisition of new knowledge. These views complement some of his views on teaching.
[Appendix 1C:5] in response to item on a teacher questioning a student's statement
•••• I think learning will take place if um the student is actively engaged in thinl:.ing about answering
the question. [..... J Learning is about acquiring what is supposed to be knowledge, ok, (Ya) And
ifbe's engaged in thinldng about the question and answering and giving some sort of justification
inhiB answer then he 'Will be engaged in learning. [13:31]
[Appendix 1C:3] ip response to item on students working on problems
[ •••] As far as learning takes place depends on whether there is new body of knowledge that is being
transferred by anyone of the two students and whether in the process um each student is actively
engaged in discovering something there. [13:30]
I
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5.9 Anooew's experiences
Like Ferrial and Mary, tbe other two participanzs in the study, Andrew had been asked
to keep a journal of his feelings, thoughts, encounters etc. during the course. He
claimed to have kept a journal which unfortunately I was not able to see. Andrew's
experiences during the programme were therefore obtained by interview and a variation
of stimulated response. According to Clark and Peterson (1986) stimulated response
involves replaying audio- or video tapes of episodes of teaching to enable the listener
or viewer to recollect and report on thought processes during these episodes. In this
study by "a variation" of stimulated response I refer to a process of stimulating recall
by using the teaching plan followed for core science and the physical science
methodology courses.
As mentioned earlier Andrew has some teaching experience. At the start of the !IDE
programme he had the following expectations from the physical science methodology
course. To be taught:
how to approach problem areas in the std 8, 9, 10 physical science and how to explain these
concepts b) students.
how to prepare coherent lessons and how to deliver them effectively.
to lell~~.h<:<wto deal with lIlj' students and tb.~ir miscenceptlons and problems.
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the learner;
Andrew also viewed learning as an active process in which students are actively
engaged in discovery of new ideas, the transfer of a new body of knowledge or the
acquisition of new knowledge. These views complement some of his views on teaching.
[Appendix lC:5] in response to item on a teacher questioning a student's statement
•••• I think learning will take place ifum the student is actively engaged in thinking shout answering
th~question. r.....] Learning is about acquiring what is supposed to be knowledge, ok. (Ya) And
if he's engaged in thinking about the question and answering and giving some sort of justification
inhis answer then he will be engaged in learning. [I3:31]
[Appendix lC:3] ip response to item on stucV-:.:'''working on problems
[ •••] As far as learning tale.)I;place depends on whether there is new body of knowledge that is being
transferred by anyone of the two students and whether in the process um each student is actively
engaged in diBcovering something there. [13:30]
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5.9 Andrew's experlences
Like Ferrial and Mary, the other two participants in the study, Andrew had been asked
to keep a journal of his feelings, thoughts, encounters etc. during the course. He
claimed to have kept a journal which unfortunately I was not. able to see. Andrew's
experiences during the programme were therefore obtained by mterview and a variation
of stimulated response. According to Clark and Peterson (1986) stimulated response
involves replaying audio- or video tapes of episodes of teaching to enable the listener
or viewer tel recollect and report on thought processes during these episodes. In this
study by Itavariation" of stimulated response I refer to a process of stimulating recall
by using the teaching plan followed for core science and the physical science
methodology courses.
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As mentioned earlier Andrew has some teaching experience. At the start of the HOE
programme he had the following expectations from the physical science methodology
course. 'To be: taught:
how to appreseh problem areas in the std 8, 9, 10 physical science and how to explain these
concepts to students.
how to prepare coherent lessons and how to deliver them effectively.
to learn how to deal with my students and their misconceIl,tions and problems.
From this excerpt it will be seen that Andrew hoped to acquire some skills to address
specific issues which he had identified as posing problems inhibiting him from teaching
effectively. He hoped to acquire procedural knowledge and not so much, declarative
knowledge.
Attempts have been made to divide the description of Andrew's experiences into two
parts: experiences relating to HDE courses (both campus based and teaching practice)
and personal experiences. But as will be seen, it was difficult to separate these
experiences.
5.9.1 BDE related experiences
Andrew's experiences of the IDE programme were not necessarily pleasant ones. The
year had ups and downs to a point where he considered withdrawing from the
programme. The description that follows highlights some episodes in Andrew's
experiences.
Andrew taught for a few years before deciding to professionalise his teaching career.
He Verbally acknowledged immense benefit from the HDE programme, highlighting
that
I think personally I have benefited, because a lot of the things I have been. exposed tel in this course
and [... ] I can only talk for myself actually, (yes) um is that this discovery learning, I mean these
teaching methods and teaching theories [•••] are things you never come across um when you are
doing the BSc degree for example. (Mh.) And even Whenyou enter the classroom situation those
things will never be brought to your attention unless you attend a course like this, So I feel
personally I've benefited. [I2: 17].
He went on to say this about the course
I think it'll very practical. Um I think it is very teacher specific meaning that you know it equips the
person to be a teacher. [I2:17a]
He felt he developed this appreciation of the HDE courses because he had been exposed
to inferior education as a school student. He claimed that during the courses in the
programme he came across a number of things for the first time. For him it was a very
enlightening regarding available strategies which he was not aware of. He said that
We never did di8l::overy~worksheetsYOIl know. We didn't really have worksheets we just did things
out of the textbolok you know. We had to do questions and S\lllff Hke tha.t out of the textbook, etc
etc. I mean whel'll~I come from 1was lucky that they had a lab. But even .vith the presence of a lab
a fully equipped lab the teacher wan't competent enough to-to demonstrate. [... J I've never
personally touched any of the apparatus until I came to manic in the physical science situation. It
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bas always been demonstrations done by the teacher. Um we've never had to fill in sort ofum.-um
you know workBheets, you know where you go through experiments and you observe certain things
and you fill in stuff. We've never done that kind of stuff. (Ok) Um and because I've never seen a
worJcsheet before I've never felt competent enough to ch'aw up a proper one. [•••] Sa I mean
personally I think I've benefited an incredible amount. [I2:17b]
It does not seem that even at matric he had a chance of engaging inpractical work and
worksheets. Also in his teaching prior to preservice training, Andrew followed a
teacher centred approach which was reflective of his experiences as a scholar and which
he thought then and now, was very good. Discovering different methods of teaching
could have implied that he would start using a different approach to teaching from the
way he has been taught. 'The practical nature of the-courses also gave him some ideas
on how to organise and run practicals in his own classroom.
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He claims to have come across teaching and learning theories he had not been aware
of as an unqualified teacher. His benefit from the HOE was further enhanced because
he had been exposed to part time teaching while doing his HDE. His involvement with
teaching at the same time as his WE studies could have opened opportunities to try
out these theories and methods. So though he should have been in an advantageous
position of 'on the spot' in-service, his students were not reaping the benefits of his
training. Neither was he able to implement the newly acquired knowledge and skill, as
he describes below.
The students unfortunately can't get the benefit of my of my knowledge here because of the time
factor (Mh ok.) So er, but personally I think they-they enjoy my lessons you know just personally
(Ya). And also I meet their expectations. If I had to teach in a different way. I think it would be
very traumatic for them if I had to teach discovery learning and those kinds of thmgs, especially in
the first few weeks or so [I2:18].
This anticipated trauma raised more anxiety in Andrew because he had initially
presented a predominantly didactic aspect of his teaching with which the students were
familiar and could relate to and which they preferred. The change was not welcomed
by the students. In some ways the rejection of Andrew's change of teaching style from
teacher centred teaching towards more student centred teaching landed him in a
frustrating situation. In the school where Andrew taught there was no understanding
that Andrew was a student teacher. He was regarded as a fully fledged teacher who had
to meet all the school requirements and was therefore judged like all the other teachers
,
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by the students. Andr~'IJ{'Scuriosity about students' perceptions regarding his teaching
led him. to a disappointing discovery of unpleasant comments in evaluation forms
completed by the students.
[•••] initially I was very comfortable with the way I taught and the students thought I was good (rob)
in the way that I taught initially. (Ok). And when I came to university they told me otherwise,
because my style of teaching was more than um you know that sort of teacher orientated teaching.
(Ya.) And I changed my style the &tudents didn't like it (At the beginning of the year, this year) Ya
when I changed my st:yle of te.sching inaccordance with what they wanted [ •••J Ok. So what !found
was, and it - the next evaluation. forms, I cnecked through them and I looked at the conunents. And
they actually said that in the .first few months I was good. I was a good teacher. (Mh). And when
I changed my style to pupil orientated learning where they must learn. a little bit more-where there's
more expected of them and I teach a little less, they actually didn't like it and er what I found was
that [•••] they sort of marked me down from my evaluation. Ijust checked, I wasn't supposed to
" eek, but I just checked. (Ya). So personally I feel demotivated. I've been feeling demotivated for
~1ittle while now for about three months or IJ(). That's one of the things that contributed to my
negative attitude towards teaching was ••..• (that you were trying to implement what you have learnt
from your methodology?) That's it. That's it. (Only to find that it is not received with enthusiasm
as you would have expected) That's it.And personally also I feel a little less confident than I was
at the beginning of the year, as a teacher [12:24]
Andrew had hopes of improving his established confidence of being a good teacher by
enriching his teaching methods by implementing suggestions from theHDE programme.
This experience was sufficient to discourage him and cause him to revert to his teacher
centred mode of teaching, as was so predominant in the teaching practice lessons
observed and described in section 5.9 below.
As mentioned earlier Andrew was teaching part time in a school which had no facilities
for teaching science. He was only able to apply the new skills and knowledge acquired
from the BDE programme to a limited extent. It should therefore be appreciated that
the limited application was not always by Andrew's choice but was dictated by the
situation. He felt that he was driven to relying on didactic teaching because
... the discovery method is very impractical (In this situation?) In this sitlllatlon. (Ehc) Um because
we don't have the time. And apart from. that particular teaching method or strategy there is only the
one that is teacher centred. Iwould like to believe that I found a compromise between the two (Mh).
Then my guided discovery is a verbal one. You 10110\11 where you don't have this what's the name-
drawn up and where you provide them with cues. 1;Mh.) You know. Um asking problem questions
um yo~ sort of guide them along you know and uzn rwould like to believe that at the end of the day
they discover these things for themselves (Without actually manipulating stuff) Ya withollit practically
manipulating thingG. [12:17]
Andrew was thus faced with thr dilemma of satisfying the requirements of the
methodologists as a student teacher and those of the students as their teacher • Andrew
tried to merge these two pedagogical sides by applying what he called "verbal guided
discovery", as mentioned in the extract above. Also as a teacher ina centre which was
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geared at matriculating students Andrew was faced with conflict between the tasks of
trying to teach for some understanding and drillu1g the students for exams. The latter
seemed to dominate as shown in the description of the observed teaching practice
lessons (see section 5.11).
Andrew's students rejected his change from teacher oriented teaching style to student
centred teaching. The rejection of the change to teaching styles by students (and c0-
operating teachers) is a common thing among student teachers (Clark and Starr 1991).
This, among other drawbacks in the school, limited Andrew's attempts to implement
suggestions from. the HDE programme. He managed to change his approach to lesson
preparation because this did not directly involve the students. But he found this to be
a time consuming exercise. Initially he spent much less time and used very few
resources when preparing. But after he started with the HDE programme he realised
that his lessons were below standard. 'When he applied what he had learned he started
using more textbooks and spending more time. He later claimed that he prepared better
from several textbooks because
[... ] certain textbooks emphasise certain things and they leave out certain things, whereas others
emphasise others. (Ya) But I think the importance of it all is when you get a global view as you
select, you can select what is actually important, you know what I'm saying, because another of the
resource material that I use is specifically aimed um at the sections that are examinable v, the end
of the year, you know what I'm saying, (Mh) so they are exam orientated. [12:15]
He felt more confident with his lesson preparation though he was convinced that the use
of different textbooks did not broaden his content knowledge. This was because
whatever was presented in the books was not new to him. But this confidence was
counteracted by rejection by students and he could not implement his lessons as he
prepared them.
..
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Andrew was r.lso concerned about his assessment and evaluation by his lecturers. He
claimed he was assessed only once. What he overlooked, however, was that he was not
present on two occasions when the assessing lecturer visited the school for observation.
To show his concern he went to the extent of asking me on three occasions to
•••make some sort of evaluation because you [researcher} have been there consistently and you have
sort of seen exactly what I've [Andrew] been doing all the time unlike somebody that's coming in
and just checking me once etc etc. [12:18-19]
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Being absent was fairly common for Andrew. He was also absent from several HDE
classes and it was only natural for him to be concerned with the influence one teaching
practice assessment would have on his overall performance. Also being aware that he
was limited in applying the suggested approaches because of the school and students'
expectation. he was afraid of being marked down during assessment.
5.9.2 Personal Experiences
Most of Andrew's unpleasant experiences during his professional training were not
directly linked to the HDTI programme. The above discussion shows that during his
year of study, Andrew was engaged in three separate activities which were taxing
academically, professionally and socially. These activities were his HDE studies,
teaching science and mathematics to matric students (for which many educators have
some idea of the commitment required) and being a conscientious family man. These
activities can be particularly strenuous when combined and in this instance constituted
a demanding lifestyle for Andrew. The effect of these demands climaxed in the second
block of the Wits calender, especially in June. Andrew informed me of his depressing
situation during an informal interview sometime in july. What he disclosed explained
his absenteeism observed in the last two weeks of June, when he was not attending any
of the HDE courses at all. Apparently during the June period he had eight examination
papers to set for the classes he taught. He felt he had geared himself to a stressful
lifestyle. The other responsib "ities he had included of course his studies, house chores
and taking a child to school every morning. As a result of the latter he found himself
always running ryehind schedule, for example rushing for taxis to Wits, sometimes
missing essential meals like breakfast. All this culminated in a stress related cold and
he claimed to have collapsed at some point. He felt completely burnt out and could not
cope. During these times he seriously thought about withdrawing from the programme.
It seemed his commitment to teaching and school requirements and domestic chores
were of greater priority than his studies. In a later interview he had this to say
regarding his home life:
[ ••• J whe.• ,Ii are single you have the luxury of arranging your time and planning. You plan it.
When you are married like I am and you have two kids below the age of three, they don't care about
your plans, y"J know. If you decide you want to sleep from urn twelve o'clock to six o'clock, or
you want to get up early in the morning, sometimes four o'clock, they get up earl-they get up any
time they want to. Urn and they keep you awake and by the time you want to get up and do wildt
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you have planned to de!you're also exhausted amI you know, you are just not able to do it. And it'll
not a one of thing, it's something that happens frequently you know. [I~:13a]
It seemed he had to carry out his share of the home chores and that the only time he
could concentrate of his own studies was during the day when he. was also exhausted.
Fortunately the stress . nerlod described above WaJ fairty brief, Andrew thus stayed
on because he felt the thin, and fourth block had less work for him with no exams to
set, though the other responsibilities were still there.
So considering his stressful lifestyle at this point during the study, naturally I asked for
his opinion about the idea of studying and working at the same tiline. His response was
I thWk it's a good idea, if you ate doing this particular course it's an excellent idea, because it gives
you practical 11m trainirg on the spot, sort of. It is almost like inservlce training. So-and personally
if that was all I bad to do it wouldn't have been a problem. (Aha) So as far as I'm concerned there
should not be a problem. It should actuallybe to your-to your. ;. ~tage. [12: 13b]
5•.10 Andrew's knowledge of chemica] concepts
Andrew is a 1993 Chemistry ill graduate from Wits. His knowledge of chemical
concepts, together with that of the rest of the group, was diagnosed by means of two
tests [see Appendix 2]. Since he had considered withdrawing from the course he had
not bothered to do the test on chemical bonding. Itwas not until during the teaching
practice ~iter.he had decir=d to stay on that I followed him and asked him for the test.
So he took much longer to do the test than the rest of the group. This is reflected by
the detailed reasons he gave (see Table 5.4 below, pre-test column). In interpreting his
responses it should be remembered that Andrew was absent when chemical bonding was
discussed in the physical science methodology classes (see chapter 4), that he did not
do additional studies and only attended the very last chemical bonding session in
November. This last session focused in part on students' experiences of teaching
chemical bonding during teaching practice and analysis of sections on chemical bonding
from textbooks chosen by students. Student teachers were expected to identify
misconceptions or errors propagated by school textbooks. This exercise prepared
students for a similar exercise when they get to the schools. So it is difficult to draw
any conclusions about the effect of the classes on observed conceptual changes, if any,
regarding chemical bonding.
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Table 5.4 Andrew's concepts of chemical banding
fl""~:o!.I---III:IlIIIIfj·&Wor.!¥
• Responses inFfe.-test (Explanation verbatim)
CIaaa average: 4.6
:,'-~\
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=-rAt 'lU'C...... =5/1"",'=-===91
lRf...&ponsesin Post~test.Class average: 7.7
1.
2.
3.
4.
5,
6.
7.
8,
9,
ft, 10.
A: the crystal latti~ consist out cfpacked Na+ and Cl- lO'lS
D: the intermolecular bondR. are strong, leading to distinct
breaking of the bonds
*c: the colout of a molecule does not dep!>nd on the strength of
the bondtJ between the molecules
c: the forces that hold the two stoma together ia not electrostatic,
A distribution of electron cloud density is responsible for the
reacti",n
A: chemical bonding occurs as a teSUlt of electron density shifts.
*D: be<;aIlse it describes the length of the bond (or the distance)
between the two molecules or a~OD1I1.
*B: melting reqWrcs that the bonds between the stoma should be
broken. The greater these forces between the atoms the hlgb..l1''"
would be the melting point because more energy is required,
C: b.."C8U5e the Izmolecule D,"" "covalent- bonds, the atoms in the
molecule would be closer together than in the crystal.
"'A: there exist chemical bonds between the molecules in a
!:.e1;W()tit soU,l,
C: Mt always wise to talk about bonds because a molecule of
N",Cl, how do you classify this?
1. A: reaction ls
characterised by
electron transfer
D: breaks clearly
=> strong forces
between the
* denotes correct response
2.
meleeules
3. *C: the absorbanc:e
of light of all
'Wavelength, it is due
to the chemical
bond, will indicate
strong bonds.
A:na explanation
*C:)lO explanation
*P:no explana:i J:
"'B:no explanation
*B:no \explanation
B:no explanation
*D:no explanation
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
His responses to questions 1,4 and 5 [Appendix 2A] suggest (llat he did not undergo
any change of ideas regarding the nature and origin of the chemical bond. The fact that
he was unable to answer questions 1and 4 or justify his correct answer to question 5
supports this assertion. Another disturbing observation is that he changed from a correct
response, both option and reason, to an incorrect response for question 9 on structural
changes. It appears Andrew needed the discussions he missed considering the shifts that
were observed for questions 1., 4 and 5 and slightly inr question 9, see Table 4.3 on
page 49. Both his scores were below the class average of 4.6 m pretest and 7.7 inpost
test. Further data would be required to validate the possible conclusion that he scored
better m the post test because of the last discussion on chemical bonding and the
assignment.
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Results of the exploration of Andrew's conceptions of acids and bases are given in
Table 5.5A and Table S.5B below.
Tzble S.SA Andrew'~ responses to acid and bases test (Section A)
1Question and lID 2A 3 4 sa 6C 7B SA 9B lOA ilA 12Ecorrect response B Bf; -Andrew'. teSpOfiIl(lS J A B A B C C A E A A B..
Notice from Table S.SA above that the only wrong answers chosen by Andrew in the
multiple choice section were questions 4 and 7. Choice of option A for question 4
meant that Andrew thought that ammonia was a proton donor. This was possibly a
careless mistake because it was contrary to what he taught during his teaching practice,
discussed below. His other error of selecting option C for question 7 also conflicted
with the ideas he presented in teaching practice lessons. Table S.SE below shows a
summary of his responses to section B of the test.
Table S.5B Andrew's responses to acid and bases test (Section B)
Question ltespoll3es -,-
1 1:
CH,COOH + l~O - CH,COO' + H,O+
Yes, Because ethanoic acid "releases" (sic) It+ in solution.--
2 CH,COOH + H;P ....CH,COO' + H,O+
NH3+ H20 ... NI~+ + On"
3 i) cr is a weak base; cn,coo' is a strong base
ii) NaCl solution will be slightly basic; CH,COONa solution will be basic--
" IfzCO, + IfzO ".,1\1;10++ nco; .-5 An indicator ill £1 weak acid that changes colour with the loss of H+ ions. Hence ag the [OR]
in solution increases H+ ions are lost from the acid, this lead to a:. change in colour. The
decrease in OH' ions in solution has the opposite effect,
Ib) i) A ii)B _ili)B. __.6 a) Cone acid is undiluted, sttllng acid is an acid that has a high tendency to dissooiatr.1.NB! (sic)b) No. Undilut~d acid does not affect the tendency to diSSOCiate, hence not necessacy a
I~ strong acid.. :;:= '-:==,.,_
I
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GTable 5.5B on Section B of the questionnaire does not reflect many erroneous
responses. However Andrew seems to have hart problems with microscopically
representing an aqueous solution of hydrochloric acid [Appendix 2B:7]. His
representation to question 7 is given in figure 5.1 below.
c
Figure S.l Microscopic repQ'esenmtion of HO (aq) by Andrew
4
j
It shows a correct orientation of the water molecules and the chloride and hydrogen
ions. What is disturbing though is that there are no hydronium ions represented and that
free hydrogen ions are depicted to exist in solution. It v'U also be observed that his
response to question 6 illustrating the limitations of the Arrhenius theory of acids is
correct. He was also observed during teaching practice explaining that the theory failed
because hydrogen ions are highly charged and too small to occur freely in solution.
Now what 1s interesting is that his microscopic representation of the same concept does
not agree with the conceptions he appears to hold. This could mean that Andrew does
not have a proper microscopic understanding of concepts like aqueous solutions of acids
in this case. Similar finding have been reported by Ramot (1992).
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5.11 Teaching Practice observation
A brief description follows of the school and the student body of the school where
Andrew taught pare time and conducted his teaching practice. This contextualises the
description and informs interpretations made from Andrew's practices.
5.11.1 The school
The school is located on the 4th and 5th floors of a building in the centre of
Johannesburg. Almost all the classrooms overlook a busy street. This means that most
of the time learning is disturbed by noise from traffic outside.
Andrew's description of the school was that it is
.... a metric centre. There's std 9 to std 10. [... ] ••• It has been called with 8.10t of other schools
like •..• Street colleges. [.. ] And it's ~ntia11y a private school um supposedly an a multiracial
basis, Er ... er ••• on a profit making 'basis. [11:4]
Since it is a matric centre? teaching in the school tends to be directed toward the matric
exam. Itappeared the students were specifically drilled toward getting their matric. 'The
examination driven way of teaching in the school was also acknowledged by Andrew
, during an interview where he stated that
.... the nature of the school is such thaltwe are exam orientated [12:16]
In some ways the students are treated almost like college students as the school is run
more like a tertiary institution. There is no normal school discipline. Students come into
class any time, and sit down. There isl no bell to mark the beginning and end of
lessons. The school is double streamed, with only std 9 and 10 classes.
5.11.2 The Student Body
The school is potentially multiracial but
..... the people who do really take advantage of it is Africans. (Mh) So um in fact the population
in the particular school that I'm in um they are all Afri~. [II :4]
The students are supposedly mature and
..... come from a variety of backgrounds. UIl'.l most of them have done matric already. Um those
who will not have done std 9 will have done linsignificant amount of work in 8"4 9 work. Er and
there are those of course who would not haye even done std 9. And so that's a mixed bag of
students and they have to do matric, [11:4]
In addition
.... though they may be disadvantaged students. tltl\\ assumption is that students don't know anything,
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Because um you don't know what background they come from, you don't know whether the std 9
they have done is you :know up to standard II(.rt of. So although some of them I mean though they
may be diaadvantagcd that's the assumption that we ~ and we work: out from there. (So you
U61lme they are "blank:nlates"?) Well essentially ye$. [12: 15]
The latter two quotations give some idea of the kind of support systems trat teachers
are expected to provide to the students in the school. The teachers are also working
under a tight time scheme in preparing the students for their exams.
5.11.3 The Classroom
The school has no science laboratory or equipment for teaching science. All science
lessons are held in an ordinary classroom, which has been specifically allocated to
.:
science classes. However, other lessons were also held in, the same classroom. The
absence of a science laboratory and science equipment meant that practical work at the
school was severely limited.
The classroom was furnished by 14 long desks each capable of accommodating two or
three chairs. Also available was a smaller teachers' desk at the right hand comer of the
classroom from the teacher's perspective. The classroom was fairly crowded with very
little space between the front wall and the front row of desks. This allowed little more
than for the teacher to pace while talking to the class. The lack of space at the front
•
discouraged Andrew from using an overhead projector, among other things, partly
because
You see the problem with \theoverhead projector is first of a11~ I mean the objective is to face the
class. T.lleway the class is structured if I were to use the overhead projector I would have stand in
half way between the benches because the space between the board and the pupils is so small
[I2:20]
There were no teaching aids except for the chalk-board and one white board. There
were sockets available and they were inworking condition.
5.11.4 Classroom Observations
Brief background
In all, ten standard 10 physical science lessons were observed, nine lessons on acids
and bases and one final lesson on chemical equilibrium. 'Three lessons, most
representative of his teaching style, were selected for analysis. Thus analysis of detailed
field notes from these lessons facilitated the identification of categories to focus the
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description below.
Each lesson began later than the appointed time. Two factors were partly responsible
for that. Lessons observed usually came soon after Andrew's other std 10 class. So he
took advantage of the fact that he was taking the next class in the same room to
conclude his lessons properly. Unfortunately this also affected other lessons. The other
factor was that students usually took time to settle down before the lessons began. The
absence of a warning bell to start and end lessons was also a contributory factor to the
late start of lessons. Andrew was quite accommodating regarding the late start. He
often waited patiently for five to ten minutes before starting the lesson or making a
formal request for the students to be quiet. Once the students wer l settled and the
lesson had begun Andrew had no classroom control or management problems.
Lesson discourse
In describing the teaching style utilised by Andrew during his teaching practice, focus
is given to the following
general features;
the questioning style;
handling cf students' responses;
handling (ll{ students' questions.
General features
All the lessons were expository in nature with the exception of lessons which were
specifically designed for students to work individually on activities such as when
students worked on exercises. The lessons were predominantly lecture type and teacher
orientated, especially because Andrew did most of the talking. The teacher centredness
of these lessons and the degree of student involvement will be illustrated by some
excerpts used to exemplify other characteristics of Andrew's lessons.
Andrew seemed to have great difficulty reconciling what he had all along thought was
a good method of teaching with the new methods acquired from the HDE programme
as reflected in excerpt [12:24] on page 98.
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description below.
Each lesson began later than the appointed time. Two factors were partly responsible
for that. Lessons observed usually came soon after Andrew's other std 10 class. So he
took advantage of the fact that he was taking the next class in the same room to
conclude his lessons properly. Unfortunately this also affected other lessons. The other
factor was that students usually took time to settle down before the lessons began. The
absence of a warning bell to start and end lessons was also a contributory factor to the
late start of lessons. Andrew was quite accommodating regarding the late start. He
often waited patiently for five to ten minutes before starting the lesson or making a
formal request for the students to be quiet. Once the students were settled and the
lesson had begun Andrew had no classroom control or management problems.
Lesson discourse
In describing the teaching style utilised by Andrew during his teaching practice, focus
is given to the following
general features;
the questioning style;
handling of students' responses;
handling of students' questions.
General features
All the lessons were expository in nature with the exception of lessons which were
specifically designed for students to work individually IOnactivities such as when
students worked on exercises. The lessons were predominantly lecture type and teacher
orientated, especially because Andrew did most of the talking. The teacher centredness
of these lessons and the degree of student involvement will be illustrated by some
excerpts used to exemplify other characteristics of Andrew's lessons.
Andrew seemed to have great difficulty reconciling what he had all along thought was
a good method of teaching with the new methods acquired from the HDE programme
as reflected in excerpt [12:24] on page 98.
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All the observed lessons were theoretical even though there were sections which lent
themselves to simple demonstrations such as electrical conductivity of aqueous solutions
of hydrochloric acid and ethanoic acid, pH and neutralisation. Students therefore relied
on what Andrew told them and what they could recognise, usually with help from
Andrew, from the lesson as it progressed. It was apparent that Andrew was revising
for exams, ensuring that they became familiar with the strategies of answering exam
questions which is what the school was gearec to. It is clear that standard 10 was not
the most suitable observation class for this study.
Each lesson began with some revision and consolidation of concepts dealt with in the
previous lesson and gradually led to the concepts to be discussed in that lesson. The
following excerpt taken from the third lesson on acids and bases as an example of how
Andrew introduced one of his lesson and how he developed it into the day's theme of
protolysis and acid strength. 81 and 82: 'l excerpt below denote different students,
not necessarily the same students in dif'
A:
, or subsequent excerpts.
SI:
A:
S2:
A:
As far as you are concerned or as far as you can
remember how are acids defined according to Lowry
and Bronsted?
Acids are proton donors.
Acids are proton donors.
Bases are proton acceptor, So acid base reactions are
Base is a proton acceptor, [Writes on the board as in characterised by proton transfer.Fig. 5.21 Valerie how are acid base reactions
characterised? [pause} By what are they
characterised? [pause] Acid-base reactions how are Figure 5.2 Class notes
they characterised? Or what happens in an acid base
reaction?
TIle acid donates the ions to the ...
What ions?
The hydrogen ions .
The hydrogen ions, In other words, what is a hydrogen ion? A hydrogen ion is a ... (85: proton) a
proton. Ok, So the acid donates a proton to the base ok. So what do we call that process? The
movement of a proton from an acid to a base? ..... What do we call it?
(chorus) conjugation conjugation conjugation.
Catherine Nhat are you talking about? [They laugh] We said an acid base reaction is characterised
by an acid donating a proton to the base ok. Whet do we call this process? Let me ask you what
happens to the proton in that process? The proton is (Ss: transferred) is transferred.
"So acid base reactions are characterised by proton transfer." [Writes on the board, Fig, 5.2]
Mazuza?
Yes sir. .
We have a certain ~1Uim) for Ul': ,hu'.;1;;;>;1 involving proton transfer. What dl'>we 011 the reaction in
which proton transfer takes place? .......
Acid base pair.
Is that what we call the reaction? [L3: 1]
Lowry-Ei'onsted
Acid -proton donor
Base -proton acceptor
v·,.
AI
V:.'" A:
Ss:
A:
M:
A:
M:
A:
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And this is how he introduced the fourth lesson:
••• Ok.We will start today by just revising the concepts dealt with. the last time•••••When we started
the discussion last week we wanted to find a way inwhich to compare acids with bases ok, To
compare especially the strength of Oneacid with the other one. ..... [IA:1]
Excerpt 1.L3:1] is long and it bas been deliberately left that way because it is illustrative
of other characteristics of the lessons such' as the style of questioning, cognitive level
of the revision questions, the students' responses and the approach Andrew followed
in responding to the students' answers discussed below.
It will be noticed in [L3:1] that during revision Andrew wrote the responses to his
leading questions on the board for students to copy if they so wished. He used the same
strategy for writing notes on the board while the lessons progressed. He also allowed
them time to take down the notes.
Interpretation:
Being a matric centre the school working structures and students' mind frames are
geared towards exam preparation. Both these features dictated how Andrew taught.
Also the lack of resources for teaching science might have contributed to Andrew's
reliance on the lecture-discussion mode of classroom instruction. This was unusual
because these subtopics were excellent opportunities for discovery learning according
to his expressed beliefs especially because the students were assumed not to know much
about them. Possible reasons for this could have been students rejecting his attempts
to involve them. By relying on the teacher talk teaching strategy Andrew act-ed as the
main source of knowledge. He told the students almost all that they needed to know
because even the cues he employed were teacher initiated.
By revising previous lessons Andrew maintained a good link and continuity between
his Iessons, Andrew also ensured by writing on the board that students kept a record
of correct information for later use in preparing for their examinations.
Questioning style
Indescribing Andrew's questioning style attention is given to the cognitive level of the
question, frequency of questioning and the direction of focus of questions. ~.\.ndrew's
questions tended to be addressed to a few individual students. Only 9 out of 24-2'i
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students were personally asked to respond to questions. Andrew seemed to know these
few students fairly well. He seldom posed a question to the whole class or waited for
students to volunteer to answer questions. As will be noticed in the excerpts which
follow, he usually called the student to answer just before or immediately after posing
the question. Andrew seemed aware that he was engaging only a few students in class
discussions. He explained his actions by saying that
Look, there are-I do pick on certain students um to answer certain. questions [••••J And I think one
of the .reasons i.because um I didn't melee an active attempt to know all students. (So you don't
:really know all the students?) I don"t know them by name [ •••] Sometimes it does come to mind right
but you see the-maybe I lIhould have made the effort now that ru be there full time. But initially
when I wasn't here full time, Ijust C8IJ1ein, delivered a lesson and then left. •• [12:25]
Itwas surprising that even though he had been working with the students every day of
the week and sometimes twice a day he still did not know the names of all his students.
Andrew's style of questioning varied. It can be observed from excerpt [L3:1] above that
the cognitive level of the revision questions and, as will be seen in excerpts [L3:9] and
[IA:6] below, the level of questions used during the lessons was generally low. They
were largely knowledge questions requiring recall or recognition of a specific and
correct answer, There were, however a few questions requiring explanations showing
students' understanding and their ability to apply the knowledge they may have gained.
Excerpt [L3:9] below illustrates some of the problems students encountered when
confronted with questions demanding more than recall or recognition. For example after
a discussion of acid strength and K. values students were given a task of arranging five
acids in increasing order of acid strength on the basis of their K,. values. The task
required students to display their understanding of the relationship between 1(. values
and acid strength and they were unable to do that. When he gave tasks like this, he
moved around monitoring students' progress in the task. When he identified a student
or a group of students having difficulty he helped those students there and then. But if
the problem recurred in another group he tended to interrupt the whole class to address
it. Itwill also be observed that in the process of helping students in the task he resorted
to using low level questions.
A: [...... ] Arrange the acids in order of increasing strength. [Students seem to be having difficulty.
Ch\~ks if students know what they have to do]. Valerie. Your K. gives you som.e sort of value of
whether it is a strong acid or it is a weak acid. Isn't it? Ok. If your K.. value is big what can you
tell me about the acid strength?
Ss: Big, large
A: It has a high acid strength. Ok. In other words, if I have two values here, For some acids }fA my
acid strength is ::I-my x.. value is 3 right. But for some other acids, HB my x.. value ns 10. Y'r"hich
~..
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A:
of those two will be the stronger acid?
HB
lIB will be the strong acid. Why? Because my Ie.. vaiue is (Ss: hlgh) is high. It is bigger than the
K,. value ofHA. [L3:9]
Another issue that emerges from excerpt [1.3:1J is the issue of wait time. Andrew's
wait time varied from 2 seconds to seven seconds. Inmost cases he did not have to
wait long because students responded quickly. Sometime he posed questions while
writing some notes on the board to get students to think about the question while taking
down notes.
Interpretation:
Andrew posed questions that he was sure students would answer successfully. This line
of questioning could have been an attempt to provide and maintain a classroom
environment that was conducive to learning? though not necessarily contributing to
learning (Lederman, 1992). Also contributing to the supportive learning environment
is Andrew's ability to phrase his questions in different ways to enhance comprehension
of the questions by the students" The success of answering questions in class can
motivate students to take part in class discussions whereas high order questioning may
discourage this particularly when the success rate of answering is low. Another possible
factor that may have led Andrew to indulge in low level questioning was his assumption
about the student body as stated in [12:15] on page 106 above.
Handling of students' responses:
As stated above, most of the questions students responded to were teacher initiated.
Andrew employed three ways to deal with students' answers to his questions. These
were
reiteration;
redirection after rephrasing the questions and then leading students to the correct
answer; and
challenging students' responses and then guiding them towards the answer.
It can be seen from extract [L3:1] above that if the student's response to the question
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was correct, Andrew reiterated it as in his reply to S1 and S2. If the response was
partially correct he posed a further question to lead the student to the desired response,
for example Valerie's and Ss' responses in excerpt [L3:1] above. If the answer was
incorrect he challenged the students by repeating the student's answer in a questioning
manlier as inMazuza's case, before retracing his discussion and leading them to the
answer. A more illustrative example of the latter point is shown below in excerpt
[L +~6]on a discussion of the concentrations of the hydronium and hydroxyl ions in a
neutral solution.
A: [... ] Then Wnilarly the concentration of the hydroxyl ion Mazuza, should be ( •••) Now the
hydronium ion concentration is 1,0 x 10"7 mol dm"', what can you tell me about the hydroxyl ion
concentration ?
Probably twice that.
Probably twice that? Ok. i Ireviottsly we said our hydroxyl ion. concentration is equal to our
hydronium Ion concentration in other words fbi, is equal to that [pointing to the equation on me
board. LH,O+] = [ORo] = x representing that] Ok. (ya) Right. So our hydronium ion concentration
is equal to 1 x 10.7mol dm:'. What can you tell me about the hydroxy! ion concentration ?
It will be the same,
It's gonna be the same, In other words itwill be 1 X 1()"7mol dm"'. Ok, [IA:6]
M:
A:
M:
k
The question that Mazuza had to respond to was also a recognition question. It was
only after Andrew "led him by the hand to the answer" that Mazuza was able to see it
and then he probably did not understand.
As mentioned before Andrew usually directed questions to particular students. The
chosen student was not always successful in answering a question, as shown for
example in [L3:1] and [IA:6] above. Sometimes, Andrew redirected the question to
another student or opened the question to the whole class usually after some rephrasing
and the inclusion of further cues. For example:
A: [ ... ] Now if something is not neutral-the solutiou is not neutral what could it be, from your past
experience what could it possibly be, Busi there at the back? Busi if your solution is not neutral
[some ss say oomeUrlng inaudible] what could it possibly be? (neutral) from your past experience,
it's not neutral [waits for student to respond] what could it possibly be? Philip do you want to help?
It's not neutral (It's not neutra1?) er ya.
S: I think it's because 1l'l1ybe the, what is it •••
A: Ok, What I'm asking IS that if something is not neutral in accordance with wI'.81 we have done 80
far and remember We only talked of acids and bases the-if it's not neutral Abel what £3 we call that
one?
Abel: acid
A: The-it could be eil'her acidic or
Ss: Basic.
A: Ok. (S8: Oh! [realising how easy it wasD. [lA:7]
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Interpretation:
A common feature of Andrew's response to students' correct answers was to restate the
answer without making any ehanges. This must have been Andrew's w~y of
emphasising and reinforcing an appropriate response from a student.
Challenging an incorrect response was Andrew's way of telling a student that the
answer was wrong without humiliation. The technique of leading the students almost
step by step to the correct answer was possibly a W2-:j of encouraging students to try
again. Very often the students then arrived at the desired answer successfully, This
strategy could have been Andrew's way of compromising for relying more on theory
for his lessons.
Though he rarely used it, Uv: technique of redirecting questions had the effect of
enhancing students' pirtlc~r arion incrass, 'l...~rephrasing or repetition of questions with
minor changes was a common occurrence and was possibly aimed at making the
questions more accessible to the students.
Handling of students' questions
The duration of Andrew's talking in the lesson depended on the aims of the lesson. For
those lessons where he had exercises for students, he talked less. Those lessons are not
described here. The initial lessons on adds and bases were devoted to theory, including
a brief history of acids and bases. In those theoretical lessons Andrew did most of the
talking. In spite of this, the classroom environment allowed students to pose. questions
during both individuol exercises and discussions.
Don.'t wait on me. If you have a problem raise your hand 80 that < '. aUencl to you. But in. this
particular case identify your acid base pair. [He moves around to in~"ldua1 students - explains and
shows how they should go about doing it and how one becomes the base and acid. Students discuss
amoeg themselves as well. Some hands go up, he checks them. Student ask question on what
happens jn 'water and water?'] 1_L2:6]
Though the lessons were mostly teacher centred, it is clear from the above extracts that
Andrew endeavoured to engage students in the learning process through teacher initiated
questions. Students also became actively involved in the lessons by posing questions to
Andrew whenever they wanted, They even felt free enough to challenge him on some
aspects 01: the class discussions. The questions asked by the students usually required
clarification of issues either directly related to tile lesson or from students' previous
knowledge or on issues that interfered with their understanding or from sheer curiosity.
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Andrew may not have been able to provide the opportunity for students W' discover
things for themselves, but he certainly created a relaxed, comfortable and possibly
enjoyable atmosphere conducive to learning as he describes in excerpt [11:6] below, as
a strategy for effective teaching.
Good tltrategiGS would involve the discovering of thin..~s for oneself (Mh) I think another good
strategy ill try to make sure that err I think tOlekind of atmospheee that would be conducive to err
laming. To me that is a rela:K.ed enjoyable atmosphere. [11:6]
Andrew's responses and explanations to_ students' questions v...zied. Sometimes he used
analogical explanations. Analogy is defined by Gentner and Jeziorski as
a mapJ,)ing of knowledge from one domain (the base) into another (lb.e tar~et, w'ch conveys that
a system of relations that hold among the base objects also holds among the tar~'!tObjects. Thus an
analogy is a way of noticing relational commonalities independently of tD.e objects in which those
relations are embedded. (quoted in Dagher, 1995:261)
An example of the use of an analogy was the illustration of how acid strength is
determined:
Sorey lIir, why is it that in these two solutions ..... [inaudible]
You see that is precisely whst we want to avoid. Well that's the same question that they rulked. You
want to Sl)y something is a strong acid 0'<:. Listen, if We are talking about Xolanl aI<l:d talldng "bout
Abel here, Ok. And now you want 1;0 compare Abel and Agnes and Xolani. You've got to compare
them with something, You' v~ got to compare them til the same thiLg. You (',an't compare Abel and
Xolani by using ;4 ~ ~!)ld Schwarzenegger and UEling me for example [students laugh] you know. And
then OJl the b!U;i~of tWd Arnold and Xolani are strong compared to me iSs continue laughing] Now
if you compare Abel Md Agnes to Arnold Schwarzenegger then he's gonna be weak. But it be jv..st
that Abel is just •••• [Students' lauf'ter causes inaudibility] .... Ok Abel, you see that's what I'm
saying, We've got to have a reference point. In tb.i~ case we want to look at acid and base streligth
by looking using one of there reagents not more than one, so we are just looking at water. ~?ight •
.... [L3:S]
Analogical explanations were not only restricted to responses to students' questions.
Estella:
A:
Another instance where Andrew used an analogy was in attempting to illustrate
equilibrium concentrations by means of chalk pieces:
••••• In oilier words what you have is you have a piece of chalk. This piece of chalk dissociates
right (Uses chalk pieces to explain equilirrium concentration, breaks ili.~ chalk piece into two
pieces.) For each one piece of chalk you have anoth ... piece, [IA:6]
Here he explains proton donation analogically:
So in other words the donor must be (•••) taking part in the same reaction. So in other words it's
a prace&> whereby the acid gives the proton and the base accepts the proton simultaneouslj, Ok. It's
almost like me givllig this chalk to Xolani [HI' explains analogy giving chalk to Xolani]. Right. It
happens eimultaneausly, It's not like in a CllSI.:' '.vnere the acid gives the proton and tbe proton fl\oatB
around there somewhere first and then after a little while it arrives at the 1~1'.se,£L2:4]
(\\ f)
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buerpreuaion:
Analogical explanations were not a common occurrence. There were few instances
which were easily adaptable for use as analogies. Analogies have the potential function
of clarifying science concepts provided they communicate the message properly
(Dagher, 1995). '!'hat is why it is important to show how they relate to the phenomenon
beiug explained and how they do not. In the case of acid strength Andrew managed to
sho-v how the analogy related to the point of reference for the discussion, that is the
water against which acid based strength is measured: donating a proton to or abstracting
a proton from water. However there is also the potential for students to equate acid
strength to human strength in the ba\ttle for the proton between the donor and W,Q,
acceptor, which is contrary to the spontaneous nature of such reactions. Another
suitable strategy to explain abstract concepts was his use of quantitative examples. Such
examples employed arbitrary numerical values, usually number of molecules, to show
the acid -base strength. Be acknowledged the inappropriate use of molecules instead err
moles, as he has done in excerpt [L~:6]below, as an attempt to make understanding
of the underlying principles easy for the students. PAD. example to sh" w this was
Andrew's response to Xolani's question on the use of the hycronium ion to judge acid
strength:
A: •••• Therefore to have a strong acid what do you expect about the. hydronium ion concentration? 1~
has to
Ss: High, high, high.
A: Ole. If you have a weak acid what do you e~t shout your hydronium concentration?
Sa: Low, low, low.
X: From that sir how do we judge that the hydronium ion is low or high?
A: That is exactly where we are going.How do we know quantitatively, in other words we can measure
which one is a strong acid and which one ill (weak acid) is the weak one. Ok. Now obviously ifw~
were able to determine the amount of the hydronium ions right, then you should be able to say •••
whether it is strong whether it is weak. So now in other words you may want to take a 100
molecules of Hel and add it to water and I find that 99 of them dissociate. In other words I have
99 molecules of'um hydronium. And the lUUlle, I also take 100 molecules of ethanoic acid, I add it
to -moterI find, of COU\"8e it's a weak acid and less hydrofuum ion say 50 hydronillJll ions then I will
kXlowthat this is my stronger acid because I have more hydronium i9n8 there than I have there for
the s;;;meamount. i_L3:6]
)1
Interpretation:
The use of concrete examples seemed a good strategy to explain how the degree of
dissociation of acids relates to the hydronium ion concentration and thus acid strength.
Andrew used specific examples of acids: hydrochloric acid and ethanoio acid (as stated
l15
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in the syllabus) which already have specific K, values, in conjunction with arbitrary
numbers to represent the number of molecules undt-\'go~ng dissociation. The example
is not representative of the actual situation in the ~sSC\C!:dw::"of hydrochloric and
ethanoic acid inwater.
As mentioned above, students' questions required Andrew to clarify aspects of acids
and bases. But sometimes the students' questions deviated slightly from the lesson
theme. The following extract attempts to illustrates this observation .
......... Then in other words the reaction will always go to completion ok. In that case what. can you
lay 2hout the acidity? (.... ) The acidity would be (...) In other words a strong acid. Is it logical. The
more hydronium. ions you find the stronger the equilibrium. So in pther words you expect this
equilibrium reaction for the hydronium ions to go to the right for a strong acid Ok
You judge with the hydronium .
We judge the acidity by l(tt}kingat the concentration of the hydronium ions
What if there was no hydronium ions ...... 1
What if U."re was no HCI and H;zO?
What if there was no hydrogen chloride (and water) and there was no water
Yes. Would we judge with the hydronium ions also?
Look, inan acid solution what happens is um the acidity is defined as transfer of (proton) Ok. What
you are saying is if there was no proton here how would we have (if there was no water) if there
WIl8 no water there ...
What if it was something like HZO + COs~would we get He.), + OR What would we say in that
case?
Well that's something else 'which we are coming ..... we are not looking at bases ok, Just leave that
one out. Right. Um We are lOOkingat what happens to acids when you add them to water. Ok.
What you will find is that )'1>U ha,re hydronium. iOM formed and chlorine (sic) ion formed. Ok fum
is when you have your acid and your water. That is what we are looking at DOW..... not venture
into something else. And We say in ..... once you find hydronium ions and chloride ions um because
your hydrogen chloride dissociates ok, And the degree of diesociation, in other words the more it
dissociates the greater will be your hydronium ion concentration. The greater your hydronium ion
concentration the greater will be your acid strength.
So which means ito @my ac~ds which react with water'! (A: Only acids ... ) React with water.
No no that's not what we are saying. What we are saying •••
Iwant to know if acids $\Ct only on HzO to make acidic solutions ..
No. no Lowry and Bronsted said whenever a proton is transferred then you have an acid base
reaction.(Ok) So it doesn't matter who is involved or what is involved. But for our particular
situation we want to see that what happens when hydrogen chloride reacts with water? Ok, And that
is the dissociation that Ihave explained. Ok. And the reason why we 'Usewater is because water Is
gonna be, wr;will cover that later, is gonna be urn the reference point from which We are going to
measure everything else. You are going to see what happens when you put another acid in water.
Ok, Just so that we have another reference point. [L3:4-5]
This extract also shows students challenging what Andrew has been discussing thus far
in lesson 3. The students want to know what happens in situations which do not involve
water or will not involve the hydronium ion. Too many questions were presented
almost simultaneously, and were not so much focused on the Bronsted-Lowry theory
of acids and bases under discussion. The simultaneous presentation of varied questions
A:
X:
A:
X:
Estella:
A:
X:
A:
s:
A:
V:
A:
V:
A:
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adding of an acid increases the H,O+ iOI
!concentration in such a way that [H30+]
> [OR-]. Such solutions are said to be
\
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made it difficult for Andrew to answer any of them directly. So he opted for diverting
the question relating to bases for later discussion, ignored the others, discouraged
students from asking questions which could result in deviation from the lesson and
continued explaining proton transfer in acids and water. Andrew's avoidance step seem
to have led to Valerie's question which revolved around the necessity of water for
acidic properties. Valerie's question forced Andrew to address Estella's and Xolani's
questions.
Sometimes Andrew was comfortable in telling students that he wan not willing to
yentule into foreign territory. At some point in the lesson he had difficulty in
responding to another question posed by a student:
x: Is amphiprotic different from amphoteric'!
A: Let's divide this. Let'a look at what ampho- com.es from [pause] [•••] it's a de:dvative of the word
•••• a16Cl for amphibian has dual characteristics, ok. An amphibian can live on both water and on the
land. Now •••• [..... 1amphoteric [••J ... dual characteristics and -terrie is what has got to do with
terntorv, ok. But I'm not going to teach biology, I don't know biology. We either have to get out
of that before it is too late [students laugh]. Let me stick with what I know. Amphi~ mean dual
characteristics and -protic just means proton. Ok
X: Why do they sa) protic because it can act either as an acid or a base? So ...... can act either as an
acid or a base?
A: Protic But you understand where the word comes from. Ampho means dual characteristics,
and protic just refers to the proton. The fact that it can both accept and donate a proton. Ok
I'm not going to venture into those territory? [L3:2-3]
The above excerpt also show Andrew's skill in providing some theoretical background
before arriving at the answer to the student's question. Andrew's skill in using
underlying principles was exhibited better in lessons directly related to the lesson
theme. Amore illustrative example of a situation where he discussed the answer from
first principles involved the discussion of the concentration of the hydronium ion and
hydroxyl ion concentration in lesson 4:
A: .... l!.JO+ concentration is gonna be higher than
hydroxyl ion concentration right. And the reason
being that when you add the acid to the water it
generates hydronium ions, .... you expect hydronium
ion.concentration to inC1'C3Be. Ok, That's what we are
going to say next.
It's confusing because they are equal.
Ya. No. They are equal in a neutral solution, [... ]
Can Wego through this again. Neutral soMiollG, you have hydronium ions and you have hydroxyl
ions ok, Now we went on the presumption that because acids generate hydronium ions then where
hydronium ion is generated the solutions should be acidic. Ok. But we find nc, Our definition says
that when the hydronium ions and the hydroxyl ions, when their concentrations are equal then the
solution is Ii~utrit!.ok. So the fact that there's hydronium ions is not good enough it's gone up a little
more than ..... th~hydronium ion. "''hat We said wag when we add initially we did it with water ...
s:
A:
Figure 5.3 Class notes
,
I
I
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neutral. There's the hydronium ion being e~'!JJlto the hydroxyl ion. Imean the concentration ok.
But when you add acid more hydronium ions ate generated ok. Therefore the hydronium ion
concentration now becomes more than the hydroxyl ion concentration. And therefore we have
assumed that in an acidic solution our hydronium ion concentration is greater than our hydroX"Jlion
concentration. •• Write it down .. , and if you do not understand it then we can come back to it
[write on board and students copy as in figure 5.21
Ol. So 8C00lliingto this definition in a neut.ralsolution our concentration of hydronium ions is equal
to our concentration of the h~droxyl ions •.Any problems with that? (S8: No). Acid fiOlutionthe
lR,O+] > [OR1. Now. Ok. B Itin Iilll acidic solution our hydronium ion concentration is bigger th.Jn
oor hydroxyl ion concentration. That is the difference between a neutral um solution and an acidic
solution. Ok. ••••••[L4:8]
It was rare that students presented Andrew with a question he couldn't really answer.
A situation like t.1tis occurred when be was challenged by Mazuza regarding the
spontaneous nature of proton transfer. The question came up in two lessons partly
because A1'.t'-ew did not address it the first time. Andrew was not confident about the
answer to \..Jequestion. He did not want to prolong the discussion, either, as this would
have been of no significant benefit as far as the lesson was concerned, Below are two
extracts from different lessons showing the context of the interaction.
M0ZIlZ8.: What causes ... (pardon) What causes the proton to be donated?
t ..: [Reiterates] What causes the proton to be donated? [He whistles and the class laughs] Essentially
what happens if) your hydrogen I;fuloride dissolves in water, dissolution, ok, Dissociates ••• 'because
of the reaction ••• Ifwe need that it is something that we ate going to look at. Just bear that in mind.
Iwill remind you when we get to that section. [1,3:2]
Sir, my answer is not yet clear. The question that I have I want to know what initiates um
the release of a proton 'between the two water molecules?
Essentially I said ••" [Mazuza continues but is quite inaudible because of traffic outside. He was
asking something to the effect that] ••. you have a proton being transferred on the other side to one
water, the same proton can be transferred to the other. If there is a case whereby there is transfer
of proton .... If it happens simultaneously. why should we conclude that there will be hydronium
ions formed? During this time there is some ~\.alogue .. J
Mazuza: ... matter of transfemD.g it back transfer of its own proton. What initiates that? ••• They
might have eqcal forces •••will they be able to do that? (Andrew invites Mazuza to flee him
later. Then contlnnes lllis explanation or acid/base/neutral solutions: writes as in fig. 3.
Ok, Look at the same time ... what you are saying is true. TIlIIISfer of the proton is not only one
way. 'tIaDBfer of :?roton , because of the equilibrium transfer of proton takes place the one way and
the reverse way ok. So in one particular time •••does
that answer your question
Mazuza: Let me say [A interrupts]
A: It's the same question as what initiates a chemical
reaction. It's the same question (yes) [The dialogue
continues around this issue ] It happens
simultaneously .... even if it happens simultaneously Figure 5.4 Class notes
nothing would be anle to happen because I mean if
it happens simultaneously-it'll like tl:tat yon know
what I'm saying it's like that. I mean if you look at tile water molecule you are just going, to see the
two 'water molecules you are not going to see that the transfer (Yes) of the proton
Mazuza: Ok. Now why shOUld we conclude that um that there will he a hydronium formed? ......
A: ~1USe like we said you are assuming that reactions takes place simultaneously but it does not.
A:
Mazuza.:
A:
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What happens is that um because you're saying that proton transfer hllPpens mnultaneously in other
words one water molecule donates a proton to the other water molecules and that's not how it
happeJ)S. There is transfer taking place but what YO'.1have is not necessarily that the proton will be
first f:r'anSferred is taking place yOil hear what I'm lMlying. One transfers the proton to the otner water
molecule and that water molecule does l1(It neceMar.i.'y transfer that proton back to the original wate r
mol~es. That water molecule might g~.ta proton from another water molecule etc etc. [••••]
Mazuza: What I want to know is vnun initiates that [meaning protal1 tnmifer]
k What ini~ it I think it is the electrostatic forces ..... ••••mae Tm uying it's inteI'Jholecular
forces and electrostatic forces ok. The ~ter molecules ate pll.p';d:;\; ••••• the kinetic energy
[Mamz.e; ~ ....ermpw again inaudible] Ya they might have equal t")P,··C·1 but th~)y might not all be
orieJUatw idl "'Jy••••• they will not allbe orientated ina certain way t';W etc tl~lZuzawe are getting
in another roundabout. Come ~ me afterwards (ok). [IA:8-9]
Interpretation:
The questions posed by :h-1a.zuza;were brilliant questions at that level. They were quite
complicated and required more complex concepts to explain and way above the level
of the syllabus, though this point should not be an issue. It should therefore be quite
understandable that Andrew whistled as an indication that he was not expecting such
a question and that he might not have had a direct answer to the question. He avoided
the question for a while, but when he eventu ally attempted to answer it he was not very
confident. He further bought time by asking to see Mazuza later, both in the interest
of focusing on the lesson and of searching for a suitable way 0:answering Mazuza's
.question.
It was also rare that Andrew did not answer a student's question, but there were
instances where such occurrences were observed as shown in the example below:
s: What is the concentration of water?
A: The concentration of the water remains constant. U1Il If the concentration of the water remains
constant then we rcake the concentration of the water to be equal to some constant k. [L3: 8]
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Interpretation:
Andrew's response does not answer the student's question. But because the student did
not persevere like Mazuza, s/he did not get the answer s/he deserved. The actual
answer would not have made much of a difference in the understanding of K. but it
would certainly have been helpful to show how and why the concentration of water
does not change despite some. acid dissociation. The evidence available does not
however qualify a conclusion that Andrew did not have the correct response to the
question because the question was not pursued to exhaust Andrew's knowledge in this
c
(:-.'
aspect.
Other strategies Andrew used to keep students on track during lessons included
questions like:
"Xolani what do you think I mean by that ..•.. It
"You see that Laura? ••II; "Does that make sense? •... It You understand that?
•••• It "Is it logical? .• f"
I
5.12 Prorllesummary
Andrew came from a church run private school which did not have much to offer in
teaching science through inquiry and discovery. He did not have any particular
recollections of good teachers. His expectations of the physical science methodology
course were based on his own teaching experiences. He was looking for ways to
improve his teaching styles and address problems encountered in teaching content, such
as deficiencies in explaining science concepts.
Andrew holds the process-product conception of science. Initially this conception was
dominated by the science as a process view. 'That is science is a process of establishing
facts though investigation and experimentation. He was not convinced that science facts
were science but that they can be related to science. By the end of the year he appeared
to bring the two together and expressed " conception that knowledge established
through science processes is also science and that it tries to explain natural phenomena.
But none of his lessons gave the impression that he believed that science involved
observation, experimentation and investigation. He focused only on the knowledge
aspect during these lessons, and possibly how such knowledge changes with time when
discussing theories of acids and bases.
Underlying Andrew's views of science teaching and teaching in general is the
conception that teaching attempts to get students to change, improve their knowledge
and enrich their experiences and skill either by simply presenting knowledge or guiding
the students in the process. Describing teaching without anchoring tin learning was
difficult for Andrew, particularly in the first interview. But later his theory of teaching
appeared to have expanded. Andrew views teaching as transmitting knowledge,
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facilitating the learning process by providing opportunities that allow students to
discover what is intended by the teacher. These conceptions portray the polymorphous
nature of teaching and its dependence on learning (Hirst, 1971). Thus extending these
theories "'- learning, he sees learning as knowledge acquisition and construction,
realising and understanding what is taught. He also demonstrated a belief that students
must be actively and mentally involved, and therefore be aware of the process of
accumulating knowledge. The views he expressed regarding learning, at the beginning
of the study were more theory based (considering that he had just attended lectures on
theories of Iearning though he believed he had these ideas prior to entering the
programme). Later they were more practical. The ideas that learnigg i~ a mental
activity and that students must be engaged actively was also demonstrated in his
teaching practice lessons.
Andrew taught for about three years before professionalising his teaching career. He
also taught part time while undergoing his training. The preservice training thus served
as mservlce training as well. However he could not put his newly acquired skills into
practice because the students rejected student centred learning where they were required
to do more work, 'They were more willing to accept what he told them rather than take
an active part in their own learning. This frustrated and discouraged Andrew particulary
because he was confident that he was a good teacher, His only problem was that his
didactic teaching style conflicted with the advice from the science methodology classes.
He also believed that changing from teacher oriented teaching would make him a better
teacher. This rejection of his efforts to change his style meant limited applications of
student centred strategies. The other contributing factor was that the situation in the
school was geared to drilling students towards matriculation exams and there was
therefore no time to try out different teaching methods. Furthermore the school had no
facilities for discovery learning which depended on equipment.
Andrew experienced personal problems leading to absenteeism and even thoughts of
withdrawing from the programme. Regarding the programme itself Andrew appreciated
its practical nature and the insight it provided even though he was unable to try out
many of the suggestions from it.
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He was teaching physical science to std 10 and mathematics to std 9 and 10. Apart
from lessons designed to have st",.JeJ1.tsworking individually or in groups, his lessons
were mostly expository. During the lessons he used low level questions to promote
student understanding and get them involved in the class discussions. The lessons were
also very theoretical with no practical activities, Students had no opportunity to
construct knowledge from their own observation! discovery. They relied on him as the
main source of knowledge. Though the school did not provide him with opportunities
to test his beliefs about science teaching and learning, he made efforts to lead students
to think towards desired answers. Andrew compromised his reliance on theory for his
lessons by structuring his quesjions to lead students to a "correct" answer. He also moo.
to get students to give their opinions before he gave an explanation. He also encouraged
students to ask questions, Most of the time he was successful in answering students'
questions. Andrew's teaching style also reflected his belief that the students in the
school had limited knowledge of physical science concepts. He was very patient with
them as shown by his frequent use of cues, repetition and rephrasing of questions. in
attempting to Read them to desired responses.
As far as knowledge of chemical concepts was concerned, Andrew was confident inhis
subject matter knowledge. This confidence was demonstrated by his claim that the use
of different resource materials did not add to his knowledge of science but showed him
different strategies of explaining the concepts. However, despite having spent much
time and possibly consulting references when answering the pretest on chemical
bonding, Andrew still scored below the class average in the multiple choice questions.
His post test was also below the WE class average but better than that from the
pretest. He was absent when chemical bonding was discussed and his test results on thi
topic demonstrated that he possessed several erroneous conceptions on the topic. IDs
understanding of acid base concepts was better, though weak in the area of microscopic
representation,
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6.0 Introduction
This case study focuses on "Ferzial" , a young woman enrolled in the HDE programme.
She is training to become a junior secondary physical science and matric biology
teacher.
6.1 Brief background:
Ferrial had no school ~J, :9Crience,certainly not beyond that of being a pupil herself. She
seemed to have chosen a teaching career as a last resort. She developed the idea of
becoming a teacher in her :final year of B.Sc study. Her original aspirations were
careers in medicine or dentistry.
She attended English medium primary and secondary schools of her own race group in
the Northern Province. Both these schools were government schools run by the House
of Delegates (Indian department of Education in the apartheid structures). As she saw
it, attending a government school and the lack of certain facilities had shortcomings on
how things were done. She joined Wits in 1~90 immediately after matriculation to
obtain her B.Sc degree in botany and zoology in 1993. In 1994 she enrolled for the
HDE programme.
6.2 Reasons for becoming a teacher
As stated above, teaching was not Ferrial's first choice. As for many other students her
first application for medicine was unsuccessful. She settled for a B.Sc degree, but did
not give up her dreams. As she proceeded with the B.Sc degree she submitted another
application to the medical and dental schools and was again unsuccessful. She then
completed her B.Sc studies majoring in biological S('lf'nces because she apparently had
a keen interest in environmental studies. She describes her real reason for jOir~:lgthe
teaching profession as:
After I finished I realised there weren't many jobs-job opportunities as far as B.Sc Wall concerned.
I was doing ESc. And then err when in my final year of BSc um teaching became a bit more
plausible err I mean to say teaching is quite important and things like that. [I1:238a]
Becoming a teacher was an afterthought. Her eventual decision to become a teacher
was, accompanied by some reflection about the profession and her experiences as a
student at school. Perrial saw another challenging opportunity this time directed at
school children. She had an ambition to provide the students she would teach with what
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she had missed as a student herself. On recollection of events leading to career choice,
she expressed the following positive thoughts on teaching
[•••] When I looked today and I thought of the opportunities I didn't have wID1eschooling. May be
I could introduce them you know. And reflecting on what I've been through. teachiv.g is quite
plausible and now with the new changing education system 8Jld 'ffilffl.ike 1hat it wouM be a lot more
challenging and different and (Mh) I would want to go into teaching. [Il:238b]
She soon lost interest in medicine and dentistry as alternative careers. She apparently
had no intentions of remaining a school teacher, but hoped to pursue a career in
environmental education in the near future
I will be dealing with you know education 3S such, environmental education, dealing with. II( ;!ools,
introducing environmental studies in schools" [Il:238c]
i
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Ferrial's decision to become a professional teacher was dictated by practical
circumstances, i.e. the lack of other employment prospects in other fields for ordinary
BSc degree holder. It seemed easy for Ferrial as for many others before her to pursue
studies in teaching and to secure employment. A similar view is reported by Book,
Byers and Freeman (1983). Ferrial is also not convinced that teaching in a school could
be a lifetime career for her. However, she seems to have accepted the possibility of
remaining in the educational field.
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6.3 Perceptions of the teaching profession
The fact that she opted for teaching only after realising that holding a BSc degree had
limited employment prospects indicated that initially she did not think highly of teachers
and teaching. After some reflection on what teaching could offer, her attitude changed
slightly. These are her perceptions of the teaching profession:
I always thought now why do you want to be a teacher. but I realised the importance of it. I mean
we all come having been educated 1 mean going through schools and surely teaching is important.
But err as far as it compares I mean it seems is a non-profession which is unfortunate. I mean we
[.. ] work under somebody, [.. ,] we do not take an active part, we are given the syllabus and told
this is what you teach, we have deadlines to meet, we have to complete the syllabus, you know IUn
tests and things like that. .As fat as the teaching and learning process is going on I don't think
teachers are that involved you know and they don't have that much "..Ay in the structuring of these
processes and what's been taught and things like that. So I think teachers should be given more of
the leeway in structuring what's being taught and l)'owIt's being taught and stuff like that. And the
content of .... (Ok.) I think we should be paid more. [... ] After all it seems like a 24 hour job.
You've got to think about what you're doing the next day you've got to take stuff home you know,
you've got to be 'Working at it all the time. [Il:239a]
Another reason she felt teaching is not considered a real profession was the attitude of
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her peers who preferred the more prestigious profession of medicine and engineering
was that:
[•••] you know you're always confronted with. why is it that you wanna teach, why
teschlng, (From who) From people arowld you know basically people around [•••J.
t#nerally when you speak to peers and other ntudents, stuff like that, student who are
doing engineering, medicine and stuff like that •••• try to do teaching? [Il:239b]
Interpretation:
These perceptions displayed in the above excerpts seem to indicate that Ferrial herself
h;lts a low concept of the f":aching profession and is supported by many others. Ferrial
was aware that teachers lack autonomy in their work place and as such teaching lacks
~
professional status.
6.4 Characteristics of good teachers
Ferrial could not recollect any particular teacher whom she could consider to have been
a role model for her. She had this to say concerning a teacher she initially dislike« .•
the time but later appreciated his actions.
i
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[•••] as far 8$ high school is concerned there was a teacher t'l:st.really put me off math! at the time.
But um his attitude was such that he really put me off the stuff. But when I came to matric the final
term I realised you how that I learnt a lot in that process because he made conditions difficult for
me, er he really gave me a tough time, he really gave me much work, he gave us ridiculous things
to do, But I did learnt quite a bit you know, I was quite amazed by that and things worked.
LIl:239c]
This particular teach ..::r's teaching strategies appear to have influenced her conception
of teaching and learning as will be illustrated below. She felt she learned a lot because
she did almost everything herself. The teacher discussed in excerpt [Il:::3c] seemed
to have neglected his students and as a result Ferrial developed a strong belief that a
teacher should be more of a facilitator, address problems and be more available to the
student. These were some of the things she did not experience as a student.
She demonstrated this belief during teaching practice. In her own right she tried to
facilitate rather than tell, help students rather than leave them to do things on their own.
This point is discussed further in section 6.10 on teaching practice observation.
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10.5 Conceptions of Science
A summary of Ferri.a1's ideas about science and related matters as expressed in the
interviews is given in Table 6.1 below.
Table 6.1: Ferrial's views about science.
Initail Interview [I1] Final-;'terview [13] -'"::1I~==========================*==,============================:===r
Science:
relates to research, technology
fIOmethingup to date, factual and
relevant
makes people aware of why things
happen
For some it is: far fetched, for more
int;elligent, carries the image of
scientists
Scip.oce:
something that is alwaYiI changing
something that helps define and describe the
world around us, to make sense of what is
going on.
encompasses social. political. economical
aspects.
involves a lot of skill: cognitive, psychomotor,
lffJective
Scientif"1Cknowledge:
in school it is taught as science,
chemistry, physics, basic laws.
ScientifIC knowledge:
any kind of research} My kind of knowledge
whether strictly science or social anthropology
broad knowledge about science IDte the subject,
produced by observations, our theorising,
experimenting, practical activities, over years of
accumulation and progress:produced by research
At the beginning of the study Ferrial held the following ideas about science:
Just from the top of my head? Um {pause} research ok if you think in a few words. Research,
technology something up to date, something relevant, something factual, things like that.
[Il:239d?
This view is different from those she expressed in an assignment she wrote inMarch,
prior to this interview, shown below.
I defined science as a discipline attempting to explain various phenomena in our physical world and
greater universe, [••.] Science stemmed from people's curiosity and the need to structure and
organise hlslher surroundings. It all begins with theory, assumptions or hypothesis which is
explained or attempted to be explained via objective, precise, practical observation, investigations
and experimentation. The results if workable and acceptable to the scienti ) world become norm and
the theory is then stated as factual. [Assignment material Marcil 1994]
It will. be observed that these views conform to some of those that can be found in the
literature, as this was an assignment for which Ferrial researched before writing. The
assignment also followed a class discussion or workshop (in the nature of science. Later
in the year she presented a more open and somewhat broader view of science as shown
by excerpt [I3:254a] below:
[, ••] it {sdc,,~,1 encompasses a whole lot of things 11m socially, politically, economically as well.
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Talking strictly of science as we know it in teaching I think: it's a lot of things. It involves a lot of
skills. a lot of t:hinki.ng,[... ] all the cognitive, affective and psychomotor skills, and it's something
that's ever changing it's always changing ••• Um it's just something that helps to define the world
and describa the world around us [•••J, to make sense of what is going on [••] [I3:254a].
Underlying this exposition is the dynamic nature of science and its ability to bring about
understanding of the world. The idea that science is related to research and is
something up to date is presented again in the last interview in terms of science being
ever changing and as knowledge accumulated over a number of years. The view
presented in excerpt [I3:254a] also betrays a conception that science can explain a
whole array of disciplines. An almost similar belief is presented by Goodwin (1995)
that science is a network of ideas, perceptions and processes which constitute the
explanatory framework of science.
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In the assignment Perrial mentioned human curiosity as the origin of science and in the
last interview she acknowledged the social and political aspects of science. Both these
ideas show that Ferrial is aware that science is human based.
During the initial interview she did not display knowledge of the terms 'scientific
method' and 'scientific knowledge'. But what is interesting to note is the way science
was taught and presented to her in her school years has made her feel that
[..•1 for rome it would seem that science is a bit of far fetched thing. I mean its for the more
intelligent, its for those who are ...... it, things like that. Dealing With-!mean you've got this image
of scientists dealing with research all the time. [11:239]
In the final interview she described scientific knowledge and its production thus:
F: ... Scientific-knowledge is, [ ... ) a broad um knowledge about science, science like science the topic,
the subject science (ya). But again any kind of research any kind of knowledge whether it is strictly
science or in the field of say social anthropology I would think it's rome kind of scientific
knowledge, [13:254b]
1: Now how do you think er this (this knowledge has been producedf)
F: Well its by our observations, by our theorising by our um er doing you know experiment and
practical activities (rob) over the years accumulating these and going further progress and 80 forth.
[13:254c]
'Though she seemed unable to link the two concepts she knew the importance of the
"scientific method" (observations, experimentation, theorising) in accumulating
knowledge in science and the amount of time it takes. She also holds a general view
of scientific knowledge, which extends to and includes areas of research outside the
natural sciences. It appears her views have changed. Her conceptions seem more well
defined and expanded. They appear to have extended from a convergent view
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Gdemonstrated in the first interview to a more open and inclusive view later in the year ..
6.6 Conceptionsof science teachiJg
Conceptions of science teaching and teaching in general are discussed together min
leaming here. 'This is because during the interviews the two terms, science teaching and
teaching were treated synonymously. Like many other teachers, Ferrial had difficulty
discussing teaching without falling back on learning. The claims she made later on in
the year for her being in favour of learning were that:
[ ••• J I don't really like the word w..acheror teaching. I believe it is learning thAt happens. Ilearn and
they leam at the same time. [13:256]
I, ,
I
A summary of Ferrial's views about teaching as gleaned from the two interviews are
given in Table 6.2 below. There is very little change or elaborations of her views
between the two interviews. New Ideas are shown in italics under the final interview
column.
Table 6.:Z: Ferrialss Views of Teaching Science.
Interview 1 [ Interview 3 ].
I.teaching nwoJves/requires: Teaching !innll'olvcs/reqllires:· prompting/probing/inducing someone t!! · piompting/probing thUiking in a certain.think about a situation direction
· the presence of a teacher · the presence of a teacher, the transfer/impminll: of content/factual transferring of concepts that Ieamers are· ·knewledge/infcrmaticn capable of intemalieing
· the interaction between the source of interaction between teacher and taughtknowledge and the learner teacher RS!ollming a fru~i1itatorrole
· facilitating and guiding learners alonA1 tmcouraging group wo;rk· attempts at developing skills by the learner · setting up an environment that willencourage student participation.
Three themes about conceptions of teaching emerging from Ferrial's interviews will ue
described under the following headings:
teaching is the transfer of conceptual or factual knowledge;
teaching is facilitating and guiding students in the learning process
teaching is providing and developing skills and abilities.
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6.6.1 Teaching is knowledge transfer of conceptual and factual knowledge
This is the transmittalist view of teaching. In this portrayal of teaching she regards the
teacher as a source of knowledge and skill, tho ugh not the only source. 'The teacher
should have knowledge, particularly specific content knowledge such as that in science
and maths inwhich learners might not have taT ten interest. So ill teaching
[••••] there's a lot oflike content and-and factual knowledge and stuff that we have to transfer, [••••]
what we as teachers are doing is directing them, um we are giving them knowledge about maths and
science and things like that and which probably otherwise wouldn't have taken interest in.•...I think
it would be good to get pupil's own conceptions before you begin the lesson &nd then try and
construct from there. [11:241a]
She based the latter idea on the conviction that we all construct our own theories on
how things work. From her experiences as a school pupil she formulated analogies to
help her understand how things worked and whenever she identified faults in her
conceptions she rearranged her thoughts. To illustrate this view which also has a
bearing of her views of how learning occurs, the (extract below is given. However, the
possible influence of the HDE classes on the views she had before the initial interview
cannot be disregarded.
[...lI do believe we.do form our own conceptions and sometimes they may be misconceptions which
tan. be [... ] frwrtrating when you come to school and then learn t'l-tatyou are a bit way off or
something. But-but then again you will re-align yourself in your inyour thoughts in what you gather
from the teacher and what you have been taught.[11:241b]
She also places exceptional emphasis on the importance of teacher sensitivity to
students' pre-existing theories, and that teaching should build on to these theories.
Bxcerpt (Il:241c] below shows how she would tackle ideas brought to class ty
students:
Try to assess [... ] what their concepts are by I•..] making them work with things that makes me
aware [•••] the way they are thinking-their way of thinking. Introduce-yes the-the concepts that I
want to teach and see how they formulate that from-for themselves. And if they're way off then try
to bring them by a process-I don't know test or maybe making them see a different way, well seeing
different views from the classroom and so on. But being aware surely that people form their own
concepts [Il:241c]
So while Ferrial believes the teacher should be knowledgeable and have the skill of
imparting that knowledge, as does Hollingsworth (1989) she prefers the teacher
[.••] to play the facilitator (ya). Um so um~Wen I have a certain amount of knowledge over them
and maybe-maybe practical ~ikillsthat I've learned over them. Um er I believe yes I maybe a source
(rob.) in-in-in some in •••• them wanting further information or knowledge and sldll. (Mh). But I see
myself as a person for .. to whom they'll come when they do encounter a lproblem or they can't get
any furth~lrwith ,..bat they are busy with. (Mm.) So um yes a source ofkn:owledge and skill but not
the source. [13:259] (In response to question on how important she thought serving
the students as a source of knowledge and skills)
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Though not ascertained, there is a possibility that she)got the strong inclination towards
skills from the biology methodology.
Ferrial attempts to assess and work from students' ideas about the concepts discussed
in class will be noticed in the section on teaching practice observation described (see
section 6.10).
6.6.2 Teaching is facilitating and guiding students in the learning process
While Ferrial acknowledged that some knowledge has to be transferred during teaching,
she has a strong belief in the facilitator role of the teacher. She views teaching as more
than the mere transmission of formal intellectual content.
Ferrial's experience as a student seem to have had a significant impact on her views of
the teacher and teaching. The behaviour and attitude, both affective attributes, of her
most memorable teacher, though not popular with her as described in. excerpt [Il:239c]
on page 127, appears to have 'Played a crucial role in shaping her views about teaching.
The manner in which he conducted his lessons developed in Ferrial an urge to see
herself as more of a facilitator and guide for her students, and being more available for
their needs while enabling them to do most of the work.
[•••] teachers should be there as their [learners1 full guide and as a facilitator. [•••] as someone [•••]
they can come to [... ] have their problems sorted out. [•••] "But if they have a problem dealing with
science processes and they come back to you (mh) they Cl:.U you knower re-address and stuff like
that. So [•••] I don't think i~ er like er solitary and I know all that I know all the skill so you come
to COme to me and I'll tell how or-this is how you should do it. Ya sure enough you develop skills
and stufflilce practical skills and use things but you are there you know as a facilitator. [I1:245]
She was convinced that the facilitating teacher role is very important. She maintained
the same view throughout the study, as the following excerpt illustrates. Notice also in
this excerpt the emphasis she places on student participation and student') doing things
for themselves, as she did when she was at school. As far as teaching is concerned
I think We should be taking more er-er facilitator role (ok). Um ok we can give students some facts,
ok, but dealing with problems and stuff like that in order to see how th:~~ things actually work.
(Mh). they should indeed do it themselves, or discover it for themselves [... J. [lJ:255]
Perrial seemed to find a compromise between the two seemingly conflicting views viz.
the transmittalist and teacher as facilitator concej.rions of teaching science. Her
preference for teacher as facilitator is, however, very evident. It seemed if she had
things her way learners would be involved in decisions on what they should learn so
that the teacher would only direct and guide the learning process.
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6.6~3 Teaching is providing and developing sk. Js and abilities
The dislike for the WOI~ 'teaching' by Ferrial apparently stemmed from her previous
experience with some of her school teachers, especially the rnaths teacher she describes
earlier. In her final year ofBSc she became aware how severely limited she was as a
result of what she missed as a student, as shown in excerpt [Il:241d] below:
[••] I became aware of teaching and what was lacking in my schooling and stUff like that. Tbecame
aware of it because like skills that-in other words lbadn't deve'oped the art of writing or thinking
critically or writing down arguments and doing thi-analysing things like that had become a bit of a
problem for me. And I-and I de-decided that had I been taught those .skills, I mean I excelled in
science and maths, I knew all of it, but I wasn't-I couldn't deal with problems beyond that.
[Il:241d]
As menticned earlier, in her fjnal year of BSc degree FerrlaJ. realised what had been
missed from her schooling. She felt she had not developed certain skills she desperately
~eeded in her university career. As she describes in excerpt [Il:241e] below she had
not developed the
[•••] art of writing or thinking criticaUy or writing down arguments and (•••] analysing things [... ]
it had become a bit of a problem for me and I decided that had I been taught those skiUr.; I mean I
excelled. in science and maths but I knew all of it, but I couldn't deal with problems beyond ,that.
I realised that and became a little bit more err when-while doing my HDipEd now I realised "Hhe!
this is what I've been thinking- and it became a bit more concrete for me. [I1:24le]
Her school experiences and the teacher referred to above shaped her conceptions of
teaching to a large extent. As a result of the many unpleasant experiences due to her
limited skills she was convinced that skills were more important than factual knowledge
because
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••• if they have those basics, the ability to think to think abstractly, and stuff like that. With that as
a lifo skill (Mh) they can go ahead and um deal with problems as they come along. [Il:24lfJ
She believes that teaching should therefore strive to develop and equip students with
skills to deal with problems indifferent situations, skills to gain knowledge from other
sources and life skills. She seemed to resent the limitation she had suffered regarding
her own skills. Thus inaddition to guiding students inthe acquisition of specific content
knowledge what teachers should be doing during the teaching process is
[... ] providing them with. is in fact skills, skills such as the ability to-doing-I don't know how you
assess those but the ability to interpret, to understand, skills such as that-that would bear on dealing
with the scientific problem, to conceptualise it to interpret the scientific problem (Mh). Since skills
like to know that they are more important tha". teaching them the factual knowledge because if they
have those basics, the ability to think to tb.il4 abstractly, and stuff like that, with that li1 a life s1d11
(Mh) they can go ahead and um deal with problems as they come along. [I1:241g]
In summary she feels that people do not portray a just view of teaching and that
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teaching to be good if conducted in certain ways, thus:
[••] if you define [tea-:hing] as parting with knowledge and giving someone else. knowledge or the
ability to do IIOmethingfor himself then teaching is good if it's done in that way. [13:256]
6.7 Conceptions of science learning
As the reader might have observed in the above exemplary excerpts, Ferrial's
discussions of teaching were linked to learning. A similar ~tc.lI'e was observed inboth
Andrew's and Mary's views of teaching. Discussing these two concepts separately is
difficult if not impossible, though this does not imply that they are mutually inclusive.
The following table summarises the views identified from the qualitative analysis of
~
Ferrial's interview transcripts.
Table 6 3· A Summary of Ferrlal's Views of Science Learning. .
Initial Interview [II] Fmal Interview [13]
Learning requires or involves Learning requires or involves
· forming own knowledge from interacting · knowledge constructionwith the environment
intemalising information · gain/taking in knowledge· thinking about or realising something about · realising something about a situation ora situation _ljW=· active involvement of the learner occurs when students work In groups, dotheir own thinking or work, are actively
mvolved
.,
Ferrial's conceptions of learning will be discussed under the following themes:
learning is constructing knowledge for oneself
learning is internalising knowledge
learning is realising something about a situation.
6.7.1 Learning is knowledge eonstruetion for oneself
As can be noted in excerpt [Il:241h] below Ferrial views learning as the process by
which knowledge is constructed. She seemed captured by the constructivist's views
about learning. Ingiving her theory of teaching she highlighted aspects of learning thus:
[...1there's a lot of like content and-and factual knowledge and stuff that we have to transfer. Imean
pupils, kids form their own knowledge from the way they interact with the-the society and stuff like
that, from their own backgrounds [... J and if left to their own devices I mean they'd be acting
spontaneoualy and form knowledge on their own.[I1:241h]
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These views also expressed in excerpts [Il:2S4a and bJ on page 129 indicated Ferrial's
awareness of the dynamic nature of the constructed knowledge and her belief that
knowledge construction and therefore learning is influenced by the background: social,
cultural and religious. Accompanying this conception is the perception that teachers
need to be sensitive to the background and needc of the students particularly because
some of the ideas imparted to the students in their home and community environment
may be varied and in conflict with accepted ideas about scientific phenomena.
She viewed learning to be at its best when it ;J based on experience and interaction
between pupils. Children learn best when they do things for themselves and when they
work in groups.
,
;.
[••. ] a lot of learning happens in group work. I noticed that a lot of kids communicate with each
other, disc-discuss with each other !IDd er a lot of learning happens there 11m it needs to be more
pupil centred and where pupils do much of their own thinking more of their own work. And I'm sur-
I believe that is when learning really happens, (ok) and er pupils are actively involved. fI3:255]
What emerges from the above description is that Perrier conceives learning as
knowledge construction by learners. Knowledge construction is a continuous process
inflrenced by what the learner already knows and that the best conditions for learning
are those encouraging learner interaction like group work.
6.7.2 Leamlng is internalising knowledge
Ferrial earlier acknowledged that teaching involves the transfer of knowledge. For
learning to occur the transferred knowledge needs to be assimilated and accommodated
in .the learner's schema. Also mentioned above, for knowledge internalisation to be
possible the level of the knowledge should be compatible to the cognitive level of the
learner. She seemed very surprised in her responses to the item on a lecture on
molecular orbitals given to first grades [Appendix lC:4]
Well I don't think they have the foundation or um, it may be too far fetched for them they don't
have the-the structures (Mh) to be taught molecular orbitals at that age or you know from what
they've already lesrnt, I don't think that a grade one kid knows anything about molecular orbitals
unless it's 1994 and I'm still behind. And err-so I don't think he's teaching them anything or that
they are learning anything either because they don't have the foundation structures, they haven't
internalised anything about you know as a foundation where they can learn about molecular orbitals.
[11:243]
I don't understand it and I'm not ingrade one. Urn [pause] on molecular orbital theory, it depends
at what level he's teaching molecular orbital theory. I don't know if he can take it down to grade
one level but I do believe in the bit-in the when Piagetian themes that um you know there are stages
of development and I don't think: grade ones are gonna take any of thls in (Mh). Idon't believe any
science teaching is taking place if he is - he or she is lecturing on molecular orbital theory at the
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level we know-we are supposed to know it, to a small group of grade ones. No, he's just probably
confusing them. [12:257
Notice bow the teaching and learning complement one another as far as content and
factual knowledge is concerned and how she maintains the same ~deas between the two
interviews.
To facilitate the learning process of taking in knowledge by the leamer Ferrial believes
that it is important for the teacher to carefully select and adapt whatever is to be
presented to the level of understanding of the pupils. She nonetheless, cautions against
loss of quality due to excessive simplification and lack of truth thereof as she describes
in excerpt [13:260] below, in response to teaching task on adapting materials to be..
learned to level of student (see Appendix ID).
t
[, ••] it'lS very important because they have to get some ldnd of'understaading and some kind of hope
they'll formulate their own pictures inunderstanding it. But urn not to the extent wMre we don't
give them the truth or the real thing so (Mm.) Is it you know knowledge as it stands but um I think
it's important to-to arlapt it to their level so that you know its a stage of understanding (rom). You
know We can go further from there. It's the way I have learned using analogies and bringing things
down. It'll how we Iearn it'!> how we read a book or pictures (ok) and images. (But it shouldn't be
at the expense oflruth) of the-ya of (Imean the truth and beth ..... ) Ya. (ya) •••• They should be
made aware of those things even though you're not teaching it or telling it to them (ya) they should
be made aware of it.[I3:260]
FerriaI. also believes that internalising knowledge requires the possession of some
knowledge base that cam be applied to understand a different situation as indicated in
the excerpt below •
••• they [students wOTking on problems from tt:xibookJ are applying wh~ they have leamt and frcm-
ok probably taking information from the textbook then applying err that knowledge that they have
gained to work out the problem. (Mh) So they are using their ability •••? ••• so they are developing
something and er what they are now doing is err something that they'll internalise how to do this
problem. (Mh) So they are learning. [Il:242a]
6.7.3 Learning is realIising something about a situation
Excerpts showing these views have been taken from the section on interviewing about
instances and non-instances of science teaching. The instance of focus involved a
student watching a TV programme [see Appendix lC:2]:
Well what happens well I w-watch most-I can't just put-watch these programmes about how they
make.plastics or bread Slid er yes er to an extent where you see the process happening. Ya we are
learning about the process it's like er ya ~Oh now I know how they make that plastic". You-you
kind of learn something, ya. (Mh) ••• I know now where my-my can of coke comes from, how it
was made. Now that's something. [Il:242b]
Well the pupil is learning something hopefully. He's watching something, he's hearing it and he'll
visually seeing it. I'm sure iihe's interested he's sitting at home watching a program on chemical
plants um that he's Jlearning something. [I3:257]
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This view is complementary to that of constructing knowledge on the basis of pre-
existing knowledge. When something is realised it means that information is integrated
with pre-existing knowledge and it makes sense. It also agrees with ideas that in the
learning process pzior concepts are altered for better ones (Brickhouse 1990). Her
views of learning have become enriched, but fundamentally unchanged. The teaching
practice experience could be responsible for large part of the expansion of her ideas.
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Ferria1's conceptions of science teaching and learning seemed to be stable during the
study and only became slightly modified. One possible reason for this stability is that
the first interview was conducted twelve weeks after the HOE programme had started.
This means that teaching and learning theories had been discussed in their classes.
However, a strong influence of prior experiences was also detected. No valid assertions
can be made regarding this point.
Before describing Ferrlal's experiences of the HDE programme it would be logical to
give her expectations from the programme courses. At the beginning of the physical
science methodology course she was asked, together with the rest of the class, to write
down what she hoped the course would offer her. Ferrial said
6.8 Ferrial's Experiences
Ferrial's experiences of the HDE programme were obtained from interview data and
a journal she kept for the university based HDE courses and during her teaching
practice, Most entries in the journal were of a personal nature.
What I would like to gain from this course is to be able to learn and teach science in a less
patronising, friendlier manner. To acquire skills that would make learning of science more pleasant,
informative, approachable, real and doing so without any misconceptic->. [•••J I would like to be
able to cor~municate science concepts and language in a friendlier man \oIl. to :make science more
seeable fal' the scholars i.e, using everyday known concepts and making; tb.~~. 'lCientific, [.... 1 to
make science a more practical experience, dynamic and interesting by variot..:. ~L.~llods,sJdlls which
I hope to gain through this course. And I hope to teach myself as w( '1. .\nd also develop my
confidence.
As can be seen her expectations from the HDE programme were broad. Below is how
she describes the teaching of science.
Science at school was approached very hesitantly by many. It almost seemed to have the label of
'explosive'. 'fragile' and 'do it at your risk' • I for one had a great 'phobia' for science which I until
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today seem to be fighting. Perhaps doing this course and being able te teach the subject thereafter
'WOUld inmany -wayshelp me overcome this fear. For some reason or the other science teachers
were always so patronising.
The expectation reflects how little confidence Ferrial has about teaching science, how
she hopes to alleviate a phobia developed during her schooling and be equipped so that
she does not teach science in the same way she was taught, which she regarded as
unacceptable.
The description below of Ferrial's experiences is presented in two parts: experiences
of the campus based courses and teaching practice experiences.
6.8.1 Experiences of the Campus Based Courses.
Ferrial's experiences were influenced by her expectations of the HDE programme.
When she joined the programme she had a number of expectations she hoped would be
addressed. Very few of her expectations were met as will be shown in the description
below.
Her first journal entry was
As far 8$ the methodologies are concerned, I believe I expected something different. I don't know
actually what, but at the moment I feel as ifl'm being treated like a school1dd (sic). I mean here
I am equipping, informing. preparing myself for the role of teacher but instead I'm being assessed,
marked for the charts I put up! [MJ:1]
A similar concern was expressed in the first interview.
I would have thought that the additional studies would equip me more as a science teacher, like you
know dealing with say misconceptions, what these are generally in science, err how to deal with
them, how to be more competent in the science classroom as far as setting up experiments, more
practical, something applicable. I mean something I can take back when I'm leaving. [••••] I thought
:additional studies would be where I would 00 given a little more of science coaching (more of the
content?) Ya (that you need in the schools?) schools Ya, ya. I mean I'm not, I fear it a bit but I'm
doing science up to std 7 and stuff, but I'm in a bit of {pause} fear of it because what if I don't
know enough or something that's not in the sciences, I always have that horror but err I-I would
have thought tb;.t it (additional studies) would be more constructive in a sense. [11:246]
While she acknowledged the importance of the theoretical aspects of the course in
enlightening them on the possibilities of what they would find in real classrooms, she
also expected to deal with actual classroom situations which she considered more
relevant and applicable.
I think it [science methodology] should be a bit more constructive. Um we actually don't even go
out to classes, I mean schools and see different schools and things like that, engaging in that. I mean
we don't do that. (Mh) We only go to specific schools when we want to prac-teach. But you know
actufJly sitting in on classrooms err seeing what happens, giving lessons. Ohl for biology we got
~!
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quite a bit of practice with it giving lessons and critique and stuff like that. I think those were-those
were good. [11:246]
Iwish they could have told us a little more of how to do things' or to go about and with stuff like
that. [13:261]
The above extracts indicated what teacher training meant for Ferrial. Being equipped,
informed, coached in science teaching, being given hands on school experience before
actually going out to teaching practice. In a single phrase Ferrial expected the
programme to provide her with everything she would need to become a teacher. She
did not see much evidence of being trained to become a teacher. Ferrial's perceptions
are in agreement with Steinberg's (1985) observation of the tendency among student
teachers to regard constituents of courses in relation to perceived relevance. The
excerpts presented above also reveal Ferrial's anxiety to become the perfect science
teacher, who has sufficient content knowledge, is sensitive to students' misconceptions
and competent in practical work. She had hoped for real classroom practice.
Ferrlal was more receptive to those sections of the programme which dealt with issues
directly related to the role of a teacher. That is those complying wi{h her expectation.
Some of the sections she appreciated included
... some mini lessons like in Biology that were very useful. TIley had emphasis 011 group work and
encouraging skills and practical work that was very useful. [13:260]
The way the mini lessons were designed and conducted seemed to correspond to her
conceptions of teaching and learning as described in sections 6,6 and 6.7 above and her
expectations of the programme. She found mini lessons so useful that she did not seem
to mind the repetition, which was frustrating her in the textbook analysis and test
construction, described later in this subsection.
There were more frustrating experiences for Ferrial than positive ones. One, which
could have had resulted in unpleasant consequences came when she was almost halfway
through the programme, when she realised the demands the programme placed on her.
Excerpt [11:247] below, though starting on a positive note, shows the extent of the
depression that she went through.
Like I said I was made more aware of er more of the idea about teaching and learning process itself
and stuff like that, that's good. Urn but as far as, like for biology, putting up charts, er running a
lab and things like that, {pause}, maybe I'm a bit lazy in that I don't actually want to run a lab. You
have to collect animals and things like that. (Mh) Urn I don't know it's er it's becoming a bit
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o1rustra.ting after the first few weeks Iwant to quit the HJJipEd. That this is just too much for me.
[11:247]
Ferrial found the biology methodology activities more demanding. Her other frustration
were linked to her perception of being treated like a child. Other contributing
occurrences were the amount of repetition, lecturers' tendency to be vague, and
uncertainty about some issues. These four points are explored further ~low.
Being treated like a child
Perna! felt she was ready to become a teacher, an adult. It was early in the study that
she entered in her journal that she was not getting what she had hoped for in regard to
her professional preparation for teaching. In excerpt [Ml:11 above she actually
underlined 'school kid'. The feeling of being treated like a child emerged again in an
interview
1 think I'm being treated more like um as a children-a child {Both laugh} a pupil. Well then "Hey,
I'm gonna be a teacher soon, (MIl) an adult" you know what I mean. [11:247]
This feeling of being treated like a school pupil was expressed again:
, !"<>,elas if I' 14 _.,lug treated as a pupillsmdents and Net as someone who needs to be provided (not
Jated to) with the mere basics of education, teaching/learning, Guided is more like it. Helped.
I just don't feel oomfortable in this course
I've never suffered ISO many mood fluctuations in a day!l[MJ: 1]
It is clear from the excerpts above that Ferrial felt belittled by the approaches used by
her methodologists and the kind of activities she and the other students had 20 do. She
was also frustrated because. the kind of assistance she needed went beyond professional
levels, and it was not forthcoming. At times she felt she was being thrown in. a situation
where she was not getting the help she thought she deserved from the lecturers. She
came to this conclusion about the physical science methodology:
I think this COUfOO is lacking personal tutors. Yes that is what it needs. Fortunately this dilll}' has
provided a vent.
But a tutor is required to guide and help the "HOB student" ..... s/he will be stepping into the role
of teacher.
Someone to help with all fears and problems the person m&y be having as a
personlsrudentlteacher. [MJ: 1]
Notice how her views of the teacher as facilitator and guide emerge strongly in these
journal entries.
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Repetit~')n
It must be very difficult for methodologists to draw a line between what is too much,
what too little and what is just right in addressing preservice teacher training aims and
objectives and satisfying students' expectations, This is how Ferrial felt about some
aspects of the !IDB programme and the way it was conducted:
As far as the whole en'lire HOB course is concerned we are dealing with a lot of repetition. I mean
as far oM this textbook analy. or text analysis W8!l concerned, we did it in core science, we did it
inbiology and We did it in science allwithin a week: and it is fruIoaating and it has happened before
with other topicl'l as well [•••). The work was too IU"Uch.(Mh) There was just so much going on. I
mean like it was repetition [•••] It becomes-its frustrating me because you spend so much time on
little assignments and typing up stuff, and thingo like that. Br I don't know it just becomes a bit
frustrating. [Ii:246-7]
1 found the lesson "setting test", very useful. But once again the repetition in core science and
biology Was agoniziD~!. [, ••J H ~l'e science was meant to address c~o.!1monalities in all the courses
of science like &ettiJlg a test, lesson planning etc. It has failedl! It has failed to avoid repetition and
address common irsues in order to cut down work load. [1'11:2]
Ferrial appears pretty up set from these excerpts. Apparently Berrial's perception was
that unnecessary work was created for the HDE students, and this work was more for
assessment purposes than to benefit them toward their professional training. Indeed the
workload could have been reduced but the reasons behind the repetition should be
considered though not explored in this study.
Vagueness and uncertainty
Ferrial had what she perceived as "pretty upsetting encounters" with Ml.
As a result of these she became uncomfortable with the course and unsure of what was
expected of her. Some sensitive issues entered in her journal were
Found Ml to be quite Vague in instructions, Never quite get what she's aiming at. what the object
of the lesson W8B l;t isl
Received my 81,18ignmenton prac. I've failed! I 1 still think Ml's much too vague.
I do believe I've addressed the question maybe Ml finds me vaguell
Ialso approached her for the curriculum package and I found her quite unhelpful.
Idread I'm beginning to take "a dislike" toward her!
She's vague, overbearing, unapproachable, I just don't comprehend her!
Headed for depression!
Ml had a problem with my file! \'Vhich I think is quite unwarranted. The way I choose to order my
file is personal and makes sense to me. I'll be using it and rearranging it if need be! And it is
ordered in a way inwhich anyone could find their way. I don' .. see the problem! Ml wants it her
way. [MJ:11
There seemed to be some misunderstandings between Ferrial and Ml. Ferrial might
have had a problem which Ml was not addressing successfully. Maybe the help Ml
offered was misinterpreted to portray a domineering and unapproachable attitude. This
I
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Being "dismantled" by chemical bonding classes
Among other things, Ferrial did not seem content with the class discussion on chemical
bonding as the interview excerpt below Shows.
I can unden:tMd the [lack oJ1 right answe-of the right answers the way to to do things. You know
I mean Ulll. if-for example the chemical bonding IfeeUhave been totally di£trumtled. Tbad a pictures
of chemical 'bonding and what chemic8l bonds are, totally dismantled it's not all been put together.
You know I think that's one really serious problem that needs to be addressed with the HOE.
[I3:26O]
'Ihese were Ferrial's feeling about the class discussions. But as described in chapter 4
a number of issues were addressed relating to how certain aspects of chemical bonding
could be addressed in the secondary science classroom. Fenial's perceptions could be
attributed to the fact that she only had a chemistry 1 background. So her chemical
background may not have been sufficient to enable her to appreciate much of the
discussions around chemical bonding. ~uternatively, she may not have recognised that
learning to teach is different from the school learning she had been engaged in and she
could not adjust to new learning requirements (Calderhead, 1991).
problem was not explored.
Preparation for school e,J. ::rience 1995
Part of the aims of core science course was to have teachers who have been in the
teaching field for their first year share with the preservice teachers their first year field
experiences. Again Ferria1 was unhappy in the way it was organised in that
[... ] And there were students who were brought in from [sclwol] R and other schools. They talked
about teaching and stuff like that, they brought out their documents they talked about y....u know
about their teaching experience, their first year teaching experience basically. But I don't mean to
be racist in any way but here I sat at the;back, there were only two Indians there in the class and
they talked about TEO and everybody chatted and laughed about the TED and then they you know
teacher's meetings and stuff like that which Wewere totally excluded from (Mh) as teachers. I'm
not a teacher but I know they weren't and I felt you know we could have had people from-from
DET and different teaching organisations um or departments to relate their stories as well their
triumphs and tribulations as well. And I think -to make us more aware of where teaching has been
the last few years and where it is going to as well. (Ok) All we've heard is the TED [13:261]
Fenial's school experience and expectations from the HDE courses had an impact on
her perceptions of the course and her experiences, Her science teachers portrayed an
inaccessible image of science as a mystical subject for only a selected few. As a result
she hoped that undergoing preservice training would help her shed some of the phobia
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she had developed. She had also created It model of the kind of teacher she hoped to
become - one who facilitated the Ieaming process without intimidating or patronising
the students, one who while making the learner more involved and responsible for their
own leaming, would be more available to the students, one who would relate scientists
science to students' real life experiences.
6.8,,2 Teaching Practice
Settling in the school
The period prior to teaching practice Waf uncomfortable and confusing for Ferrlal. She
felt she was not getting sufficient support regarding school placement foa teaching
practice. The experience was reflected in her journal where she said
I'm not quite sure as to where rod like to do my prac teaching! I feel unsure and uncomfortable at
being at school R.[MJ:l]
And later she expressed her feelings about the whole situation thus:
I think more should be done to help students decide on the schools they intend doing pracs at. I'm
confused, [.MJ= 1]
Ferrial did not seem to get aU the help she needed to feel secure. Apparently she was
to do teaching practice in a school she had not selected and where she felt
uncomfortable to be.
For Ferrial teaching practice provided the first opportunity "for a close up view of staff
relationships, teacher student relationships and school culture from a teachers
perspective" as Cole and Knowles (1993: 642) noted regarding field experiences for
preservice teachers. The !IDE programme equipped her both professionally and
personally with some useful skills for reaching practice though the actual practice of
teaching was "a new whole cup of tea compared to the HOE course".
',\
I Having not taught before, Ferrial was anxious because she was not quite sure what shewas going to teach and what her goals as a teacher were. She feared what she might
face in the actual teaching process. But she found that the environment in the school
was very welcoming and looked forward to the challenges of her first real field
experience of teaching practice.
In the first two weeks or so of the teaching practice period she felt she did not fit in
c , .
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well with the system. She couldn 't identify with the "flow of the of the classroom, what
it was she was getting across to the classroom". Fortunately she was in the reliable
hands of two co-operating teachers with whose support and encouragement things
became better for Ferrial.
Ferrial was anxious possibly because she felt she had not been sufficiently engaged in
real teaching activities prior to teaching practice. But the welcoming atmosphere and
support of the co-operating teachers made it simple for her to fit into the system. It
appears that the school culture and staff can play a very important role in preservice
training by helping student teachers integrate into the system during their internship.
Competence and eonfldence
Ferrial had majored in Biological sciences and only did chemistry 1 in her junior
degree. With this subject matter background, she could teach biology up to matric and
physical science in the lower levels of secondary school. Even at this junior secondary
level she was not comfortable with her physical science content knowledge. Inresponse
to an interview question seeking her confidence in handling content during teaching
practice she said
Well I found myself really learning a lot of things. A'lot of things became clearer for me now than
they were at school. that kind of thing. Well when I first heard that I was teaching a; ds and bases
and reactions and combustion to std 7's I thought "Oh my God I know nothing ahout acids and
bases". But I learnt as I ~a1.l.ght.I'm glad that this bas been more that just a teaching experience
because I've learnt myself. l12:251]
At least she acknowledged and accepted her limitations and was willing and motivated
to work at them. She was very positive about relearning the subject matter. And
knowing that she was not very competent in it appears that she did exactly that during
teaching practice. In other words she learned as she taught. Studen.t teaching was indeed
another learning experience fro Ferrlal.
Teaching practice was also the only time that she could try out her ideas about how
teaching should occur and how learning can be promoted. She could also try out
anything that she had learned or had been suggested in the HDE programme" In her
teaching Ferrial tried to design her lessons to reflect her conceptions of science teaching
and learning. Itwas not easy folt'her at first to make the lessons student centred or to
be fun for the students. This is how she perceived her endeavours:
cI really worked fuitd you know. I spent hours planning, tbiiiking about things, it doesn't come quit»
easy to me. (Mh) So when preparing a lesson Ibecome quite anxious and it takes quite a while for
me to think about something when preparing a lesson, something new and something different
something creative it takes quite a while. Er and how to teach etc etc. Er er well as far as that is
concer-I'm slowly getting I found that the last few weeks I'm not doing much work ithecomes a lot
easier to do the lessons and things like that. You more or less assess what the class is able to do the
time and things like that.[I2:248a]
What emerges here is the persistent anxiety due to fears that she may not achieve her
goals and how she appears to have worked hard at designing her lessons.
When asked if she was made aware of these methods in the BDE programme she said
I never really reflected on my methodology, the teaching methods that I Wag taught. Maybe I ell...
in Ii subconscious way, but not with th", intention like er I would be doing this as specifically I118id
in my methodology notes, (Mh) that kind of thing like for example like graphing &kills a did as a
mini-lesson inmy methodology which 1 gave here as well. [12:250]
What is also fascinating to note is that Ferrial did not seem to make much effort in
consciously employing the knowledge and skill that she acquired from the HDE
programme. Analysis of her teaching practice observation field notes provide evidence
that Fe:r.rial's conception of science is facilitating the learning process by engaging
students into thinking, setting up an environment that encourages student participation.
Her lack of confidence increased he anxiety throughout the training. But because she
was aware of her own limitations, particularly in content, she put extra effort in
designing her lessons to her satisfaction.
Critiques
She had this to say about the critiques from all parties concerned:
••• as far as the crits are gone I found the science, er, well as far as Ml is concerned she was very
supportive and-and er gave lots of good advice er that kind or thing, er always asking what I thought
how I would do it differently.l1.ilre the idea. to be warned that she's coming, which isn't the case
in biology. (They just rock up.) They just, they -just rock up and hope to see something innovative
when you may be in the middle of a section and just continuing With work. Then you get critted on
that lesson which is not as exciting as when you began with it: and that's supposed to give them a
feeling or where you are (Mh) and you know I don't think thalt's fair.[I2:248b]
Two issues can be identified from this excerpt. One is that Ferrial seemed to have
changed her attitude about MI. The kind of rapport that developed between Ferrial and
M1 was healthy and motivating for her. DUling "~.achingpractice she found Ml "quite
supportive" giving "good advice" for what she described as a "terrible lesson". Even
when she felt she was being "cut by Ml" she still felt it was helpful. The fact that she
now found Ml 's suggestions encouraging and supportive she took the advice positively
is enough evidence to suggest she understood Ml' s strategies in conducting teacher
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aairJ.ng. I did not ascertain whether Ferrial thought M1 had changed or that Ferrial's
attitude changed as she began to understand how Ml operated.
The other issue is that Fenial appreciated being forewarned about the methodologists'
visits. Her regrets about surprise visits were that sometimes assessment became based
on a non-exciting section of a lesson which was not reflective of all her efforts in
making the lessons innovative. The visit by M2 was not very encouraging for Ferrial.
She had this to say to show her displeasure:
August 9: I did not find M2 III1pportive.I find myself at a loss. I can't find direction with
where I'm headed. Don't feel competent at all. [TPJ]
This sounded like a desperate expression. It could be understandable at this early phase
of the first hands-on teaching experience and having to make decisions about what to
do, how to do it and live with the consequences. At this early stage of student teaching
Ferrial hoped for more and direct guidance on what was expected of her or more
constructive opinion on her ideas.
Sometimes she felt she her efforts were not receiving the recognition and reward they
deserved particularly because she felt she spent a lot of time planning and designing her
lessons. Excerpt [12:249] illustrates this concern more to the point is quoted below:
16/9/94: For instance today I got critted by Ann. I started yeuterday with doing data response and
skills. Today [... ] what I did was-the aim. of that lesson yesterday was to get them to work in groups
I assigned them to be in and then answering all the questions. give them the time to aNWer all the
questions then gave specific questions to each group. And 'then they had to [..]consolidate that
answer and tben one person elected as leader had to come to address the rest of the class which I
thought was a good skill, (Mh) which keyed on today, ok, where I left yesterday because they didn't
complete. And er (the biology group?) Yes that was the biology group, that keyed up today. And
er well the erit that I got was that it was fair it was just average it wasn't good. (Mh) Well I begun
that thing with the aim and I you know and er its just that its-the lesson needed to continue it was
no other way I could {pause} (ya) do it. I had to finish the work before, that kind of thing.
[12:249]
Ferrial was apparently satisfied with this particular lesson and she expected a comment
that it was good but she got less than that. She seemed disappointed, not so much with
comment as with the unfairness of the timing for observation. From Ferrial's
perspective the lesson was excellent and linked very well to the previous lesson. She
had high student involvement and students were successful inwhat they were doing,
Evidently Ann did not see the lesson in the same light as Ferrial.
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Ferrial also found the discussions she held with the co-operating teachers quite
constructive and led her to improve her lessons.
August 16/94: ·Went much better, due to better lesson prep. Well donel [TPJ]
She was improving and therefore becoming more confident and pleased with herself.
This is a feeling that could motivate any student teacher at anytime during training.
She seemed to have been getting so much assistance that she was feeling suffocated by
it. She felt she had to follow their instructions and that she was somehow under their
contro1.
I
August 22: Hang onl What am I here for Them or myself. Find I'm not given the opportunity to
find my one. I know the guidance is good,. But I need to experience for myself. But I don't wauna
~ mess up. [TPJ]
Though she appreciated the guidance of the more informed professionals gave her she
did not want an idealised situation where she did things according to the experiences
of the cooperating teachers. She wanted to explore things for herself, explore different
teaching styles, go through the process of finding out things and be able to reflect on
it later, even if it meant going through an embarrassing ordeal. This should not be
taken to mean that she relished the embarrassing process, though she certainly
cherished L"1eexperience for the future, as will be seen in sub-section on students'
reception of her efforts below.
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She did, however, acknowledge the importance of the critiques in highlighting strong
and weak points and in bringing about improvements in her lessons and instructional
techniques. This is particularly true because student teachers are critiqued more than
once and their assessment is a cumulative exercise.
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Student teaching can provide opportunities to try out various teaching methods and
styles. Ferrial while appreciating assistance from the cooperating teachers, wanted to
try out her theories and ideas. Sometimes she felt she was presented with restricted and
ideal teaching situation in which she had to use well tried teaching methods and miss
the challenges of exploring her potential, or her teaching and learning theories. She
wanted the freedom til be as innovative as she desired. Unfortunately her efforts and
strategies were not received with the same enthusiasm by the cooperating teachers, who
criticised her for not teaching, and the students who were not willing to participate in
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her class discussions. The kind of reaction Ferrial received from the cooperating
teacher is a normal occurrence among student teachers. Cooperating teachers (and
students) can be suspicious of new teaching methods or drastic changes that may upset
teaching routines in the school (Starr and Clark, 1991). Student teachers (and new
teachers) need to master the tried methods to which the class is used to before trying
something new.
Students' reception of her efforts
From her descriptions of her lessons, it appears that she used student centred
approaches inher teaching and she believed the students enjoyed and learned more. The
student centred approach to teaching and learning confirms her beliefs regarding the
two processes. She was, however, disappointed to be criticised for doing fun activities
and not teaching in spite of the fact that those were the lessons she perceived as
successful and with which she was pleased. The excerpt below shows her concerns.
Well 1 find that a lot of group activity and activiti&s where they Were left to fully think fer
themselves, I'm talking about std six biology (Mh) now the kids enjoyed that and er 1 was also told
today that I do a lot of fun activities instead of teaching which I disagree with as long as there is
learning taking place (Ya). I'm quite happy.[I2:249a]
This is how she viewed learning to be taking place in that lesson:
[..1well the crossword although fun weren't or needed or required that they er use their books for
the whole section of what we've done so as to find answers in order to fill it in. So surely revision
was taking place there. They were using some words that language skills-in which English was
being-vocabulary was being t-propagated there and er working with someone else as a pair (mh).
'the thlng about competition, working within a set time {some deletion by mistake) by the
pupils in a lesson like that {pause} [, ••] then I'm really glad they have learned. I've taught
something. They remember something • .A..ndI'm sure when they get the results of this crossword,
the correct answers, it's something they're going to remember. LJ2:249b]
'What was more frustrating for her was that in some instances her efforts to make
lessons more interesting and student centred were received by an unwillingness to
participate by the students. One upsetting incident occurred during my first visit for
observations. She had this to say about her experiences of that lesson which took place
on the Thursday afternoon of September, 8:
Probably the most embarrassing day. Traumatic and embarrassing. I've had it with 7K. couldn't take
it anymore. (Victotla was here) rwas real upset. Is it my fault. BegiLlning to doubt whether talk: and
responding to emotions really helps with kids! [TPJ]
In this extract it can also be seen that Ferrial began to question her ability and doubt
herself as a teacher. Without sounding and being sympathetic towards Ferrial these
J •
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students appeared to have an attitude problem. They seemed determined to make her
feel incompetent in her teaching and she succumbed to their intimidating tactics by
showing how upset she was and walking out of the classroom and calling in the
principal to 'her rescue'. This is what she revealed during an interview as she
recollected the events in unsuccessful lessons:
Well er I did have 8. bit of a problem of control at first, (Mh) structuring and timing. Wen the
rapport got better, the control got better the timing also, the way I gave homework. what I gave as
homework. [•••] Well er the incidence with the std 7's was er was very upsetting. I've tried very
hard with the std 7's. They are known to be a notorious class in the school. So I thought let me do
my own work, tryin~:to make the effort with them in technology, as well as in science, preparing
good worksheets, let them do the work, would help and let them get involved •••• it's a more an
attitude thing t'lat kind of stems from them. You know you get stared down, imagine after giving
them an instruction and they will look at you l.ikewhat the hell are you $peaking about (Ya) What
happened in that lesson was er I just felt like I was in 'fmsprimary school with kids screaming at me
and er no one Iistening to instructions that were given, and me having to scream and I couldn't
handle it (ya) that kind of thing. It was an experience. It was a lot of experience. It's only made roe
stronger, a little bit harder. I just hope that it doesn't mean I have to be laissez fake about it. It
doesn't matter. Sure enough different situation award different er {pause} you know approaches and
responses (Mh). And if something like this happens again maybe I'll be able to handle them.
[12:250]
It emerges from excerpts above that Ferrial tried student centred teaching in the hope
of getting more students involved in the classroom activities and processes w lth her
participating as a facilitator. These claims complement her initial views (as detected by
the first interview prior to teaching practice) that a teacher should make use of students'
ideas in teaching shown in excerpt [Il:241a] on page 131. This is confirmed by her
instructional strategies lobserved during her lessons.
What also emerges from this excerpt is that Ferrial saw herself improving with time,
which was quite normal. Teaching practice was a learning experience for Ferrial as will
have been observed for many other student teachers (Clark and Starr 1991).
Apparently this was the first time things really got out of control and she attributed
their unacceptable behaviour to the fact that the lesson was in the afternoon when they
were tired. Sympathetic as anyone can be, we cannot disregard the fact that Ferrial
knew that this was a problematic class in the whole school, It could, however, be
argued that she could have at least anticipated what was coining and prepared herself
for dealing with such a, situation. She was very upset at the time of the incident but on
reflecting she thought positively about it and that it was an unforgettable experience
which she would exploit infuture. She promised herself that she would not in the future
react in the same way as she had done. This encounter provided Fellial with invaluable
experience regard'ng classroom control, she admitted to be having difficulties at first.
Ferrial believes that maximum learning occurs when the activities are pupil centred,
when learners are actively involved in thinking and discussing the tasks. Her fancy is
that learners have to provide answers and solutions to problems. Only when they are
unable to do so, sheuld the teacher guide them to the desired answer. Her experience
as a scholar developed in her the belief that one learns a lot from doing all the work
herself. She did not enjoy that at the time but when she realised that it paid off, she
became convinced that it was the best way learning could occur. She tried to execute
this belief during student teaching. Active involvement included practical experience,
audiovisual involvement, working with problems preferably those linked to everyday
experiences of the students and thinking about the tasks
6.9 Ferrial's knowledge of chemical concepts
The analysis of the diagnostic test revealed the data summarised below in Table 6.4 for
responses on the chemical bonding test and Table 6.5A and 6.5B for test on acids and
bases.
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6.9.1 Chemical bonding
Table 6.4 : Summary of Ferrial's responses on the chemical bonding diagnostic
test.
I
RcspoI!!ICIJ.inPre-test [Class average Responses inPost-test (Class average 7.7]
4.6]
1. *C: Jonic bonds. NaCl consists 1. *C: all 'hDnds are formed due to electrostatic forces
of Na+ and cr ions held 2. C: easily broken down
together by electrostatic 3. *C; a molecular solid is necessarily grey or black
attraction 4. *B: r- 'ectrostatic attractions form bonds
2. *A.: process of elimination1 5. *C: when a bond forms electrons are shared by f "()
3. ~: (no explanation) atoms and are attracted by the nuclei
4. C: (no explanation) 6. *D: (no explanation)
5. B: (no explanation) 7. "':8: more energy is required to break a strong ;;ond
6. A: (no explanation) 8. *B: intramolecular forces in lz are greater tba.u
7. *B: (no explanation) intermolecular forces
8. *:8: (no explanation) 9. C: (no explanation)
9. c: (no explanation) 10. *D: (no explanation)
10. *D: (no explanation)
\,
,I
From Table 6.4 above it will be seen that prior to discussing chemical bonding in the
university based classes, Ferrial was unable to explain her choice of the responses. It
will be noted that for question 1. though the chosen option is correct her reason portrays
a conception of electron transfer inbonding in a sodium chloride crystal. Her response
to question 4 (exploring student's knowledge of bonding in carbon monoxide) shows
that she views sharing of a pair of electrons (option C) is responsible for the bond in
carbon monoxide. And her response to question 5 (on reasons for bonding between two
atoms) illustrates that she sees achieving an octet of electrons by an atom as the reason
for bonding between atoms, In the post test she reflects some positive changes in her
conceptions about the reasons for a bond forming.
Her response to question 2 does not show much understanding of the microscopic
structure and properties of brittle solids even though she chose the correct option. It
seems the discussion of chemical bonding did not bring about a better conception of this
aspect of the topic. From her response it seems she could not differentiate
intermolecular forces which are easily overcome and thus responsible for the ~rittle
properties of simple molecular solids and the much stronger chemical bonds which are
intramolecular,
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Her response to questions 6 in the pretest showed that she was possibly unfamiliar with
atomic and molecular dimensions. The question stated clearly that a molecule was
represented in the diagram. If she was familiar with representations she would have
interpreted the illustration as that of a homonuclear diatomic molecule but still she
thought that the distance between the two nuclei of such a molecule is the atomic
radius. 'This view changed but was not supported by any statement.
Question 9 on melting of network solids was a problem for her in botn ~...s. The same
incorrect response was chosen that ions move from their positions when a network solid
melts. This response is not completely incorrect though it is not the best answer to the
question. It may be surprising that she did not change her views despite this concept
being discussed and illustrated at length during the class discussion (see Chapter 4).
1
1
I Inconclusion it could be said that Ferrial had some erroneous conceptions about the
nature and origin of the chemical bond in both network and simple molecular
substances (exemplified by sodium chloride and carbon monoxide). She initially could
not effectively differentiate causes of bonding and effects 'Of bonding (electron sharing).
She also appeared to believe in the octet rule as the cause for bonding. All these
apparently changed after the discussion. It could thus be said it was beneficial for
Ferrial to discuss chemical bonding during her preservice training.
i
I
I
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6.9.2 Acids and bases
Analysis of Ferrial's responses to Part A of the questionnaire on acids and bases is
given in Table 6.5A.
I
,
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Table 6.SA: Ferrial's responses to Multiple choice questions,
*Co"ect responses are given with the question number,
Ferrial expressed the belief that the most significant property of aqueous solutions of
acids is good electrical conductivity. It is also very surprising to note that in the
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multiple choice she chose ,.rr., uonia as the conjugate base for hydrogen chloride but
identified it correctly in Part B. A more serious point is that she did not seem to be
aware that the acetic acid and ethanoic acid were the same substance. She even gave
a slightly different formula for acetic acid as shown for question 3 in 7',~ble~6.5B
below. Note also that she did not show the representation of aqueous hydrochloric acid.
Her reasons for not showing a microscopic representation were not explored. It is
worth noting that during the physical methodology workshops some handouts on the
acids and bases and their microscopic representation were given. These discussicns also
focused more on practical skills and less on content.
Table 6.5B: Ferrial's responses to structured questions: Se('li-ionB..
[ Quest~o~ # fiesponse =: -~ = -===-=., ~=:i- ..1 I Yes: release of H+ ions in solution - I,
2
J!CH,COOH + ~O ~ CIl,COO' + H,O+; NH3 + ~O ..- NH4+ +OH'
3 (i~CI' weak conjugate base; CH3C00 strong; ii) -- !I
4 HCzH30(aq) (sic) ¢H3O+ + c;H;r.O~·
Acetic acid -
5 a) Colour: presence of H,O+ i01) static equilibrium
b) i) A ii) B Hi)C
6
concentrated -+ less ~O
strong acid .... H+ readily available in solution, weak conjugate base
b) Not so, concentrated refers to amount of ~O; strong referring to the H+ ions-
7 No microscopic representation of aqueous solution \)1' hydrochloric acid was given.- - -
6.10 Teaching Practice Observation
6.10.1 The school
Ferrial conducted her teaching practice in a rnult': "ial school located out of town. This
is one of four private schools which were recer, '. established through a trust fund and
set up to specifically to reflect racially the population of the country. The majority of
the students in the school reside in hostels. There are 15 teachers fur a student body of
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about 160 students distributed itt two streams of std 6 to 10. The number of students
range from 13 to 28 per class. With such a small pupil teacher ratio any teacher should
be able to give individual attention to students. It is also not surprising that Ferrial
described the school as "one big family where the teachers know the students like
parents know their kids". The students do not have to wear any uniform though they
may have school jerseys and blazers,
6.10.2 The laboratoey
The school laboratory is fairly small but adequate for the small number of students it
serves. There are three wooden movable work benches and twenty-four stools. It has of
a number of fittings necessary fer a laboratory: a fume cupboard, elevated instructors
bench, chalk board, gas taps and water taps at the back. An overhead projector and
screen at front and posters .m the walls. All science lessons are held in the laboratory.
6.10.3 Classroom observations
General features
Ferrial taught physical science to std 6 and 7 and biology to std 6 and 8. I observed
only four std 7 physical science lessons. Transcribing the tape recordings of all four
was made difficult by the high levels of noise during Ppuial's teaching practice lessons.
It was not possible to observe consecutive lessons as +as done for the other two case
studies. The first lesson to be observed, on acids and bases, was disrupted and did not
run to the end, Many factors contributed to the disruption of that lesson. Like for
example student misbehaviour and not heeding to her attempts to control the class.
Perrial's intolerance of such misbehaviour resulted in her becoming upset to the point
of discontinuing the lesson and calling the principal to address the class. As a result the
physical science co-operating teacher continued and completed the topic on acids and
bases. Another reason was that Fenial had several clashes with her classes so that her
std 7 science class was also taught by the co-operating teacher, as she explained
Er the sad part OOo:ilt the teaching prae is that I had to share lessons because 1 couldn't take the full
Jet of three lessonu for week for 7K. or 6A. You see I couldn't er usually my lesson bad ttl be
COn~ll'lc':by Stella er completed by l;teUa. So like where I missed out periodically on a lesson and
er you !mIlV, th~thing which is a bit sad... [12:251]
()
\
Another problem interfering with the study was poor communication so that for some
of the lessons I arrived very late because of time changes I was not aware of.
As it usually is the case with many teachers experienced and inexperienced, Ferrial
began each lesson by reviewing the previous lesson. For example she introduced the
lesson on neutralisation thus:
What's the colour of hX'omothymol blue in acid?
Blee-hlue-black-bJack-red white. pink [students simultaneously calling a variety of eolours]
Bromothymol blue in acids, what is its colour?
[students continue calling out various colollnl] Inacid it's purple. It's pink.
Take out your notes Ws written down in your notes [students continue shouting answers]
It's it's mi1ky. [•••j
Brblllothymol blue turns yellow in a-;id. Ok. What is bl'omoiliymol blue?
It's an indicator.
It's an indicator. We use it to show us .... [students quite noisy] Max please be quiet. Do you
understand what I'm saying. What is the purpose of an indicator?
It is to show UlI whether a substance is an acid 0'1.' mkali.
To show that there is acid or alkali. .....
Shhh. One at a time must speak at a certain time. To show whether a solution iii an acid or an alkali.
'i(es.
What ore the colours? [students talk: at the same time] (Shhbh)
To show that there is an acid or an alkali. [students talk lIimulmneously]
One at a time. To sho"ll whether a substance is an acid or an allkali. 1f a substance is an acid it shows
yellow in bromothymol blue, if it turned back to blue what can you tell me about •••
It's an acid; It's an ~k.ali.
What would happen if it no longer stays yellow in an acid whnt would you have?
Alkali.
An-al.kalL Ok. Bromothymol blue is yellow in (S&: Acids) .s.u:ids and what colour is (Ss: Blue)
{Handing out work sheets] Ok I'm handing out these worksheets ....... ••• [immediately students
start t.allclng and €:utting and pasting] Please st.>p your pasting and cutting. These books are handed
inat the end of the lesson. There's no time for ..... You are going to detention. [in a threatening
tone]
S: M-i-s-s...[objection) [8/9/94a]
The above excerpt also indicates the general behaviour of students during the lessons
and their responses to Ferrial's questions, It further illustrates the general pattern of
opening the questions to the whole class. 'Jrhis questioning technique may invite students
to call out answers, but also has the advantage of prompting the whole class to think
about it (Clark and Starr 1991). Students also seemed fairly free to call out answers
despite attempts to have only one student speaking at any given time. Sometimes Ferrial
directed questions to specific students as shown below.
F: [•.•] So what is convection?
S: Convection is the move ...
S2: It' the ...
F: Shbh. Neil?
Neil: It's the way the liquid is heating up ... when liquids are heated ...
F: Come again.
F:
Sf):
F:
58:
F:s:
F:
S:
F:
5:
~ s:F:
Ss:
F:
Ss
F:
S8:
F:
S5:
F:
I
I
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Paul Khoza, I want you to read the title, we are getting on to the worksheet. [Students chatting] Has
everybody got the worksheet SO far? (some students say yes others say no]
Reactions of acids with alkalis.
Ok. Can you "tart reading please the first paragraph. [paul reads on] Ok LoUy read the next
paragraph [she reads, Other students are trimming their worksheets and pasting into tl,eit notebooks]
(Sbhh) alkalis [correcting the Lolly]. Can yU'll &Wp pour cutting please Cathy. (.bj~ginning to sound
a bit agitated] can everybody please stop cutting please! I've had enough of cllltting and pasting
you're meant to have your books up to date. is: sbhh] Billy stop ...... can you put your bag down
please. Vusi where's your worksheet? Veronica what's Cathy leave everything else and pay
attention. (Cindy [students correcting) Sorry what is your name? (8s: Cindy simultaneously Cindy)
Cindy. I want absolute quiet I'm tired of hearing you speak. You can't speak: all at the same time.
Lolly I want you to carry on reading please. !.Lolly continues to read. the students are quieter]
neither [another correction]. Sally what is neutraiitlation?
It is when ...
Say it without reading your notes.
t don't know.
Va. But you haven't listened, have you?
Neil: It', the movement the liquid makes when heated.
F: Is there anything else anybody would like to add? Nancy?
Nancy: ••••• movement ofhea! inwater.
F: oe, Edith.
Edith: It's the movement made when. water is heated. When water is heated the movement it makes.
F: Dick?
Dick: The cycle caused by the heating of water.
F: Thecycle ••
Dick: Not the cycle but the process caused by the heating of water.
F: Ok. Convection is the process in which ••••
S: water is heated. [F'crri.al continues to explain]. [15/9194]
Notice how she attempts to get as many views from students about convection as
possible before giving the expected response. Eliciting students S views about any
concepts discussed in Penial's lessons was a common practice as will be noticed in
excerpts quoted below.
Ferrial also had classroom management problems with this class. Her skills in
controlling the class, however, improved with time. Excerpt [8/9/94b] below shows
how her attempts to exercise some authority are ignored as students continue trimming
their handouts in spite of her requests to stop. What was more frustrating for Perna!
was that some of the students' verbalisations were in Sotho or Zulu neither of which
she understood (which I did). She tried not to be very hard on them and allowed some
degree of noise. But she became intolerant of the cutting and pasting that students were
so engrossed and which prevented them from paying attention to her instructions as she
explained what was expected of them in the practical outlined on the worksheet. She
also expected their participation in the process.
F:
Paul:
F:
Sally:
F:
Sally:
F:
o
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Sally: No. [8/9/94b]
Besides classroom control or management problems, lack of co-operation from the
students is displayed by Sally's withdrawal from responding to Ferrlal's question on
neutralisation. It seems the environment was becoming tense and unhealthy for learning.
Sensing that she was too upset to continue the lesson Fenial decided to discontinue the
lesson. She further sought the principal's intervention on the matter. She described this
lesson as the most traumatic and embarrassing for her. It made her reflect deeply about
her role as a teacher and her interaction with students, as demonstrated in excerpt
[12:250] on page 149.
By her own admissions in the initial interview, class C ,mt- • is important in
[... ] showing you are an Quthotity, that you you're the one who is conttolli\ilg the class, and pupils
should pay attention. to you, Ya I think that's important. Ya it er snd I mean there should be a bit
of er row-er-noise in. the classroom that allows for interaction with \)t~rt ?Jut-but er constructive
noise you know. [pause], To an extent there should be control otherwise yml could be sidetracked
completely from-from-if you if you want something done [Il:2.\ll]
It appears she got sidetracked by students' behaviour which she considered
unconstrnctive. It also seemed that the management problems Ferrial had with this
notably problematic class went beyond what meets the eye, The fact that they made
comments in languages she did not understand, one of them even saying in Zulu (which
I understood) that "she won't make it as a teacher" reflected that there was poor rapport
between Ferrial and those students. Some of them did not seem bothered that she
walked out of the class because they continued talking and one of the students warned
the others thus:
Hey nine bayasiteipa, Bateip'ums1ndo nje. [which means Hey, We are being taped. They?re taping
noise.] [8/9/94cl]
Three of the observed lessons were hands-on oriented. Students worked inpermanent
groups and were given a practical worksheet. Prior to students carrying out the
practical activity Ferrlal discussed the theory behind the activity and helped the students
so that they should have known exactly what they were to do:
What we are going to do today is I'U be giving you beakers. I want you to break up into the four
groups you were working in the. last time. Shhh. Before you do that )'ou'U be given four beakers.
In this beaker we will have acid and we put in there bromothymol blue. What colour will it be? [.... ]
Then we are to add a substance which we call an alkali. to this acid and we will see the colour
c
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change from yellow back to (8s: blue). When the colour changes from yeUow back to blue W~ call
this a neutralisation reaction because the acid probably or the acid is now taken away. So when the
acid and the alkali react we call that a neutralisation reaction. [8/9/94e ]
The fourth lesson was on graphing skills, which also involved the development of the
skill as students were guided on graphical representation of data. Again in this lesson
she gave students the opportunity to give their ideas on graphical errors. They had to
identify these from a graph she presented to them and they had to say how they would
draw a proper graph from a given set of data before drawing it.
Ferrial's approach in conducting her lessons complements a description by Clark and
Starr (1991) as inquiry and discovery strategies of teaching. It will be observed in the
description above that as a teacher, Ferrial's use of the inquiry approach is displayed
by her raising problem issues and guiding the students in the investigation of those
issues. She then followed the investigation by helping students draw conclusions from
their observation and discussion during the lesson. Her proclamations during the
interviews are witnessed by the attempts she made in assuming the facilitator in
teaching her lessons. There are no implied notions that she was efficient in this task.
There is of course a lot more to inquiry learning than that inwhich Ferrial engaged her
students.
Questioning technlque and bandling of students' responses
As was done for Andrew and Mary, questioning technique analysis sought to establish
the level of Ferrlal's questions during her lessons. Perrial's lessons were designed to
help students learn through hands-on activities and demanded more input from the
students than merely responding to her prompts. Ferrial's lessons were thus less
expository and more inquiry oriented as mentioned above. The excerpt below gives
some idea of the inquiry nature of Ferrial's lessons:
Ok. You know that liquids are not:good conductors of heat. We call them. Insulators. Ok. Ifyou look
at the handout that I gave Y011, has everybody got one? (Ss: Yes). Ok. The problem we would like
to solve is "If liquids are such poor conductors of heat why does a kettle of water warm through 80
quickly?' [1519/94]
I
I
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The kind of questions Perrlal asked were l'l combination of recall/recognition as shown
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in excerpt [8/9/94b] on page 157 and explanation or comprehension type questions.
Excerpt [8/9/94f] is given below as an example attempting to show the convergent
nature of some of her questions (questions containing prompts to the answer or
requiring recall of what has already been discussed (Clark and Starr, 1991» and
explanation questions (each with simple specific answer).
F: Which materials did we say, consider solids liquids and gas, ate the best conductors?
s: Metals.
F: Metals are the best conductors. So in solids liquids and gases ••.•
S: Solids.
F: Solids are. Ok. Not all because we know that glass is a solid and it's a..
Ss: Insulator.
F: An insulator. Ok.Which is the worst. ••
S8: Gas.
F: Gas is the worst conductor. And in the order we find•••
Ss: Liquids.
F: Ok. If liquid is such a bad conductor of heat, [•••1 why is it that if you put a kettle of water on the
stove, why does all the water beat up so quickly?
Nancy: It is because the kettle is usually made of metal and metal causes the water to beat up quickly.
F: Ok. The liquid itself is not a good conductor. Why does the liquid then become hot aU round •••heat
up aU over if liquid is a bad conductor of heat?
Rose: The kettle is soljd.
Nancy: Because the ".
F: Ok, But I'm talking abcut the liquid. Liquids are not good conductors. Why then does all the water
get hot? Laurie.
Laurie: Because the liquid starts to adjust, starts to vibrate faster and then like .... the beat is sent through
each one from one molecule ....
F: Tsidiso what were you going to say?
Tsidiso: ••••
F: I'm talking about the liquid in the kettle.
Tsidiso: .....
F: The liquid is not;a good conductor. How can the liquid get hot? [15/8/94f]
Notice again how she attempts to get a number of students to express their ideas and
avoids telling the class anything until she is convinced that the students can no longer
give different suggestions from those already stated. Furthermore the answer was
discussed after a demonstration she conducted while students watched closely. Not only
did the students watch but they had to make contributions by describing their
expectations and observations of convection currents as shown by a stream of coloured
water. In the process they also had to explain their observation to draw up a definition
of the concept under discussion. All this they did with a lot of guidance from her.
These observations complement her claims in the initial interview, see excerpt [I1:241c]
on page 131.
Go on go on, hang on we're are almost there [encouraging her because she was on the tight track.
She continues but is inaudible] Lerato you have an answer? What?
Lerator I feel that the external temperature should be on the Y-axis ••••• and then the body temperature on
the X-axis.
F: "Whywould you want to swop them around in the table and put the body temperature on the X-axis?
Lerato: Miss because ••••
F: Ok. If you look at this table here ••••[13/9/94]
Notice also how she prompts the whole class to think about the situation by initially
F:
Ss:
F:
S:
F:
Ss:
F:
Ss:
F:
Ss:
il F:
Ss:
F:
Myra:
F:
Ferrial took time to give students the acceptable answer to her question because she
believed students' ideas were valuable inmoving from what students know to what the
teacher wants them to know. So she seemed to have made every effcrt to get as much
as possible of what stodents thought about a given situation and even encouraged them
explain or defend their responses as the excerpt below taken from lesson on graphing
skills, illustrates:
1,)
Ok. I have two questions, very good questions. The next thing we need to do in drawing of our
graph we need to lo'1oWwhat goes on the X-axis, we need to know what goes on to the •••
Y-axis.
Ok. Which is your X-axis?
Internal temperature.
Ok. Ifwe call it X and Y which one is it?
X-axis ••• horizontal •••
'£hat one [pointing to x-axis on overhead transparency]. Ok. Don't tell me what it should be labelled,
just tell me what it is, horizontal or vertical.
lIorizonta1fhorizontal.
And the vertical would be your •••
Yams.
What do you think will go onto the X-axis?
[Calling their responses at random] Body temperature; Body temperature; It's er ••••;No it's external
temperature ••••no the body •••external ... It's the body temperature and on the Y-axis it's the external
temperature [and the debate continues]
Ok. Wait. I've got um Lerato (Yes) and Myra. Myra you say we should have the external
temperature on the X-ruds and Lerato you say on the Y-axis. Why?
Because that No Miss•••
o
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opening the questions to the whole class before focusing on Lerato and Myra. This
questioning technique was common in the lessons I observed.
Ferrial also related the concepts discussed in class to real life experiences. For example
after she demonstrated convection currents in liquids and discussed those in air she
went on to discuss the domestic hot water system and how a room gets warmed up by
a heater. These attempts concur with her beliefs 'that
we can teach about everyday science in a way Where we make people aware of the things that are
happening not using as much scientific terminology and language. [... 1Not using the actual science
terminology and things like that. But sure enough in order to teach something you've got to
Introduce those terminologies and that language to a certain degree. Yes you can learn 110 much
about science in a layman kind of way but when you are corning down to pure science that you
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wanna learn then you got to spea'k: the language so to speak. [ •••] make sure that you use the terms
correctly when you're teaching it in school [•••] And I think err it's equally important that although
these concepts need to be clarified, they need to be used correctly. We should err put them out in
a !leJ1Be where it's more-where people can take them in, tmean it shouldn't be too scientific. So that
er you know kids or children at school can grasp it. Itshould be relevant and applicable. Practical-
practical to everyday (MIl). So you can teach science in that way. (Mh) But it should be
babmced.[Il:240]
Studmt Participation
The above extracts also show the high degree of student participation, not just
completing teacher generated statements, prompts and cues but also giving their ideas
which she elaborated on if necessary. Her use of students' ideas in teaching again
confirms her beliefs about exploiting the knowledge students bring to class.
Try to aBSeIlS in a way what their concepts arc by a form of-making them work with things that
makes me aware of that, of how they-the way they are think:ing~theirway of thinking. Introduce yes-
the-the concepts that I want to teach and see how they formulaw that from-for themselves, and if
they're way off then try to bring them by a procees-I don't know test at maybe making them see-see
a different way. (Mh.) Well seeing different ...iews from the classroom and 80 on. (Mh) But being
aware B\lrelythat people form their own concepts [11:241]
In addition to recall questions there were also questions which required students to
syndiesise some definitions from her explanations. An example of such questions is one
she posed after a detailed explanation of convection currents has been shown in excerpt
[15/9/94] above.
What also emerges regarding teacher directed student participation involved only a
selected group of students whose names Ferrial was fairly familiar with. Her reasons
for doing that were
~'
I
1, I
I tried to spread it out but sometimes I get the response that I don't know and no matter how long
I wait !know I'm not going to get an answer. (Ok) That has happened with std GAs, you just get
a blank stare and it goes on and on. And if you for an answer and you tty and prompt they seem
to get upset. Um I'm trying to think, er especially with some of the kids in 6A they sre a slower
class, And because of the pressures of the peers around as well, they seem to laugh at them (if they
give an answer) or they don't give an answer or ya.If they don't give an answer they get upset the
longer you wait because everybody else gets anxious as well (Mh) And to try and avoid that and to
move the lesson up as well because you never finish (ya). Well the knowledge also sometimes of
er you knower what the problem areas are and things like that as well. [I2:253]
Student motlvatlon
Student motivation was not a common occurrence in Ferrial's lessons, but when a
student deserved praise she awarded it. 'This happened when Nancy applied her
knowledge of convection in liquids to explain why the air above a bunsen burner flame
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was hot thus:
Nancy: When you light the bunsen burner it warms the air just above the flame and when the air just above
the flame gets warm and it rises. (Ok.) And when it gets to this top it sinks and replaces the air t1wt
W8IJ at the bottom IIC) that the air around it becomes warm.
F: Ok. Super. What happens here again is the air just above the flame is heated , what happens to it?
[•••••] [15/9/94]
Safety
Ferrial was also safety conscious. She warned the students about hydrochloric acid and
sodium hydroxide thus:
Note very well, we are dealing with an acid and Iiilkali. We are dealing with sodium hydroxide ....
very (dangerous) dangerous, I don't want you to consume any of the liquids that I've given out to
you. [... ] [8/9/94]
Content limitation
One interesting observation about Ferrial's lessons was that there were hardly any
student generated questions directed to her. As a result her shortcomings in the topics
acids and bases concepts and heat transfer were not exposed. However analysis of
sections of her explanations reveal that she seemed to avoid using the terms "dependant-
independent variables U when discussing graphing even though she had them in her
lesson plan. One other disturbing aspect was her explanation of neutralisation displayed
in the ex-cerpt below:
Ok. We saw that an acid has a specific colour inbromothymol blue. It's yellow, ok. When we add
the substance to it we [pause] dena-we de-we de-acid basically the acid. So the colour of the
indicator will change to blue. Ok. We de-acid the acid that we are using basically in simple terms.
This substance that de-acids or neutralises the acid is called an alkali. Ok. And the reaction of an
acid with a base or an alkali is called a neutralisation reaction [•••]. [8/9/94]
She explains what they will do in reacting an acid and a base and continues the
explanation of neutralisation thus:
Ok, Then we are going to add a substance we call an alkali to this acid and we will see the colour
change from yellow back to blue. We call this a neutralisation reaction because the acid probably
or the acid is now taken away. So when all acid and an alkali react we call that a neutralisation
reaction. The acid is no more acidic it'i\ now neutral, and the only thing that can make it neutral is
an alkali. [8/9/94]
This reason was given to std 7. It was also suitable to discuss acid-base reactions in
qualitative terms. The only danger of Penial's explanation of neutralisation is that
students could develop the conception that neutralisation reactions of acids and bases
all the acid reacts leaving some excess base giving a blue colour with the indicator.
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6ell Profile summary
Ferrial came from a government school where science teaching was poor. It appears
her science teachers presented science as something mystical and dangerous and not to
bepursued by anyone. She claims to have been responsible for most her own learning.
At the time of entering the HOE programme she had well defined expectations from
the courses aimed at preparing her to be a science teacher. These expectations were
quite diverse and the opposite of the way science and its teaching has been portraj ed
by her science teachers at school. If these could be achieved she would certainly be an
ideal science teacher. She also disclosed that she was fighting against a "phobia"
towards science and its< teaching developed during her school days and which seemed
to be responsible for her feeling incompetent and anxious throughout her training.
As she progressed with her training few of the activities offered addressed these
expectations. She appreciated those course activities which had direct relevance to
teaching tasks or her expectations like the mini-lessons, setting tests, discussing
chemistry concepts and exposing and addressing errors inher content knowledge. She
felt those activities for which she could not identify any direct relevance to developing
her teaching skills like word processing of the many small assignments, w: -~a waste
of time and frustrating. She also complained that certain activities like preparing charts
and text analysis, though relevant to teaching, were overdone. At some point she felt
students were unnecessarily loaded with work at the expense of proper. training for
teaching. She felt there was too much work that she found it hard to cope.
At one point during the HDE she contemplated withdrawing from the programme. She
did not feel comfortable with certain aspects of the courses. She felt she was not given
enough guidance but dictated to and that personal tutors were needed in the course to
help the student teachers in the transition from student to teacher. Ferrial seemed
consumed by the idea that she would become a teacher soon, that she is an adult, and
was frustrated by what she perceived as being treated like a child during the
methodology courses or not given the respect she deserved by her std 7k class during
teaching practice.
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Ferrial's conception of science is quite broad and is that science
has a human origin,
is factual, implying it has a knowledge base,
has been researched over years and therefore changes to keep up with the times
defines, describes and explain natural phenomena.
is research related and as such includes other areas of knowledge such as social
anthropology
is generated through the science process (experimentation, observations,
theorising) ",vel many years .
Her initial views did not include a clear understanding of the words "scientific
knowledge" or " scientific method/processes", Her ideas changed slightly by the end
of the year. During her teaching practice lessons she managed. to show the importance
of the science process in deriving explanations and definitions for concepts like
"convection" and "radiation", She also tried to make the science done in class relevant
to their everyday life by discussing its applications. Examples were seen in her lessons
on "heat" transfer.
Her own experiences of teachers seemed to shape her conception of teaching to the
point that she disliked the term "teaching" itself. She realised her own limitations
resulting from her OWl .. teachers' teaching styles. She thus developed the belief that
teachers should always be available to guide and help their students and that teaching
should be more student centred. Her conceptions of science teaching did not change
much during the course. They were modified slightly to include the idea of increased
student participation. She views (science) teaching as an activity inwhich the teachers
transfer factual knowledge to students who are capable of learning it;
help the students develop life skills and ability to do things;
facilitate the learning process by probing students to think about a situation or
ir -I .sired direction, encouraging group work, interacting with the learners and
creating an environment that will promote student participation.
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Ferrial's conceptions of (science) leaming did not change either. She views learning as
knowledge accumulation either by construction, restructuring of existing knowledge or
taking inknowledge. The knowledge to be internalised must however be compatible to
the cognitive lew' =nd background knowledge of the learner. She also believes that
learning occurs WllC!. Ieamers make links between what they know and what is
presented to them, Ferrial's experiences as a scholar were th".! she learned more from
doing all the work fust hand. Thereafter she became convinced that it is the best way
in which learning can occur, that is maximum learning occurs when the activities are
pupil centred, when learners are actively involved in thinking and discussing the tasks.
She was also convinced that learners have to provide answers and solutions to problems
and only when they are unable to do so should the te,....ner guide them to the desired
answer. The beliefs she developed f-romschool experiences moulded her teaching styles
so that her lessons were designed to
maximise student participation througu practical experience;
encourage students to think about the learning tasks;
encourage students to work in groups; and
encourage students to work with problems and preferably those linked to their
everyday expr ;~nces.
School experience can provide opportunities for student teachers to try out various
teaching methods and styles. WhHe appreciating assistance from the cooperating
teachers, Perrial wanted the freedom to be as innovative as she desired. Sometimes she
felt she was presented with a restricted and formalised teaching situation in which she
had eo use well tried teaching methods and miss the challenges of exploring her own
potential, or her theories of teaching and learning. Unfortunately her efforts and
strategies were not received with the same enthusiasm by the cooperating teachers. at
the school, who criticised her for not teaching, and the students who were not willing
to participate in her class discussions.
Ferrial experienced classroom management problems. She was fairly strict and wanted
her students to be well behaved by paying more attention to her instructions and only
talk when responding to her questions and cues or when asking a question. She really
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got upset when students ignored her instructions and because also she felt she was not
being respected as a teacher. She could not compete with student noise while giving
instructions or explaining something. She tried too hard to maintain class discipline but
students were not willing to cooperate with her.
Fenial was unhappy with the WE chemical bonding classes. She had expected that
after exposing her erroneous ideas about these concepts, acceptable Clines would be
discussed. She was very worried about imparting wrong ideas to students that she
assumed that they would discuss :rlgi~;and wrong ways of dealing with these concepts.
What is interesting however is that Ferrial's score intr"! chemical bonding rest did not
reflect the problems she reported, Inboth the pretest and post test. she 111CP.!ally obtained
scores above the class average. Her pretest responses had only two explanations and
her explanations in the post test indicated that she understood the concepts. She did not
teach this topic in her teaching practice, so I could not ascertain her level of
competence in handling it.
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7.0 Intr~duction
This case study focuses on "Mary", a young woman enrolled in the WE programme.
She is training to become a junior secondary physical science teacher and a biology
teacher up to matric,
7.1 Brief background
Mary attended both primary and secondary school inMmabatho. For her secondary
education she attended a semi-private multiracial school. In spite of receiving a high
government subsidy the school was surprisingly autonomous. She described the school
asa
[ ••• J very academic school, without things like religiolls instruction or anything controversial like
that. rIl: 1a]
'I
!
I
The teaching. style at the school was predominantly didactic. She taocght that was
different from what she had learned from her !IDE courses in that at the school
[•.• J they didn't do things like what we have now been taught as exciting and 'we must teach like
this. They also encouraged us to think and nut regurgitate stuff which apparently hin't so widespread.
[I1: 1-2]
The school had very good sporting and library facilities. The school laboratories were
also well equipped for teaching school science, Computer facilities were also available
but she felt these were under utilised.
The description given above portrays a school with a great potential for teaching
science and possibly other subjects effectively, However, some of the things Mary said
regarding her experiences as a student were to the contrary. For ex mple she described
the status of practical work at the school thus:
I never actually saw how things happened at school. If we did an experiment or if we did a
demonstration more often that not it didn't work and I found that I didn't understand what was going
at all. [11:3]
Being encouraged to underst.and what W!lS taught and the perceived lack of practical
work during her schooling years seems to have had some influence on her conceptions
of teaching and learning described below. She also developed the belief th-t practical
I '
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work is the key to promoting understanding of science concepts during teaching and
learning activities. This infiuence is also reflected in rome of the excerpts quoted in the
descriptions given in this chapter.
Mary joined Wits university after matriculation in 1990. She completed her basic
degree in minimum time with majors in botany and zoology. She went on to do
physiology honours in 1993. In 1994, during this study, she was training to become a
professional teacher.
7.2 Reasons for joining the teaching profession
As she puts it, teaching w~ "the absolute last resort" [Il:1b] career she chose to
follow. She had hoped to pursue a masters degree in physiology after her honours but
later realised there were no employment prospects in it for the immediate future. Itwas
also becoming expensive to keep herself' at the university, though she was on
scholarship. So she felt compelled to find employment. It seemed fairly easy to get into
teaching, obtain a qualification and secure ajob (Cole and Knowles 1993). 'The major
driving force, however, seemed to have been that she
[••] had to do it because she had no other choice [Il:2a].
Teaching became a plausible reality when she considered suggestions on the possibility
of her pursuing a teaching career, She was also inspired by realising her potential in
teaching during the initial two weeks of teaching practice prior to enrolling for the
!IDE programme. She went to her old school for this teaching practice orientation and
realised this about teaching:
[... ] it's something that I'm f8.irly good at, and I wouldn't mind doing it. And also if you look at the
state of the country, it's really IlOmetbing that we desperately need, is good teachers. So I don't feel
IlObad about it any mote. [Il:2b]
The excerpt above also shows that she now feels comfortable with the choice of
teaching as a career. She has not, however, committed herself or made any concrete
decisions on making teaching a life time occupation. She felt it would depend on a few
factors in the field. For example in response to a question on her future prospects of
staying in teaching she said:
c)
J
Well it depends, UDi people tell me "Oh don't worry you don't have to teach for long. You can get
yourself a univertJity post", The fact is if I enjoy it then I'U stay in. tbe field you know. I think it's
something that- it's a very important career. So it all depends on how I actually enjoy it, and I don't
know. I really don't know. [Il:2c]
\1
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Like Ferrial, job availability dictated Mary's choice of teaching as a career. Her lack
of commitment to the profession demonstrates this. She is quite undecided whether she
will stay with teaching indefinitely.
7.3· Perceptions of the TeachhlgProfa~on
From the excerpts above, Mary seems content in the teaching profession, albeit
uncertain about its future. As with other prospective teachers, Mary's views of the
profession have been influenced by other people. Though she expresses the belief that
teaching is a very important career
[•••] people around here don't really see teachers 88 professionals. [I1:2d]
She also cites the issue of low salaries in teaching as another contributing factor to the
undervaluing of teachers and the teaching profession. Excerpt [Il:2e] below shows the
kind of issues that are of real concern to her regarding this profession.
[•••] I think because they get so very little salary compared to the oilier professions. I think that has
something to do with it but that dooon't worry me as such, I'm worried about how the schools, you
know ... aort of1ike what do you say um my futl1re employers would treat me as a teacher. [•••]
from what we learned from theory of education it doesn't sound too great. [I1:2e]
She appears to be more anxious about the relationship she might have with her
employers and supervisors. The excerpt above also shows that the exp .•;~~ relationship
is not something she is looking forward to. Furthermore she is worried by the fact that
she has very limited knowledge about the education system in the country. This
limitation will be appreciated considering that prior to deciding to undergo professional
training in teaching she had not paid particular interest to educational matters. Another
area that seemed to concern her was the amount of bureaucracy involved in the
profession.
.~
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I think they have to allow teachers a certain amount of leeway in how they teach. But now this is
also a problem because not everybody is as comfortable or they are not that well qualified. I mean
teachers in this country are not well qualified in general, So maybe for them it would be quite
unfair, maybe they like [... ] being told how to do things because that's what they can cope with. But
on the other hand, itmight be difficult for somebody wh-who is well qualified like I hope the people
She naively hopes things will change to give teachers a comparable status to engineers
and doctors in South Africa because many things are expected to change. When asked
what sort of changes would achieve a recognised status for teaching and teachers she
said
Like Ferr.ia1, job availability dictated Mary's choice of teaching as a career. Her lack
of commitment to the profession demonstrates this. She is quite undecided. whether she
will stay with teaching indefinitely.
7.3' Perceptions or the Teaching Prores.'iion
From the excerpts above, Mary seems content in the teaching profession, albeit
uncertain about its future. As with other prospective teachers, Mary's views of the
profession have been influenced by other people. Though she expresses the belief that
teaching is a very important career
[•••] people around here don't really see teachers as professionals. [Il:2d]
She also cites the issue of low salaries in teaching as another contributing factor to the
undervaluing of teachers and the teaching profession. Excerpt [Il:2e] below shows the
kind of issues that are of real concern to her regarding this profession,
[•••] I think because they get so very little salary coJ.l';"ared to the other professions. I think that has
something to do with it but that doesn't worry me S.!I such. I'm worried about how the schools, you
know ••• sort of like What do yaa say um my future employers would treat me as a teacher. [... ]
from what we learned n~mtheory of education it doesn't sound too great. [Il:2e]
She appears to be more anxious about the relationship she might have with her
employers and supervisors. The excerpt above also shows that the expected relationship
is not something she is looking forward to. Furthermore she is worried by the fact that
she has very limited knowledge about the education system in the country. This
limitation will be appreciated considering that prior to deciding to undergo professional
training in teaching she had not paid particular interest to educational matters. Another
area that seemed to concern her was the amount of bureaucracy involved in the
profession.
:
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She naively hopes things will change: to give teachers a comparable status to engineers
and doctors in South Africa because many things are expected to change. When asked
what sort of changes would achieve a recognised status for teaching and teachers she
said
I think they have to allow teachers a certain iUIlount of leeway inhow they teach. But now this is
also a problem because not everybody is as comfortable or they ate not that well qualified. I mean
teachers in this country are not well qualified in general, So maybe fo!' them it would be quite
lllnf$k, maybe they like [... ] being told how to do things because that'll what they can cope with. But
(In the other hand, itmight be difficult for oomebody wh-who is well qualified like I hope the people
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from you know who will be graduating from this class will be. [I1:2fj
So while she acknowledges the limited autonomy in the teachers' workplace she also
accepts the possibility of difficulties many un(der)qualified teachers itl. South Africa
would experience as a result of allowing more teacher autot:!L?my. She foresees a
conflict of interest if such a change would be implemented, viz a situation where one
group feels threatened and another group of qualified teachers feels "very frustrated and
undermined as teachers." [I1~2g]
7.4 Characteristics ~r good science teachers
Mary was asked to des, .:..be her best teacher at school. What emerged from her
description of her std 8 science teacher was that formality in dress and non-academic
issues were not part of her criteria for characterising a good science teacher. This is
what she said about this teacher:
[•••] he was very interesting. He could eXplain the subject very well and he was very clued up on
the content and you III"'" h", read Ii lot. [•••] he used to tell us about fun stuff, you know like ••••
strange things that·· . .' . .id never have ordinarily heard of at that level. And we found that
fascinating. When hI' 'J things like the atom bomb, things that er related science to you know
what scientists were .....~...vering at the time and also made it a bit more new for us [... ] he made
science just a bit more interesting ..... He-the thing mhe explained the course work very very well.
[ ... J He was very informal um, but for some reason he managed to control the class very well, he
was very effective, he just had that. I couldn't iwagine anyone else having such an informal manner
and actually getting away with it. He never had any discipline problems. Maybe because Wewere
all so fund of him and we respected him and We never gave him any problems. ([I1:2-3]
Mary identified the attributes listed below, also reflected in excerpt [11:2-3], to be
characteristic of a good science teacher. These attributes shaped her expectations from
the EnE programme.
being knowledgeable in the content;
having the ability to explain the subject matter well;
displaying wide reading in science related issues and relating these to school
science;
making science more interesting by making scientists science real to the
students;
effectively managing and controlling the class; and
h!!"rjrl~:;.'.k~Ot~drapport with the students and winning their admiration and
respect.
..
7.5 Conceptions of Science
Table 7.1 below summarises Mary's views about science, scientific knowledge and the
scientific method, as gleaned from the interview data.
Table 7.1 Su:m.. aary of Mary's views about science
fuitial Interview [Ii} Final interview [1213]*
Science: Science:
a logical study where concrete measurable data · has to do with the systematic logicalis collected; gathering of data to find out what. includes mathematics, biology, physics and happens
chemistry; not sociology; · is concerned with discovering how
~ things around us work in tk worldit has qualitoJive and quantitative
aspects
· method of generating Scientific. Scientific Knowledge originates from people's Knowledge depends on the topic but
curiosity about the world and ~xpIaining it; would involve observations,
observe what is going on; deduce something or experimentation, drawing up
experiment and conclude; trial and error thing hypothesis,
sparked by curiosity · there are different theories governingto involves experimentations and hypothesising how to do science but results should beaccurate and repeatable;-*The second and the third interviews were conducted simultaneously
Mary's views of science are dominated by the "processes of science". Her initial view
of science was stated thus:
It[science] would involve some sort of er a study, [•••] where one could collect concrete measurable
data, so it would include things like mathematics and er biology and phy~i.cs, chemistry that kind
of thing. LJl:3a]
Like Ferrial, the term scientific knowledge seemed to be unfamiliar to her, as shown
in her response in excerpt [Il:3b] below.
I: How do you thIDk scientific knowledge has been produced?
M: Where, what do you mean? In general (In general and later I think we will refer to ) Like how do
we know (ya) what we know about science? (Ya, how it has been generated) for centuries,
(Whatever ya) I think er basically people become curious about the world around them, to explain
it. (Mh) So they observe what is going on and er perhaps they would deduce something or else they
would take something more what we would call the modem scientific approach where end set up
an experiment nor something where they could change the circumstances and you know see-see how
the phenomenon reacts under those circumstances, do an experir-ent and then see what happens and
then conclude something from that, 'Cos I think its er a trial and ~.'or thing sparked up by curiosity,
generally. [Il:3b]
Though she appeared unfamiliar with the term "scientific knowledge" she was aware
of the human origin of scientific knowledge and that science ",rocesses endeavour to
satisfy human curiosity about natural phenomena.
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Another conception of science that seems to emerge from the excerpt above is the
explanatory ability of science. Mary also believes that the data collected from either the
natural world by trial and error or experimentation is aimed at explaining how and why
things happen the way they do.
In the final interview she described science thus:
I think it has to do with um er discovering how-how thiags around us work like in the world •••• I
really think it has to do with er um- a systematic logical, 1l1Il gathering of data to find out what
happens. [... ] it has to be logical (mh). But it's concerned with finding out about the world around
us. [12/3: 12]
She does not exhibit a strong change of view in her conception of science during the
study. Both the responses displayed in excerpts [Il:3b] and 13:12] above reflect an
inclination towards the empiricist conception of science which subscribes to empirical
evidence of concrete measurable data.
Possibly the slight change observed in her conceptions is slight because the initial
interview to establish prior conceptions was conducted long after the HDE class on the
nature of science.
Her conviction that concrete replicable measurable data is fundamental to science is
supported by Mary's reluctance to accept other possibly related subject disciplines as
science. She feels that subjects like sociology, religion (which she thinks is
controversial as reflected earlier (see excerpt [11:1-2] on page 169), history and
philosophy cannot be regarded as science because they tend to be subjective. and
it would be difficult to measure any hypothesis originating in these fields qualitatively or to test any
of the hypothesis using repeatable experiments. [assignment material, March 1994]
This could suggest an objectivist view of science as described by Hodson (1981). She
did not seem to subscribe to any particular belief about the scientific method. At the
beginning of the study her ideas about the scientific method did not seem well defined.
She seemed rather doubtful about what the scientific method involved. Later in the year
she said that as far as the scientific method of doing science is concerned
[ ••• J there are different theories about how people should do science, [••J I think as long as you stick
to certain guidelines like you have to be accurate, your results have to be repeatable, I don't actually
think it matters how you do iL You can do whr.tever you feel comfortable with. But I don't think
you must compromise UDl your result. They have to be accurate and repeatable, but you mustn't
compromise that you know, in favour of your personal method. As long as your method works you
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can U8e whatever you want. [12/3: 13]
This view partially concurs with. Hodson' s (1988) assertion that science involves a
range and variety of methods and the selected method depends 011 the circumstances.
InMary's case the method is selected according to the topic.
She holds a view dominated by the processes of science, viz gathering concrete,
accurate, measurable and repeatable data through observation, experimentation,
hypothesising to discover how and why things happen in the world. This view suggests
of an empiricist's conception of science.
7.6 Conceptions of scienceteaching
In both interviews Mary clearly stated that she was still unclear about a concept of
teaching. As a result she was unable to adequately describe her theory of how teaching
occurs. She attempted to give her theory thus:
I'm sort of confused at the moment. I thi:nk it has a lot to do with how the teacher presents a t.opic.
[11:5]
Well to be hone.~ I'm still a bit confused about that [••.], I've never really understood the question
'Does teaching happen?' Do you stand up there and you rattle on to your students. You're teaching
them. Whether they are taking anything in is another question. (Mh) But I don't actually know, it's
not effective teaching, but it's teaching. I mean that's how we were taught. [12/3:14]
Excerpt [12/3:14] shows the linkbetween effective teaching and learning. It also shows
the influence of her experience of how she was taught on her views of teaching.
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Her views of teaching science extracted from interview material are summarised in
Table 7.2 below.
Table 7:% Sllmmary of Mary's views of teaching.
"
Initial interview [Il] Final interview [213]*
TeachiDg: TeaclUDg is:
· is presenting new information; · presenting new information orknowledge
· is providing answers, explaining and clarifying · clearing misconceptions, givingconcepts; correct answers;
· addressing students' problems· is making sure students know what is going onl making students think about What isunderstand content. going on;
· is developing students' interest; · standing in front of students and· i!lvolves listening to what students say. getting rattling on about anything (lecturing);them to prove their theories, not just telling them · making abstract concepts concrete forthey are ' 'IrOng; ~nts,'
· depends on how the teacher presents topic;
.. The second and the tlilid interviews were conducted simultaneously
NB. The li~ng does not in any way imply a corresponding change.
Itwill be noticed from Table 7.2 that Mary's views about teaching changed and became
more specific later in the year. The underlying tenet of Mary's conception of teaching
science is that it is the presentation of knowledge. The difference in the ideas given in
the Table 7.2 is in the way the knowledge is presented during the teaching activity.
Mary distinguishes effective teaching from noneffective teaching on the basis of these
differences. Thus she believes teaching can occur without learning but
[...1 effective teaching can't occur without Ieaming, I mean he can stand there and teach you
whatever he wants but you know I don't know if there will be any fruitful outcome of that. It's like
saying is if there is a sound in the forest but there is no one there to hear it is still a sound?
[12/3: 15-16]
From excerpt [12/3:15-16] above it can be seen that Mary believes it is insufficient to
just lecture to students. She views effective teaching as producing the intended outcome
in terms of a learning outcome in whoever is taught.
Mary' s conceptions of teaching will be discussed in terms of her views that teaching
is the presentation of knowledge.
Other interesting points about teaching Mary raised and also discussed are that teaching
is influenced by the cognitive level of the learner;
depends on the subject matter knowledge background of teacher;
The other ideas expressed in the table will be part of the discussion under these
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subheadings.
7.6.1 Teaclhng is the presentation or Xnowledge
Mary believes that students cannot be taught what they already know. Thus she believes
that for an activity to be characterised as teaching, new information must be presented
to the learners. This view was reflected in both. interviews. In the first interview it was
related to an instance where students are working on revision problems [AT "Iendix
1C:3]:
~! .
[•••] Are these revision problems or completely new problems or what? (l'hey"/e been given
homework) Oh! TheY've been given homework. {Pause} I don't see any teaching happening there.
They try to learn something by going through the problems but if they are both Dtuck then thf. 'l>n1y
way tl:~ywould be able to get some additional information is from the textbook. If teaching is
hap; en;"\g then probably it's by using the textbook to teach themselves to learn how to solve the
problems, [I1: !.~
In the second interv.ew it pertained to an instance where students being asked to label
a diagram [Appendix 1C:6]:
[ ••• J its pretty much just recall isn't it? They've just done the experiment, So they have to just
consolidate what they have just did. I don't know if she's actually teaching them or helping them
remember or is it the same t:hing. It's just fr.at this er this is like in conclusion to the lesson to
consolidate what they you know apparatus they used or whatever. But she'" not teaching them
anything new. You know what Imean, she's {pause} I really don't know if we would call this
teaching or not. [... ] cos' that something they should already know. [J2/3: 16]
It is also emerges from these two excerpts that Mary thinks that helping students
remember is not teaching.
The view that teaching involves presenting knowledge that students supposedly do not
know seems to comply with the "jug and mug" vision of teaching and the assumption
that teaching automatically results in learning. But s:i"',e explains herself that for teaching
to be effective students should know wha going on and understand the content
presented. She believes that understanding of concepts by learners can be acreved by
simplifying and concretising concepts.
She further ~~lt~wsthis conviction by saying that
I think adapting material to level of students is important. (Your reasons for that?) Well a lot of the
stuff in the syllabus I think um it's at a level where a lot of the students are nat capable or abstract
thought yet. Some of them are, you know but some of them aren't. So you haw to try and make
it 80 mat they can understand it, or waybe 60 that it is concrete and so that they are working with
something with which they are familiar. [... ] so that [... ] at least it's a bit more real to them.
[I21::i: 17-18]
'The cognitive level of the learner is revisited in section 7.7 on conceptions cf learning.
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In describing strategies for teaching science effectively at secondary school, she said:
Definitely I iliin'k: inquiry based. [•••] 1 think it has to bemore activity based. [11:4].
and later the same idea though expanded was pzesented thus:
[•••] you can do it like in an inquiring way. r.o.] I think it's important as long ~ th~y can' ',"""'\te to
wilat they are doing to maybe to things that they know. Like maybe M6 r•..] was tellin.. 'len
we were doing bonding to relate it to things like bridges or you know just to make it more ;",l¢aI' to
them. Because I found tilley had a problem with bonding, because it's er like it's 80 abstract. They
don't reaUy understand, So you try and make it concrete for them. I think 'that's good if you keep
showing them models or pictures or something just to kwp relating it back. [12/3: 13]
The latter view has been influenced by her "ltd 8 science teacher and her teaching
prac' e experiences. It reflects the importance 1V.1at)' attaches to making science
concepts relevant to students' experiences during teaching and also to the teachers'
.::
attempts to help students integrate the new concepts with their pre-existing ones.
Mary's emphasis on relating the knowledge that is presented to what students know
demonstrates further her belief that the knowledge is unfamiliar to the students.
She also has a str .g belief in the use of practical work to achieve effective teaching
of science at school and enhance understanding by pupils. As she said earlier (see
excerpt [I1:3] on page 169) she had limited experience h; practical work at school.
Thus she Is C~!'I.vinced that school science should be taught
-:vitlliots "fpracs. [... J Because it's fun, because it's At Ithink the students understand more. I don't
think I saw a single chemical during my schooling. So it's very difficult to try and relate, it's very
theoretical (ya) and then if you don't see anything you really have no idea of what is goiag on. And
also it teaches t1. em a lot of stuff you know. It teaches them how to do practicals, It teaches them
bow to use the equipment, I didn't know how to do anything like that until I came to-lgot to varsity,
1 think it teaches them a lot. I think they get a bit more confident. So I think through practicals,
[12/3:13]
Unfortunately she did not display this conviction in the lessons I observed during
teaching practice.
Mary's belief about the importance of practical work in science teaching is common
among many science educators ani' teachers, as this quote shows:
The predominant ideology amoIlg science educators is that hands-on experience is at the neart of
science learning, j\s important as laboratory experience is thought to be, there has been little
systematic analysis of just what can be achieved i1:: the science lab. (Nersessian quoted in
Hodson, 1993:85)
Practical work in school has been acclaimed to motivate students, imparts manipulatory
skills such as techniques in measuring and handling apparatus, enhance their acquisition
c "-':'/ ,. I)
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of science concepts, give insight into scientific knowledge and develop expert use
(Hodson 1990; Clarkson ~J1dWright 1992). However the design and implementation
of practical work by teachers have been found not to meet the claims made in favour
of practical work (Hodson 1990). Clarkson and Wright (1992) support Hodson by
asserting that there has been research that provide evidence that lab work does not
necessarily improve subject m ~tter understanding because very often students fail to link
tne practical activities with the rest of the subject. There has thus been extensive
literature (Hodson 1990, 1992, 1993; Johnstone and Wham. 1982; Clarkson and
Wright. ".992) advocating a rethinking of the value of practical work so as to design it
to fg.ect the claims made.
A view which seems to have influenced her experiences in the university based
preserviee training is that of teaching as involving giving students answers together with
explanations and clarification of misconceptions. She felt that sometimes during
physical science methodology lectures problems were identified but no ideas given on
how to address these in school was given.
j}
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lI still don't see what that chemical beading did for me. I really &ot 'Vt)ry little Out of it because We
were told this is what they do at school wo don't think ;tls correct, what do you think you sil(lluJd
be doing to address this problem, though we never came out with any SOlte! concrete anything,
[12/3:21]
This view influenced her perception of the !IDE in that her responses to an instance
where a teacher questioned a student's statement (see [Appendix lC:5]) were similar
in both. interviews. An example of her response is given in excerpt [12/3: 16] below.
I think she's [... ] trying to clear up any misconceptions the student might have. So I think, YfAshe
will be getting there. I need to-but I don't think the question is enough. [... ] I think we need to hear
the next step. [... ] She hasn't cleared up any of his misconceptions, she hasn't told him what the
correct answer is or what the wrong answer is or anything. [12/3: 16]
What she apparently wanted was for the teacher to provide answers for the students in
this instance for it to constitute a teaching activity. It was insufficient as it was without
the answers.
7.6.2 Teaching if influenced by the cognitive level of the learner.
Inaddition to transmitting new unfamiliar knowledge to the learner Mary is convinced
that other factors have to be in place for an activity to be considered as effective
science teaching. One factor explored below is the matching the cognitive level of the
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learner with the concepts presented. This belief has also been supported by Bead
(1982)., Strike and Posner (1982). This factor emerges in excerpt [12/3:15] below in
response to an instance about a lecture on a supposedly dti lcult concept (molecular
orbital theory) to grade one children [Appendix lC:4j
Obviously he's trying~ I assume science teaching is taking place but I don't think any learning
because I think it's hard enough for :first years to grasp. [Il:6]
Well it's certainly not effective. [••] They must be at a cer>.ain level of development to be able to
undetstand what he is saying. Imean we have ~nly just grasped t:b.iB concept this year. [12/3: 15]
Here Mary shows the importance of this match for meaningful learning and therefore
effective teaching.
7.6.3 Teacbhtg depends on the subject matter background of teacher
In her transmittalist view of teaching Mary acknowledges that it is important for the
teacher to have a good background knowledge of whatever is to be presented during
teaching. This idea is again influenced by her own school experiences. This view was
given in both the initial and the final interviews and is based on students' perceptions
of teachers. An il1ustrati..e excerpt is taken from the' final interview to repre-sent her
most recent ideas. It was in response to the teaching task about a teacher serving
students as a source of knowledge and skill [Appendix lD:4].
[ •••] students think you know everything, Because you are the teacher, you know everything that
there i!.l to know about everything. And they lose confidence in you if you don't .know everything
for one thing. And for another thing you can always tell thst they must look up things inbooks and
well that'll fine. But you should also know how to do IlOmething or you know een go and look it up
yourself and that's fine. And I think it's important for the teacher to have fairly good background
knowledge ofwhQt it io that slhe's teacblag, (Mh) Students can pick up when you don't know what's
going on. I mean we did that at school too. Kids are not stupid.[I2/3:18]
While holding that the teacher should be fairly knowledgeable, she does not believe ill
telling students everything all the time. But she feels it is important to be in a position
to assist students whenever it is necessary. While it can be frustrating for the students
not to get any assistance when required, it should be extremely embarrassing for a
teacher to have severely Iimlted knowledge in what s/ne is presumed to be an expert.
In summarising Mary's views on teaching it will be noted that though she seemed to
accept IIIstanding in front of students and rattling to them", her conception of science
teaching seemed to be more learner centred and to require that:
presented knowledge is adapted to the corresponding cogniti:ve level of the
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learners before presentation.
presentation is in such a way that students understand and know what is going
on;
the knowledge is made more concrete, familiar and real to the students and
the teacher holds a good knowledge of what is presented fairly well;
7.7 Conceptions of science learning
Expressing her views on learning was a fairly easy task for Mary. In most cases they
corresponded to the factors identified to be influencing effective teaching. Table 7.3
below is a summary of Mary's vieyvs about learning. The views which were not given
in the initial. interview, and therefore appear to be new are given in italics in final
interview column.
Table 7.3: Summary of Mary's views about leanrlngo
!nitial interview [Il] Final Interview [I2I3]*
Lea:rning: Learning:
· depends on cognitive level of learner; occurs if students understand what
· depend on interest of the studentllearner; is being taught;· students have to believe in. what they learn; · occurs if material taught· is understanding what the teacher is giving; corresponds to level of cognitive· occurs if concepts are not too difficult; development of the learner;· depends on student background knowledge, · student must have backgroundknowledge.
· is taking in knowledge;
• The secoIl.dand the third interviews were conducted simultaneousf •y
As mentioned above the conceptions of science teaching that Mary favoured were more
leamer centred. And though she seemed uncertain in giving her theory of teaching, she
found it fairly simple to describe learning. It is therefore, fitting to show Mary's
viewpoint regarding learners and their learning before engaging in a description of her
views on learning science,
I think that students really have to believe in something before they learn it. I think that is important,
[•••] Um but I'm not exactly sure whether I'm sort of leaning towards Piaget or Vygotskian theory.
They sound pretty good [•••J The thing is I definitely think that children have um a knowledge base
from What they learn around them. I mean they don't just know nothing until they pour it into their
heads. They have some:thing. That's probably how they get these preconceived ideas of some physics
theories that are completely wrong. [, ••] And they have their own interest we can't just deny that
(Mh) and we have to sort of try to just help them develop it. [Il:5a]
The ideas presented in the excerpt above show a high input from theories of learning.
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cI was therefore curious about the influence of the EnE programme on the development
of these views. Her claims indicated that she was not convinced that the EnE had
much influence. The excerpt below helps illustrate this assertion:
1: So when did you start having this idea that they are not empty heads?
M: I think I've always thought that. I don't know I-Iever since I've started thinking about it
I've never thougbt fuat ~bi1dren have empty heads. It's something that's never been a
problem for me.
l: I was just um making sure that it's not something that you only got to Jc:now this year after llie
theory of education COl1Tl!e.
M: No defuUtely not. It's probably why I cant stand •••[inaudible] [l1:5b]
There is insufficient evidence to debate Mary's claim because again the initial interview
was conducted long after the programme had started. She may not have been
consciously aware of any such influence. Whatever the case may beMary seems fairly
comfortable with constructivist views of learning.,I
,~
From the table it is clear that two views have not changed while two new views seem
to have developed. As was the case with her views about teaching, there is one
underlying idea that can be extracted from tlds table. That is learning as the. process of
knowledge intemalisation which can take place only if students are able to integrate the
presented knowledge with preexisting knowledge as reflected in excerpts [12/3:14] as
well as [12/3: 15] below.
[•••J how teaming OCCunJ, one could say if the student can understand the theory net only just you
know to regurgitate or What but actually to understand what-understand the theory to work with it
and to apply it you know. Then you can say ok that the student has actually learned what's going
on and he understands why something is happening. [12/3: 14]
The excerpt above also illustrates Mary's belief that when a learner understands and can
follow what is going on, then learning is taking place. This complies with Mary's
conceptions that learning jllvolves acquiring concepts meaningfully and showing that
the concept is understood by applying it in novel situations. This conception is
illustrated further in the description of her experiences of teaching practice described
in section 7.8.2 below.
7.7.1 Learning as intemalising knowledge
Mary stated very clearly that she rejects the tabula rasa conception of learning. Though
she believes that children develop some knowledge spontaneously, she also believes that
some knowledge can be transmitted from the teacher as a source to the learner as a
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recipient. This view agrees with that described for teaching as presenting knowledge.
The fact that there are other factors that should be in place before an. activity can be
classified as effective teaching or meaningful learning bears witness to Mary's belief
that the presented knowledge is not internalised verbatim. An illustrative example is
taken from her response regarding an instance of learning S(.'~.l!ncefrom watching a TV
programme [;\>pendix lC:2]:
If it's aimed at students you know at that level, then I think it's great i-. ,1 If it's on TV then it
should be pitched at the lay person so he should be able to understand what's happening. If it's TV
then it is pitched at the lay person 80 he should be able to understand what is happening. [•••] if it's
completely over his bead then no teaching, well maybe teaching is taking place but he is not taking
anything in. (In other words he is not learning anytbing?) No. Definitely not. [I2/3: 15a]
And responding to another Instance of a students baking [Appendix lC:8yshe said
[••] if this student had to thuik about what was happening to this fruitcake when she was baking it
Or when &'!I.eis mixing it or whatever then ya I think she would be taking in a significant amount of
science or at least be able to think about what is going on. [I2/3: 16]
She felt that for any learning to take place students
[•••] must be at a certain level of development to be sible to understand what the teaCher is saying.
And if they don't have the background knowledge then no learning occurs. [12/3: 1Sb]
The cognitive level oflearner seems important for both learning and effective teaching.
This confirms Mary's conception of the inclusive nature of these two stated earlier in
excerpt [12/3:15-16] on page 176.
7.8 Mary's Experiences
Before describing Mary's experiences her expectations as she gave them at t:,~
beginning of the HDE programme are given. These are given on the assumption that
their influence will be reflected in her experiences of the HDE programme. The degree
to which these expectations influence her experiences will become clearer as the
description progresses. Mary's expectations at the beginning of the physical science
methodology were:
As I am not as comfortable with the thought of teaching science (especially physics) as I am abou;
biology, I would like to increase my confidence with this subject. I am a bit apprehensive that I
won't be able to explain physical science very well to my students, or that I won't be able to hold
their interest. I really want to be abe to relate physics to rea1life examples.
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It should be noted that the four key expectations underlined in the excerpt above
correspond to four of the characteristics Mary described about her best std 8 science
teacher listed earlier. She seems to have selected attributes and practices from this
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particular teacher and created a model teacher she wanted to be become (Cole and
Knowles 1993). And being a biology major she was not confident in dealing with
science concepts.
The description and analysis of Mary's experiences given below was obtained largely
from orally described da~ derived from all three interviews and from a very brief
journal she kept for the campus based WE courses. TIle journal was very brief, with
entries for only six days. The content of most of the entries in the diary were also
repeated during the interviews.
As was done for Ferrial, the description of Mary's experiences provided here is divided
into two parts. The first part relates to experiences of the theoretical aspect of the !IDE
programme, viz the campus based courses. This description is mainly on the physical
science methodology and the physical science additional studies. The second part of the
description is based on the field based practical part of the programme, the teaching
practice.
7.8.1 Experiences of the campus based courses
Mary's oral descriptions and joumr" entries reflect an influence from her expectations
of the programme, with a bias toward negative experiences. When she was specifically
asked for good points about the physical science methodology she said
Um let me think. This is really a tough one. Well um some things that um that they did cover batter
than biology like, like M3's [tM. other physical science methodologist] topic on evaluation and
assessment and we had to set a test for him. (Mh). That he did in the core science and he also did
itwith us. And that was covered very well. I used that to set my biology test. You know that was
very good. I found that lecture particularly useful. [12/3: 19-20]
Despite this apparent difficulty for Mary to identify good experiences, I have attempted
to describe such experiences first. This means that excerpts illustrating her experiences
as she perceived them will not be chronological.
,
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There are four aspects of the campus based part of the programme that she seemed to
appreciate. These are
the workshop format used inpresenting physical science methodology themes;
test design and assessment;
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I mini lessons;content addressed in additional studies.
Wo~'kd1,op fonnat
She fured the workshop format of the physical science methodology classes. She felt
that this approach was very effective inpresenting the kind of material dealt with in the
course. Examples taken from her interview data and journal entries reflecting this
appreciation are given in the excerpts below:
Well I like that almost everything ill ina workshop type forntllt. (Mh) I think that with this kind of
material I think it's a ve.ry effective way of doing it.But I'm not happy about the 888ignments I have
been giv~n,very unhappy about them. [II :9]
Wednesday 18/5194: Today we did a skills workshop - .acidlbaae experiments. It was fun doing
experiments again, and it was interesting to think that students do these at school level. [MJ:1]
Besides allowing the student teachers to engage inpractical activities suitable for school
level science, the workshops allowed discussions with colleagues and lecturers on
science teaching related issues and practising some teaching methods thought to be
effective. She seemed to have found this format of presentation relevant because she
could apply whatever she acquired from there relatively early during teaching practice.
It also had a direct bearing on her training as a teacher. She also got a change to
conduct some practical work relrvant to school science.
Itwas however unfortunate that sometimes she missed the main theme of the workshop
as the excerpt given below shows:
Sometimes I went to lectures and I felt lost throughout the lecture and at the end of the lecture
people would ask me 'so what did we QO' and Iwouldll't be able to tell them. [I2/3:19a]
It could be argued that it is a common experience for people to be lost in lectures. But
in Mary's situation it had undesirable effects on her perceptions of other aspects of the
course, as will demonstrated in this description.
l
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Test design and assessment
The excerpt below shows how Mary felt when given an assignment which she
understood and found relevant, something that seems t.o have been a rare occurrence
for ber.
8/6;:.'4: Another assignment - design a test paper. At least this is relevant and useful. About 4 of us
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mini lessons;
content addressed in a .JitiQna1 studies.
Workshop format
She liked the workshop format of the I nysical science methodology classes. She felt
that this approach was very effective fn presenting the kind of mate.ial dealt with in the
course. Examples t:aKr.\1 from her interview data and journal entries reflecting tsis
appreciation are given in the excerpts below:
Well I like that almost everything i.a ina workshop type format. (Mh) I think that with this kind of
:material I think it's a nry effecti veway or doing it. But I'm not happy about the assignments Lhave
been given, very unhappy about them.. [11:9]
Wednes;iay 1815194: Tod&y we did a skills workshop ~ acidlbasc experiments. It was fun doing
experiments again, and it was mwrestlng to think that students do these at school level. [MJ: 1]
Besides allowing the student teachers to engage in practical activities suitable for school
level science, the workshops allowed discussions with colleagues and lecturers on
science teaching related issues and practising some teaching methods thought to be
effective. She seemed to have found this format of presentation relevanc because she
could apply whatever she acquired from there relatively early during teaching practice.
It also had a direct bearing on her training as a teacher. She also got a change to
conduct some practical work relevant to school science.
Itwas however unfortunate that sometimes she missed the main theme of the workshop
as the excerpt given below shows:
Sometimes Iwent to lectures and I felt lost throughout the lecture and at the end of the lecture
people would ask me 'so what did we do> and I wouldn't be able to tell them.. [I2/3:19a]
It could be argued that it is a common experience for people to be lost in lectures. But
inMary's situation it had undesirable effects on her perceptions of other aspects of f\e
course, as will demonstrated in this description.
Test design and assessment
The excerpt below shows how Mary felt when given an assignment which she
understood and found relevant, something that seems to have been a rare occurrence
for her.
8/6/94: Another assignment - design a test paper. At least this is relevant and useful. About 4 of us
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are going to do different sections of the syllabus and swop tests. So We all have tests covering the
entire ltd 8 syllabus for our resource files. I even understood the assignment. But then M3 did
explain it rather well. Things are looking up!! [MJ:4]
!twill be observed that excerpt [M.T:4]complement'>:excerpt [I2/3:19-20] quoted. earlier
on page 184-. These two excerpts show that this skill could be applied immediately
during teaching practice. It was also pertinent to her training as a teacher and she
therefore appreciated it.
Mini lessons
The mini lessons were another aspect she found stimulating and relevant. However, the
most beneficial mini tessons were those she did in tije biology methodology. She found
these to be more focused and other students more critical of the preserrations. But for
the physical science mini lessons she felt
[•••] those mini lessons !hat we did I got very little out of you know. I mean the content was a bit
interesting and the fuings that people did were very interesting [••] But with the science we just
walked in there and VIe did something and people said well what did we think, no it was fine let's
go on to the next thing. It-they didn't use it to it's full potential, I didn't get as much out of those
mini lessons as I did with those inbiology. [I2/3: 19b]
Again she appreciated the knowledge and skills acquired in the mini lessons because
she found immediate use for in teaching practice and it improved her skills in lesson
preparation and implementation.
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Content addressed in. the additional studies
As mentioned earlier, Mary majored in the biological sciences, She last did physics and
chemistry in her first year, 1990. So naturally she was not very confident of her
knowledge of subject matter in the physical sciences, She acknowledged this limitation
in her expectations and journal as well.
1815194: I don't feel very confident about chemistry - I received a very poor chemistry education
ot school and did not cover a lot of the material a.t university. So the foundations are quite shaky.
I probably have just as many miscoaeeptions regarding chemistry as my future students. [MJ:1]
She later described how additional studies boosted her confidence in content in a short
space of time, by addressing concepts which she found difficult and others which she
thought she knew very well, but did not.
[•••] well M3 did a lot of stuff with us. He did those pulley things (levers and pulleys). Ya levers
and pulley stuff. That I found very interesting. And also electromagnetism. which is re.ally difficult
fur me to understand, you know. I found that good. And you know M5 played lot of game)! with
us and everything was just fun. But she also asked us what do we want to do. And then we-she gave
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another lecture on chemical bondin 1, and um she did redox reactions with us and equilin.num
reactions, And what I found was gooc J she gave us the questionnaire, we had to do it and then we
gave it back. NobOOy did-knew anything and all that. We didn't remember anything from school.
So the second time she gave it to us she said read over redox reactions ,and electrochemistry and the
lot. So we went home and we read over it, Because our misconceptions wouldn't disappea: by just
reading over that stuff, I mean they are fairly, much deep down. ,And !he gave us the questioJlIl3ire.
You find that you reru1y don't know, you think you know what is exactly going on but you don't.
And I found those extremely \\SefuL [•••] But we lroeVi exactly what the misconception was and how
it arose and how to deal with it. And what more can you po:wibly ru;k for. That was fantastic. So
now I actually understand what's happening redox reactions. We only had one lecture on it. One
dooble lecturl} on electrochemistry, But I feel so .much more confident about it. And I Ihink that
maybe 1; we had replaced oz spend k'lS time on those philosophical things the physical science
methodology maybe it would have been good to do something like that you know. Because
ultimately that's what-I think that's v.'hat help'! :you to become a better teacher. [12/3:20-21]
The excerpt also shows her appreciation of having her own misconceptions identified,
explained and cleared. Also reflected in the excerpt is an appreciation of addressing
subject matter issues during teacher training, something she feels makes one a good
teacher. It is obvious by now that she found those parts of the additional studies which
addressed her expectations on subject matter relevant and useful,
Mary appeared concerned by her limited knowledge of science concepts. She also
acknowledges that her own misconceptions an deep seated and cannot be eradicated by
merely readicg text books. Furthermore school textbooks were shown to perpetuate
misconceptions among teachers and students, despite their powerful effect on teachers
as tbe main resource material in schools. Dealing with subject matter issues improved
her confidence in science content knowledge, and this effect overshadowed any benefits
that could have emerged from the philosophical issues discussed.
I As mentioned in the introduction to' this section, Mary also had some unpleasantencounters. Some of these have already been mentioned in excerpts [I2/3:19a] (page
185) and I2/3:19b] (page 186). The most tormenting experience was vagueness by the
lectures and in particr lar assignments. As a result she was generally unhappy with the
course as excerpt [12/3:20] below will indicate. This excerpt is a continuation of
excerpt [12/3: 19-20] quoted above (page 184). It describes how she and her ccU .agues
proceeded with the design and implementation of a curriculum package, the confusion
experienced and other frustration that followed.
There were things there whic.h are apparently good, but 1 found them a complete waste of time
because I didn't know what was expected of me, I didn't know where we were going and I didn't
see the use for myself. Like this curriculum design, it was this huge assignment and for much of the
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another lecture on chemical bonding, and um she dii redox reactions with us and equilibrium
reacti(''IlB.And what I found was good is she gave us the questionnaire, we had to do it and then we
gave :t back. Nobody did-knew anything and all that. We didn't remember anything from school.
So the second time she gave it to us she said read over redox reactions and electrochemistry and the
lot. So we went home and we read over it. Because our misconceptions wouldn't disappear by just
reading over that stuff, Lmean they ate fairly, much deep down. And she gave us the questionnaire.
You find that you really don't bow, you think you know what is exactly going on but you don't.
And I found those extremely useful. [•••] But we knew e:uu:.tlywhat the misconception was and how
it arose and how to deal with it. And what more can. you possibly ask for. That was fantastic, :so
now I actually understand what's happening redox reactions, We only had ene lecture on it. One
double lecture on electrochemistry. But I feel 80 much more confident about it. And I think that
maybe if we baG. replaced or spend less time on those philosophical things the physical science
methodology Gaybe it would have been good to do something like that you know. Because
ultimately that's what-I think that's what helps you to become a better teacher. [12/3:20-21]
The excerpt also shows her appreciation of havinC her own misconceptions identified,
explained and cleared. Also reflected :... the excerpt is an appreciation of adc.essl; ,.;
subject matter issues during teacher training, something she feels makes one a good
teacher. It is obvious by now that she found those parts of the additional studies which
addressed her expectations on subject matter relevant and useful.
Mary appeared concerned by her limited knowledge of science concepts. She also
acknowledges that her own misconceptions are deep seated and cannot be eradicated by
merely reading text books. Furthermore school textbooks were shown to perpetuate
misconceptions among tea~h!" .~and students, despite their powerful effect on teachers
as the main resource material m schools. Dealing with subject matter issues improved
her confidence in science content knowledge, and this effect overshadowed any benefits
that could have emerged from the philosophical issues discussed.
As mentioned in the introduction to this section, Mary also had some unpleasant
encounters. Some of these have already been mentioned in excerpts [I2/3:19a] (page
185) and I2/3:19b] (page 186). The most torme.v: 19 experience was vagueness by the
lectures and Inparticular assignments. As a result she was generally unhappy with the
course as excerpt [I2/3:20] below will indicate. This excerpt is a continuation of
excerpt [12/3:19-20] quoted above (page 184). It describes how she and her colleagues
proceeded with the design and implementation of a curriculum package, the confusion
experienced and other frustration that followed.
There were things there which are apparently good, but I found them a complete waste of time
because I didn't know what was expected of me, I didn't know where we were going and I didn't
see the use for myself. Like this curriculum. design, itWas this huge assignment and for much of the
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time we were 110 in the dark that in the end it had v~ry little use for me, although apparently itwas
great assignment to do. I missed the point. So we did it and you know We reported beck and only
in the end did I actually realise sort of more, D,Qt only what WlLI expected but what kind of value this
was to have. for us. But only like at the very end. It:resulted in four v~ry frustrating months [•••]
because Ireally didn't know where Iwas going, [•••] nobody knew what '\1VaS going on [•••] and then
we were 110 confused. Then we did the snalysis and we came back and said look we don't
ULderstand the uecond part of this thing. And Ml got veryu:r,!let.And said you people are ~y post
grad and you know I &b.ou1dn'treally spend 80 much time explaining. But she did becaase she was
not clear before [•••J. I think more often that'not I think I was mare frustrated with what we wc-;e
doing because usually I didn't know what we were doing or why we were doing it and then we had
to do an assignment which just compounded the problem. (Yes) So 1.don't know (How did you fare
in these assignment?) I did great but it was a complete surprise to me always" •••• [12/3:20]
1+seems that Mary could not reap all the benefits of the HDE programme as she would
have liked. She seems to have been lost most the time, unable to figure out what VIas
expected of her in the physical science methodology. Since she could not link whatever ..
~e had to do with anything immediately useful, she simply regarded the activity as a
waste of time.
Mary's perceptions as demonstrated in the ex':'erpts above seem to indicate the
importance and the need for Mary to know exactly what was expected of her by the
teacher trainers. In this way she probably would have seen the relevance of the
activities thry did.
7.8 ..2 Teaching Practice
Like Ferrial and many other preservice teachers, teaching practice W~ the first test of
Mary's expected roles as a full time teacher, though it was for only eight weeks.
Teaching practice also provided her with the opportunity for real field experience of
testing the theories she believed prior to traininf, and those developed during training.
Mary taught physical science to std 7 & 8 and biology to std 7 and 9. Her first few
days of teaching practice were enjoyable because the staff members were very helpful
and supportive. As far as teaching went she described her teaching practice thus:
I surely found that I enjoyed ~esching the science because of all the wonderful experiments we could
do. (It's a pity I didn't see you) Doing experiments? (Ya. you were doing mostly the chemical
bonding and so on.) Ya. [•••] Afterwards we did about three lots-four sets with the std 8s and lots
with the std 7s and we enjoyed it. So I enjoyed that part and this-I got this one page and I had
something that I had to give to Mi, we were doing these experiments of reactions of metals in water
and the thing exploded all over this page and smudged this page all these holes, but it was great fun.
[12/3:10]
Notice how she is captured by the opportunity of doing practical work in the science
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lessons. She was convinced that this approach enhanced understanding and learning of
science content. It was unfortunate that I was unable to observe her conducting
pracdcals.
Staff support was not only moral but it extended to professional and academic areas h1ce
providing resource material, teaching tips, students' worksheets, notes and teaching
aids. She found all these very helpful. Often when the co-operating reacher was present
in Mary's lessons, at the end of the lesson he would discuss with Mary good points
about her teaching a~1 areas where students were likely to misinterpret what she said.
Some of these discussions were for exampie, the possibility of students taking the 25
and 2p orbitals as being of different energy levels in the atoms :from the way she
displayed them. Another was the use of charges and CrOSS multiplication of these to
derive the formulae of compound. In deriving the formula for water she used charges
as in (a) instead ofvalencies as in (b), below.
: 1
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(a) (b) HI
as opposed to
The teacher felt that approach (a) does not reflect the normally accepted view of the
actual reaction that takes place when water forms from hydrogen and oxygen, while
approach (b) is a better representation.
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Her good experiences during teaching practice also included some successful lessons.
In describing her successful lessons she sounded convinced that what
[••] made those lessons successful is that they [stut:kntsl were really interested and they really
enjoyed it. (Mh.) Although ultimately they missed the point at the end Ok. [12/3: 11]
When I got the students involved in the lesson (sa) and when I thitik they were interested in the
lesson it generally went well. And I found that they learnt from that lesson YOll know. Like when
we went back to the material later they knew what was going on. [I2/3:23]
Emerging from these excerpts is Mary's associates teaching by involving students,
getting them interested in the lesson and to enjoy to meaningful learning. This
observation is in agreement with her conceptions of teaching and learning described
earlier. Her attempts to promote student participation was also observed in her lessons
during teaching practice and is discussed in section 7.10 on teaching practice
observation.
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Another good experience was the realisation of a positive IFJc between successful
lessons and adequate preparation for that lesson.
I thlli..1c one of the things is that if it was a particularly succerJSful lesson (ya) was v hen I was
parti.culm.ly '!"H'11p~ared aud I bad like teaching aids and yoa know whatever. I mer.m like there
was one practical I cooldn't et it up [for a vflriety lfjrea.ronsj. So lhad to set it up between lessons
you know. And I was a complete mess. So that was quite bad. And also tl\eoo was like this one
praelical I thought I knew What I was doing and I actual);y didn't, becauae there 'W8IJ one, I can't
remember what it was, hut there was one experiment thrdt I actually didn't reaIise what was going
to happen.. And of course I was confused and the kids were even more confused than me and it just
didn't work. [12/3:11]
As will be seen in excerpt [I2/3:11] Mary also experienced disappointments during her
teaching practice. Sometimes these were related to lesson preparation as seen inexcerpt
1.12/3:11] above. At other times they pertained to her assumptions about and
expectations frem her students, These assumptions were apparently the cause of the
mismatch between Mary' s expectations from the students and their actual performance.
This mismatch can be observed in excerpt [J2/3:10a] below. The excerpt also shows
how she misinterpreted students' positive behaviour towards tiie learning tasks to signal
meaningful learning.
. ;,
Wen there were a lot of lessons which I thought ~t;re successful, Um and in the enr,1it turned out
that they weren't. Like for example when we did um I had ti~ try and teach them how to balance
equations. But the std 7s-we couldn't talk about valency and S1:ufi'like that. Itwas 'very difficult. So
I tried to do it with them and I thought that they clicked because we started of wit1l.like um a certain
number of marshmallows YfJU know and they enjr'\Jyed it and some of them came up with the right
answers, Little did I know that the rest of them didn't. They were close but v.tn jU$t urn-when they
wrote the test it was quite clear that none of them had any idea of what Wi1.6 going on, and none of
the I-mean none of the classes, it WMn't only my two, it was all five of the cla8Bes. I think out of
all of them tht.:;e people got the right answer, you know. So it was really terrible. And then a lot
of them. cal .• book to me and I like explained it again all and this timr, I go, it right. But I really
thought that tile fitst time was enough you know, and obviously it wasn't, Um nearly-like that what
I tried to-like they till say, you know, go from the !mown to the unknown so they got from 8. certain
set of marshmallo\\'s and then you'd relate it back. M3 thought it was fantastic, unfortunately the
kids didn't click. So um I don't know, now I don't actually know. That was right at the very end
that Lrealised that because they were writing the cycle, the last day that I was there. SrJ um now I
don't know if they Mtu.;.1ly understood anything that I told them. [I2/3: 10a]
Her strong belief about the role of practical work and hands-on activities in. enhancing
the understanding of concepts during learning made her believe tl ..c whenever learners
were engaged inhands-on activities meaningful learning was ensured. Instead she found
that hands on activities or practical work or involvement of students did not guarantee
learning.
Also reflected in excerpt [12/3:10a] is that sometimes she thought she was engaged in
effective teaching because the students displayed signs of understanding, interest and
enjoyment. J~was disturbing to Mary to realise later that her students had not really
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learned the concepts. She could have avoided this had she put into practice some of her
prior ideas about the task of monitoring students' progress (see [Appendix lD:2]). Her
strategy to tackle this in future is
[..)1think Iwould give them a little spot test the next day you know, just 80 that someone can see
if they can do it. And if they can not then I lcnow Ibave to re-do it or do something different or
whateV(')f •••• 1Ihave 10 be a bit more clear in what I'm trying to get across because I think it was
Btill a good i,de.&. but maybe I jUllt didn't do it well ooough, you know. The idea was good but I
didn't make my instruction&clear and Ididn't maybe follow it up. There was a very-very little time
inwhich to do it. [12/3: lOb]
Excerpt [12/3: lOa] above also shows some difficulties Mary went through in teaching
without the necessary concepts like 'valency' , which she considered useful background
knowledge to balancing equations. An element of self-doubt also emerged as she
.::I
"
wondered. if they understood any of the science concepts she discussed during the entire
teaching practice period. A further disappointment followed as she realised that nothing
had been learned after two hours IOf what she thought was effective teaching. Her
assumptions seemed to have compounded the problem. These assumptions were based
on her previous experience as a student and also on some teaching tips given by the co-
operating teacher. These are illustrated in excerpt [I2/3:1()c] below.. i
Well I assumed it [balancing equations] was a fitirly easy concept to grasp because I've
never ever had a problem with it (as a student) Ya, you know. Imean I had a lot of
problems with physics and chemistry concepts but it was never cineof them. So Iassumed
that it was very simple. And also tbe teacher told me Ithis is reaUy easy, just glance over
.it, don't spend a lot of time over it. Even though the chemical bonding section for the std
88 Iwas supposed to only spend 30 minutes on it and Iended up spending about 2 hours
and they still didn't uaderstand what was going on. 8<, you know I think I overestimated
them. [12/3: lOe]
Some consoling moments followed six weeks later when she realised how widely
dispersed the problem was and that other students besides those in her class were
experiencing similar problems with "he concepts.
Mary was also disappointed that her efforts to prepare thoroughly for physical science
went unnoticed. In excerpt [12/3:11-12] below she describes her experiences relating
to this disappointment and lesson preparation.
[•••] sometimes if Ihad-if Ihad this gut feeling that my biology lecturer wGS going to be there the
next da;y then I devoted a lot of time to biology. 1M you see like in biology they placed a lot of
emphasis on preparation, which they didn't for physics [physical science]. Imean it was sort of-Ml
said as l!'~ngas you write something even on the back of a cigarette box, as long ,iiS Ican see you've
written ISOIllEltbing,that'll fine, you know. Whereas our biology lecturers were not like that, you have
to write every single thing that you are going to do in the lesson and when and why and everything
yon know. And so Idid that for physics as well because,Ididn't kMW what to do. (Yes). Like IWas
so in the dark about that so Idid everything that Iwould have dO\'lefor biology Idid it for physics
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as well which I think is -il good. But 1 was so frustrated M3 didn't want to see my file once.
[12/3: 11-12]
. j. ~
Excerpt [12/3: 11-12] above also shows that there were some discrepancies regarding
lesson preparation between the physical science and biology methodologies. Mary
experienced a problem understanding these discrepancies. This could possibly explain
why she wanted to be informed what they were doing during the lectures or
assignments and why they were doing it, as illustrated in excerpt [12/3:20] on page 188
Itwould also seem for a teacher trainee who had 'shaky' physical science foundations,
like Mary, would have needed closer supervision and more support from the physical
science methodologists. This appeared not to be the case with Mary as she describes
in excerpt [I2/3: 12b] below.
I
~
I prepared probably more for biology. I wrote down more for biology because I knew WI was not
going to look it at anyway. But I ended up preparing the same way, you know. I made sure I had
objectives for each lesson and I had overhead tcansparencies, whatever I had to have for biology I
would have had for science also you know. If I hadn't-if I didn't know it was expected of me in
biology then I would have laid hack for the science. I'm glad I did though (:ya)because you know
I think I should have needed more preparation for science than I did for biology. (Why is that?)
Because biology Iknow more. So {pause} (chemistry you feel a bit uncertain?) Physics I feel even
more uncertain. [12/3: 12b]
The above excerpt also shows how she felt about her science preparation but she lacked
the extrinsic motivation to work harder at it. She also admits that she experienced more
difficulties with science. Some of the difficulties related to SUbject matter knowledge,
some she felt were related to lesson preparation and others", a lesser extent with
classroom control. She recounted her difficulties thus:
( ••• J sometimes I thought that I had prepared properly but my content wasn't that good. Like they'd
ask me a question and I think "Bhh!" I had no idea what they are trying to say. So that was
sometimes the problem. It didn't generally happen because I had good resources to work from and
Willy [one of tile cooperating teachers] gave me you know good worksheets and good notes. Sc. it
was generally ok, It wasn't great. I know in biology if they ask me something I could answer it,
usually, I mean a couple of times I could; But It wasn't as bad as with science, But also the problem
Was with the praes. I would do the pracs and it would work perfectly, no problem. When I did it
with them and it was a flop and I was in a loss [•••] I was very frustrated because I knew that with
me when I did it by mYAell,the thing WlJIKed. And when they did it or w'l;\enI did it with them or
1demonstrated it to them I mean it didn't work any more. (ActIL'Illy that was discussed inQueof the
physical science metlw.dology lectures) Ya. But you see after having it done once and it worked the
first time, then I didn'lt expect it not to work again. And that was very frustrating, But then there
were SOmewhich worked much better than I had expected them to work and I liked it. [12/3: 25]
Though she managed to get round the problem of failing experiments it was been
embarrassing for her to be put in the spotlight for a while. Also emerging here is the
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effect of limitations in content on understanding students' questions or answering them
satisfactorily.
She appears to have found her own teaching strategies in science rather limited
compared to those in biology in that though it W~ possible to do a lot of practical work
in science, sometimes she used chalk and talk, like when she was teaching chemical
bonding. She also said that
I found that in biology I used an inquiry approach most of the time. But for science often I couldn't
do that because I didn't feel that comfortable with the subjt",ct (ok). So I didn't need that. Whereas
I really could have but with. biology I did it a lot more. Um especially.with th~ std 7s I found that
I was just telling them stuff and they were just writing it down and if they asked questions we -we
would. discuss it (Ya). But I WOUldn't really you know ask why do you think this happens, this
happens this happens and they wrote it down and I was kind of [pause) (Ok. Was that due to your
discomfort in the subject matter) and also lack of time because I realised that I had Bp')fit ~ mssh
time balancing equations and I had to like finish the flection. (Ok). Ultimately at that ",enool you have
to get through the syllabus. I'm sure it's like that at most schools (JDh) and you know [pause]. So
ya if I had had more time then maybe I could have felt [pause] ya. Ya as you say I W<UI not that
comfortable with the material. [12/3: 12]
From this excerpt the effect of limited familiarity with the subject matter can be
observed. She acknowledged that her classroom discourse was predominantly didactic,
without much exploration of why things happen the wa.y they do. This limitation was
also observed in her teaching practice lessons as described below in section 7.10.3 on
questioning style and handling of students' questions. Similar observations to those
experienced by Mary with regard to restricted discussion of students' questions in
unfamiliar territory, have been reported by Carlsen (1993),
When addressing unfamiliar topics, teachers will restrict opportunities for students to ask questions.
They also will limit the topic of classroom conversation to areas where their special status as subject
matter authorities can be maintained (Carl-en 1993:471).
Mary also experienced problems reconciling what she had to do in the school with what
was suggested in the methodology lectures. An example to illustrate how she perceived
her predicament regarding chemical bonding is given in excerpt [12/3:21] below.
I mean we understood what the problems were, but We didn't know how to solve them. And um I
don't know, I think maybe if we had spent more time. I don't know maybe if the aim was to try and
come out with something concrete on how to actually t}:,en teach chemical bonding we would be
better. I mean I'm in no position to now decide this is how I'm gonna teach it. [, ••] She [MIl
doesn't come up with anything On. how you shou1,1i, considering the fact that they now have to write
a certain exam at the end and how you can teach it. The thiug is they have to do things like the
Lewis structures, they have ID do all these different things, that are prescribed to them by the
syllabus. And then she wants to teach them something completely different. Great you can teach
them something completely different, but how are you going to reconcile that with them having to
write a standard \ ..zm at the end? I still don't know what to ([0 about that. And I'll probably go and
teach them exactly what everyone else 11M been teaching them. If they all wrote the same exam you
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know that I 'WaS !!Olelyret!pOnsible for, at least I would M quite happy. But then what happens whell
they get to ltd 8 and they and !ltd 9 and they don't know how to draw a Lewis structure'! And they
hav~ to know that. You know nm what do you call it an wionic bond is a transfer of electron". Now
if they've never mf~t tills before their std 9 teachers can come and hit me. [12/3:21]
As will be seen in this excerpt, the ph) sieal science methodology lectures helped
identify problems of misconceptions the preservice students were likely to encounter
in the schools. Even though some hints on how to deal with some aspects of chemical
bonding a'"school level (see chapter 4 and Appendix 4) as far as Mary perceived those
class discussions no concrete and applicable solutions were proposed for addressing
these in the field. In this respect Mary's expectations of the course were not fully met.
.:
Some areas of content were addressed and she developed confidence in that. But
sometimes, as inthe case of chemical bonding described in [I2/3:21] above, she felt she
was left hanging and was very unhappy. The frustration was aggravated by the fact that
she was given school notes which she had to follow closely and which d\d not comply
fully with those acquired from the methodology lectures. l'he resolution to maintain the
status quo by teaching chemical bonding the way every body does it is an indication
that the discussion held did not reach her.
These difficulties were again confirmed in the teaching practice lessons as she tried to
emphasise ionic bonding in accordance to the school notes and possibly the syllabus in
light of what she knew as discussed in the physical science methodology.
lUght now when we are talking about sodium chloride you have to remember that in ionic bonding
the. electrons IlpCnd more time around the one element that the electron, has been donated to. That
element has accepted the electron. In the case is the (wcium) chlorine (!lOrry ma'm). Ok. Have you
all got this uown? (•••) Got it? Ok. What about those molecules remember these three, one you've
got covalent bond which ... equal sharing. At the other extreme you've got ionic bonding, which
is a transfer even though the electron does move around the other element which has donated the
electron, it is still a transfer. 01.:. The sodium is giving up the electron 'CO the chloride [sic], That
is ionic. What about all those molecules inbetween those two? Ok, Those are called polar covalent
bonds. (polar covalent bonds), Ok, this is an unequal sharing of electrons. [30/8/94:21]
7.9 Mary's knowledge of chemical concepts
Mary's concepts of chemical bonding were obtained, together with those of the other
student teachers in her class, by means of a diagno- lc tests (see [Appcmdix 2A]).
Attempts to do the same regarding her concepts of acids and bases were unsuccessful.
An admission she made in an informal discussion and then repeated. in an interview set
up provided information on the status of her knowledge of acids and bases [Appendix
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1: I think before we get CPW that remember I 82id I wanted evidence to show that you were unable to
answer those questions [on acids aM bases test]. You say you haven't [pause] go back and say what
1M! said to me (when?) Today
M: Today. I said that rd forgotten it, that it didn't really JJ1II.tterbecause I couldn't answer the questions
anyway. Ok. I maybe could answer just two, let's be honest here, and the ones at the end were the
wom. At least the multiple choice I eould guess.
I: Ya, but gueasi.ng wouldn't have really given So true reflection of your ideas or views about ....
M: Well if I really haven't So clue well Tm just gonna guess
1: It is true. 1£ you guess when I start analysing then 1 would say thi", one bas tb.e.se misconceptions,
yet it is not really a misconception it's 11 guess. May I ask how much time did you spend?
M: Well I took it and I was thinking about it and I looked at it. Itwas just that I got 110 discouraged that
I c()'lJ].dn't answer any of ••••
I: When was the last time you did acids and bases?
M: Well we did them. in what May with M1, but then we didn't really go through the material, you
know actually covering content.. She just- we did experiments ok, But didn't like cover any content.
The last time I did anything to do with acids and bases was in first year. (How long ago?) 1990 .....
(ok) [12/3:23]
Scmething similar could be said for chemical bonding ..As far as the chemical bonding
_sestionnaire was concerned her responses were not impressive either as reflected in
Table 7.4 below:
Table 7.4 Summary of Mary's responses for the chemical bonding diagnostic:s
test
Responses in Pre-test Responses in Post-test
(Clasa average 4.6) (Class average 7.7)
1. A; (no explanation) 1. *c: (no explanation)
2. C: (nc explanation) 2. C: weak chemical bonds can be easily broken
3. *C: (no explanation) 3. B: (no explanation)
4. C: (no explanation) 4. *B: (no explanation)
5. A! (no explanation) 5. ·C: (no explanation)
6. *C: (no explanation) 6. *D: (no explanation)
7. *B: (no explanation) 7. D: (F.O c>''Plmmtlon)
8. *]I: (11.0 explanation) 8. *B: (no explanation)
9. C: (no explanation) 9. B: intermolecular "bonds" are broken during melting -> this
10. *D: (no explanation) is a physical process (as opposed to oreeking intramolecular
bonds which is a chemical process)
10. C. (no explanation)
SM iM"i'=n
F:rom Table 7.4 one obvious and important feature is that inboth tests she barely gave
reasons for her chosen responses. On the bases of her scores on the multiple choice
responses she did not undergo much conceptual change towards a better understanding
of the concepts discussed in class as shown in Chapter 4.
One obvious pattern of change to a better understanding of the nature and origin of the
chemical bond is reflected by correct responses to questions 1,4 and 5 in the post test,
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which was not the case in the pretest. Her response to questions 4 and 5 in the pretest
are actually complementary. Both display a conception that electrons sharing results in
bonding between two atoms. Of concern is the change from correct to incorrect
responses for questions 3,7 and 10. It will be noticed from Chapter 4 that questions 3
and 7 relate to understanding of intermolecular and intramolecular forces. Her
performance in the diagnostic test is consistent with her verbal statements about the
sessions dealing with chemical bonding, (see excerpt [12/3:21] on page 193-4)=
7.10 Teaching practice observation
7.10.1 The school
Mary conducted her teaching practice in a very formal boys school. The school is
located just outside of town. It is a model 'C' school and is historically a white
government school which started admitting other race groups in 1992. Sporting and
learning facilities are very good. It is academic but accords significant status to sports.
The school runs classes from std 6 to std 10.
A brief description of the laboratory is given to show the environment in which the
lessons were conducted. The laboratory was about 8m x 6m. There were four long
benches, arranged parallei to the instructor's table at the front. Each bench could
accommodate up to 8 students. The last two benches at the back were :fixed and fitted
with electric terminals. There were two double gas taps and two single water taps. The
teachers;' desk was fitted with sockets, a double gas tap and a water tap. There was one
overhead projector and screen at the front on the left. Two periodic tables were
available, one hanging on the front wall and the other on the back wall. The walls had
paintings of previous scientists from about 300BC and the solar system and atoms in
three dimensions. Water molecules, magnets and magnetic fields demonstrated by iron
filings were painted on the ceiling. I di.d not visit the prep room, but with this
description it can be assumed that the school had good facilities to teach science at
secondary level.
"'
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7.10.3 Classroom observation
General features
Ten lessons were observed two of which were thirty minute lessons and the rest, one
hour lessons. Only four of these lessons, representative of her teaching style are used
in describing Mary's lessons. The observed lessens started five to ten minutes late
because students were generally slow incoming into the lab. They also remained noisy
until she asked them to settle down. Even then there was some noise throughout the
lessons. She i~.adproblems with classroom contr. 1. 'This was something she was aware
of long before teaching practice as stated in the excerpt below regarding controlling the
class [Appendix ID: 1]. of
I think it's crucial [..] otherwise they're going to take advantage of you and you're nut going to able
to teach them anything and they wou1lin't be able to learn anything [••••] You have to be able to
maintain a certain IIIilOunt of control over the class, [•••J I have no idea what I woJl]d do but when
I look rIll going to try and teach at School Z in August I don't know how I would fare with 30 little
boys (Mh) We'll see how they tune in. [11:'1]
r 1
At other times she dealt directly with the problematic student thus
Students in her classes appeared fairly playful, chit chatting most of the time
particularly when the co-operating teacher was absent. The only time she obtained
reasonable silence was when the students engaged in individual exercises like quizzes.
However, she did not seem to be disturbed by the noise. Only when the it became
unbearable did she try to exert some control. though not to get absolute silence. She
used various ways of dealing with the noise in the class. To draw their attention she
would bang on her bench or clap her hands or call out like
You at the back shut up! Or [•••] Shhh. Boys I'm sick and tired of waiting ••• 1(••• ) Shut up and
listen, [•••J First break Monday [DeteTllion}. Now can we carry on. [26/8/94:9]
M: Ned please come and cit in front. [students continue talking] Ned! [the noise is too much] Boys! Did
you hear the question here?
Sl: YaMa'm.He's got the answer.
M: Ned come and sit here. Take your stuff and move I.Boys! Shut up. I don't wanna (Noise reduce
slightly]
S2: We can't hear you ma'm,
Ss: Shhh Shhh.
M: Ya that's because you are making too much noise. [30/8/94: 19]
The numbers 1 and 2:in the excerpt above simply denote that different students spoke.
They do not denote that all the students in subsequent excerpt bearing the subscripts are
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the same students. Consistency could not be maintained because of the high noise levels
during the lessons and also the fact that as an observer I was not familiar with the
students to keep track of their verbalisations and behaviours by specific individuals.
With regard to students' responding to her questions, there seemed to be no established
order of responding to teacher posed. questions. Sometimes she asked the students to
show by raising hands that they were ready to respond, but it did not work because
they were apparently very used to calling out answers, very often simultaneously. This
kind of student behaviour, shouting of answers at random, could be attributed to the
fact that Mary fre.guently did not direct her questions to any particular student This
meant that her questions were open to anyone or everyone, Students also followed the
same procedure of just asking questions at random or interrupted her whenever they
desired. These assertions will be illustrated in more specific excerpts quoted in the
description of her teaching methods, questioning technique, handling students'
questions, given below.
, :
Teacbing method
Parts of the topic, chemical bonding, observed while Mary taught during her teaching
practice were very theoretical and abstract. The cooperating teacher acknowledged this
and the difficulty students tended to have with the topic. He was thus willing to help
Mary deal with these difficulties efficiently but also possibly so that he was not left to
"unteach" incorrectly taught concepts.
So even though Mary believed that science at secondary level should be taught "with
lots of pracs" she was unable to put this into practice in this case. However, She tried
to involve her students in the teaching and learning process. Sometimes she used
individual activities like exercises, but mostly she engaged in whole class interactions
where all the students participated in class discussion, posing and answering questions.
She also used audio visual aids like charts. In this way she made her lessons less
expository, despite her inability to conduct practical work for this section. Student
involvement in Mary's lessons took several forms such as the high frequency of
questions directed to the class; sending students to the board to present their ideas or
make corrections on others' presentations; procuring the opinion of the class regarding
Questioning technique
The description of the questioning style will include both her questions and her handling
of students responses to her question. As already mentioned above Mary, generally left
her questions open to the whole class and rarely directed it to specific students. As
mentioned in previous two chapters this technique can be advantageous. Questioning
style was also analysed in terms of the type or cognitive level of the question posed.
The analysis reveals that most of the questions :Mary posed were recognition or recall.
Mary's involvement ill this kind of questioning is shown by the high frequency of
questions which required students to draw on their previous knowledge and give direct
correct answers. The excerpt given above illustrates this point fairly well.
'Ihere were also teacher posed questions which required more than recognition and
recall from the students. Such questions are described by Avalos (1991) as
process/explanation questions. These question allowed students to .4hlnk about the
situation, give explanations or draw relationships from availz' J'i~ information.
Answering this kind of question by students was usually partially successful. Thus these
questions required Mary to probe students' ideas further to enable her to elicit the
desired response. For example:
M: Robert, [pause] what is a bond? Ifwe know how to represent at, what is it?
R; When two atoms combine.
c
M:
si.
M:
82:
M:
S3:
M:
84:
M:
85:
, \
other students' responses; frequent class quizzes and exercises, For example:
f"\,,<
!law are we going to represent the water molecule in the course of drawing
a Lewis tro:ucture?How can we do it? Yes. [to 81]
One hydrogen plus two oxygens er one oxygen and two hydrogens,
How are you going to do it? Right come up here and draw a water
molecule in the form of a Lewis structure, ••• Shut up and pay attention.
[students continue talking $S Sl draws as in figure 7.1] Is that h..'lW we
draw a Lewis structure?
No.
No. I "''ant a Lewis structure •••••• Come and help him please, (S: Me
ma'm.) and you better watch •••• if anyone ill aaleep and so you better
watch.
Shhh.
Ok. Look at this. (Yes) This [representation dp t \ by 82 in figure 7.1] is wrong and why is it
wrong?
Because the two atoms are supposed to be the other side of that.
Can the hydrogen have two have four electrons in one energy leveI?
No. [26/8/94:11]
52
Figure 7.1 Lew
strudw'e for water
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M: When two aroma combine. How can they combine?
81: ReAction.
M: Reaction. Ok. Bu.t think about ••• pretend you have the strongest microscope in the world to see
them. What ir a bond made of? Why are these atoms together? What keeps them together?
S"!: Electrons.
M; Electrons. What about the electrons?
83: Forces.
M: What Dijppens to the electrons, remembe-r your definition of valency. What is the ~efinition of
valency? Everyone keep quite so that Mark can read it to us. [Mark reads definition] Ok. What is
the'ValeIlU elect:fons? (•••) Let me give you a more complete definition. [30/08/94:20]
Inaddition to showing Mary's probing, the above excerpt is revealing regarding Mary's
limitations in her knowledge of chemistry such as chemical bonding. Note how her
biological background influences her thinking that it is possible to see a chemical bond
through a microscope. Also imbedded in this suggestion is that a chemical bond and
electrons have a physical existence. Her questioning style in directing students to the
response she wanted seemed appropriate. The problem was that she did not exploit
students responses to her probes. For example she does not pick up on the issue of
forces and relate it to bonding as was done in the university based HDE courses. She
was apparently rigid and stuck to the particle model of electrons, which was probably
what she prepared for her lesson. This conviction of the particle model of the electrons
and that a bond is a pair of electron also based on the same belief were demonstrated
in the classes on chemical bonding held before teaching practice. This was described
in Chapter 4.
The excerpt above also shows how she handled students' responses to her question by
probing or rephrasing the question. Sometimes she simply re-explained the concepts to
help the students understand them better. One such example relates to the students
thinking that the spd notation could be used to represent bonding. This may be easy for
advanced levels but quite difficult at school level. For example:
M: Ok boys. Remember I told you a bi, about bonding. [••] What is the easiest way for you to represent
a bond? Hands up. [•••J
[students call out a number of ways: Lewis structure, auf'bau diagrams, magic spectacles diagrams]
Formulae. What else? spd notation .... [indicative of some doubt]
s: Why?
M: spd notation is when you [ ... ] write the aufbau diagram (S: in short) in short. Remember you have
the (S: Lewis structure) you have for example hydrogen that would be {H Is'} because in the first
energy level in the s orbital you have one electron. Remember that's (S: yes) the spd notation.
[30/8/94: 15]
It will be noticed that her questions were generally of low cognitive level, demanding
very little from the students. The questions were mainly serving as attempts to keep the
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Ss: Because the charge on COl· ion?
M: Why because it says so. Memorise these. [18/8/94:5]
It is surprising that in the case of HS04- above she explained the presence of the minus
sign using an excess electrons while in the case of col- she does not use the same
explanation and actually does not explain it at all. She was not consistent in her
explanations. This inconsistency was also observed by the students regarding chlorine,
thus:
c
1
I
•
S8:
M:
Ss:
M~
M:
tt S1:
S2:
M:
"'"
(~'.~
students' attention and interest. Her responses to students' answers were fairly restricted
to the topic.
Handling of students' questions
Mary's shortcomings in chemical knowledge were further exposed during her attempts
to answer students' questions. Students posed a range of question types: such as simple
knowledge questions answerable with a direct correct answers like "What is a neutron?"
"noes it have a negative charge?" to those which required her to explain certain
concepts and phenomena. For example:
M:
S1:
M:
,::Anytbing ending in -ate shows there is oxygen present, Naming HS04- hydrogen sulphate.
What does the minus mean?
It n:eans there is one extra electron in the compound ion. [17/8/94:2]
Her responses did not always demonstrate a deeper understanding of the concepts she
was attempting to explain. The excerpts below are included to support of this assertion.
M: You don't write POl. (Why?) That's not how it's written.
[...]
M: Write down the chemical formula for the following compounds. r--------·__,
[Again she goes through the list with the !!tUdenlts but allows
students to select the compound they want to respond about. They
start with (g) Calcium carbonate]
Symbol [Writes Ca ea1+ as a. student calls out the formula, fig.
7.2] Let's wode it out just in case somebody doea not know. [She
goes through the rules, asking leading questions] What's the charge
on the CO! ion?
negative.
Ya. but how much?
M:
2 negative.
Why?
Ffgure 7.2 Dedving
chemical for calcium
c:arbo~
You know that chlorine exist as a diatomic molecule. Right. You know that chlorine exists as a
diatomic molecule. Remember.
But when you done {sic) with HC! it wasn't a diatomic molecule.
Ya.
My mistake it was supposed to be diatomic. [26/8/94: 12]
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cShe apparently had problems explaining why iron (ll) nitrate was Fe(N03)Z and not
FeN2(\. This could have been a difficult question for many teachers at that level. Her
attempts are demonstrated in the excerpt below.
[•••] What it! the valency of Fe in 7ron (II) nitrate? [They go through the steps of dctt. :r,,jDingthe
formula]
Why don't we say NO to the power of 3;
Why not NO,?
For NOs it means that there are \) oxygens and 1nitrogen.
....nd N,.Os?
ThlB is a molecule form. We can sa)' theoretically that it. is NzOs but it would be dili'ic~t for you.
For FeNzOs are Yei.;. g0ing to know that this represent tho nitrate ion {Sa: No). You will net know
what is gaing on. You will have confusion and chaoa.[18/8/94:6]
Sometimes she acknowledged the difficulty of answering certain questions as that of
M:
s:
8,:
M:
;<
ss:
'~ M:
.$
explaining the polarity of certain bonds such as in the water molecule. An episode to
illustrate her attempts is presented below:
M:
Ss:
M:
So how c'm we represent this [waizr TTWZecu1e] without crosses or circles? How did I represent the
xnethane?
AufBau ••••• H
"Is it a minus sign, it's a line and I can draw it like this, [Writes 0.... ] (•••.) those
R,
are not minus sigm, it is lines. Ok, That is how I can ..Iso represent this. (.••) Why's there an
unequal sharing. Because just like with your sodium chloride the electron spends most of the time
around the oxygen.
Why?
That is difficult to answer. (•••) rnfind a simple explanation. (•••) So what happens Is the electron
r;'\'endtime ar·..,.·--' the oxygen. What do you think that will do to the oxygen?
illmake it electronegative,
Itwill make itmore negative and the hydrogen, what will happen to the hydrogen? What will happen
to the hydrogens?
Positive.
They will become more positive, You gentlemen at the back .•• on to this. Ok. They are more
positive because the electron that usually travels around the hydrogen now moves up to ilie oxygen
and spend a lot of the time around the oxygen. But remember this is not an ionic bone. This is not
a transfer. The four share them but ilieyjust don't get them equally. So that's why these two young
man have to decide that one will get the textbook for four days and one will get the textbook for
three days. That is unequal. The electrons spend most of it's time up here on the e.t;Yi;:'n.
[30/8/94:223]
Notice again how she does not pick on the key word "electronegative' which is
fundamental to the polarity of certain bonds such as that in. water. Electronegativity,
81:
M:
S2:
M:
Ss:
M:
though raised slightly later than when it was needed, could have been used to also
explain why the electrons tend to "spend more time" around the chlorine in sodium
chloride. Instead she used an inappropriate concept to explain this as shown in the
excerpt below:
M:
N:
[••] Can you explain what I said for Peter's benefit. Peter listen to what Ned is saying.
Right electrons are transferred from the Na to the Cl and they ~nd m~ of the time around the
ci,
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M:s:
M:
'1'ha1'11 right. They spend most of their time around the Cl.
Why?
Why? Because it has to do with ionisation energies as you move across the table. Ok. If-remember
your ion, ions on this lllide [left] are usually positive and those on that side [right] are usually
negative, [30/8/94:20]
Some of the difficulties she experienced could be linked to her limitations of her sd}ject
matter knowledge as she acknowledged earlier (see excerpt [12/3: 12b] on page 192) As
will be observed in some of the excepts above her response reflected shallow
understanding like telling students that "it does not happen like that" or "because it says
so" arid encouraging them to memorise things. Itmay be advisable to memorise in this
case because the students are going to be using these formulae fairly frequently 7 but if
they request an explanation it could have been mare profitable for the students to get
one, which was not always possible for Mary to give.
Other difficulties Mary experienced also raised in the third interview, included
integrating the conceptions of chemical bonding discussed in the university based
classes and those presented in the school notes. The following excerpts will show that
while she emphasised ionic bonding involved the transfer of electrons as expected at
the school, she also informed the students that tbl" supposedly transferred electrons still
spent some time around the donor atom as discussed in methodology classes. The
emphasis of electron transfer during ionic bonding was further illustrated by means of
an analogy involving a small statured person and person of large structure, like Arnold
Schwarzenegger. Unfortunately students seemed to enjoy the analogy rather than the
concept it presumably illustrated, as shown in the excerpt below.
M [..]Who knows Nick Moralis?
S 1: He was a scientist
M: He was a scientist in ••••• Ok. He's this little blimp. Who knows Arnold Schwarzenegger,
S2: Me.
S3: Mybrother.
M: Right he's this mean dude with lots of muscles and he wants .... Imagine Nick Moralis and Arnold
Schwarzenegger have to share something. Right. And Arnold doesn't want to share and he wi1ljust
grab it and Nick will have absolutely no say.s:
~ N:,:
M:
.;PI
M: Did you get the metaphor picture [students continue talking and she draws their attention by clapping
her hands three times] Can I have your attention please. I have I}Xllain.ed the sort of thing that
happens in ionic bonding. Right. You have certain elements which bond together. The one will give
lIP an electron and the other will ac~pt it. Right. that's the other extreme of covalent bonding.
Covalent bonding is perfect bonding, perfect sharing sorry.
'iVho can see this •••?
()lc. In covalent bonding, Ned you have perfect equal sharing, in ionic bonding one atom gives up
fin electron to tile another atom. [30/8/94: 17]
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Another area which demonstrated further the.' "lfluence of her limited chemistry content
or problems in reconciling expectations from the school and from the methodologists
was in the discussion of the covalent bond. During those episodes she emphasised that
covalent bonds were characterised by the equal sharing of electrons. Though equal
sharing of electrons is true for bonding involving identical atoms as ;'he mentions, she
also stressed the idea that diatomic molecules are homonuclear, For example:
M: The electrons spend the same amount of time around each of the atoms. So pure eovalent bonding
ill absolutely equal sharing and can only occur in diatomi~ molecules. What do you need to know
about the diatomic molecule. Both atoms are exactly what? What is nice about diatomic molecules?s:
Sl: They IIhate equally.
What is so special about the atomn in the diatomic molecules?
Equal sharing.
Valency is one.
'What is special about the atoms, is hydrochloric add a diatomic molecule [probably meant hydrogen
chloride]
Ya.
No. The atoms in a diatomic molecule are exactly the same. Right. So they can share equally.
[30/8/94: 17]
Mary was faced with the difficult task of m erging the two, viz electron transfer and
electron sharing in bonding. This was further complicated by her inadequate knowledge
M:
S2:
S3:
M:
S4:
M:
of chemical bonding concepts. Considering that her students' notes categorised bonding
into three types covalent, ior.ic and polar covalent, she could not then portray concepts
which appear to be in direct (;''}.~f1ict,i.e. that bonds are t..'lesame and only differ in the
degree of polarity.
Also worth mentioning is that throughout her lessons on the chemical bond she
emphasised the conception of the bond as being constituted of a pair of electrons. This
Conception is dominated by the particle model of the electron she also displayed in
university based classes.
Inadequate knowledge of subject matter can be a barrier to effective teaching (Lee
1995). In the observations of Mary's lessons it was found that she presented and
possibly passed on erroneous ideas to her pupils. Sometimes these were identifies and
corrected by the cooperating teachers and remained unidentified when he did not attend
the lesson. For example that bond polarity has something to do with ionisation energy.
Observation of Mary's teaching practice lesson and her own acknowledgement bore
witness to this assertion. She was not sensitive to students' questions in that she was
Co c
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unable to understand the questions posed by the students or was sometimes not ready
10 answer. Of course teachers are humans and susceptible to errors (Goodwin 1995),
but there iu a limit to such errors. Also she could not apply inquiry approaches when
teaching physical science as she claimed to have done in biology, her major.
7,,11 }'rome summary:
Mary came from a school which had adequate facilities for teaching secondary science,
but students still did not do practical work. She felt she went through secondary science
without much understanding of it. This experience seems to have influenced her belief
that science should be taught in an inquiring way and with a lot of practical work,
Unfortunately she did not demonstrate either of these approaches during the teaching
practice lessons I observed. She, however, encouraged student participation in her
lessons through questions.
Her expectations of the physical science methodology course were based on her
description of her best science teacher. Like Ferrial, she appreciated those course
activities which promoted her teaching skills like organising practical work, mini
lessons and test design. She disliked those where instructions were unclear, were time
consuming and bore no apparent relevance to helping her become a science teacher.
Her views of science were dominated by processes (observation, experimentation,
hypothesising) reflecting an inclination towards the empiricist or objectivist conception
of science. She also believes that science involves discovering and explaining how
things work. Her views on the nature of science did not appear to change much during
the year of study. She seemed convinced that there are different ways of doing science
which depend on the topic though end the results must accurate and repeatable. She
thus rejects classifying other disciplines which cannot meet this requirement as science.
There was no evidence in the teaching practice lessons observed that she demonstrated
this belief, though she may have in other lessons.
Mary views science teaching as presenting knowledge which is unfamiliar to the
students, explaining and clarifying concepts, clearing misconceptions, giving correct
, 1I
answers and getting students Interested in the tasks. Mary believes in inquiry based
learning and the teaching of science by engaging students in practical work. Her school
experience provided her with the opportunity to try these beliefs. She found that the
inquiry approach worked very well for biology but not for physical science. For
physical science she tended to adhere to brief answers to student questions. Also her
questions to students were largely recognition and recall with very few explanation
questions, Students' responses to explanation questions were partially successful. In
such instances Mary followed up with some probing to elicit more complete answers.
In the process she sometimes failed to recognise and use suitable responses from
students indicatipg an inadequate knowledge of the concepts to allow sensitivity to
appropriate responses.
Mary also had problems reconciling the school notes, which in some instances
conflicted with the way concepts were discussed in the physical science methodology
lessons on chemical bonding, with the recommended discussion of the concepts. Faced
with this dilemma she taught these apparently conflicting ideas alongside each other.
For example, when discussing bonding in sodium chloride she told them that the ionic
bond was formed by the transfer of an electron from the sodium atom to the chlorine
atom as required by the school notes and also told them the electron spent time around
the sodium atom as discussed in the !IDE classes. She appeared to have only pacdally
understood the discussion in the HDE class, so she had problems applying the
recommendations on how to handle conflicting ideas of this nature. She did not appear
to have modified her particle conception of the electron even though this aspect was
addressed at length during the class discussion on chemical bonding.
As an observer I thought Mary had class management problems. Her classes were
generally noisy. The only time she had reasonable silence was when she had them
working individually on a quiz, class exercise or test. But even then some students
would be throwing things around and asking questions without. seeking permission. She
did not seem to mind the noise and only stopped the lesson when the noise became
excessive.
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Mary acknowledged that aer knowledge of chemistry and physics concepts was limited.
She did not return her diagnostic test on acids and bases because she felt she could not
answer the questions. On the issue of the chemical bonding classes she felt that only
problems relating to the topic were raised but no strategies were presented on how to
teach chemical bonding. The results of her diagnostic test on chemical bonding
apparently confirmed these limitations and feelings about the IIDE lessons on this topic.
Her scores in the multiple choice sections were below class average. In the pretest she
did not give any explanations for responses and in the post test her attempts were
limited. In general Mary's understanding of concepts in chemical bonding was poor.
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8.0 DISCUSSION
In this study I set out to explore and describe as case studies the following aspects of
three higher diploma in education secondary science preservice teachers:
their experiences of the BDE programme with particular emphasis to the
physical science methodology;
conceptions C'f science, science teaching and learning;
and aspects of their knowledge of chemical concepts in chemical bonding, acids
and bases of the HDE class.
how these relate to the instructional behaviours of the three participants during
teaching practice
Background
During the process, their background and prior experiences were also explored. The
three students were found to have varied background and prior experience. Mary came
from a school with a great potential for teaching science effectively, Ferrial came from
a government school without much to offer in way of science teaching. Andrew came
from a church run private school with its own limitations in science teaching. From
what they said none of them had a good science background prior to tertiary education.
""\.. -
\_.;7
The three preservice teachers held different views about good teachers. Andrew's
perceptions of a good teacher were humanistic based (enthusiasm and discipline) but
also being knowledgeable about the teaching tasks. Ferrial viewed a good teacher as
one who facilitates learning, one who is available for the students when they need
her/him and one who makes the students more responsible for their own learning. Mary
agreed with Andrew about the teacher being knowledgeable in his/her subject discipline
and inpossession of management strategies for effective class control. At the beginning
of the HDE programme all student teachers were asked to state their expectations from
the programme, particularly the physical science methodology. While Mary selected
attributes and practices of one of her former science teachers to model her expectations,
Ferrial's were in direct conflict to her former science teachers' practices. The three
students shared similar expectations in certain aspects such as acquiring the ability to
explain concepts effectively and confidently and to deal with misconceptions. There was
\210
also a strong influence of their school experiences on all their expectations. Perrial's
andMary' s expectations exhibited influence from their previous experiences. This study
provides supporting evidence that prospective teachers enter teacher training
programmes with well formulated views of what being a teacher means and about the
training they are to receive (Carter 1994; Aguirre and Haggerty 1995; Cole and
Knowles 1993).
Motivation for choice of teaching profession
Ferrial and Mary were novices in the sense that they did not have any teaching
experience. Both had other careers as their first choice and teaching was an alternative
career after realisation that their first choice careers were no longer plausible. The
motivations of the three students for joining the teaching profession were different.
Andrew wanted to be in the profession from the time he was a school student and did
not show much interest in careers outside education. Ferrial and Mary joined the
profession simply because they had no choice. There were no immediate employment
opportunities in their preferred careers. Ferrial felt she would stay with the profession
though not necessarily at school level, but Mary was undecided. These findings reflect
realistic intentions as was also found by Steinberg (1985). They all acknowledge that
teaching is an important profession despite the lack of autonomy, lack of responsibility
for teachers' actions and the low status. Both Ferrial and Mary thought that allowing
autonomy in the teachers' work place could improve the Status of teaching.
Conceptions of science
The student teachers showed both similarities and differences in their conceptions of
science. Mary's statements suggested that her conceptions of science are inductivist
oriented. According to her, science is concerned with the logical gathering of concrete
measurable data, which should also be repeatable; discovering through observation and
experimenting. Perrial sees science as doing research over several years and believes
that scientific knowledge does change. She also acknowledges the importance of
observation and experimentation in the advancement of scientific knowledge. Andrew's
initial conception of science was dominated by the process view and excluded the
factual knowledge aspects. These views became modified during the lIDE course so
f
I that he later viewed science both as the process of generating knowledge and as the
knowledge itself. He also acknowledged that the knowledge thus generated is not
always complete or satisfactory which could ~ply an awareness that scientific
knowledge changes. However the idea of science as a human construction and the
importance of consensus did not emerge. Though Ferrial mentioned it in her assignment
it did 110tseem to be an important point for her to remember. Ferrial and Andrew both
agreed on the changing nature of scientific knowledge. Ferrial and Mary both
acknowledged the role of human curiosity in science.
All subjects displayed c similar conception of science in its ability to explain how
natural phenomena occur and the involvement of observation and experimentation., I
They all displayed the importance of science content knowledge by discussing science
concepts in their lessons. Andrew and Mary demonstrated that scientific knowledge
changes over the years, when discussing the Arrhenius and Bronsted-Lowry theories
of acids and the history of the atom respectively. Whether they successfully conveyed
the message to their students cannot be established. No evidence was found to
demonstrate other views of science such as its explanatory power, human origin,
reliance of science on processes in Mary's and Andrew's lessons. If these aspects of
science and scientific knowledge were demonstrated I did not observe them in the
lessons I saw. Ferrial, on the other hand used some inquiry approaches and practical.
work showing the use of the science processes to arrive at explanations for certain
phenomena. I feel that I should have observed more teaching practice lessons to obtain
sufficient data to be able to describe any relationship between classroom practice and
student teacher's beliefs about science. Zeidler and Lederman (1989) have also noted
that many studies have been unsuccessful in demonstrating that teachers conceptions of
science can be passed on to the students they teach. There is no conclusive evidence
from this study to support or oppose this assertion.
I
I •
Conceptlons of science teaching and science learning
The findings from the three case studies show that the student teachers' conceptions
were similar regarding the interdependence of teaching and learning. They all
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expressed (science) teaching in terms of learning. This observation supports Hirst's
(1971) arguments on the dependence of teaching on learning and attempts of teaching
activities to bring about: .aming, though not always successful. Other common features
are that they all saw teaching as an activity which prompts student thinking a particular
and desired direction and that teaching is knowledge presentation or transfer to learners.
However, there were some differences regarding the nature of the knowledge presented
and the manner in whi-ch it is presented. Andrew did not consider the presence of a
teacher a prerequisite for an activity to be classified as teaching. Ferrial thought it
necessary to have some interaction between the source of knowledge and the learner,
~ indicating the need for a teacher. However, computers could be regarded as teaching
in this respect. Mary believes that learners can only be taught what they do not know.
Both Mary and Ferrial believe that it is important for the presented knowledge to be
compatible with the cognitive level of the learner and that background knowledge is
necessary to allow understanding and assimilation of what is taught. These ideas are
consistent with those of Head (1982), Hodson (1985), and Hewson and Hewson (1988)
and Clark and Starr (1991).
Both Andrew and Mary conceived (science) teaching as an activity involving
explanation and presentation of the science concepts to remediate students'
misconceptions. The underlying point is that in teaching science concepts are presented
in such a way that learners understand and are able to assimilate.
WhUe all three subjects acknowledged that the teacher should be conversant with
subject matter, they also share the belief that the teacher should also facilitate the
learning process by creating an environment that is conducive for learning and which
encourages student participation. This implies that teachers must try at all times to
make students comfortable with the Ieaming process. Andrew seemed to succeed in
achieving this goal as was shown by the many challenging questions he was asked by
his students. Mary was also successful, but her students were not as persistent as
Andrew's. No evidence that shows similar success inFerrial's lessons could t, found.
Her students only responded to her instruction.
(J
All three students found it fairly simple to describe their views about (science) learning
and learning in general and complements their views about teaching. All see learning
as a process of acquiring knowledge whether by constructing it or simply taking it in.
They also recognised the important roT') played by learners' prior knowledge in
knowledge acquisition. The importance oJ!background knowledge is further supported
by the assumption that learning builds on previous learning. The background knowledge
allows learners to understand and integrate new knowledge in order to alter student's
current knowledge (Strike and Posner 1982; Brickhouse '\990; Clark and Starr 1991).
They all regarded the active involvement of the learner in the learning process as
important. Perna! feels that learning is best when students do their own thinking and
their own work. Observation data show that Perna! tried to put her beliefs into
practice. She had her students work in groups and posed problem questions which they
had to try to solve through practical work. Andrew, on the other hand sees learning as
some kind of discovery, when the learners begin to understand what they are being told
in the learning situation. Penial shared Andrew's belief that learning manifests itself
in realisation of something about what is presented or taught.
Another common feature of Andrew's and Mary's conceptions of learning is that
learning is a conscious and active process. 'Ihis demands that the learner be aware that
slhe is accumulating knowledge and be interested and willing to engage in such an
activity.
All the views described above suzgest that the conceptions of teaching possessed by
these three subjects agree with those of
teaching as a way of bringing about conceptual. change of learners proposed by
Strike and Posner (1982) and Hewson and Hewson (1988):
learning as adding knowledge to one's store of concepts as well as transforming
that store of concepts (Hewson and Hewson 1987; Strike and Posner 1982) to
accommodate the incoming knowledge;
Practical manifestations of these during teaching practice were evident only to a limited
extent.
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Experiences
Both Ferrial and Mary had no teaching experience prior to their teacher training. And
as such they both appreciated those aspects of the HDE courses which appeared to have
direct relevance to being a teacher. For example, both regarded the mini lessons to be
very useful. While Mary thought they allowed positive criticism and Improvement of
pedagogical skills, Ferrial thought that they encouraged what she believ i science
teaching was about, that is group work, practical work and skills develc ;mtll
1. [,. ~
H
One common feature of FerriaI.'s and Andrew's experiences relate to contemplating
withdrawal from the programme. H6wevers the reasons for this were different. Andrew
was subjected to stress through his personal circumstances. Ferrial's reasons were more
related to the BDE programme. Sometimes she felt they were made to do a lot of
unnecessary work and she found some of the activities irrelevant. Perrial expected
activities more in line with real teaching experiences to prepare tor teaching practice.
She also felt the need for a more upgrading of her science content.
Ferrial and Mary found the discussion of physical science content particularly helpful
in clarlfying concepts which they had either forgotten or did not know. 'The discussion
also corrected their own erroneous ideas and made them more sensitive to students'
misconceptions. Being biology majors, both found that discussing these concepts
increased their confidence in their weaker subject. Mary appreciated the content that
was offered. On the other hand, Ferrial expected more. As far as the chemical bonding
was concerned they both expressed similar feelings of dissatisfaction about the class
discussions. Ferrial felt her concepts of chemical bonding were taken apart but were
not put back together, though this was not reflected in her responses to the diagnostic
test. Mary still felt fairly uncertain about her understanding or' chemical bonding and
this was reflected to some deg '00 in her diagnostic test responses. They felt mat
problems were identified but that there were no discussions on how to address these
problems in the classroom. However, field notes (see Appendix. 4) reveal that teaching
tips were given and appropriate conceptions of chemical bonding were discussed. In
addition chemical bonding VIas further addressed in the physical science additional
studies class and in another physical science methodology lecture which focused
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specifically on misconceptions found in school textbooks and in the teaching 'practice
experiences of those who had taught the topic. There is no evidence from direct
observations of classes to support Ferrial's andMary's claims. Their problems appear
to have been deeper. It is possible that the lecterers assumed so much t1)at they
overlooked foundation concepts which these two lacked in order to font}·" the
discussions, contrary to the position they presented on teaching and Iearning. They
clearly wished. for more Itspoon feeding".
It is clear that Mary had serious problems with the topic of chemical bonding and other
chemistrj' topics. Her acknowledged failure \·.P ~'C:i ond to the questions in the acids and
bases diagnostic test is one indicator of tue intensity of these problems. It is
disconcerdng that even after attending two class discussions t_t chemica, :uomfing and
teaching the topic in student teaching that she still felt uncomfortable with the topic.
Other aspects that both Ferrial and Mary felt uncomfortable with were that sometimes
instructions, particularly relating to assignments were not alwr J~clearly defined ..They
were also not happy about the amount of IC2:.:titionregarding text book analysis, which
they did in both the biology and physical science methodologies as well as in core
science. TIley felt this created unnecessary work for the students. Another problem was
that reasons for doing some of the activities were not given making it difficult for them
to see their relevance.
Andrew felt the programme was very Informative, practical and teacher specific. He
had no complaints. One possibility of this apparent satisfaction with everything was that
he was fr:.:.:jll~ntly absent so that he might have blamed himself fur whatever negative
outcome. His problems thus lay outside the realms of the campus based activities of the
HDE programme.
Teaching practice experiences, too, were similar for Perna! and Mary, Both taught in
normal schools and were experiencing real tea", J for the first time. The positive
support from the rest of the teachers made tln,'. student teaching a fairly pleasant
teaching experience. Andrew, on the other hand was not given any special treatment.
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He had to carry out all his teaching responsibilities like the rest of the other teachers
in the school.
All three student teachers expressed some concern regarding their teaching practice
assessment and critiques. Andrew felt he did not receive adequate assessment and
feedback as he was observed only once. Mary seemed satisfied with the assessment as
3. whole. Her only disappointment was that in spite of thorough preparation her lesson
plans were not checked, Ferrlal was happy with her physical science critiques but not
with the biology ones.
Andrew's experience in teachmg was displayed in his ability to maintain good
classroom control. His lessons were very organised but very theoretical as We'll. Ferrial
and Mary on the other hanJ experienced classroom management problems which they
handled differently. Mary did not seem to mind the noise unless it became excessive.
Ferrial wanted the students to be quiet. She could not accept having to compete or
continue her instruction while the noise level was high.
I
A common problem for aU the cases related to the rejection of some of their efforts in
teaching. Mary and Ferrial found that the cooperaf ...g teachers were a bit doubtful
about their teaching strategies and intervened to give advice, Ferrial felt that the input
she received was excessive. She felt she was not "eing given any opportunity to
experience things for herself. Itis a fairly common occurrence for cooperating teachers
to feel sceptical about students teachers' "new" ideas. Sometimes the school students
themselve:s reject an unfamiliar approach leading to some degree of restriction in
student te:achers' endeavours (Clark and Starr 1991) as was certainly the case with
Andrew's students and possibly with Ferrial's,
Both Ferrial and Mary doubted themselves at some point because they perceived
themselves to be failing to achieve their teaching goals. Mary tended to spend a lot of
on di scussion of the topics in the hope of ensuring that her students were interested, and
involved. UO';-;Ieverto her disappointment, she found that on testing students had not
understood these concepts. Ferrial felt that she learned and improved as she taught
..
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I during teaching practice, both the content and classroom management.
As far as their conceptions of science teaching and learning are concerned there were
only slight changes. Inmost cases these were elaborations of the ideas they had at the
beginning of the study. No substantial changes were found as was also the case in
Aguirre and Haggerty (1995).
To a large extent Ferrial demonstrated her beliefs about science, teaching and learning
during teaching practice. Andrew was unable to do so, possibly because of the
conditions in the school. In :Mary's case it Is-difficult to say because the lessons I
observed did not display much of her beliefs in inquiry and practical work. Both
Andrew and Mary's observed lessons did not show much in the way of demonstrating
tl=' .views about science.
I 1
! Inmany respects Ferrial and Mary had common experiences between themselves than
they did with Andrew. In some cases these were quite sensitive. Andrew appeared to
be indifferent. Initially Ferrial did not appreciate MI' s strategies but these changed
during teaching practice.
Subject matter
This study has shown that prior to discussing the chemical bonding topic in physical
science methodology classes the student teachers had erroneous ideas regarding
chemical bonding and other associated concepts like
the nature of the chemical bond,
its origin,
the hydrogen bond,
similarities between ionic, covalent and polar bonds.
the relationship between macroscopic properties and microscopic structure.
Identifying ideas on this topic 21I1d discussing these during the methodology and
additional studies classes appeared to have helped the student reachers understand t1,e~le
concepts better and change their erroneous ideas, though not necessarily eradicating
~'_\
them. This was demonstrated by the positive change in the class average scores based
on the multiple choice responses, from 4.6 in the pretest to 7.7 in the post test.
Statistically this may not be a significant change, but in context of the explanations
accompanying these responses there was a qualitative change for individual students.
Possible misconceptions among science students in secondary schools were also
discussed. The discussion was further helpful because it also gave some hints on how
to cope with these concepts at secondary school, though these were apparently missed
by Ferrial and Mary. The test scores in both tests do not show that possession of a
degree in chemistry implies better knowledge of chemical concepts. Mosimege (1995)
was also unable to find any evidence that students with higher level chemistry were any
better than those with something less. Such findings are common occurrence among
prservice teachers (Gunstone et al, 1993).
s.i CONCLUSION:
The three students involved in the case studies had well defined expectations already
developed regarding their professional training. Their expectations exhibited a strong
relationship to their experiences prior to entering the HDE programme. Their
expectations also influenced their perceptions of the) activities they engaged in and
therefore their experiences of the programme, both positively and negatively. Andrew
thought the courses were excellent in training him tJO be a professional in teaching.
Fenial and Mary appreciated those activities directly related and relevant to actual
teaching tasks or in line with their expectations, for example the
mini-lessons,
test design,
discussion of chemistry concepts,
exposing and addressing their erroneous ideas.
Activities which had no apparent direct relevance to teaching or those which were
repetitive, were considered a waste of time es~a11y.
All three subjects experienced some frustrating moments like when their attempts to
implement their newly acquired knowledge and skill or learning and teaching theories
were not accepted by the cooperating teachers and or students.
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Ferrial and Mary were also disappointed when they failed to meet their teaching goals
and began doubting their competence as future teachers.
I,
1
1
, ., 4
Their conceptions of science, science teaching and learning were similar. The views
that emerged regarding science were that
science is sparked by human curiosity,
science discovers and explains how the world works,
scientific knowledge changes,
observations, experimentation, hypothesising, theorising are all important in
generating scientific knowledge.
Some views about science teaching that emerged wer;,. I'bat p"~aging in the following
activities constituted teaching:
presentation and transfer of knowledge inways that learners can access it,
facilitating the learning process: getting students mvolvr4 either by thinking
about the teaching task or
leading students to the discovery of something,
explaining science concepts to students and clarifying students' misconceptions
As far as learning was concerned they all acknowledged the interdependence of teaching
and learning. They all conceived learning as
knowledge construction;
knowledge acquisition (taking in, accumulating or adding to one's store of
concepts);
discovering or realising things for oneself.
They all acknowledged that learning requires the active involvement of the learner and
depends
on various aspects of the learner such as background knowledge, cognitive level
of development, interest and motivation;
the learning situation and
how the knowledge is presented.
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There were observed attempts at implementing their teaching and learning theories
during student teaching though not always received by both cooperating teachers and
school students with the same enthusiasm as the s:tudent teacher. It was difficult to find
sufficient evidence regarding their conceptions of science.
Student teachers in the HDE class were found to possess erroneous ideas regarding
chemical bonding and acid-base concepts. Students with a degree in chemistry did not
appear to have better understanding of the concepts in these topics. They did not show
better improvement after discussion of chemical bonding either. Identifying students
errors in chemical bonding conceptions and discussing them helped reduce these errors,
though not necessarily eliminating them.
8.2 PROBLEMS AND LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
The factors stated below were limitations and problems encountered in the study.
(a) The major limitation of this study was that respondent validation not used. This
step would have improved triangulation of data obtained from the participating
student teachers. This would require the rigorous process of writing out the
analysis and getting the subjects to react to and then record these reactions.
(b) Participants were not conscientious in keeping diaries.
(c) Return rates of diagnostic tests was low limiting data available on the status of
subject matter knowledge.
(d) Selection of the Andrew's std 10 class for observation was a poor choice. This
was a matriculating class whose concern was more with exam preparation.
Andrew's teaching style may not have been a good reflection of how he would
teach under normal circumstances.
TIne study was set to investigate conceptions of science teaching and science
learning. During interviewing these were treated in a general way without any
distinction from ordinary teaching and learning.
(e)
(f) Communication problems and timetabling at the schools led to observation of
lessons constituting only parts of topics.
Sharing of classes by Ferrial and the cooperating science teacher resulted inlack
of continuity ill the lessons observed.
(g)
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(h) The second lesson of Ferrial's lesson on acids and bases was observed. But the
lesson was disrupted and discontinued. The physical science teacher continued
with the lesson later and I could not continue my observation.
(i) Time clashes between Mary's and Andrew's lessons led to changing classes
observed for Andrew (though from one sW, 10 class to another). However those
initial observations have not been used in this report.
(j) Initial data collection (interviewing) was conducted twelve weeks after the
programme had started. Student teachers' responses may have been influenced
by the course even though they believed that this was sometimes not the case.
8.3 SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
The case studies reported in this research project are unique instances. But again there
may be other cases with similar expectations, experiences and conceptions. The findings
are specific to the three cases studied and maybe the other seven students who
responded to the diagnostic tests for content knowledge, The study had no intentions
to make generalisations from its findings. I therefore find it inappropriate to make
recommendations that can or would affect a large group of preservice teachers or the
HDE physical science methodology or any other course. The study has, however, given
some directions to possible further research in the areas of preservice teacher education
such as their experiences which sometimes determine whether a student complete
training or not, and their subject competence. So suggestions are further research in the
areas explored here on a larger scale.
j
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Two of the cases were found to be unhappy about certain aspects of the physical
science methodology, such as unclear instruction, repetition, poor structuring of the
mini lessons, lack of help in the transition of the student teacher into a teacher. More
research into these perceptions and maybe reviewed over a few years may be useful to
the methodologists and other prospective teacher educators.
Teacher education is faced with the challenge of developing preservice teachers'
pedagogical content knowledge to allow them to sustain activities that promote
meaningful leaming. And for programmes like the one year HDJB programme, which
has to couvert graduate students into a teachers knowing both content and pedagogy in
, .
physical science from std 6 to std 10 this task is even more difficult. The literature
surveyed for this study indicated that research in the area of student teachers'
knowledge of specific chemical concepts or topics is scanty. Results from the diagnostic
tests in this study show that there is need to explore on a larger scale the relationship
between student teachers' chemical background and their knowledge of secondary
school science concepts, particulary post graduate teacher trainees for whom it is
assumed they have the necessary knowledge of the concepts in their subject disciplines
to teach them. This study did not provide sufficient evidence to validate Of refute
assumptions of this nature but recommendations are that further investigations be
conducted in this area in part of the world. These recommendations are echoed by
Mosimege's (1995) study who was also unable to find evidence that higher level
chemistry student teachers were better than those with less chemistry content.
Mary is a single isolated case who acknowledged her limitations of chemical concepts
and demonstrated the limitations during teaching practice and the physical science
methodology class discussions. Her experience indicate another possible area of
research into aspects of knowledge of chemical concepts for teaching purposes at
secondary SChool,among non-chemistry majors in post graduate preservice training and
finding ways of assisting them overcome barriers that may interfere with the teaching
of these concepts.
~> !
Initially I wanted to conduct this study with students from a DET background. The two
students selected at the beginning of the study withdrew from the programme sometime
during the year. What seemed to emerge was that the programme may not be
accommodating for the new type of student who was entering the programme, bearing
in mind the history of the university. There is need :for further research into the
experiences and the problems these students, who have previously not been
accommodated by the programme are experiencing and how the HDB programme at
Wits, can be restructured to adapt to the new type of student (provided subjects can be
found).
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APPENDIX 1: Interview schedule
Interviewee: Time:Date: Venue: Interviewer:
Thank you for coming to the interview session. Itmay be pretty long (1-1 hours). I
am sorry that it will. take BG long and I hope you will be patient. For @l tlw questions,
please answer as honestly and as best as you can. There are no right or wrong
answers, The Interview is not intended to inform you about anything but to find out
what ideas you have about the questions asked.
Before we go much further with the task can you please tell US about your academic
background (type of school attended, the university, science subject majored in) up
to and including what you are doing now (and your part time teaching)
A: GENERAL IFORMATION
1. Why do you want to be teacher?
2. When d{d you decide to become a teacher? Any particular reason that made
you make that decision?
3. Describe the best teacher you ever had.
4. *How do you think the profession of teaching compares with other
professions?
5. How you foresee your career as a teacher? Why?
6. Tell me about the courses you are doing this year?
7. How helpful are the additional studies? Any alterations that you feel could
benefit better student teachers?
8. How do yon feel about the way the course topics are handled so far? Can
you explain?
("'Gunstone, et al. 1993)
B: .QUESTIONS ON SCIENCE AND TEACHING
Please respond to the following questions:
1. What is your understanding of the word science? What does the word mean
to you?
2. What do you think is meant by scientific knowledge?
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
c:
i>
How d9 yc. think scientific knowledge has been produced?
Do you think the scientific method is the only way to do science?
Whflt teaching strategies would you consider to be more effective for
teaching science to secondary students?
What do you think of the. suggestion that many students develop their own
'theories' to explain nature, and sometimes these theories can be
substantially different from the so-called scientific theories.
How would you consider the student's own theories inyour teaching, ifat
all?
Ifyou can. briefly describe your owa '!heory' about how teaching and how
learning occurs.
(Aguire, Haggerty and Linder, 1990)
.lNTERVIEW ABOUT INSTANCES OF S(..1ENCE TEACHJNG .__:
Protocol: Below are instances andlor non-instances about science teaching.
a) In your view, is there science teaching happening here?
b) If you cannot tell what else would you need to know in order to be able to
tell? How would this information tell you? Please give reasons for your
answer.
c) If you answered 'yes' or 'no'. what tells you this is the case? Please give
reasons for your answer.
Items
1.
229A
2.
Handing out crystals
Teacher in a STD 6 class at the start of a topic on crystals, asking the class,
"What can you tell me about the crystals I've just pass around the cIao,,?"
Student watching TV
A studeat at hom... watching a TV programme on chemical plants which
produce new plastics from coal.
Students in library doing problems
Two STD 8 students in library working on a set of vapour pressure
problems from the chemistry textbook given for homework.
University Lecturer
University lecturer lecturing on molecular orbital theory to a small group of
3.
4.
{)
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grade ones.
Teacher questioning student's statement
Teacher reads STD g chemistry student's statement that 'Ideal gases have no
volume' and asks, ·Were you referring to the gas particles or the gas as a
whole?ft
Teacher asks students to label 4 diagram
Teacher at end of a demonstration of the electrolysis of water distributes a
drawing and asks students to label the apparatus used in the experiment from
memory.
7. Students ask question
Junior secondary student in class, watching an experiment on the electrolysis
of water which has been going on for some time asks the teacher, "Do you
think you've got all the oxygen out of there already?"
8. Student baking
A student at home follows a recipe for baking a fruit cake
(Source: Hewson & Hewson, 1989)
you explain?
5.
6.
These questions were adopted from previcas studies on preserviee science teachers'
conceptions of science and teaehing and Iearning. After the first piloting some
alterations were made to reduce the length of the interview a.-d eliminate questions
that were inapplicable or which could result inunecessary dUplication.
D: QUESTIONS ABOUT TEACHING TASKS:
Below are some tasks related to teaching. Rate each aspect in terms of "how
important do you think it is to know it to do it well" (,crucial', 'important' and
'desirable but Not Important') and "your present competence in the task". The
tasks are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
Controlling the class.
Monitoring students' progress.
Selecting material to be learned.
Serving ilia students as a source of knowledge and skill.
Adapting material chosen to the level of the students.
Instructing students on the demands and procedures of learning.
Constructing experience for the students to interact with the content.
Gunstone, et al. (1993)
.............................................. " ••• c. ••••• $.•
How do you feel about the way the course topics are handled so far? Can
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APPENDIX 2: Diagnostic tests
A: TEST ON CHEMICM .. BONDING
You are provided with a question paper and an answer sheet. Do not write your name
on either the question paper or the answer sheet.
Please answer all the questions by circling the letter which correspond with the
answer on the answer sheet. DO NOT mark the question paper. Then give reasons
f·;,; either choosing a particular option or for not choosing the other options.
Ycur co-operation during the course of the my study is greatly appreciated by my
Supevisor, M1 and myself. Thank Y(ill very much
QOF...srIONS:
1. The chemical bonds in a sodium chloride crystal are primarily due to:
A attractive forces between oppositely charged ions
B van der Waals forces between molecules
C electrostatic forces between protons and electrons
D hydrogen bonds between the sodium and chloride ions
2. A solid which is brittle is likely to:
A be composed of simple molecules
B be an electrical conductor
C have weak chemical bonds
D have strong intermolecular forces
3. Which of the following is an INCORRECT conclusion? Relatively weak
forces between molecules account for fact that a molecular solid ••••
A breaks apart when scratched with. a pin
B can be dissolved without chemical reaction
C has a grey or black appearance
D melts at a comparatively low temperature
231
4. The force holding atoms of C and 0 together ina molecule of CO is a result
of:
A
B
C
D
orbital overlapping
electrostatic attraction
the sharing of electron pairs
the stable octet of electrons that each atom acquires
s. A chemical bond forms between two atoms becauser
A the atoms may share one or more electro pairs
B each of the atoms may achieve an octet of electrons
C the electrons are simultaneou.siy near two nuclei
D the kinetic energy of the two atoms decreases
6. The distance, X in this molecule is called:
A atomic radius G'
B COVale.ntradius . .(:x: 3e
C interatomic distance
D bond length
7. A high melting point of a pure solid substance definitely indicates that:
A the substance is ionically bonded
B there are strong forces between the atoms
C the molecules are close together
D the substance is Dot very reactive
8. The distance between neighbouring non-bonded nuclei in an iodine crystal
is greater than the bond length in an iodine molecule because:
A the molecules are further apart in the gas than in the BOlid
B the attractive forces within a molecule are greater the attractive
forces between molecules
C iodine forms diatomic molecules
D iodine molecules are covalently bonded
o
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Which of the following is always correct for the melting of a network solid:
A a chemical reaction takes place because chemical bonds are broken
B a chemical reaction does not take place because melting is a
physical process
C ions move from their fixed positions is the lattice
D positive and negative ions dissociate
9.
The term "molecule" refers to :
A covalently bonded substances only
B iorJ.ca1ly bonded substances only
C a specific number of atoms with fixed proportions of each eiement
D two or more atoms held together by chemical bonds.
10.
ANSWER SHEET.
1. A B
2. A B
3. A B
4. A B
S. A B
6. A B
7. A B
8. A B
9. A B
10. A B
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
(Harris, 1992)
Your Code _
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
Reason: .
Reason: .
Reason: .
Reason: .
Reason; .
- Ifr- ",-,
Reason: .....•.......•...... e ••••••••••••••••••
Reason: .
Reason: ..
Reason: .
Reason: .
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B: QUESTIONNAIRE ON ACIDS AND BASES.
Introduction:
The purpose of this questionnaire is to ascertain your views, as pre service teachers,
on acids and bases.
Instructions:
1. Please answer all questions. Answer the multiple choice questions, 1-12 in
Section A, by circling the letter of your choice.
2. For Section B use the spaces provided under each question 1~8to write your
answers.
Yon do not need to write your names.
General Informaoon:
The information required here will inform the researcher of your academic status and
experience in the area of chemistry.
What Is the highesc level of chemistry you have acquired, institution and
year of acquisition? (e.g, Chem I; Wits University; 1990)
How much teaching experience do you have?: ..
Did you teach the section/topic on acids and bates during teaching practice?
If you did teach it, at what class levelll!td(s)?
SECTION A: MULTIPLE CHOICE:
Circle the letter of your choice.
/J
1. Which of the following substances can act 118 an acid or a base?
A
D
HCl
HIO
NH,CI C
HI
HCNB
E
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Which statement regarding the reaction shown below betureen hydrogen
chloride and water is CORRECT?
4. In the equilibrium. reaction represented by the equation:
llCI+B;,f>i*H,P" -a:
Nl(~O-Nlla+Hp"
A
B
C
Water acts as a base towards Hel.
Water is a conjugate base of Hel.
The water i ••-leeule is a proton donor to the chloride ion.
the Bronsted-Lcwry acids (proton donors) are
A NIl, and H}O+ B NH..+ and NIl!
D H20 and Fl;0+ E NH.c+ and H30+
C HaO andNKl
D Water does not act as either an acid or a base but merely as a
solvent. in this reaction.
5 Which one of the following is a property of an aqueous solution of an acid?
E The water molecule is an electron donor.
A
B
C
D
E
Solution turns red litmus blue.
Solution tastes sour.
Solution is a good conductor of electricity.
Solution.has a hydrogen ion concentration 10"15 mol dnf'.
Solution has a slippery feeling.
Which statement is INCORRECT?
A Acids may comprise positive ions, neutral molecules or negative
lens.
B An acid-base reaction consists of the transfer of a proton from an
acid molecule to a base molecule. 6. An older theory (Arrhenius) about acids maintains that acids in solution
dissociates to form hydrogen ions (H+).
An important objection against this theory is that
A the number of acids would be very large
B hydrogen ions would not react chemically
C hydrogen ions cannot occur freely in an aqueous solution
D hydrogen ions would form hydrogen gas
E the number of acids would be very small
c Bases m~y comprise negative ions, neutral molecules or positive
ions.
The strength .)f an acid or a base is correlated with its tendency to
donate or accept protons respectively.
Aqueous solutions of all salts are neutral.
D
E
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7, Which of the following is NOT a property of aqueous solutions of bases?
A Aqueous solutions have a slippery feeling
B They change the colour of blue litmus to red.
C They change the colour of red litmus to blue.
D the)' taste bitter.
E They react with acids to form salts.
,11"
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8. The conjugate base of hydrogen chloride is
D the NaCI solution has no pH whatsoever.
E only the HCI and the NaOR 1I01utionsregisteK'pH values.
11. A IJtUdenthBll been given a number of aqueous B01uliousand he bas
determined the pH of each. using indicator paper. Here are the results.
Solution ABC D E
pH j 4 6 7 9
Which solution is the most acidic?
\tr :_ L..., ,'.---
A
C
E
the chloride ion. B
water. D
the hydroxyl ion.
ammonia.
potassium hydroxide. 12. The following substances have been arranged inan inereasiag order of acid
strength. Which order is €ORRECTI
A Nitric acid; Acetic acid; Water; Ammonia; Ammonium ion.
B Ammonium.ion; Water; Acetic acid; Ammonia; Nitric acid.
C Water; Acetic acid; Ammonil';m ion; Nitric acid; Ammonia.
D Acetic acid; Water; Nitric acid; Ammonia; Ammonium ion.
E Ammonia}Water; Ammonium ion; Acetic acid; Nitric acid.
9. Hydroxides such ali Al(OH),. which can react with strong acids and strong
oases. are
A diprotic
C donors,
c
c,"
B dibasic
D binary compounds
E amphiprotic
10. Five beakers contain solutions (separately) of equal coacentratleamadefrom
dissolving the following s-ubstancesin water: NaOH, N8zCO,. HCI, NH..CI
and NaCI. If the pH of these solutions is tested (with universal indicator or
pH meter), it is found that
A both the NaOH and N8zCO, solutions have pH values above 7.
B the HCllIDlutionhas the highest pH, well above 7.
C the ~Cl solution has the lowest pH value.
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SECTION B: DISCUSSION OUESTIONS from pH 9 to 10.
Answer the following questions in the space provided under each question. If the
!!pace is not enc;..gh use the back of the sheet, but be SUreto number the response
with the corresponding 1Jl!~iltionumber.
...
Which of the indicators is suitable for titrating
(i) a strong acid with a weak base? .
(u)
(iii)
a strong acid with a strong base? .
a weak acid wiJ.h a strang base? .
1. Ethanoic acid (CH,COzH) is dissolved in water. Would Arrhenius have
considered the resulting solution acidic?
Explain:
Write an equation far the chemical reaction which occurs when
(1) etbanoic acid (CH)C02H) reacts with water.
(ii) ammonia (NH3) reacts with water.
6. Distinguish between a strong acid and a concentrated acid.
Is a concentrated acid necessarily always a strong acid?
Explain.
Draw a picture of an aqueous solution ofhydrochloric acid at thl)molecular
(a)
(b)
2. 7.
level. Show the molecules and ions that are present. (Mosimege, 1994)
3. BCl is described as a strong acid, while ethanoic acid is described as a weak
acid in aqueous solution.
(i) What can be said about !!J.estrengths of Cl" and CH,COO"'l
(ii) What can be said about the pH of the solutions of the two sodium
salts of these acids? Explain.
4. Give an example of a weak acid (other than ethanoic acid) and show how
the acid dissociates in an aqueous solution by means of a chemical equation.
:.)
5. (a) Row does an acid base indicator function? Explain fully.
(b) The range of colour change of indicator A extends from pH 3 to pH S;
that of indicator B extends from pH 6 to 10; that of indicator C extends
23S
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ANNALYSIS EXAMPLIFIED
APPENDIX 3: Interview transript for Ferrial.
Venue: Room C409/104: Humphrey Raikes Building: 11.30 am
On transcribing Andrew's interview tape I realised that CI04 was quite noisy. I had
intended using one of the lecture rooms in the building but only used it for a while
before I was asked to move out. So we transferred to Cl04 again.
This interview started with an informal discussion about myself.
"
I: ...•What we are saying is that there's no harm in (talking) ya. You want to
know more about me'! Ok •.I did my BSc, completed in 1986. (Mh) Went to
teach for for about three and half years, joined the In-service department of
the University of Swaziland on secondment, That is I still had my tl;, ,ching
post (Mh) I was there to help them out of a situation (Mh) and then another
job cropped up and I applied and joined the pre-service teacher training.
And er, th-ok, the post entailed training teachers in chemistry. We have
somebody in biology (mh) somebody in physics who is also training here as
well, and I'm doing chemistry. So I'm actually doing this study to get to
know more about the teacher training because I didn't have time to-to do it
there arid I hope at the end of it all I would be in a better position to-to train
teachers {both laugh} (oh).
~: What is this interview and what follows entail, Idon't know what Ihave to
do?
I: Ok. For this one you just have ro answer the que£' ~,msas they come. (Mh)
And maybe I should start by saying that thank. you for-for honouring this
(Yes) interview. I think it'll more polite to put it that way, that you made it
to the interview. Err one thing you should bear in mind is that whatever you
say will not necessarily be right or wrong. (Mh) Actually there are no right
or wrong answers. We are interested in your opinion (sure) regardir .he-
the questions that I'll be asking hera. So feel free to say whatever yl)U feel
you know (Mh) (Ya) And err like I said what you say here will not be
pinned to you people-people will read about it and only you will know that
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F:
you are the OL.ewho said it. The other people I will be interviewing might
lillYAhl that's not me I wonder who-who it is be ~lUse its not only you,
there are a couple of you (mh, mh) that are eD;:;~'-1. in the study. So in that
sense it will be sort of anonymous (ya, ya). I not be associated with
you directly. and err I-I hope that even my-your iecturers when they see it
they won't interfere. Like I said before I will also he following you up in
you-in your teaching practice (Mh) and making observations during that
time. Ok, Br I would like Ok the questions are in four parts, I think
{check."}. The first section will be knowing about-about you, the schools
(Tae background) Ya, th-the your background academic I mean your
academic background. Then I've got questions relating to science teaching,
then I've Jot questions on interview about instances of teaching and non-
instances. You'll see when we get to that and some questions on teaching
tasks. Ok. So maybe you could start by telling me and the others who will
be reading th:s, about the types of schools you went to the universities you
went, ....hat courses you did (Ok) and so on.
Er I went to a school in Potgietersrus that's in the Northern Transvaal (Mh)
Ok. I went to school at a primary school, it was an Indian Primary school,
up to std 5. Thereafter I had to travel to school in "'it-tersburg high school
because there was no English medium. school in Yotgie:tersrus. (Mh) Ok. So
I travelled to Pietersburg everyday, for S years until.l..fi.P.ished my matrie.
And then I came to Wits_ where I got my BSe. and now I'm doing my
HDipEd and I did_7..oology and then botany.
Ok, for your-for your BSe you did zoology and botany. (Mh) Ok
now you're doing your (I'm doing my H. Dip Ed). Ok. Mmm the-
the schools you went to (Mh) were they private schools or
No, err ~overnment schools. (Government school) run under the House o~
Delegates, a separate schooling body, Indian schools so to speak. (Ok) Err
ya which has had guite a bearing on actually err opportunities and ~ufflike
that and at the school things like fil.cilities :which weruacking> quite a bit.
(Mh)
So they were not as equlF.!d sa the other schools (No not science) Ok, I
would like to request you to raise your voice because I might get problems
when (Oh ok) when I transcribe here. (Ok) try to strain. Ok, The next
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l1!_uestionrelata-relates to why you want to a teacher.
F: Why do I want to be a teacher'} Ok. Err when I did start of at the university
I applied medicine and dentistry and Ididn't get in. So then Idin my BSc.
When I did my BSc first choice I decide Iwas going to try and IapplY for
medicine and dentistry then I couldn't get in as well. So err then I figured
I'd do botany and zoology because 1 have quite a keen interest in the
environment and er,virenmental studies. So I did that. Mmm After I finished
I realised there weren't IDf:IlY jobs-job opportunitie~ as far as BSc was
concerned. I Waf) doing BSc. And then err when in my final year of BSc
erm teaching became a bit more plausible err Imean to say teaching as quite
important _and things like that. But I looked today and I thought of the
opportunities Ididn't have while schooling. Mayjle Icould introduce them
you know and reflecting on what I've been through and teaching is quite
plausible and now with the new changing education system and etuff like
that it would be a lot more challenging and different and (Mh) Iwould want
to go into teaching. (M: ..)
I So you-you decided during your final year (Ya) that (that it in teaching tha~
I want to do) Ok (not before hand). Mh. And err the reason for you to
decide that is that you couldn't get what you really wanted initially (Mh) that
is going into medical school (Mh) and dentistry (Mh)
F: Ok if I look back now I don't think I'd want to go into medicine and
denti!ltr/.. I like err I'm bit settled with teaching. But teaching with a bias
towards the environment, education (So could y>1U be meaning that your-
your you'll stick with teaching for) For always, I don't think for always
(For-fur a while?) For a 'lew years, ya (A few years) for a few years, ya.
But like I said I want to get into I will be dealing with you know education
as such, (Mh) environment educati~ dealing with schools, introducing
envimmnent at echools 8tuc!ie~. (So you-you figure that you will be more on
the educational) Ya (aspect) Background Ya (Alrig!l~).
I: Erm, How do you think thl} teaching profession compares with-
with other-other professions?
F: En- I always thought now why do you want to be a teacher, but I realised
tne importance of it. I mean wr. ~11{'~ .. 1."!,';_!1~ l..~~", .), ... -. -' r .",' - ~ 1
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compares I mean it seems is a non-profession which is unfortunate, I mean
we don't-we work under somebody, err we are not given what shall I l!8.y
we do not take an active part, we are given syllabus and told this is what
you teach we have dead lines to meet we have to complete the syllabus, you
know run tests and things like that. As far as the teaching and learning
process is going on I don't ~ink teachers are that involved you know and
they don't have that much saying in the structure with these processes and
What's been taught and thing like that. So I think teachers should be given
rnore of the leeway in structuring what's being taught ami how it's being
taught-taught and stuff like that. And the content of .••• (Ok) I think we
should be paid more. {Both laugh at this} After all it seems like a 24 hour
job. You got to think about what you're doing the next day you've got to
take stuff home )'ou know you got to be working at it all the time,
Do you think that err the people in the other professions don't'?
It seems like it-it would seem like it because I am, you know
you're always confronted with why is it that you wanna to teach,
why teaching, (From who) From people around you know basically
people around (I hope you are not referring to me) Ol!. no no no
{Both laugh} that's -Generally when you speak to peers and other
students, stuff like that, student who are doing engineering,
medicine and stuff like that •. '1•• try to do teaching? (Mh)
Ok, Err. Did you have a best teacher while you were at school'?
(Best teacher'?) Whether at school, university, or
Er, well at school, primary school not really, I mean you know we
all sulk at our teachers when inprimary schoo1. But as far as high
school is concerned there was a teacher that really put me of maths
at the time. But erm his attitude was such that he really put me off
of the stuff. But when I when I came to matric the final term I
realised you know that I learnt a lot in that process because he
made conditions difficult for me, er he really gave me a tough
time, he really g~..re me much work, he gave us ridiculous things
to do. But I did learn quite a bit you know, I was quite amazed by
that and things worked. (And those ridiculous things) Even ifth~y
seemed ridiculous you know I mean at er at the time because I
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mean. who wants to do 80 much fuird year ass!grunents for maths
Over the year yOl! know and thlnge like that and the attitude he had
(What kind of attitude did he havo'?) Like you do the work, I give
you ~ work you do it, you know what I mean. We JUSt had to do
work-work-work •. And er there W8S no mteraction, he gave us
work 1Ild I spent hours doing maths (Mh) And I did it by myself.
He sort ~f like facilitated, marked our books. If there were
problems We accept-he explained them but I did the worx by myse-
on my own. And er I developed what I developed and learned and
I mean I had from concrete (Itwas-it was your "",,,,rk)I constmcted
ya, Which is good because I realised in the end that's a good way.
Would you do the same to your (Err would I do the same) students'?
Err act'!al1y he was quite arrogant and I hated that you know and stuff like
that well being like more of a facilitator you know &ddr-ssing problems and
~ing8 like that being more available would be ya.
Did you have a teacher who was like that somebody you would look up and
think that-that one was
Well No. Not really
So you only had-you only had this lousy one Cl!i, when you look at it now)
{laughing} ya at the time. Ok. Ok now we move on to questions On science
and teaching. {pause} What does the word science mean to you'?
Just from the top of my head? Erm {pause} research ok if you think in a
few words. Research technology something up to date, something relevant,
something factual, things like taat,
Mh. Ok now how do you ihlnk scientific knowledge has been produced'?
Has been produced in schools'? (It could be in schools it could be anywhere,
its up to you) You mean the process in teaching scientific knowledge (Ah
well its how do you see or how do you think it has been). Err for some it
would seem that science is a bit of far fetched thing. I mean its for the more
intelligent, its for those '*'b.o are •••'? •• it, things like that. Dealing with-J
mean you've got this image of scientists, dealing with research all the time.
(Mh)
W-WiJuld you say that it has all-it has been produced by research'? {Pause
(Ya)} Ok. Now in the school situation do you think that those children that
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you teach do lets say acquire some scientific knowledge?
Scientific knowledge, ya I would think so in that they have been tea-they've
been taught about science and chemistry and physics, basic laws about
science (Mh) in maybe abstract in some forms you know around what they
know, ••'!•• like physics like motion and things like that if they are aware,!.
What makes up scientific knowledge? wh-wh-what are the constituents?
constituent parts or components that you can put it like that, (Of science) Of
scientific knowledge'! If it does have any'! What-what would we say makes
up scientific knowledge'!
Scientific knowledge err. like knowing chemistry or something like that? ({I
got the Impression that she was not sure as she shrugged her shoulders})
Ya. Ok. Erm do you think that the scientific method (Mh) is the only is the
only way of teaching science (The scientific method) Do you think its the
only way (of teaching science) that science can be taught? Ya.
{Pause} Err " '!.. we can teach about everyday science in a way where we
make people aware of the things that are happening not using as much
scientific terminology and language. But you know like why do why does
this happen and things like that. Not using the actual science terminology
and things like that. But sure enough inorder to teach something you've got
to introduce those terminologies and that language to a certain degree. Yes
you can learn so much about science in a layman kind of way but When you
are coming down to pure science that JOU wanna learn the you shou-then
you got to speak the language so to speak, (And wha-what's the language
for the scientific method'!) You gili to be err {pause} you got to be accurate,
you got to be you know make sure that you use the terms correctly when
you're teaching it school and things like that. And I think err it's equally
important that although these concepts need to be clarified and they need
used correctly (Mh) we should err put them out ina sense where it's more-
where people can. take them in, I mean it shouldn't be too scientific. So that
er you know kids or children at school can grasp it. It should be relevant
and applicable. Practical-practical to everyday (Mh). So you can teach
science in that way. (Mh) But it should be balanced,
What do you understand about the scientific method?
I thought of you saying how is it being taught, the methods its being taught
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in school. (I said do you think that the scientific method is the only way that
can be used for teaching science?) Ok, what I thought of was erm teaching
science in school, making sure that you get all the correctly, using science
terminology (Ok).
Err {Pause} What are some teaching strategies that you consider to be
effective in teaching science in sec-to secondary students?
Secondary students? (Yes) Ok, one may be err relevancy, applicable to
everyday, (Mh) you know'bringing in things testing them out Bee analysing
your school then or something of that sort you know. Err with the
knowledge that kids bring to classrooms aware, being 8.t;"'3Ie of that
knowledge and then turning that scientific showing them that there's science
involved with it that's one way. (Mh) Another way is erm looking at
something beyond the syllabus like, sayer transport and technology or that
sort (Mh) and then you know making them aware of -of science in that way,
That-that may be a lot-a little more abstract because you are not dealing with
it everyday maybe, but they are becoming more aware of it like minicg and
things like that (Ya. And er concrete) Concrete? (Ya you are saying fuat
talking about maybe transport and technology may be 8. bit more d,"t!Sl.:t
because they don't deal with them) Ya (Imean to malc~ it clear 1>'1Ii1;;on,
:50 what concrete strategies would you-would yon thLl}; could be ::'ded'l)
Taking them out there like you know, like taking them to indt..;tr! showing
them how it works you know um actually bdngixiJ them in that
environment. (Ok. In other words taking field trips) Fieldtrip... ,a. (Ok).
Err Some people have sugges: if that many students develop their own
theories to explain nature. (Mh: You seem to agree with that'! (Mhh~ I co
) and sometimes these theories can be substantially different from the so
called scientific theories. (Mh) What do you think about thill suggestion?
Well I do, I mean (Mh) I have like when you go through school err when
I like for example working with circuits, and resistance and things like that,
I developed my own theories of how the thing works, ok, and err I form my
own analogies and stuff like that and my own concepts-conceptions. And I
don't know if it is in accordance with what the teacher is saying or what-
what it actually is. (Mb) But sometimes its workable and-and while I'm busy
with building that things up if I :find loopholes in it and then we'd rearrange
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it again in my mind and things like that. And I tink lots of people I mean
lots of kids, I work with my nephews and I see they have their own
concepts about what-about how things work and stuff like that. Sometimes
its not a bit far off you know (Mh) but I do believe we do form our own
conceptions and sometimes they may be misconceptions which can be err
frustrating when you come to school and then learn that you are a bit way
off or something. But-but then again you will re-align yourself in your in
your thoughts inwhat you gather from the teacher and what you have been
taught. (Ya) So you-you do form that concept.(Ya ok.)
Now going into the position of the teacher how would you consider the
students own theories when teaching (How would I consider) Ya, And what
would you do. (With the knowledge that everybody is formulating their own
concepts, How-how can I get them) how would you take that into consi-what
would you do in the classroom situafion,
Try to 'ssess out in a way what their concepts are by a form of err making
them work with things that makes me aware of that of how they-the way
they are thinking-their way of thinking Introduce yes the-the concepts that
I want to teach and see how they formulate that from-for themselves, and
if they're g way off the try to I bring them by a process I don't know test
Of maybe making them see-see a different way (Mh) well peeing different
views from the classroom and so on. (Mh) But being aware surely that
people form their own concepts (Mh)
So could you briefly describe er your own theory of how teaching occurs
(How teaching occurs or learning occurs'?) It could be both (Could be
both'?).
Br, {pause} well you know it's-there's a lot of like content and-and factual
knowledge and stuff that we have to transfer, I mean pupils, kids form their
own knowledge the way they interact they-they-society and stuff like that
from their own backgrounds and er we provide and if left to their own
devices I mean they'd be acting spontaneously and form ••'1 •• their own. But
what' we as teachers are doing is directing them, erm we are giving them
knowledge about maths lilld science and things like thai and which probably
otherwise wouldn't have taken interest in (Mh). So we are providing them
with this here. And err what we should be providing them with is in fact
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skills, skills such as the ability to-doing, I don,t know bow you assess those
but the ability to interpret ro understand; tJkills such as that-that would bear
on dealing with the scientific problem, to conceptualise it to interpret the
scientific problem (Mh). Since skills like to know that they are more
important than teaching them the factual knowledge because if they have
those basics, the ability to think to think abstractly. and stuff like that, with
that as a life "kill (Mh) they can go ahead and erm deal with problems as
they come along. As they go along they will be learning more, and they do
IIlot of problems. So we deal-we as teachers are more facilitaters I would
say. We are there to guide along. I think Ilkills are more important than
••• '1•••
When did you develop this attitude? That skills are more important thanjust
transferring factual knowledge to ~e students? WaB it before you started
your HOE course or it has enlightened you on that.
I-I will I'll tell you like in my final year of Bsc (Mh) •.••• I became ..I
became aware of teaching and what was lacking inmy schooling and stuff
like that. I became aware of it because like llkills that I, in other words I-I
hadn't developed the art of writing or thinking critically or writing down
arguments and doing thi-analysing things like and had become a bit of a
problem for me and I-and I de-decided that had I been taught those lIkilJ.s I
mean I excelled in science and maths but I knew all of it, but I wasn't I
couldn't deal with problems beyond that. I realised that (Mh) and became
a little bit more err when-while doing my HDipEd now I realised hhel this
is what I've been thinking and it became a bit more concretely for me. (Mh)
So those lacking skills that I have been experiencing ••? •• (Ok they became
consolidated) Mhh. (Well you ::.:" being aware of that now.)
Ok. Now we go into interviews about instances and non-instances in science
teaching. Ok. What I'll do is I'll read out and in your view do-would you
think that science teaching was happening in the instances that I would
provide or I will read c ~tto you, and err jf you feel that you cannot tell er
what would you need I would like you to state what would be needed to
help you to tell whether science teaching IS taking place or not. And then if
you think that science teaching is taking f,k<:e I would like you to give your
reasons why you think. 50. (In this Interview?) Yes. Ok, Err. We have a
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teacher handing out crystals. Ok. That is the instance. And er to explain
more about it, the teacher is ina std 6 class at the start of a topic on crystals
he asks the class "What can you tell me about the crystals I've just passed
around the class?"
Ok science teaching happening there "What can you tell me about the
crystals that have been passed round the class?" (Mh). It's quite an open
ended question, some students may not know what crystals are ok Ute Object
that is passed around is called JUBtcrystals 1:-:.\twhat are they may be bit of
a problem but erm and er students may then go ahead and define it by
saying oh it'll blue it's got this shape, it feels like this. Ok. And then ifleft
at that er kids will then think that things that feel like that or looks like that
or has this form is then a crystal it may cause misconceptions, I-but I think
it's a fair way of starting by you know urn or maybe you could have started
the question by 'what do you think this is?' And people will give their idea.
(Mh) ideas of what it is. (So would you think that teaching is taking place
or not or some?) From the level where people are thinking about what he's
given them, (Mh) yes maybe science teaching is taking place,. (Do you
think the kids are learning?) Learning as such err, well if this-this is just a
sentence, meybe a. bit later as he develops (Mh) the lesson maybe they will
be learning something, but for the-just that sentence erm they're learning
just to think about of something about what is given to them to make a-to
make a decision on what it is. (Ya. Ok).
Now we've got a 8tu;!~tJ.twatching TV. (Mh) Ok a student at home watching
a TV programme on chemical plants which produce new plastics from coal.
Do you think ,that there ~s some teaching happening there?
Well what is happens well I w-watch most-I can't just put-watch these
programmes about how they make plastics or bread and er yes e. to an
extent where you see the process happening {some disturbing noise} Ya we
are learning about the process it's like er ya oh now I know how they make
that plastic. You-you kind of learn something, ya. (Mh) ... I know now
where my-my can of coke comes from, how it was made. Now that's
something. (Ya. But would you consider teaching-science teaching to be
happening) Science teaching? (At that time when the student is watching the
TV programme?) Welll've.leamed something and 1 think that's-that's good.
I:
(Ya you have Iearned) Ya. (Do you think teaching has taken place?) {Pause}
Teaching? (MIl) {Pause} Well is learning teaching? Can it stand from
teaching alone. (What do yon think?) Maybe we learn from everyday
interactions (Ya)
OK you could have learned. So you could have learned or thil! particular
student could have learned withGut being taught. Is that what you are
saying?
... could be taught in a sense where he has a teacher up in front and he ill
taking notes or something (I&n't the TV doing that? ) Well he's just seeing
something err he doesn't err be's not actively engaged he can't say hey stop
now what's happening here, (Mh) Br he may think about these things but he
doesn't have the opportunity to interact and ask questions. And if that
happens that's that that's not teaching, because then you are developing
skills as well as much as introducing facts and process of how er a bottle
was made. So er the extent that he's learned something, yell to the extent
that he's been er {Pause} I don't know. I dGn't know. {Smiles}
Ok, Le-lets go to the next one. The-there are students in a library doing
some problems. You've got two std 8 students who are working on a set of
vapour pressure problems from a chemistry textbook given fllr homework.
(Ok they are working with problema) Ya they're working on problems. (Ok
is teaching /iearning occurring?)
Ok the-the, What's Ok sh-er with whRt they have learned in the classroom
ok they-tl:ley now til",! are coming to the library to do problems. Yell they
are applying what they have learnt and from-ok probably taking information
from the textbook then applying err ~at knowledge that they have gained to
work out the problem. (Mh) So they are using their ability ... '1.... so they
ate developing something and er what they are now doing is err something
that they'll Internallse how to do this problem. (Mh) So they are learning.
(Ya. But are they being taught1) Are they being taught? (at that instant when
they are working on these problems) No they are not being taught.
The next one is on a university lecturer who is lecturing 0"" molecular
orbitals to a small group of grade ones. Let's say you take professcr Gerrans
({F laughs} to a group of grade ones?)
Lecturing on what he would lecture (Lectu:ing on molecular ~bitalfl to those
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grade ones) Well I don't think they have the foundation or erm, it may be
too far fetched for them they don't have the-the structures (Mh) to be taught
molecular orbitals at that age or you know from what they've already learnt.
I don't think that a grade one kid knows anything about molecular orbitals
unless it's 1994 and I'm still behind. And err !';;:; I don't think he's teaching
them anything or that they are learning anything either because they don't
have the foundation of structures, they have'nt internalised anything about
you know a s-a foundation where they can learn about molecular orbitals.
{{pause} Ok.)
Erm {Clears throat} So you've got a teacher questioning a student's
statement. So during that instance, what happens? You've got a teacher who
reads a std 8 chemistry student's statement that "ideal gas have no volume"
and then asks the student "Were you referring to the gas particles or the gas
as a wh01,:,?" { Door bangs in a nearby office'! We change the venue} Ya
the question is on a teacher who reads a std 8 chemistry student's statement
that "Ideal gases have no volume and asks were you referring to the gas
particles or the gas as a whole?" Do you thing science teaching is happening
here?
{Clears throat} If I were the student-if I were the student if I made a
statement like that it would stem from being tole! about the gas as a whole.
Ok. Er I would probably be thinking about the gas as a whole, and now that
I'm being told about thinking of gas particles, or I'm not thinking of it as
a whole er I would be a bit confused but none the less thinking about what
is it actually to the gas particles or the gas as a whole, have I not made fue
statement or have I not seen the Whole picture so err surely the er student
is being prompted to think about something more than the statement that he's
made. So er yes the-teach-, yes the student may be learning something from
that and is he being taught, ya he's being taught to err to think about
actually the statement that is being made. Ya.
Ok. Now the other one you've got a teacner who ash students to label a
diagram. Ok. A teacher at the end of p demonstration on the electrolysis of
water. distributes a drawing and asks students to label the apparatus used in
the experiment from memory. (Label the apparatus used in tJ: experiment
from memory) Yes.
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a demonstration'? (Mh). Ok. Aild err Idon't thillk, sorry. (It was at the end
of the demonstration.) demonstration. Ok. ••." • 'emonstrated to but I don't
think there's enough in that demonstration for me werr coneretlse about the
apparatus that they've been I mean basically there may have been a mention
of the apparatus being used. (Mhh) Ok. And er its a demonstration Ihave
actively engaged with those apparatus and they don't know what they are.
So from memory maybe I'd remember the names er but not knowing what
they are used for or h'1w actually they work I don't think tbht would be long
term memory I just woul~ be able to label iliem immediately after the, thing
maybe weren't listening I'd skip out the ••T., apparatus. But erm I don't
think there's adequate teaching happening there as fat as-as trying to label
apparatus or what the apparazus are used for. (MIl) I don't think that the
pupils have learnt anything much either from just recall from memory
because its too short a time to learn. To know exactly what these apparatus
are (Ok) I don't think so. (Ok.)
This time it will be student asking a question (about time {laughs}) So
you've got a junior secondary student ill a class, who i, watching an
experiment on the electrolysis of water which. has been going on for
sometime, then asks the teacher "Do you think you've all the oxygen out
there already?" (OK) So there is a student who is wat<;lhing this experiment
which has been set up for sometime and then WGl,ldf"mot; ...1...and asks the
teacher if he has all the oxygen in there. Do YC.2 ~}''1k: th<ere'e any teach-
••••• surely the teae-er the student is engaged in ~n.~ 1On.i of thought he's
thinking about this. Er probably the teacher :i;~ ;;:ft it I mean the experiment
has been running for some time 80 er he', p.i."-::~::r .tJ&t left it at there and
er left the kids to thinJI:, about it. I don't know if he has •.• '1••• the
environment where he is, er awaiting something, some kind of question like
that. Surely the kid's learning something I mean he's ihinking about
something and if he finds the answer to that he'd rem unber it. I would.
(Mh) I mean asked this question and I waat the answer to it. So btl would
internalise it be's got to learn something from that. So yel! the pupil is
learning something J don't know what or how fu teaching has been done.
(Ok.) Surely the student is thinking. (But you're not sure whether there is
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any teaching taking place?) Mm mm, (Do you feel that you need more
information to know if) Ya, ya w-what environment, did the-did the teacher
just come and set the experiment and leave or was it explained, did he leave
it for sometime so that he'd created the environment where he knew and
anticipated questions from st1.ldents,{MH) He set up a few questions on the
board, things like mat. Or did he do statements for them to react on.
Ok, The next one is on a student baking. You have a student at home is
following a recipe for baking a fruit cake.
Has he learnt anything? Br (Is teaching taking) Is teaching taking place.
Well ifhe can follow instructions then its fine we can all do that, but I mean
we all can cook but none of us-I don't think everybody is chef. I mean we
probably all can follow recipes but say for 1::stance if something goes ''lug
we doli.'~li::ve enough sugar we've got to improvise. Then if he's ab, J do
that then he's learnt, He's er-he's been taught, you know the skills of -of
improvising. So if he's been able to do that then he's been taught. But
merely following a recipe and er I mean anybody can do that to follow a
recipe, ok to the extent that he's taught to think from step to step, and that-
that's good. (Mh) But as far as er further levels of being able to improvise
and to think that now what do I do I don't have enough sugar or something
(Mb.) Br then I think that might be lacking, but if you can follow a recipe
you are taught to think in a systematic orderly way. (W'Duld the person be
taught at the time of following the recipe? Is there any teaching taking
place?) No, t:el;; just merely following the recipe I don't think teaching is
happening, I don't know why I'm using sugar, or what sugar does in baking
I don't know what the yeast does (Mh) I don't think I'm learning anything
just following instructions.
Ok. Now we are we're looking at questions about teaching tasks. Do you
have any experience in teaching?
Experience in teaching? Er except for er the two week experience that we
had before and a bit of maths tutoring not much.
Ok, Err I have here a list of tasks related to teaching and er I would like
you to rate each-each aspect in terms of how important it is !lOrry how
important do you think it is to know it to do it well. Ok, Whether it is
crucial that that you know it, or it is just important or it is desirable but not
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important. Or any other rate that you want 10 give it. And er I would also
like you to state your present competence in the task. (Ok) Ok. The first
task that I have here is controlling the class?
Is it important? (Ya) I think It's ya. To an extent it is very important you've
got to control the class so that everybody has the opportunity to learn. I
mean you don't have a bunch of guys at the back of the classroom making
rowdy noise disturbing th:; rest from learning or-or thinking about stuff, So
yes I think it is important to control the class erm-erm-Are you talking about
noise there and stuff like that? Br (It could be My kind of control) control
er, showing you an authority that you you're the one who is controlling of
the class, and pupils should pay attention to you ya I think that's important.
Ya it er and I mean there Ghat ld be a bit of er row-er-noise in the elassroom
that allows fur interaction with peers but-hut er eonstructive noise you know
{pause} to an extent there should be control otherwise you could be side
tracked completely from-from-if you if you want something done and ... '1...
(Ok)
Er, monitoring students progress? {Pause} Is that crucial'?
I think its important I think its important because er I mean. ... ? .... stems
from there how do you monitor OOiiirprogress I mean how actually do you
do that, how do you know that. someone is actually understanding if
someone has the ability to interpret to what extent are you going-But I think
its important in that to a certain level yes you assess if someone knows so
much and if they are lacking in some kind of er skill or something you can
then and-and address mat. Yes there should be some monitoring where a
child headed ... ? ..
And selecting material to be learnt
I think that is vita-er (crucial) crucial ya I mean er you should -bearing in
mind that its the pupil that's learning not your choice y..u know coming
from the background of the pupil and wh-what would be appropriate for the
pupil, yes the materiel that has been given to the kid should be wisely
chosen in developing you knower should to ensure that they develop well
so to speak. I mean you can't tell how someone is going to develop thought
processes are, yo can't guide that you can't !lily this i8 how you must think
about something, But surciy you can help that along to a ceratin extent ya
e
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(Mh)
Er serving the students as a source of knowledge and sell
Well erm {pause} Like I said before you know you should there 811 their full
guide and 811 a facilitator. (Mh) I mean we learn 811 well in that processes.
And er, so we are there, yes, 811 someone who they can come to for Imean
they have their processes sorted out then they have internalised something,
But if they have a problem dealing with science processes and they come
back to you (mh) they can you knower re-address and stuff like that. So (Su
you ••?••) I don't think its er like er solitarian I know all that I know all the
skill so you come to come to roe and I'll tell hew all-this is how you should
do it. Ya sure enough you develop skills and stuff !ike practical skills lind
use things but you there you know 811 a facilitator.
So you wouldn't think that it is important to-to serve the students 811 a
source?
Not 811 the only source, Sh-ok I know more but "more" right and you can
come to me This is what I'm telling you, you can go and find out from
other books from other research and stuff like that and ye ya you do help
them.
So you don't like the way it has been phrased? (the ••?.. ) Ya I mean that
the teacher will serve the students you don't want, I mean not that you don't
want in yuur opinion you don't see a teacher as the only source of
knowledge (No.) The other task is adapting material chosen to the level of
the students.
Well with the curriculum and the syllabus that we were given I mean we
may be dealing with a mixed ability classroom and stuff like that. And yes
the material has to be adapted I think. But I think it's important that you
adapt it you provide with to suit the needs of the classroom and more so
now that you're dealing with ...... {END OF TAPE} (You were referring
to the South African situation) Ya, we'll be dealing more with pupils from
varying backgrounds varying abilities, Iangauge problems, and
comprehension and things like that. So yes the material has to be adapted
but not to the level where quality is er you know eroded, I mean we got to
have to cut down on the quantity but and quality should be there should
remain but adapted. Adapt the material but don't forget that it should be
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Ok. The next one is instructing students on th demands and ~roc~ures of
learning, do you think that is important?
Instructing students on the demands and procedures (oflearning) of!earning.
Idon't really understand that.
Would you think that err a teacher (MIl) should be-should know how to
instruct students on the demands and procedures of learning to be able to do
that, Imean is it important to do that teachers know that, Know how to
instruct studen .. on the demands and procedures of learning.
Err {pause} wen I think there is certain amount of er a certain amount of
knowledge that need" to be transferred to students and stuff like thaI.,. Erm
{Pause} Yes the-I meal). we've got to keep up to date with work and things
that have to be done on time and stuff like that. Ithink it-it's not the fact hat
we give up a set of work by the end of the day or bring back their
homework and stuff like that. I think surely it is important ttl keep a record
of where you are or where they are (Mh) But err-err it'll what !hey gain
from it which is more important. Yes to an extent it is important to make
known that you know this is where we be headed to, this is the procedure.
(Mh) the pupils should be aware of where they're aeaded ......
Mm Constructing experience for the students to interact with the content.
Constructing experience (for the students to interact with the content) Telling
them how they should er I mean und-undertake the praeticals, Enn. Yes
there should some extent of some guidance, I thin!<:, but experience is
eomething and individual is or engage'! in for themselves. So erm er yes it
should be guided but the experience that they derive form it would be
individual (rob) for every pupil So you can't construct it or make it
convergent. Yes they should be guided. They would then learn from it. (Ya)
That's where we have a problem with outcome based teaching, you know
objectives, terminal behaviour (Mh). This is what I wanted kids to be able
to do at the end of it. How sure are you that kids would be able to that,
what if he doesn't what then. I think we should facilitate the fact that Ym!
know we are dealing with individuals. I have a bit of a problem with class
based experience.
Ok. So far we-we've looked at the importance of or erucialness of these
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tasks I mean knowing how to do these tasks to be able to do them. Br what
is your present competence on there tames?
Well I have'nt had the opportunity to control a class I mean its
'nprogreseive stuff like that (Mh) but er there is-well the fact that I have the
theory about it I mean I'm thinking about it-it would have a bearing if faced
with these situations when I go into the classroom (Mh). Ho... well I do it
I wouldn't know I mean I can think about it but actually doing it like
controlling a class I may have ideas this is how I would do it or how it
should be done. But as far as actually doing this stuff (MIl) um Ihave'nt
had any experience. And I guess it's something I will learn when-when I do
teaching-prae teaching. But surely err having an idea about it would
structure the way Iwould be doing it. (MIl)
Err, my next few questions relate to the work that you have done I!O far.
{Pause} Can you tell me about the courses that you are doing this year or
topics that are doing for your FIDE.
My FIDE I'm doing the science methodology physics ah mnca physics
methodology, additional physics as well, (Mh) that's more of general science
at std 6 and 8 and then biology up t,.. matric, ok and w'} are doing theory of
education, then computers and ;;. zangauge endorsement, I think that's it
which I failed hopelessly {Giggles}.
So in your opinio-your physics additional studies (Mh) is that right (Mh)
What are you actually doing there?
We deal a little bit about the history and how you know like Aristotle, and
Carponecus and stufflike that, about the history of where physics and new
science developed and stuff like that or a bit more about the historical
background. (Mh)
So you are not actually looking at the syllabus?
Er there are aspects like the misconceptions and things like fuat I think we
dealt with a bit in science physics. I thinker M3 er mentioned theories about
circuits and stuff like that ..7..
That-Wasn't that in the methodology?
Mmm No there was a bit of that in '~e additional studies, a slight bit ya
know like er deal with misconceptioc, of er ideas, so we dealt a hit with it
but otherwise it was just more theory and history which is a bit .... ? .. , down
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the history to see what went wrong. (Do you think it'a helpful, the
additional studies?) Helpful?, Err {pause} (Would you) to an extent having
a bit of hif!tory is ok, I would-I would have thought that the additional
studies would equip me more as a science teacher, like you know dealing
with my misconceptions, what these are generally in science, err how to
deal with them, how to be more eompetent in the science classroom as far
as setting up experiments, mute practical, sornething applicable, Imean I
can take back when I'm leaving. History is ok to a certain extent, err I can
read about it. I could have read all about that if he had said to us. But I
thought additional studies would be where I weiuld be given a little mo J of
science coaching (more of the content) Ya (that you need in the sc!.lools)
schools Ya, ya. I mean I'm not, I fear it a bit but I'm doing science up to
std 7 and stuff, but I'lil in a. bit of {pause} fear Gf:t because what if I don't
know enough or something that's not in the sciences, I always have that
horror but err I-I would have thought that it would be more constructive in
a sense.
If-if yo:l Were given an opportunity to-to make some I51lggestions (Mh) In
this particular case, you may suggest something but it may not be taken up
(Mil). Ok, Wh-what kind of suggestions
As far as the additional studies are concerned? Yes they should be, ok we
are dealing with a bit of history, we need that to deal "'ith science and
answer questions properly ... history of science I think it's important but as
far as the rest of the course is concerned It should have been a bit more
coaching in science dealing with our misconceptions, misconceptions that
may arise in classrooms erm you know dealir ; with actual classroom
sltuaticns, {pause} ya more relevant applicable stuff (Ok).
Err my last question I hope none crop up later. How do you feel about the
way the course topics have been handled 00 far? That is in the research
methodology (Yes I-I {frowning} research methods? ) I'm sorry, physical
science methodology?
Physical science methodology? As far as the whole entire HDE course is
concerned \\1; are dealing with a lot of repetition. I mean asa far as this
textbook analysis or text analysis was concerned, we did it in core science,
we did it in biology and ~-e did it in science all within a week and it i8
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frustrating and it has happened before with other topics as well {Mh) Er
{pause} It's informative in that we have we are made aware of ideas and
things that may come-come about, but err, I don't know, it's like err
{Pause) I know we have to analyse curriculum make you know, be aware
of what we are dealing with and stuff like that but I just don't feel that we
are actively engaged in teaching, maybe I'm just too err I just want to get
into teaching as such without having the background knowledge OMh). But
er the are times when I felt why am I doing this and things like that. I'll
keep note of it as we go along (Ya. So have kept a note of last week's er)
Last week's ya I mean we did so much text analys's like in the core and
stuff like that it became a bit frustrating.
What was it-why was it frustrating could it j,e,::ause you did it (Three times)
three times (Mil) So was it he same-same book?
Err We have a basis, The-I mean we have a basic idea about it but doing it
over three times is a bit too much. If yOl~have an idea, I mean we you have
an idea about something you can apply it all across-across the board. (Mh)
.And doing it three times is really a waste. Er that's more, that's another
thing, I came in I think we should be given more erm of these things like
how do you look at textbook at one-one you know at one workshop and erm
not being asked oh why do you need to do it or oomethi1'.i\. I know I just-
I've been having a bit of a problem as well because I find myself cutting
pictures and making posters more of the time as far as biology is concerned.
I mean I could be doing something more constructive, more helpful you
know. This is what you look out for this is what you should be dealing with
and things like that. I think I'm being treated more like erm as children, a
child {Both laugh} a pupil. Well then hey I'm gonna be a teacher soon,
(Mh) an adult you know what I mean (ya). I thinks that's what ••'t.,as well.
Like I said I was made more aware of er more of the idea of about teaching
and learning process itself and stufflike that, tlat's good. Erm but as far as,
like for biology, putting up charts, er running a lab and things like that,
{pause}, maybe I'm a bit lazy in that I don't actually want to run a lab you
have to collect animals and things like that. (Mh) Erm I don't know it's er
it's becoming a bit frustrating after the first few weeks I want to quit the
BDipBd. That this is just too much for me (Mh. Wow-where were you
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getting too much work?) The work was too much. (Mil) There was just so
much going ott. I mean like it was repetition I mean I'm to do analysis for
biology I had to do analysis fur science in the tame textbook style (rob) I
mean WEl one fat that and then we do another one for that and then we do
it all the time. It er it becomes its frustrating me because you spend 110 much
time little asslgnments c -<1 typing up stuff, and things like that. Br I don't
know it just becomes a lut frustrating,
So what would yeu prefer things, how do you (how would I prefer it'll
things to be done?
Of course er as Mik-I mean I do realise that it is important that we get some
kind of feel about-about things you know be aware things that happen in
classrooms and stuff like that and er things that we can't do in elassrooms
and stuff like that. I think it should be a bit more constructive. Erm, actually
like we don't even go out to classes, I mean schools and see different
schools and things like that, engaging in that I mean we don't do that. (MIl)
We only go to specific schools when we want to prac-teach, But you know
actually sitting in on classrooms err seeing what happens, giving lessons •
Ohl for biology we got quite a bit of practice with it giving lessons and
critique and stuff like that. I think those were-those were good. \Didn't you
get the same in ) We had one in physical science (in biology you had
several) We had three ok. (Va) ••.• (That-that you found useful?) Ya ya.
That was profitable because everybody did different lesson, and the giv:ng
specific things elided in like teaching skills, prae and thinge like that, And
then from there we could"discus8 you "'.now what the loop holes are, what
you need to be aware of those were more concrete stuff which we could deal
with.
Wouldn't you feel that if the seme was done for the physical science
methodology (You _,e again) it would be repetition?
Ya again it would be repetition v:tu know, I don't know how they could
structure this. You know. (Ya) I thought that when I was doing the physical
science methodology that I'll be taught how to do science as well, I mean
doing experiments, and actually learning hoc. to run a prac, practically
doing it. (Mh. But you don't see it happening ?) {makes BOund from back
of mouth meaning no no.} Nothing happening, and I JUBtget frustrated with
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all these assignments and write ups and things like that. Oh yes it's part of
the game. (Ya you have to play it), you learn from it. (What's this saying
I think if you can't do something, if you can't be on the opposite side you
have to be on the same side scm-something to that effect) MIl rah If you
can't beat it joint it or something. (It's ya ya ya) {Both laugh}, (If you
can't beat it join it) But then it's only for this year, right?) Ya. I've spoken
to others who have taught alrra.t;, and coming only now then to do their
HDip.Ed. ,and they find it very informative. (Mh) So surely, Imean Ifind
it frustrating now in the end I'd err
I: So w-would you would you have preferred to be in a school situation (mh)
before coming back and do your HDE?
F: I suppose that was the two weeks experience aiming to do hey, erm I think
a bit of both, I think you know going to cla-er going to school with my
methodology teachers and stuff like that you know different types of schools
and picking out what the problems are, may-being aware of these inreal life
situations and then coming and then readdressing them (Mh) and the we run
in classrooms and then consolidating and then going back to teach and see
how these things work. Ithink that would have been a lot more constructive.
(Mh) But surely a bit of theory has to be the way of •.•• is important.
I: Ya thank you. {The discussion went on and part of it was not recorded, then
Idecided to continue recording}
F: ...... misconceptions. And then those were not adequately addressed and
related to school, how do I deal with that (fa). My own misconceptions
~e all have) Ya we all have misconceptions {Both laugh}
Ferrial's second interview. At School P.
Venue: Residential place, P. School.
Date: 16/09/94
before Ibegun here Iwasn't quite sure what it is exactly I'm here for to
teach, you know what is it Iwant as a teacher the goal that Ihave as yet
described for myself Sud I guess it is understandably 80, I haven't taught
before. Er well after the first, well things were really nice I'm glad I came
her I chose it because it was different from government schools and err
something different I new the experience would be different not only for
teaching hut for myself aA'well because I'm staying here at the school 60 it
was more than just a school that I was involved in it was getting involved
in, it was the atmosphere in the community (Mh) as well. So er I'm really
glad that I did that and that I'm really glad for the experience, looking back.
Erm wen after a week of teaching up to two weeks of teaching well it
wasn't that I found myself lagging behind, lack of control er not sure you
know didn't quiteknow the 1.". flow of the vibe of the classroom, erwhat
is it that I was trying top get across to the classroom and etc etc and I w..s
er helped by Stella and Ann when they got me to sit down and talked about
things ... you know for me to get more structure and they gave me advice
and things like that. Then after that I got a lot of support from them and
encouragement and things went much better. J would Ireally worked hard
you know. I spent hours llanning, thinking about things, it doesn't come
quite easy to me. (Mh) So preparing a lesson lhecome quite anxious and it
takes quite a while for me to think about something when preparing a
lesson, something new and something different something creative it takes
quite a while. Er and how to teach etc etc. Er er well as far as that is
concer-I'm slowly getting I found that the last few weeks I'm not doing
much work it becomes a lot easier to do the lessons and things like that.
You more or less access out what the class is able to do the time and things
like that. (Mm) Er as far as the crits are gone I found the science, er, well
as far as Ml is concerned she was very supportive and-and er gave lets of
good advice er that kind of thing, er always asking what I thought how I
would do it differently I like the i~'.}8 to be warned that she's coming, which
isn't the case inbiology. (they just rock u,) [some laughter} They just, they
just rock up and hope to see something innovative when you may be in the
middle of a section and just continuing with work. Then you get critted on
that lesson which is not :!'I exciting as when you began with it and that's
()
I: So maybe you could start by just saying what you experienced, no you felt
how things went Ot; ill your classes and the problems you had. and how you
went around oolving. ';;t:i8e.
F: Ok. Er Well, when I iirnt begun here, wei! er it looks like well I never
taught before. (Ok) This was my first experience. Er [pauee] 80 er I was,
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supposed to give them a feeling of where you are (Mh) and you know X
don't think that's fair. And er another thing it's like er (Don't you think its
a way of getting you to be; .. up to date) up to tate. Ya sure enough er you
know I'm saying if you like. For instance today I got critted by Ann. I
started yesterday with doing data response and skills. Today was me ami
what I did was the aim of that lesson yesterday was to get them to work in
groups I assigned them to be in and then answering all the questions, give
them the time to answer all the questions then gave specific questions to
each group. And then they had to dec-consolidate that answer and then one
person elected as leader had to come to address the rest of the class will' "
I thought was a good skill. (Mh) Which keyed on today, ok where I left
yesterday because they didn't complete. And er (the biology group?) Yes
that was the biology group, that keyed up today. And er well the edt that
I got was that it was fair it was just average it wasn't good .. (Mh) Well I
begun that thing with the aim and I you know and er its just that its the
lesson needed to continue it was no other way I could {pause} (ya) do it. I
had to finish the work before, that kind of thing. So it is a bit er, I don't
know {pause}. It is, well a lot of good '26 off being critted, you do find
your own faults and things are highlighted to you, But you know judgement
being made and surely a judgement does then leave er a feeling, you know
kind of first impressions last that kind of thing. About the lesson somehow
I feel it isn't totally fair. (If they bad to pass a judgement or something like
that) Well ya. Well I guess therefore We get critted more than once, because
its the cumulative that comes at the end. Well it's been ok. Er I've learnt
quite a lot that's what I was here, I guess if I knew everything I wouldn't
be here. So I-I accept that their course? ... and er that I'm here to learn. But
its been a good experience (Mh).
Brm, how do you rate your lesson? How successful were they? What
happened that would make you conclude that they Were successful? (If they
were successful) I'm talking about tho,", which were successful. (which were
successful)
Well I find that a lot of group activity an activity where they were left to
fully think for themselves, I'm talking about std six biology (Mh) now the
kids enjoyed that and er I Wall also told today that I do a lot of fun activities
F:
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instead of teaching which I disagree with as long as there ill learning taking
place (ya). I'm quite happy. What I did today was er I introduced the kqson
as a competition. 'Who would like to win thil! }'1dM' You need to follow
these instructions these are the rules of the competition. And that's how I
organised the class in ... and they had tc .ork through a crossword, They
were given the closing date of the competition etc etc that kind of thing
(Mh). •• And er well the crossword although fun weren't or needed or
required that they er use their boob for the whole section of what we've
done so as to find answers in order to fill it in. So surely revision was
taking place there. They were uaing some words that language mil, in
which English was being vocabulary was being t-propagated there and er
working with someone else II.S a pair (rob) the thing about competition
working within a set time {some deletion by mistake) by the pupils in
a lesson like what [pause] an would do for this one then I'm really glad
they have learned. I've taught something, they remember scmething. And
I'm sure when they get the results of this crossword. the correct answers
something they're going to remember.
So you feel that those lessons where students were having n bit of fun while
they were learning were more IJUccessfu11
Yes. Well I felt content. (Mh) Br and they seemed to be happy as ~rell, they
enjoyed as well. (Did you give them) They ... worksheets as well
(worksheets?) •••• (Ok. So did you conduct some kind of evaluation of that
to see how much they learnt and 80 on, did you give them a test or
something?) You mean the crossword? The crossword was run as a test (Oh,
ok) One group got all the answers correct. Ok, 80 I'm glad about that,
everything was done. I didn't expect them to write everything, to complete
the crossword, I had to give them clues on the board which I did. (Ok) They
got a few of it right which it seems some were annost there. So, yes they
have learned the section. They know the section.
So you feel that those objectives you set for the lesson were-
(Y6S, I think 00. I would ~'em to thing so. And er ya er well tI.~ std 8
biology I've been doing things such all tissues. I've tried introducing things
by using common day exarlvles etc. er it worked ok but I felt that I needed
to get across more conten, III this case here because in the exam they will
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need to know how to identify this tissue, there is no other Wily you could
have learned that unless you have been taught or told how to do it. There
were various skills that I tried to bring in like writing skills, making your
own paragraphs, looking for topic sentences things like mat, which 1brought
in as well which helped them with their notes in biology. With science er
mostly worksheets, also a lot of -encouraged group work, assignments, well
there was one assignment and for std 7 as well (Mh). And mostly
worksheets where they have to, left to conduct their own experiments to find
the answers. Ididn't do much teaching yes Iagree. Iwanted them to come
up with the answers. I doc't know if it was that successful. Er you know
and er Idon't know maybe I guess you find that out after you have given
a test or evaluated it.
So besides the worksheets which other teaching approaches did yOll use?
Iused videos, ok Iused videos what else did Ido, er practical work, a little
bit of fieldwork in std 6 biology they went outside and did some work;
conducting their own experiments and setting it up and practical activities,
video and overheads and board work, crossword puzzles and whorly words.
Were all of these done, were you made aware of these during your
methodology or some were just methods you decided to use'?, even
though they were not discussed?
Well Ya well [pause] I never really reflected on my methodology,
the teaching methods that I was taught. Mayb~ I did in a
subconscious way, but not with the intention like er I would be
doing this as specifically said in my methodology notes, (Mh) that
kind of thing like for example like graphing skills a did as a mini-
lesson in my methodology which I gave here as well. Bu I
reworked'? it from my evaluation from my methodology lesson and
I used it quite effectively. So yes I did use staff from my
methodology.
Lets look at lessons which you feel were unsuccessful. What happened
during those lessons?
Well er I did have a bit of a problem of control at first, (Mh) structuring
and timing. Well the rapport got better, the control cot better the timing
also, the way I gave homework what I gave as homework. Er well I'd find
I:
myself, well ae part of, well stemming from the personality that Iam er, I'd
usually remember things after or I'd try to rectify what I have done, seeing
my mistake that ki:a.d of thing, 1may not foresee it while planning (Ok) and
then I'd usually end up giving an Instruction that I hadn't thought about
during the lesson or during the preparation a bit later. But Iwould know
that even during the next time I did it I would include in my prep. So it was
not useless because in the end I did learn. Er what else? You are being tape
recorded [referring to her room mate. We all laugh}. Well er the incidence
with the std 7's was er was very upsetting. I've tried very hard with the std
T's, They are known to be a notorious class in the school, 80 I thought let
me do my own work, trying to make the effort with them in technology 1
as well as in science, preparing good worksheets, let them do the work,
would help and let them get involved " .. its a more attitude thiI!g that kind
of stems from them, you know yi;" get "tared down imagine, after giving
them an instruction and they will look at you like what the hell are you
speaking about (Ya) What happened in that lesson was er I just felt like I
was in this primary school with kids screaming at me and er no one listening
to an instructions that was taken, and me having to scream and I couldn't
hanere it (ya) that kind of thing. It was an experience. It was a lot of
experience. It's only made me stronger, a little bit harecr, Ljust hope that
it doesn't mean I have to be laizaire about it. Itdoesn't matter. Sure enough
different situation award different er {pause} you bow approaches and
responses (Mil). And if something like this happens again maybe I'llbe able
to ham lIe tli.Jm.
Was this the first time such an incidence happened'?
Yes. This was the first time.
I'm wondering if they were not trying to show off in my presence. (Well
you heard. :;marks that you were tellin! me abou~) Ya remarks I heard that
Y(lU wouldn't make it (Ya). Ok, Now, Stella, was I!h~ sitting in some of
those Iessoza or (Yes. She used to sit inmost of the lessons, especially with
atd 7H). Was there each time wk· she wasn't around, when it was just you
and the class besides the day when I in? (Yes, there were, there were times.
And they behaved ok, Its was, well it was a Thnrsday afternoon lesson. At
the eue ofthe dlty they don't really give a damn. It's a tug-of-war kind of
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thing.) So the way they were behaving could have been (stemming from the
last period, your presence maybe, and I don't know maybe its the attitude
Ill! well). Ok,
But there have been successful lessons with them. (And you were conducting
your lessons slang the same lines yeu were) Ya (in the same \o.'8.ythat you
did for the one on the Thursday afternoon.) Well er {pause} One where I
thought I bad total control was when they were taking down notes from an
overhead transparency. (Ya) lust as long as they got the notes down we
don't need to learn it, we don't have to do the work, they willieam it when
the exams come, just as long as they have a note. But what I find when it
comes to a practical activity ¥hey become rowdy and disruptive and they take
their time because they've got to do the work now. (So in other words)
they BOund (there is some kind of lazinees) Yes exactly, the lazy element
give us the notes and we will study it for the enams ••..•• (Ok)
Itwould be interesting to find out from Stella how they how they
behave, how they conduct themselves in her class, if they have the
same attitude th~~ give us the notes and we will do them for the
exams we will study them for the exams. (Ya) And when it comes
to practical work then it seems to be problematic. (Yes it's always
a ...•.•)
Yes its always a .....•
Brrn let us look at the content. How confident were you in the chem-I mean.
with the science'? ....
Confident? (Ya) Weli I found myself really learning a lot of things. A lot of
things became clearer for me now than they were at a school, that kind of
thing. Well I-when I when I first heard that I was teaching acids and bases
and reactions and combustion to std 7' s I thought oh my god I know nothing
about acids and bases. But I learnt as I taught. I'm )lad that this has been
more that just a teaching experience because I've learnt myself. (Ok) Br,
and like I mentioned to you before I wish there were we were also given
lessons on misconceptions and things like that. Er my misconceptions being
exposed students' mlsconceptlons and the answer the real answer I mean to
the present misconceptions (Ok) and how it really happens that kind of
thing. Well I guess ilie information that you are going to be teaching has to
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be learnt. Imean you can't be taught that in basically methodology, or you
would be going through echool again (Yes) So I guess it'll something we
have to learn as well. I have'nt been stunned by any questions that I didn't
know how to answer er what you usually have to do 'With kids ill that you
can maybe I had to think about it or I did have an answer. But surely you
do Iearn again, relearn the mat';m you have forgotten in order to teach.
How helpful were those' essen you had with Ml on. ooids and bases.
Well I did, I must admit that I used er the lesson on indicators of acids and
bases as one of my lessons (Mh) which was nice and I planned to use the
neutralisation as one er you know one example after I have that
neutralisation exercise with the 7K as a fun thing WI a competition thing as
well, but which didn't er materialise. Er the sad part about the teaching prae
is that I had to share lessons because I couldn't take the full set of three
lessons for week for 7K or 6A. You see I couldn't er usually Illy lesson had
to be continued by Stella or completed by Stella. So like where I missed out
periodically on a lesson and er you know the ~ing which is a bit sad. But
e~ I used some methodology ideas, My resource file came in handy as well.
But I guess that'a just by mere luck because I had the appropriate things that
I needed. But surely its some thing to help into having hint. Ya er {pause}
there were bits and pieces that came in handy but er, from the methodology.
I: I've heard from Ml and yen have also confirmed it that you were tiling the
students for some technology, (Yes) with ST whate·Y'er. (Technology, ya)
How has that influenced your teaching.
M:y teaching? Well technology is basically It new subject at school P. they
don't have any fixed syllabu8 (Ok). Er Lorana is not re&1~va technology
teacher, she'll a science teacher and it's also her first time. The approach
that she uses is design and then er you get your materials you make your
thing then you implement it to 1Y'..e that it works, that kind of thing. The
problem here was, that Lorana seems to find is that the design and in the
design they want materials that are too expensive or can't be afforded too.
~ suggested and approach in which she is giving them. the materials and
I.-<ligning from the materials that they have, in order to ,.·!t down on costs
kind of thing. Er I don't know if it works and there are .....;se studen{IJ who
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are conscientious and who are that way orientated to make things, but then
thr ..ee quarters of the class seem uninterested in technology. They would be
interested Inbaking cakes, that kind of thing you know foll.sv lug a recipe
and doing it unthinking for themselves. It's funny When you lliink it would
be more adventurous to design your OW1l. There are ~ feW that yes get
excited about. The rest aren't and I was amazed, I would have thought that
people would have been ya-hooi ...g about technology, But they just seem to
be agh, it's another free subject (Ya).
What did you Bay are your resources? (For technologyf) Ya'l
Well what I did with technology was I my curriculum package lesson.
Instead of doing it for science I did it in technology and I used that class as
my volunteer group. (Mh) What I did at first was to give them a bit of
background information about physical methods that were used, that I used
to clean up an oil spills and then tell me what the consequences are of oil
spills. And then I told them a few of the methods that are used (Ya). Ok and
then er what I did was to get them to the library with a worksheet set up and
questions they needed to answer about oil about oil spill. And at the end of
that double period they needed to have designed more or less something that
would help them in a simulation 'clean up and oil spill in a pipepan' • kind
of thing, which did not go very well because I wanted them to design
something give me a list of what they needed, more or like er technology
where they do the design and then give Lorana the sheet and then she
purchases the materials they constmcted and then they do the whatever. So
that's what I intended but it didn'v -;-.<lrkout because no body came with the
list, they never completed the work. They went into detention after that and
half of them pitched up for detention. Detention is not effective here. So
what I decided was then to run the practical myself. To simulate I put them
into groups I gave them different materials, set out inworksheet, simulated
an oil spill in a pipepan and some water and some oil. They had to work
through a worksheet by-work through with different materia1such as cotton
wool and er string, cloth, see how well they clean, they had to time how
long it took and effective and how clean it was. After they have done
various materials they would then on their own try to use a combination and
see the quickest time, that kind of thing. And then after that they
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consolidated it consolidated it together and er they do have the question that
they did a week before in the library work plus the worksheet that they ~i~
at the lesson that I gave as a report which, I'm gonna wait till Tuesday.
That's what I did basically. I did it basically because for the moment they
are waiting for material to come for the projects that they planned four
weeks ago. The costs are just too much.
Isn't there a fee charged that? (for technologyt) mh (as a subject?) Ya. (if
you choose technology and then you got to pay?)
I don't know maybe they mould consider something like th'\t. But it's a
private school and they p!\y quite a bit of fees anyway. (Ya)
While we were talking about those misconceptions, you were saying that
you wish that iE your HDE you would have been in a position where you
would expose your own misconceptions and become aware of oilier
misconceptions. Didn't you do it in your additional studies in chemistry?
We were giren basically in the additional studies the history of chemistry
and the history of physics. A bit of misconceptions yes, but we were never
really given the right answers in the end. (Ok). You know that this 18 a
misconception, this is a misconception (what •.) but what is the right
answer'l. f_Wehad a little discussion yesterday, you remember about the
molecules) Ya I know I -1 still look up the way I've been teaching it is the
way I h-you know the kids are looking at it as they have been formed
analogies with people, people lUI molecules and things like that (Mh) So I
don.'t knew when you say, when you told me about heat net being, the
molecule is not heating up I can understand it as it being er as maybe
between the molecules? probably I don't know.
WeJl the way I look at as we discuss L could have been wrong, it's just that
when you heat water {pause} er what happens? The temperature rises (yes).
What temperature, is it the temperature of the water or fuat of the particles?
Well water is made up of water molecules. So wha-are you talking about the
spaces? (It is the whole thing that is being heated up) Ya. (But I'm not sure
I think I'll ask this inone of our discussions) Is the temperature of a single
molecule or the temperature of the entire thing? (Ya it is the temperature of
tlIe entire thing, it wouldn't be the temperature of an individual molecule)
Yes (but it is the activity of the molecule in its vibration) That's making the
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heat (Ya) Ya sure. (The way it is presented there is that it is that it is the
actual molecules) No, well ya, the way Itried to do it with conduction was
to tell them that a molecule was carrying a package which WM heat from
one person to the next person as it vibrates or ran along (ya) as in the relay
race and the baton, (Ok) that's how I tried to teach heat conduction. (Iwish
I had been there.) You can check through the Iessous, (I still need your, i
shouldn't record this I still need your Iesson plan for today, and maybe if I
could look at the one on conduction) Do you want my file on Thursday? (Ya
I think I would like to borrow it).on Thursday? I'll give you everything on
Thursday. (Ya. Mh what else is there ••••••) {A question was asked which
was not recorded} I tried to spread it out but sometimes I get the response
that I don't know and no matter how long I wait 1know I'm not going to get
an answer. (Ok) That has happened with std 6As, you just get a blank stare
and it goes on and on. And if you for an answer and you try and prompt
they seem to get upset. Erm I'm trying to think. er especially with some of
the kids in 6A they are a slower class. And because of the pressures of the
peers around as well, they seem to laugh at them (if they give M answer)
or they don't give an answer or ya. If they don't give an answer they get
upset the longer you wait because everybody else gets anxious as well (Mh)
And to try and avoid that and to move the lesson up all well because you
never finish (ye). Well the knowledge also sometimes of or you know or
what the problem areas are and things like that as welL
So you are not sure whether you are going to be teaching next year or not?
Well I'm going to apply ••.• ya I guess I'll be teaching but I eventually want
to get into environment education. I think I'm a bit hasty in wanting to get
into it quickly I realise I have to taking step by step. There is no way I can
get into it immediately I need the education and I need the confidence anrl
80 forth, but teaching is a step toward~ that. We can start environmental
education in school where it is needed and things like that. So yes. (So you
er) So er-I'll be teaching, I'll be going back home in the Northt rn
Transvaal, I'll have to go back home and do my teaching there.
Going back to the place where you will be furthering your interest (Yes) in
environmental studies (Yes most definitely.) Thank you very much.
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Ferrial Interview 3:
Date; 2511011994.
Venue: 17th Floor University comer
We met inroom lllA in the chemistry building and moved to the university comer
because it's more peaceful there. On the way we talked about a number of things
Ineluding the reasons for tho}number of interviews J have with each of the students.
Initial tapa recordings are continued below:
I: ••••.•• ya that's basically why we have these two interviews (mm) to see if
there has been any change (change) ya that's why we have these two
interviews. Ideally the first one should have, been at the beginning of the
year before you actually read the Iltuff (•••.•) before you dealt with the
course but since we start at about the same time one gets focused the first
quarter or third of the year (ya) I had to (ya). So once agaln thank you for
coming (you're welcome) ya. Like I said I hope it doesn't take long but it
all depends on how much we say you know as we-we. proceed with the
[pause] I want to call it a discussion (ya ya) mm (ok). So er I will not ask
you questions about yourself because I don't think any of that will change
(Ya I don't ••••.• the same) ya they'd it would still be the same • Just let me
( Now you're more lost than you were before) Is that how you feel? (No
I don't IIU~'ose ••• the course is •••• you know wha-wha-what do I do now
finding ajcb) Well I thought you-you were settled for that one, you're going
back home (roh) probably you'll start teaching there before you actually go
into your (my environment education) environment education.
F: Er well there isn't a-a high school, an english medium school at
Portgieteruis which is a bit of a problem. (ok, high oohool'l) Ya there isn't
any English medium high school and what h-what hag happened recently is
that there are English speaking white people inPortgietersruis, but who have
had to travel to Pietersburg erm (That's what you have to do?) Ya that's
what I ad to do because there is no English medium school. I mean even if
there were even if there wasn't a white city girl.(Ok) Ok. Now what tiley
want to do is make this school which is legitimately .Afrikaans where there
can exist. I mean if they have English speaking students in the school they
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cant make it strictly AfP.kaan!!. So what they want to do is load off-dread off
•.• those English speaking people.
Ok are you saying that there were .A.'likaans (There are Afrikaans) English
Imean Afrikaans speaking schools
Ye& there are only Afrikaaru: medium schools with English speaking pupils.
So what they want to do is get rid of these English speaking pupils RO that
they can strictly become legitimately, legally Afr'Jcaans medium school.
(And you can't teach there either) And I can't teach there either.
What about the other so called black schools (ya) are there any there?
It's not in English as well (Ab well. ) There's teacher's Training College but:
Idon't know if Ican get in there. I'm going to appJ[y and see what happens.
Well there's Pietersburg which I haven't applied ~'B yet but I'll try. (Ok. I
wish all the best) Thanks (At first it's quite difficult to get into it) Mh (I
suppose some of us were. ucky because we just knew that once Ifinish my
degree the government will take care of me going to school to teach.) In
Swaziland? (Ya)
Basically there are no formal applications though you do sign some forms
that's all (mm. Ok) Ya Ok. So the first set of questions as you see there will
be on science and teaching (and teaching) ya. So I would like to get your
understanding on some of the things there. For instance the first one is l.'vhat
is your understanding ·'Jf the word science? That is what does it mean to
you? What does science mean to you?
Well science encompasses urn a lot of things as would be-as a lay person
before I would have U:,::Iught of it as strictly dealing with. science and
chemistry and inventing things and theories you know and hypotheses and
stuff like that. But it encompasses a whole lot of things um socially
politically, economically as well. Talking strictly of science as we know it
in-in-in teaching. I think it's a lot of things it involves a lot of skills a let of
thinking urn a lot of you know all the cognitive affective and PS}~.nmnotor
skills, and er it's something that's ever changing it's always changing (rom)
Um it's just something that helps to define the world and describe the world
around us (ok) to make sense of what !s going on. (mm Ok).
And then scientific knowledge? )sc;entific knowledge?) What do you think
is meant BY scientific knowledge?
F:
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F: [Long pause] Scientific knowledge is someone who has a broad urn
knowledge about science science like science the topic, the IlUbject science
(ya) But again any kind of research any kind of knowledge wheiher it
strictly science or say in this field say social anthropology Iwould think it'.
some kind of scientific knowledge (mh, Now how do you think er this) this
knowledge has been produced? (has been produced?) Well irs by our
observations, by our theorising by our urn er doing you know experiment
aad practical activities (mh ) over the years accumulating these and going
further progress and 110 forth. (ok).
I think we can skip the third question. Lets look at the fourth one. "What
teaching strategies would you consider to be more effective for teaching
science to secondary students?
[She reads again] What teaching IItrategies er would yon consider to bemore
effective for science teaching to secondary Iltlldenbl'? .Er well I don't know.
We are talking about a new South Africa and different schooling system.
Um I may urn talk of strategies that I may have read in books by they-I
don't believe we can just take them out and plug into a South A..f'rican
situation. Ithink we are dealing with you know ideal classrooms and a new-
whole new situation urn where different and varied strategies and mixtures
of these need to be considered. we need to consider urn um social you know
social backgrounds and stuff like tha~ you know in order to implement IIOme
kind of er strategy but Idon't ttink anyone is er-can be proposed as to be -
88 the ideal way. I'm not so sure how to-on how to deal with this you know
in the new South African setting. But I do believe that strategies that
incorporate pupils doing their own thinking their own experimenting (rob)
and bringing all domains to be effective urn in dealing mote with science
and technology and stuff like that. You know from pupils you don't know
what they are are exposed to from their background developing science on
that socially constructed knowledge or something like that. (So bringing all
these er ) ya Imean there's a lot more to consider in the classroom. (Ya.
Ok)
Now what do you think of the suggestion that er many students develop their
own theories to explain nature and sometimes you find that these can be-are
substantially different from the-the so called scientific theories?
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Ya. I think-yes students do. I have-it come with-er to explain nature it can
come from er cultural backgrounds (mm) urn religion and stuff like that urn
can have a bearing on what pup-what how pupils explain certain things er
and sometimes these can be snbst-yes ••• are different from eo called
scier lfic theories. (So you do agree- that students do develop) yes (theories)
yes for our upbringing background what We perceive OIl our own as well
(mm Would you have any idea what causes them to he different from the
scientific theories?) Well er when-when we begin-I mean when we're born-
when we-We-Vle communicate with our parents Nith our environment with
our society (rob) and we - it could stem from What we get in from that
surroundings you know what we develop ourselves. (Any idea on how they
differ from the scientific theoriest) HoV! they differ? (How they may differ?)
How they may differ? (rob what differences could there he'?) [pause] Idon't
understana, (In what way)Iu what ways do they differ'? do they differ ya?)
Vlell sometimes something can be imposed on you, you see for example
your culture may say you know concept say heat may be explained by your
culture and this is completely different from what scientific theory has about
the concept of heat (Ok).
Um Let's-How would you consider students own theories when teaching?
Maybe you could start from how you did if you did consider them during
your teaching practice. Did you take them into account?
I think we need to know considering that we are dealing with the cult-with
classroom that is multicultural (Mm) We need to consider what pupils own
conceptions are of certain things are (mm) erm from their social - from their
statements that stem from their social background. We have to construct
knowledge from there (rob) 80 we do need t'.) take them into consideration.
(Were you able to do that at P.?) Bring erm Well Imust admit that Ididn't
pay much attention to that. When I taught things such as radiation, such as
convection and currents and stuff like that, I taught it to them but Inever
stopped, I think I failed greatly in not um you know addressing that and
asking what they actually thought it was.
What do you think the problem was for you to do !:hat (Why) To be able to
address or to look into what kind of misconceptions the stud ...nts had? (Why
I didn't?) Ya.
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F: Er I juat wanted to get through the work erm that was basicelly it. But I
know now I should have er eat down and seen maybe by way of probing,
you know speaking to them or even q.Jestioning and seeing what their own
concepts are. Well it's not strictly for er multicultural background IJI'-or for
a new setting, but also for any class Ithink it would be good to get pupil's
own conceptions before you begin the lesson and then try and construct from
there. (ok)
You've had some experience of teaching. So inquestion question 7 I would
liF..e you to briefly describe you :boozy of how teaching occurs. (Of how
learning occursr) of how teaching occurs
•.. we going to get a new Vygotsky here and Piaget Erm. well in a lot of
group work and a lot of teaching, a lot of learning happens in group work
(mm) I noticed that a lot of kids communicate with each other disc-diecuss
with each other and er a lot of learning happens there um it needs to be
more pupil centred and where pupils do much of their own thinking more
of their own work, (mm)~d I'm IIUl"-Ibelieve that is when learning really
happens (ok) and er pupils are actively invoived. (Mh). As far as teaching
is concerned um with science Ibelieve there are certain facts and stuff that
needs to get through, But Ithink we should be taking more er-er facilitator
role (ok) Um ok we can give students some facts, ok, but dealing with
problems and stuff like that in order top see how these things actually work
(rob) they should indeed do it themselves, or discover it for themselves I
think that's the best learning. And the best learning is when they do it
together in a group. And the wnoie setting of the classroom er we should
like you know the c.antell.t should be what 8hould be learned for the year
should be decided by the teacher and the pupil. And we !lhould er Iwas
thinking erm like in modules, do certain modules and then Igive them the
facts that they need to know for two weeks together should discuss the
problems &.at I handed out to them come up with solutions, that kind of
thing. Dealing with theories or the concepts fLat will we've given them. I
think that's effective because they're applying them, learning about them and
solving problems with them. I think fuat's effective learning. 'Where they
actually do-they actually mimic what is actually done out of school. (Do you
have any theory of how teaching occurst) How teaching occurs" (Mh. You
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have focused on) learning (learning) I tend to do that because I believe-I
don't really like the word teacher or teaching. I believe it is learning that
happens. I learn and they learn at the !l8IDetime (mh). Um it's just that I'm
facilitator role their learning so it's more offacilitating than teacher. (So you
see your role as that of a facilitatort) Ya. I hope to but I don't know if I've
been effective in that. Erm (what's your problem with teaching or teacher?)
With teacher? (mb) Is that yeu always need to erm-well looking back on
how I experienced as far as teacher was concerned, Itwas very stifling. We
had to get word-we you know t!.trougll the syllabus through the year.
There wasn't much-I've forgotten everything. There wasn't much I had
learnt. Even if it was science-even if it was basically about filling ina form
outside of school those things weren't Iearned you know. Things that were
m ••••• things outside of school (Would you consider those teachers to hase
been teaching?) Teaching? (Ya. To have been teaching you even though you
didn't learn? Or you have forgotten what you _) well DOW you're looking-
I'm looking at it from a different angle now. If they were teaching erm I
don't think I've learned anything. Er then their teaching wasn't effective
(Aba) [Pause] Maybe I have to define clearly what teaching is-it can be put
in many differen ways (Is it). Um when you thinks of teaching you think
of it as the usual ... the teacher comes up gives you certain things and
you've got to do it in the way that you are taught to de certain things. Br
that's looking at it in one way. And then you look at it from the learning-
learner perspective you think of some answers as teaching has-hasn't been
effective (Mh) When you think of it if I haven't learned anything then
teaching hasn't been effective. Teaching may be also being pure facilitator
(mh) That may be teaching. (So there could be teaching without learning?)
There could be teaching without learning? (mm) Ya like - .. sound like I'm
a bit confused now [both laugh] (Maybe now that yQU are confused you'll
start thinking about it.) Ya. (and figuring out which is which) Ya. [pause]
(Ok we could go on we can go on fortunately there are no right answers or
right-wrong answers here. I'm just trying to find out what ideas you have
about these things. ) Well there seems to be stigma attached with teacher
teaching taught, ya those kinds of terms. Like you wanna be I!. teacher and
er that kind of thing. I=Ier and look at it and therefore you have an image
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of -or a deiiniticn that teaching that well isn't good or teacher isn't good
[laughing] or teaching (ok) 18n't good. But if you define as-as parting ~1tn
knowledge and giving someone else knowledge (mb) or the ability to do
something for himself then teaching is good if it's done in that way (ya) you
know. Ya.
I think that is fine I think.::ve can look at the next one the next of questions
here [turning over the page of the schedule]. So these are actually Instances
and non-instances of science teaching. So you have to decide which (is
teacaing) illustrates ya, which is science teaching, that's why I think I've
underline science teaching (ya) there because I'm interested in that one (.... )
Ya science teaching. And then whatever answer you give as yes or no, I
would like you to give reasons why you say teaching is taking place or not
ok. Um [clears throat} We have a teacher handing out (crystals) ok in a std
6 class and then asks the class what they can tell him. about the crystals
passed around the-the (class) yes.
Ok I would have done this maybe differently. What I would have begun
before handing out the: crystal asked students what are crystals ok and then
get what they think bout it (aha) and then possibly get hand out these and
~k "are these crystal,,?" (ok) ok and then see what er what they can tell me
about their structure, what they look like the form etc. (Now in this
particular instance would you consider science teaching to be taking place
or not?) [pause] Well basically what is happening is that they're told it's-it's
crystals (mh) and aU they are doing is basically describing form and
structure which can be done in any way I can deseribe anything see. I (Mh)
Maybe not not as effectively but you have a sense of it. Er maybe it's
increasing their descriptive skills [pause] Yes and no I don't know [laughter]
now I don't know (You can't really decide which is which) rom nun. Well
if it's on the topic of crystals at least you could have started - big you know
the lesson differently (Mh) So in that CQe I don't tl:!,nk she was every
effective. But er can you tell me about passed around the class I think it'll
a good way of getting people to to talk and describe (mb) [pause] so yes and
no (it's somewhere in between) ya. (ok).
Now let's look :at the next one. A student Watching TV at home (mb) on a
programme of chemical plants produces from coal-plast-chemlcal plants
F:
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producing plastics from coal [F clears throat] Do you think science teaching
is taking place here?
Well the pupil is learning something hopefully. He's watching something,
he's hearing it and he's visually seeing it. I'm sure jfhe's interested he's
sitting at home watching a program on chemical plants erm that he's
learning something. Ifnot in the true scientific form of things maybe just er
well ill these programme you're watching TV on how bottles are made or
something (rom) but yes he's learned something about a process (ya) So I
think ya some tea-learning has happened. As far as science teaching erm
[laughs] again Victoria you've got me. Science teaching is happening erm
[pause] no I don't think it'll effective teaching alone as a programme. It
needs to be backed up before and after the programme, (So what you are
saying is that science teaching is taking place but it is insufficient?) Ya (it's
inadequate) Ya-ya (ok) ... he's probably learning something, he's being told
things _ .. 's learning something. But as far as science is concerned I think it
needs to be backed up. (Ok).
Then We've got those students in the library working on problema.
[Reading] Two std 8 students in a Iibrary working on a set of
vapour pressure problems from the chemistry textbook given for
homework.
Ya I think learning is taking place here. They are working in a pair
er they're doing problems and I think it's only with problems you
know that you get to learn better. Erm and if the problems are of
a type-well if they are from the textbook erm well I hope they are
of a type which is linked to everyday then I thi~ it's more forceful
(rom) But 1 do believe learning is taking place here and it seems
effective, ya •• (reaching? Any science teaching taking place?)
[pause] Ya pupils are t-being taught to work together as a pair (in
this particular situation, they are in the library ) ya (they're
working is science teaching taking place?) [pause] Science
teaching? (Ya, while they are working on those problems) Well
they're teaching themselves. (Ok. So science teaching is taking
place'!) Yes. (Right).
Erm we have a university lecturer [F laughs, both laugh] you remember this
I:
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one? lecturing (on molecular orbital theory to a small group of grade ones)
Do you think science teaching is taking place there?
No !don't think 80. Er I don't understand it and I'm not ingrade one. Brm
[pause] on molecular orbital theory, it depend at what level he's teaching
molecular orbital theory. I don't know if he can take it down to grade one
level hut I do believe in the bit-in the when Piagetian themes that err« you
know there are stages of development and I don't think grade ones are
gonna take any of this in (Mh}. I don't believe any science teaching is taking
place if he is - he or she is lecturing on molecular orbital theory at the level
we know-we are supposed to know it, to a small group of grade ones. No,
he's just probably confusing them. No teaching is ta-nothing is done here
and nothing effective is done here and I don't think the kids are learning
anything. And I don't think any effective teaching is happening here. (Ok.
This is a classical one) [both laugh].
Ok lets look at the fiith one now. Teacher questioning an student's
statement. A teacher reads a std 8 chemistry student's statement that "ideal
gases have no volume ~ and asks "were you referring to the gas particles or
the gas as a whole"'? Do you think science teaching is taking place here?
[pause} Yes mm it's making the pupil aware of the statement he's-he'a-he's
put down "ideal gases have no volume". He has to define now whether it
was the specific particles that he was talking about to or the gas lUI the
whole. (ya) Ya so yes the pupil lB-is um is learning something and he's got
to think further than what he's just put down and look at varioue-you know
he's got to make definite what he's talking about and the teacher is probing
further. Um 00 yes erm there is urn [pause] teaching in the sense that
learning if! happening yes. (Ok 110 you are assuming that learning is taking
placet) Ya. (in this situation) Yes.
Now we-'ve got a teacher rulking students to label a diagram at the end of
a demonstration on electrolysis of water ok, [pause]
.... Um Well erm I don't see the uee of this but er -erm yes if indeed if the
teacher believes that erm these apparatus whatever that are used in
electrolysis are important to know then you know then yes it may be
effective (Science teaching?) Er Science teaching [pause] ya you got to know
the things (mb) and you got to know what the stuff are and there's no two
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ways about that (ya). So I believe yes in the method labelling the apparatus
used in the experiment from memory (rob). Maybe she could have used the
things and specifically shown them what the things are and asked them what
it was (Ya it is at the end of a demonstration) OK (It 8&Y$ teacher at the end
of a demonstration) So she needn't have er-if she was going to get it from
every pupil then yes but there was demonstration to refer to I think ya-ya
(science teaching) so they-so they have learn what the things are (and
science teaching is taking place? [pause] ya ok ya. (Ok).
Can. We go on to the next one. (Ok) Um we have a student asking a
question. A junior secondary student in class watching an experiment on the
electrolysis of water which has been going for some time asks the teacher
" do you think you've got all the oxygen out there already. Do you think
science teaching is taking place here? (Um) Student watching •.•• a
demonstration which has been going on for some time and then asks the
question.
Well um they're watching an experiment (ya) fuat's purely a
demonstration. They could have done it themselves and then tested
for oxygen themselves (rob) that would have been more effective
(ok) Ok. I mean Do you think you've got all the oxygen out of
there already I would have thrown the question back to the pupil.
What do you think er (mm) and possibly the teacher could have
said anything and-and the pupil could have taken that for plump
(some interruption from MSc students who should be having a
discussion here)
Ya we've done number 7. Ok, (Mmm) Student baking. Student at home
following a recipe for baking a fruit cake, Do you think science teaching is
taking place there.
No. He's just basically following a recipe. That is basically carrying out
instruction. He doesn't know why he's using or she uses a certain ingredient
or what one does to each other or how the whole thing becomes a cake in
the end. I don't think any teaching has happened here, he hasn't learned
anything 80 it's following instructions and the end with a lovely fruitcake.
(So neither teaching nor learning is taking place her?) rob-reb No. (Did you
want to say something about those?) No I'm.just thinking about teaching and
F:
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learning. We-we it'll only in whc-4 we're doing it practically that we realise
what works for un and what doesn't work. (Eh) And what I think my
concepts of teaching may be different to what others believe and may not
even go according to the books but if [another interruption by an MSc
studeat.] (Sorry about that interrnption.) It's alright. It's just that you know-
you're you find your own niche when you speak about what works and what
doesn't work (YA) about teaching and learning. (I suppose that's true).
Ok. Let us look at the teaching tasks. Er I remember last time you
hadn't had any experience (mh-mh) whatsoever with these (ya) I'm
sure your views have changed (they have) •• other time and maybe
some have and others have not. Ok. (I .... sometimes relate it to
teaching •.• each aspect ••• think how important it is to know how
to do it well important Mm. So would you-what do you think
about controlling the class? Do you think it'a very important or
Yes controlling the classroom in important. Erm I'm not talking
about strict disciplineering you know (ya) But having some kind of
control over the class where erm ther-there may be noise. Um
maybe control as well (ya) you knower in-ill a way that things get
done where-where teaching and learning are able to um happen. So
you need to have some control over the classroom Yefj. So I think
it is important. So in this scale of crucial, important a~d desirable,
I think it is important. (Ok). I think it is important. (And your
present competence?) In controlling the classroom? (Yes). Well
erm there were days when I felt that my control was good and
there were others as well where it was not no good. (Mh) But er
if differs from day to day. I think I'm getting there and in
organising myself also in the classroom !!O ya I think I'm getting
to a point where-where I feel I'm more or Iess in control. But I
can't describe exactly Where-when it will be. what it is, but if you
know there was a point where I felt I was more in control of the
classroom, the classroom is more in control of themselves and yes
it is conducive to the reaching (Mh. So you do think it is the role
of the teacher to maintain control in the class). Um I would l18y
that I would have said it before that it's half and half, you meet
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halfway. I believe that kids llOW don't really care about controlling
themselves er (mh) so it becomes a duty of the teacher, and I she
should do it she should do it in a way that um well is acceptable to
both, conducive. It's more the role of the teacher. Yes.
Now the task of monitoring students' progress.
Ithink that's crucial. (Ya). I think it's- it's vital because then you know that
something is learnt or not, How it is done or when it is done to what extent
it is done etc, that I'm not so sure about .•• if a test is adequate in
monitoring er students' progress. Um I believe more-more problems and
modules of problems are more an assessment of students' progress in-to
having them write tests. A variety of these can act as monitors. 0 I think it's
important it's crucial (ok) that um-um students are monitored. (Mh) In
various ways. (And your competence?) Inmonitoring students' progress? All
I really did more of the time was where they'd re-what they had to say
things to me I had done before to see if they had really learned something.
You see we had test. We even bad little crosswords in-in biology where
they had to recall you know. So I could see to an extent-I even had a chat
with the pupils, not all of them but a few in ...... (So inother words during
your teaching practice you did try to make attempts ) to see how much
they've learned, how far they are progressing (ok)
And then selecting materials to be learned
Well I think it's import-ya I think it's important to select the materials for
the students although some of the things are not necessary (roh) are totally
over the top. I don't think they should be um learnt. So I think selection
should be made on the basis of what the students know and on the
background where they're coming from what is important to them. Sort of
a survey of what they thing is important. Also '" what you-you-you regard
as important for them. That er ya selection of materials to be learned should
be, ya that's important too to select material. (Ok. how-how competent are
you in that with the little bit of teaching practice that you had?) Er well er
you need to get through the syllabus and see the things that need to be
taught because I mean they're going to write an exam and they're gonna be
tested on it (yes) Um but there are -um you know there are certain things
that are emphasised with-with as far as biology was concerned I did more
I:
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YOI1 know they could-the ecology asr-ect, the environment aspect it was
emphasised the affective domain Wall emphasised, Um I still don't know-I
mean I don't-I'm not knowledgeable with the material an-and what'. out
there (mh) what pupils know what kind of (•.. in the task of selecting
materials )mh (to be learned, you may not know the material now, but you
may feel that put in the situation again you would be in a position to select
appropriate materials to be learned in the class). Ican lIay that well If-what
I think is more or less important (ya) you know. But I don't know if they
are indeed materials but then again Ithink it depend on the student and what
their needs are as well and their outside needs to (ya) to make a selection,
(ok).
Now serving the students as a source of knowledge and skill.
Like I said I always like to play the facilitator (ya). Um !Q um [shEl rereads]
Well I have a certain amount of knowledge over them and maybe-maybe
practical skills that I've learned over them. Erm er I believe yes I maybe
a !IOUNe (roh) in-in-in some in lq.,m wanting further Informatlon of
knowledge and skill (mh) But I see myself as a person for - to whom !hey'U
come when they do encounter a problem or they can't get any further with
what they are busy with. (Mm) So usn yes a source of knowledge and skill
but not the [strees] source, (oh ok .••• So how would. you rate it?)Well i,'s-
it's an important source as well. (It's important to be a sourcer) Yes. (But
not "the" source?) No. Not the source, (Ok) 'The only source, (Ok). (Er
have we answered the) competence in the task (competence) in the task (Mil)
Of being a source? Well I~I find those times when I would answer and I
would feel ye I know [laughing] and er but I think I need to develop that as
well in my knowledge awl skill and [ think it will come over time. But I
erm the problem arises when you see things more clearly and you try and
transfer that source of knowledge when they try and extract it from you,
when you give it to them from what you know from what your mind saya
believing .nat you understand it the say way that you see things the same
way. (mm) And that serves a bit of a problem you know when you transfer
that •• in the transference of that knowledge and skill, you know doing it in
a way that students do understand. Ya um well my competence is not as
well as ... be. Or •• I may have the knowledge and skill but my transference
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I believe is more important. (Ok).
Now adapting material (chosen to the level of the students) Yes.
I think that is important as wall. (mm) Important [pause] important not
crucial important that-yes we can adapt things to the level of the students 1;Iut
I believe it's important, it's very important because they have to get some
kind of understanding and some kind of hope they'll formulate their own
pictures in understanding it. But erm not to the extent where we don't give
them the truth or the real thing &0 (MIn) Is it you know knowledge as it
stands but um I think it's important to-to adapt it to their level so t!1at you
know its a stage of understanding (mm). You know we can go further from
there. It's the way I have Iearned using analogies and bringing things down.
It's how we learn it's how we read a book or pictures (ok) and images. (But
it shouldn't be at the expense of truth) of the-ya of (I mean the truth and
both ••.•. ) Ya. (ya) •.•• They should be made aware of those things even
though you're not teaching it or telling it to them (ya) they should be made
aware of it. (Ok) Instructing students on the demands and procedures of
learning. (Mm) [Pause] Are you prescribing the learning process'? [pause]
Well-well you can't strictly you know demand that students (It' pupil learn
in a certain way (mh. But anyway that demands and procedures I think it's
what is demanded from them by their learning process.) Like what they are
going 0 give me back like in a test for example
Ya what role-what is their role in the learning process'? basically. I think that
is what this question is all about. instructing students on the demands and
procedures of learning in a way preparing them for the task that they are
going to face during the course of the year.
[pause] Ya er (What is expected of them) Ya well sure enough they should
be told what is expected of them and I think that's crucial (mm) I think
that's very import-crucial that they should be told what is expected of them.
Yes but um [pause] then again this is er-it depends on the teacher (mm) what
he or she sees as important to learning and which way he's going to conduct
it the learning you know, guide the learning process (yes) Urn [pause] well
it like for example if-if I-I was a disciplinarian and. said you've got to learn
this and this and this and this ill what you got to know at the end of this
year. People you know this is JlOW you're going to learn it and you do as I
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tell you. Well I'm not keen on that but I do believe that people should know
that you know thls is what we are aiming for (m) erm you know-er thlll is
how it stands and er but in the interim they've got to construct all of that to
come to the point ya «So you feel that you have to meet them halfway-take
them-) ya (halfway) mh (or a quarter way) ya (and then they have to make
their own) Mh. (so you feel that ~s important Ok). Constructing experience
for the student to inter~! with the content. Yes. I think that's-that's very
important. It um I mean that pupils experiencing because it's only •••
experiencing that the pupils learn and the interactions that they actually
learn. So yes erm there should be construction of content with a lot of
experience (mb) I think that's very important. (Ok. And your competence?)
Competence? Well I tried a lot of practical work erm where and er group
work where they had to come an:! tell me things and interact with the groups
and consolidate some stuff, there was a lot of interaction um and er not all
the way, I don't think I'm competent in the task of constructing experience
I think I'm still learning about that (ok). I ya. (Mh)
Ok. Um a question that I would also like to ask you which is not there.
What is YOCl: general opinion of the way things have happened'? (The HDB
over the year'!} YA the HDB or
Well-well on practical teaching I found that there were things that
were useful but on the overall I guess being there is a whole new
com-is a Whole new cup of tea compared to the HDE course (MIl).
Um there were certain things that were useful like for example
some mini lessons like in biology that were very useful. They had
emphasis on group work and encouraging skills and practical work
that was very useful. Er-er-but there seemed to be lack like I -like
I can understand the right answe-of the right answers the way to to
do things. You know I mean um if-for example the chemical
bonding I feel I have been totally dismantled. I had a pictures of
chemical bonding and what chemical bonds are, totally dismantled
it's not all been put together. You know I think that's one really
serious problem tha needs to be addressed with the !IDB. (mb)
The rules and the one brought me back down again. Brm that's a
serious problem. I um what else and then there is a statement that
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I hope the HDE wasn't one of tips sometimes I believe it could
have been it Bh-it wasn't but it urn it wasn't I hope it was-I hope
it was urn because sometimes I wish they could have told UB a little
more of how to do things or to go about and with. otuff like that.
So if itwasn't tips then what it is was [another interruption] (Sorry
about \_;lat) I've gotten used to that. (It was the last one. So you
were talking about the problems you experienced) in the HDE (end
limltations) I think ya well the thing is as far as science is
concerned we could have had a bit more of mini lesson on how to
do certain Iessons or how to do skills work. , how to do like for
example graphing skill, hew to teach certain things, how to even
teach chemical bonding could have had a constructive, you know
demonstrations on how to do those things and get us involved ~
those things. I think those would have been more useful. For
example take problem areas in schools and the syllabus, not ail of
it but problem areas and general consensus and then do lessons on
these here bring out the misconceptions erm what the current
things are about them and then doing a lesson on them (mm). I
think it could have been totally constructive during the year.
Addressing things like that, teaching and learning is important,
evaluation is impcrtant doing these lessons is important, Um a-a lot
more emphasis on the new science and what-the way science i"
going in the new South Africa, I think that WM lacking. I mean we
are dealing with dilei. mas WIDc1-'4 which I think not Martha just
bringing the issues .,·...lich v'e mc., know for the discussion or as
such and no answers 'IN.:-.;.. ; "'''p0Ele there aren't real answers but
you know certain view ~,'. ,til and things like that. Making us
aware of these things and I think it's been totally isolated from
what teaching is gonna h next year. We have been made aware
that it's gonna be different, but-but how to what extent you know
(mm). I think that should have been addressed more ya, those
things. An-now we did core science today. And there were
students who were brought in from Parktown Girls and other girls'
schools. They talked about teaching and stuff like that, they
I:
brought out their documents they talked about you know abut their
teaching experience their first year teaching experience basically.
But I don't mean to be racist in any way but here I sat at the back,
there was only two Indian there in the class and they talked about
TED and everybody chatted and laughed about the TED and then.
they you know teacher's meetings and K~!lff like that which we
were totally excluded from (Mb) as teach; ....I'm not a teacher but
I know they weren't and I felt you know we could have bad people
from-from DET and different teaching organisations erm or
departments to relate their stories as well their triumphs and
tribulations as well. And I think -tu make us more aware of ",'here
teaching has been the last few years and where it is going to as
well. (Ok) All we've heard Is the TED. (So you feel that it was
biased in some way and some of you were left out) Ya (and I
suppose if Dominic was there and Patrick was there they would
have felt left out) Most d. ..Jitely (•.• '" Anything else'?) There's
something I thought of last week [laughing] but I have forgotten.
Woo it the mini-lessons ya (I'll tell you what if you do remember
just jot it down) I'll do in my sleep (just jot it down ....... III that
a limitation or a good point? rt may have been just the mini lessons
because I know that was one of thOBG.It could have been just that
(Ok) I think like-you know it should be broad WI well but also
specific you know to a large degree in the mini-lessons you know
demonstration of mini-lessons and things like that •••
[With a sigh of relief] Thanks again. (That's it) 'Ya. That was the last.
(You shouldn't ..... ) Thanks. (You're welcome Victoria.) Ihope I haven't-I
!!.~e I haven't taken a lot of your time (No you haven't, Ya well I wasn't
in the mood of studying, I'm not in the mood, I'm never in the mood of
studying. ) But one thing I'm grateful about is that you in the process you
learned something I have) it wasn't a teaching learning thing but ... (Ihave
•. most definitely I have sorted out a few things for myself. It made sure I
kept things in mind which I don't really and you made me aware of things
myself by having to write them down (fa) which was you know required of
me. That was quite helpful. ) And I'm grateful that you did take it upon.
I
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yourself to-to keep a diary even though it wasn't something that you have
done in the past. (Inever kept a diary also er but er I'm glad I did thankful
to you) Ya thank eh • I hope when you do your studies you will find people
as co-operative as you have been (Ihope so )[both laugh] (Thanks) Ya.
c.:::
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APPENDIX 4: Fleldnotes for lesson observation
on chemical bonding
Fieldnotes for class discussion on chemical bonding.
Date: Wednesday 22/06/1994
Time 08.00
Notations: .... inaudible.
I came early today. I was around by 8O'clock. Ml and 4 HDE students were
present. M6 came in at about 08.JS. Ml showed her the storeroom.
At the start of the :esson Ml introduced the lesson by referring to a handout
she gave them yesterday. She we' t on to count the students. 13 were present.
Ferrial and Mary were also present. Andrew was not yet present.
M6 was then introduced as Lecturer at College A (arbitrary), and that her
MSc. project was on chemical bonding and designed worksheets around
chemical bonding with particular reference to the TED syllabus, Students were
also informed that the learning material in there tackles misconceptions and
chemical bonding.
Ml informed that what was happening this year was different from last year,
Before students were taken through with no thought of how to use the right
ideas in the secondary science classroom.
M1: From teaching practice (fP) people ignored what happened in the
Iectures, used notes and school textbooks. Others ignored syllabus and
textbook .... Others grapple to bring right ideas and text. ... want to
get students ideas on how to cope in TP. InTP [the students
are given an assignment, Mary seemed to think it's a small
assignment, students ccmplain that fuey have had 9 asaignments to
submit before they go on mid-year vacation].
M6: The aim is to make students well equipped for the topic.
Ml: How many people are 'Panicking about trying to do this assignment?
''F ------- --~--.--
M6: I see a genuine anxiety. If you were-well all to think of every bridge
you've ever seen, every bridge you've ever seen or pictures. If you
were going to build a bridge what material would you use?
PVC [students laugh]
PVC. Ok.
Ferrial:
M6:
Charles: Concrete, and steel bats.
M6: What bridges have you seen?
[She continues soliciting ideas of the kinds of materials that are used to
construct bridges. Students give their input. The following materials are
mentioned: PVC, steel bars, stones, brick.
Charles: The bridges in Venice are made out of bricks, [M6: Stone]
the arches ....
M6: Bridges in Britain are old, even some ... that are made out of stone.
So in other words they have been worked in this stone which ill cut
in an arch and is .... for over 2000 years. What else?
Kate: There is a rope with .....
M6: ok, Can you build a bridge of plastic?
Charles: Maybe.
M6: ... Why do to think those materials have been chosen, why do we
have ro;le debate about plastic? Would you pack sand together to
make a bridge? Why are there types of bridges which wouldn't .
Why are they not able to-why donlt they last? Why don't they .
etc. What is it ....
Charles: They are not strong enough. They break easy.
M6: They are not strong enough. Why not?
Charles: They are made u? of material; that break el1.8ily.
M6: What it' different about them: steel concrete, stone, wood, tope,
plastic ••••
Brian: Strong bonding,
M6: The topic of this week is bonding, ok, Strong bonding between what?
Brian: Between the atoms.
M6: Alrii,ht. We are g'oing to ... we set that entirely, but we going to
explore materials and we are going to look at what is level t~at I
believe in std 6 and 7. The present state of the syUabus std 8 and
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9, we are going to move very shortly in 10 minutes to ..... current std
7 •..• compulsory education and I have never ••• chemical bonding to
std 6. Because what is essential in out Iives and the material we •.•
and the properties of those are very Iargely dependent on ie type
bonding and 80 if you want to make sense at all about materials ..•
we've got •.. and some of my whole ••• that Ideveloped a couple of
yeats ago io •.•• our next year or 80 and hopefully you would have a
hand in adding to evaluating work chemical bonding? What Iwould
like to see is that ss we enter the phase of education we've got to ••.•
something on chemical bonding. ••.•• It doesn't deal with quantum
mechanics because the std 6 and 7 chi~d is not interested. So it deals
with real practical aspect of chemical bonding that affects (c~kind of
material fuat .... helps them to defend them why we .,. those
materials. But now Ml said something about the syllabus [that it was
fine but our interpretation was wrong]. What Iactually did was quite
an interesting exercise •.• Ihad a look at the things that are .... I'm
hoping that by the end uf the session we will be able to work within
the syllabus. Don't worry that you haven't read .... Teachers have to
stand now ... certainly I hope ... text. Ok. Now I just want us to
think for moment about ••• the kind of materials •...•• What other
properties would have an effect on the chemical bonding? Can you
think of other propertien that are determined by the kinds of bonding?
Charles: Possibly the flexibility (M6: Flexibility) of the material.
M6; In other words breaking.
Brian: Me!*ing point (M6: Melting point)
Kim: Conductivity.
M6: Conductivity andheat conductivity. What's determined by the bonding
structure?
Stud: Density.
M6: Density that's the packing determined by bonding, What else?
Appearance.
Appearance. Ok. Then lustre, What else?
Colour
Brian: Phase
Kate:
M6:
82:
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M6: Phase. Yes. Solid liquid and gas will be determined by th9 chemical
bonds. We have looked at a few properties of matter and they all llnk
to chemical bonding. Think about aspects of everyday life ••• choose
substances on the basis of those propertiesi -tensity, ••, kinds of
washing powders that you u -"', detergents, polar molecules ill very
important. So the forces betwv>~ the molecules ina detergent and the
dirt and the material are very very important facts .•• So Icould go
into virtually every single area of life and you will find •..•
bonding .•.. So lets move straight to •••• what we are going to do ie on
the pages-have you had-you need to set>tages Cf::- up to CB4. So we
are going to do these 4 exercises photocopied out of the package that
I have prepared for teachers which look! like this completely
"unreduced. [Showing them photocopies which have been reduced ••.
worksheets with design used in the classroom and which have been
used successfully by many teachers •.•• Right we set out there
stations, I think we've got 5 groups 2, 4, 6, 8, 10. So lets have 2 or
3 people in each group. You will find a set of 7 test tubes.
[">hebrb.tly goes through the worksheet, precautions and what to do, and then
gives the stuCents time-20 minutes-to do the exercise i.ntheir groups. Meantime
she moves to groups giving students pins to scratch with: we. copper, quartz,
sulphur, iodine and calcite, She ccntinues giving hints.]
M6: You don't need to answer all the questions in writing. Ok. So you
could just glance through what you need- N1 name of substance •••.
Then jUi!t look at 112 at forces between atoms •.• at the beginning of
test ..... Can just leave #3 and start with fJ4. 1, 2 and 3 are to help
the children to be able to ~ that there is a difference between
melting and burning. We want t.....focus the idea •••••• So if you start
with samples in a test tube and you fill in this tabJ- , Use the. .pins to
break the substances. You can handle all the sUl.'·:an'1es except th"
iodine. The iodine is on a separate piece of F.twr paper. So just take
the iodine and pour into the test tube. [Students break into groups and
start working. After about twen'.y minutes she calls the students for
a discussion of their observation, She draws a table on the board to
record observations] And altogether lets run through our table. Ok.
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lets take what .... simple molecule. Ok. Now std 8 or 9 even 7 don't
know anything about what simple molecules could mean ••.• 80 they
deduced what is in this column from the investigation but this column
~ rritten down as per instruction because they haven't been exposed to
those terms. ok, Copper [pause] yes. (••.) network. Quartz, which are
little stones picked up from outside, strong, network. What do we
have for sulphur? Alright simple molecules. For simple molecules •••
iodine?
lIay: Weak (she writes in table on the board as shown in Table 1 below.)
M6: Calcite. I chose calcite because it is available in. most laboratories. It
seems to be on the list of things that were supplied certainly in the
majority of schools that I think .... But many out in rural areas in
Lebowa and Gazankulu too. ok, What here-
Ss: Strong and network.
M6: Was the,e another one'? Is this all that you did?
Ss: Ya.
M6: Ok. I bad iron as well. The iron would obviously be strong and
network. Ok.
Substance Breaks Melts or Weak or strong Simple molecules
Iapart sublimes forces or network
I
Wax. weak simple molecule I
I
Copper strong network
i
Quartz strong network~
Sulphur weak simple molecule
Iodine weak siiaple molecule
Calcite strong network
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Now what we need to do then ill to say what do we mean by simple
molecules, what do we mean by network molecules. So at this point
in teaching std 98 I would then go on to explain what I mean by that.
Now a simple and in fact inthis hand out there is a definition of what
is a simple molecule and what is a network structure. I don't think
you've got the handout which defines memo I want to write it down
... I think the best way to explain this in std 8 is to actually draw the
diagram, but I'll give you the definition first. It consists of unlimited
very large numbers of atoms joined in 3 dimensions by strong forces
which we call chemical bonds. [Allows students to copy down
dictated definition then draws circles on the board] and the overlap
of the circles represents a strong force and this would represent a
force of attraction ... though a bond network ... So any of those
substances we have written down here then ."_could be represented
'Oy this structure strong forces between adjacent atoms ill the piece of
the substance•.... like this where each of these represents an atom •.•
represents l1e strong forces and goes into 3 dimensions. So if you
took that little piece of copper between every single atom in that piece
of copper ••• there are strong forces of holding them together. Now
what about a simple molecule .... that. A simple molecule cocsists of
either [draws on the board] an explicit number of atoms joined by
chemical bonds or an unlimited chain in one dimension of bonded
atoms [labels network diagram]. What does a simple molecule look
like'?Itmight be diatomic, it might be like sulphur which we know t"J
have 8 [draws and counts 8 overlapping circles atoms joined in a ring
structure. Itmight be a chain such 28 you get with polythene, Ok.
Any of the polymers are in one dimensional chain [draws] Sa those
can also be simple molecular.
What about the differences between intramolecular and
intermolecular-
Wait you are in std 9. At most you have never heard of (R: I know)
Ok. At the moment we haven't spoken of intramolecular and
intermolecular yet. No. (R: but .... ) We are coming to it. Ok. ...
might explain why that one is a simple molecule and why that one is
___ c.
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Figure 1 Network and simple molecules
a network molecule. Right ... let's say in your copper. quartz, calcite, your
iron is joined to the atoms next to them by a chemical bond, whereas inyour
simple molecular structure you've got a fixed number and all iJf thc-..2have
fixed numbers: sulphur. iodine, wax. Wax.is a mixture of different-the candle
wax-of different oils but each of them have fixed numbers. Ok. You could for
instance break up a pen like this [orange fine pen] and take bits of that
polythene as an example of a simple molecular structure. Right within this
molecule chemical bonds ... but in one little piece -:;,i sulphur there are
many many molecules. You are able to take ... where you are breaking
chemical bonds ... where you are actually breaking up this ring of 8 •••What
happens there's another molecule of sulphur atoms next to it and another and
another aad another [Draws clusters of sulphur molecules of 8 atoms] When
::ou break the sulphur with a pin you are breaking the forces between the
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molecules. So you are not exerting a strong enough force ••• that's the reason
why you couldn't break: any substances because you could not exert a force
strong enough to overcome the chemical bonds whereas in simple molecular
substances you net breaking chemical bonds ••,. I've got a concept maj) up here
that gives you an idea about different molecules.
MOlecules
of solids substances
can,be
SiJple 2D sh~ta Network
1 I I I f I
Small Macro Examples,
\
4 \ • molru1es of
~. \ ,
carbon dioxide polythene graphite diamond (covalent)
sulphur asbestos (MgClJn copper (metallic)
iodine .• '.~ (S03}n ~ium chloride (ionic)
with properties
such as '"
hla~k colourless
soft hard
low density
electrical
conductivity
chemically
reactive
high density
insulator
chemically
inert
Ok. Now first of all the things that you dealt with were solids. . •• and we will
come back to that point in a moment. So we are only talking about molecules
of substances that are in IIOlid state. •• Simple molecules or 3 dimensional
~r'~ --"!l"' - ..-.
molecules •• that'll an intermediate sheet ••• wilen YOll're teaching it's better just
to have your extreme eases .... SO that's why I tookjust those two. So right
your simple molecule ill a group of molecules of definite number of atoms and
can be what we sometimes call macromolecule and those are one dimensional
chain ••• Ifwe were to take examples of those •••• small molecules, remember
we are talking amount eolid state, ••• so you could if you had access to it, use
dry ice, YOll could use dry ice 01 something else that sublimes apart from ice
•.• the chains of polythene, asbestoe, sulphur trioxide, are just some of these
substances and the 3 dimension matrix, notice that I've specifically taken three
examples here. Three examples of •••• traditionally taught to represent what kind
of bonding? ••• I've specifically chosen those examples not because Iwould
mention those three words ••• just to demonstrate to you thatall of those •••
r;~twork molecules, Right look at those examples that you dealt with copper.
calcite do also range ••• Graphite is an example of two dimensional solid and
so I've just ;ut that in your information. I wouldn't show that to my class
because it adds extra complexity •• to show, •• The two dimensional sheets are
of graphite ••• planar. Network structure •• planar .,. I!O it's got ••• it's in a
plene and it's got reinforces in between them. I've just mitten down that some
of the differences between graphite and diamond •• you probably know, for
instance particularly the ~l)ft part of the pencil, that.gt:aphite is used as a
lubricant. Diamond is the highest in the scale es the hardest that we know of
in a substance ••• That ••• makes a difference in bonding, would cause that
property ••.•. density. conduetivity, natural conductivity ". reeult of the fact
that graphite is just carbon. So the only difference is the way those carbon
atoms are joined together. [Pause} Ok. Now inmy definition here, what wou!!
you say have I called It molecule? •,. (Ss: •••) What is a: molecule? Is this •
molecule (pointing at network structure drawn on the board] •••
Kate: Part of a network.
M6: Ok. Lets have a look at (S&: .•••) Yell it's a network molecule .••
Right we are goin~ to get a definition of a form of a molecule. We
are going to call that a molecule and We are also going to call that a
molecule [labelling the drawings],
St: Anything with more than one atom.
M6: Anything with more than one atom. If there is something dietinctive
'~,
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that would say that this is a molecule rather than the whole thing
[circling group of 8 atoms of sulphur ring].
Bond.
Atoms must be bonded together,
Ok. So it's a group of clusters lets say of more than one atom (Ray:
joined by chemical bonds) joined by chemical bond. Remember we
just call that strong force called a chemical bond. Ok, So a molecule
then is a cluster. Here's a really controversial one. What would you
say a chemical reaction is? (some silence]
Chemical reactions break and make chemical bonds.
Remember it i" a chemical bond, 80 lets just call it a bond. You break
a bond right. Kim said that a chemical reaction is a process in which
you break or presumably make chemical bonds. Do you agree? .,. I
can see a few nods, wake up. Lets hear the rest •.•• If I take sodium
chloride salt and dissolve it in water. is that a chemical reaction? (•••.
) Pardon?
You break bonds in sodium chloride molecule.
Yes. You are saying that sodium chloride bonds will be broken up so
you say that you break bonds. Ok. You are right. Dissolving sodium
chloride is a chemical reaction. Iwould say yes. Some people would
say no. •.•• Ml is ••• clear because this has been an area of some
contention. Ok. So you are not making a new substance ... On that
basis some people would say "No that's not a chemical reaction" and
particularly when you're teaching .•• chemistry. If you don't know
what a chemical reaction is no wonder many many people in school
say "Well chemistry is a lot of incomprehensible rules" ••• they can't
see the ••. Right. We would say then that's a good definition •••• If
a bond is broken that means that if you dissolve a network solid, a
chemical reaction takes place. Indissolving a molecular substance no
chemical reaction takes place. What about when you melt it? •.• Now
remember we said we are dealing with substances :n the solid state.
... concept map what will happen? Lets take these first of all, what
will happen when we melt a molecule of sulphur? Is it a chemical
reaction? Do I break: a bond?
Kim: Breaking bonds between the molecules.
M5: In simple molecules we do not have bonds between the molecules. A
bond is the strong force that holds the atomll together to make a
molecule. Ok. So you know we are not breaking chemical bonds
when you melt your sulphur. And when you melt the iodine you are
not breaking chemical bonds nor when you melt the wax. In ,...ther
words that's why it could ••. about temperature in test tube over your
bunsen burner flame holding it there ••• You are able to melt that
substance because you did not need a whole lot of energy to melt it
••. because you did not need to break chemical bonds. Right. What
happens when you melt a network solid or substance? I'm sure you've
all seen gold being poured. By the way that's a good example in the
classroom ~f~ause 'children have actually seen quite a lot of adverts
of gold being poured. So they know that you can melt gold. When
you melt gold do you break chemical bonds? Well you need lots of
energy to melt gold ••• So you do. You break up a network structure
to make this into a liquid. Right the ••• out of their positlon, normally
they've been in a solid held into their position by strong forces into-in
3 dimensions. ... So yes when you ll'.elt a network structure you are
breaking chemical bonds. You need lots of energy •.•• Right now as
rule of thumb. Over ilOO"C high melting points generally indicates a
network structure. And up to 8000c for the melting point ••• there is
a little overlap but generally represents some form. of molecular
structure.
Charles: Sorry, if there is no bond between molecules then what
holds the molecules together?
Remember how we defined the bond to be. It's a strong force.
So a hydrogen bond isn't a bond?
No. So now a strong force is greater than about l00kImol"l. Ok. And
we find intermolecular forces are the hydrogen OOD.ds[tape ends]. It's
not a bond. It's an intermolecular force. It's approximately 4OkJmol"1.
(S: •••)No. There is big gap. < 4OkJmol"1 is intermolecular,
> lOOkImol"l is a bond. Ok. •••• (Ss: •••) The hydrogen bonds are the
strongest 0 f the intermolecular forces.
._;::~
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Kim: Are you saying that melting gold is a chemical reaction?
M6: Yes. [Students laugh showing some uncertainty about the idea] By my
definition. Ok. [Laughter continues] But notice that I'm being quite
frank with you. Not everybody would agree with me. Although there
are more eminent scientists than myself who would .•.• Ok.
Ivy: This is your definition. Where did you get it from? If you can change
definitions we can also call a bond anything.
M6: Ok. Now the definition on the bonds is well accepted. I looked at •••
presented ina paper on. the definitions of ••. drawn from the literature
worldwide and the journals and textbook and came up with something
40 d;~~rent definitions. '" and then he traced through the decades
about the middle of the last century on how scientist had focused on
one aspect of definition and then focused on another and so on. At the
end of it •.• definitely a consensus of the fact that chemists needed to
tighten up on what they call a chemical bond and the one that I
suggested to yon ••• well accepted that definition. Could It also say
that John Bradley Is a member of one of the ISI system international
.,. that determines standards net only for units but also determine
definition and so on for the SR system and hat! been working for a !I
number of years Oil this, ••• definitions of concepts. This is certainly
the ODe that he would suggest. He was my supervisor for my MSc.
So a lot of what I'm suggesting comes from this. So it's not just my
opinion, but it's consensus, it's consistent •••
Winnie: When you're reaching hydrogen bonding (M6: I've always taught in
inverted commas) needs to be redefined. It is difficult because
textbooks refer to it as hydrogen bond.
M6: But the textbooks make it clear that it is an Intermolecular force.
Winnie: But it calls it a bond and that causes confusion
M6: It can and you need to focus your pupils attentior that it is actually
net a bond and suzeest that they always write it in inverted commas.
It's probably the easiest way of getting out of it. There isn't •••
actually confusion in what's written in textbooks because they quite
clarify hydrogen bonds being an Intermolecular force. (Ss: •••) Yes,
Well I've read one journal that calls it ••• but I haven't seen it being
81:
M6:
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adopted •••• Ok. Right. Now I want to focus on the origin •••• Where-
what kind of forces have •••• chemical bonds? We have said that
chemical bonds are strong forces of attraction between atoms.Think
about the kinds of forces that we know of •.• If you were in physics
classifying forces, think about what kind of fields you are in ••.•
Gravitational sphere; (M6: Gravitational sphere.) magnetic,
electrostatic.
Right. Those are basically the 3 kinds of forces and nuclear. 01::.
What kind of forces are we talking about when we are dealing with
chemical bonds? Ate they gravitational, are they magnetic forces or
are they electric forces? (S8: •••) They are due to charges. Electrical
charges. I think it's quite important to bring those ideas together in
our minds. So at this point, just to focus I ••• your attention quickly
and do a little bit of improvising. Ok. I suggest that they do at this
point ••• those of you who have got plastic pens like this one [
demonstrates an example of such a pen] Take them out. How many
have got one? Over there, there Bnd over here [pointing at three
stations where a plastic pan has been suspended on .. cotton thread]
is a peg and a piece of cotton, a stick or a pencil with a bit of prestik
holding it. I want you to rub one of them and putit in •••••• Try it out
before TP . You should try it out before you start. Ok. Rub your one
pen .... rub another pen and bring it near ••. [She tries it and the
students do the same]. If it works ok. What was it doing attracting or
repelling? ... It repels. Ifwe're lucky ... with one of these you can
get '" what I really need is something-rule .... if you find in school
socks ••.. use them. We still got a pen •.• What I want you to actually
do is spend a couple of minutf here's some pens, here's some plastic
rulers. Rub on to various itelL Df clothing and see if you can get hem
to repel and attract. [students given about two minutes to try this out,
so they go to the three stations and try it out. Other are available to
get attraction and repulsion forces.] Right folks I'm rushing you,
putting two weeks work into 2 hours •••• Can see that's easy enough
to do quite quickly. Certain •••• on electrostatic forces .... can I just
say that this package is available form RADMASTE 'at the university
o
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comer on the 18th floor. It's available if you actually want to buy
one. You are welcome to borrow one and photocopy at your own
expense. So if you're interested you can use it, you can adapt it ••• In
fact I would be delighted if you ••. you should not feel that you need
to write anything down .... Well these are electrostatic forces .•.•
These electrostatic forces are forces between positive and negative
charges. You know where the charges originate. You need to focus
ideas. The fact that they will have done something on structure of the
atom. So that they know that there are protons in the nucleus which
is positively charged surrounded by an electron cloud. That's
sufficient. Either you can think of your electrons as particles or as a
negatively charged cloud. I think that you need to perhaps tell them
to think of these electrons in both ways. So Yf,)U have noticed that we
have not introduced the molecular model and we have not done the
quantum mechanics model and I think it is inappropriate to do at
school level. Idon't tnink it is inappropriate to go through the history
of the development of the model ... essential ........ dual nature of
light and have all you need to do the history of the atom and you
should at that 1_>{)intbe linking it with the dual nature of the electron.
Unfortunately that would have .... So that another aspect that's not
fundamental to the teaching of chemical bonding. It is at a much more
advanced level. What I say to kids is think of your atom like a light
in a dark room. You got a light ••. a candle shinning ina dark room.
Take the flame from the candle to represent the nucleus and the light
shines out from that candle with your book if you come close to the
candle you'l1 be able to read. As you move a little further and further
away from the candle .... and eventually you get to a [point where
you can't read anymore. If you were to draw a sphere around your
candle you would say that's the sphere in which the light is ok, Now
I don't mean to say that there is no light out there but for all practical
purposes that might be ... Now an atom is just ..... a nucleus
surrounded by a sphere of electrons. Let's say that at a certain
distance .... sphere we call that a ..... Ina sense that's arbitrary ......
electron charges with ..... It also helps the children to realise that the
Ml:
M6:
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M6:
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atom is not a solid particle. • to 8Oll1ething else that we are going
to give a term to-interpretation atoms.
I'm sorry. (M6: Have to hang on) [She changes the chalk board
because one is full, by pulling down. a clean one].
Ok, Now we need to look at
how does a bond come about.
[Writes on the board] this
molecule consi!lts of two
protons. I will use these
symbols to represent 111y
proton [figure 2] and one
electron ok, So it's not the
hydrogen molecule, it is the
hydrogen molecule ion. It has
one electron. I have chosen
that because that's the
simplest situation
molecule, It has the fewest
particles ..... teaching at std 9
level they have already done
vectors ... So they easily deal
with this simple exercise.
What forces are on those
proton .... close to the system
on this proton.
Repulsion,
Repulsion due to what?
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Figure :2 Bond formation in
H2+
Right. Inwhich direction will
that ..... .... represents the repulsive forces of this proton. .. ....
attraction to the next one So when you do the exercise you need
to explain that rome of some of those particles have negative
charges on ••• has got positive charges. ... would repel other
negatively charged objects but attract positively charged particles ....
M6:
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Negative repel negative, the positive ••.. So here we've got en
attractive force and a repulsive force. .... a component of this
attractive force in that direction ...... Right. Now if this force is
bigger than that one it's gonna be ••• and so thi1 proton ..... along
this axis until it's balanced by that force ...... Similarly there's going
to be a component .... and in our sySl:;}m there isn't anything to
balance that. Actually it's not the proton but the electron which has
it's :dertia low ... move down but you could also think of this ....
system that you would need up with something like that, where your
.... forces on. your proton are balanced on either side ... forces causes
that to move in a line like that. And when you get to that situation
you have a bond. Those three particles together because now all the
forces are balanced and 80 there's no reason for them to move apart.
Now with that very very simple exercise you can then come to the
next point. What happens to our system if we bring another electron
into the system there. Now the only way that I get round to saying
this is to say to the pupils that electrons spin on their axis. We don't
actually know that they spin on the axis but we have observed effects
that are the same as if they were spinning on their axis. Right. Let us
say now if a charged object spins on it's axis it develops a magnetic
field. So if these were spinning they would develop a magnetic field
with a N pole here and S pole there. And now if one comes along-
another electron and spins the other way round, then it t:ill develop
a north pole here and a south pole here. Then those two magnetic
fields will cause an attractive force between two negatively charged
particles. Now we observe those effects in a magnetic field. We dOll't
actually know they exist. Right. So if another electron comes along
to our system up here, alright, it's going to position itself there
because again the forces will balance and there will be a certain
amount of attraction due top the opposite spin we are talking about,
which will enable the forces ..... Now we can only have two different
magnetic fields ok, can only have spin ill two directions that's why
you have only a pair of electrons together to form a bond. We can't
haVb diree electrons.
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Why are thoy spinning inopposite directions?
Well We don't know that they are spinning but if they have the same
magnetic orientation in a magnetic field then they won't pair to form
I!bond. We actually know that. So it's only when you get a Pl!ir of
electrons with opposite magnetic mentation that will bond. So every
bond then consists of a pair of electrons t]~atare simultaneously near
nuclei. A bond is a pair of electrons. a strong force caused when a
pair of electrons are simultaneously near two nuclei.
A pair of electrons are always the same distance all the time?
Ok. You are thinking of the particle model for a start, aren't you?
Ya.
Ok. Remember that is explicitly what I said think of the light analogy
because a particle model of an electron is .... So honestly I don't
think now where this electron is. I just know that there is a high
electron density there, in this region [between the two hydrogen
nuclei in the figure 2J I'm not sure how much you all done ...
electron pairs of bonding. Anyway, Ok. So this is-here will be your
high electron density region. If you Want to change ....
at school the particle model ... and now I've been trying to
incorporate all these other things ofhybridisation and everything with
the particle model and I find it very difficult.
Yes. Ok I don't think you need hybridisation quite honestly but I
think that you do need to give children some idea of Interpenetration
of orbitals ..... IT you've got say ...... alOmS bonding together to
make a diatomic molecule ..... If your only picture of the atom is that
of particle ... the nucleus is the middle and you've got some particles
that are flying .... Now don't think of your nucleus ....
-:.;"::::::_
Ya it't; got huge problems conceptually at a very elementary level ....
to me if I thought of two candles shining. bring my candles together
so that the light overlaps, so that I get a bright light there in between
the candles. In other words high electron density, that to me makes
much more sense ': .. of what a molecule is. You may like to argue
with me. Ok, let's move on. Theoretically ... Ijust want to move on
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fairly quickly because I just want to focus on intermolecular forces.
In the package what I've done is I've brought together bonding and
intermolecular forces into one unit. .. •• School syllabus at std 9 you
teach bonding and then you teach gas laws. .. .. It took me years of
teaching std 9 to ••• why the gas laws come in the middle .... there's
a very good reason for this ....
occurs at minimum potential energy. Also link the distance to strength
of force and the energy; smaller distance stronger force-low potential
energy]
Rob: Why don't they collide? Because of repulsive forces?
M6: Forces come to equilibrium position, though they are vibrating.
Charles:
M6:
Ml:
...... ' We stop here. We need to ta1k about the assignment.
I would just like to wrap on the assignment. She draws the srucents'
attention to the sequencing and possible selection of questions from
the several questions given •
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Figure 3 Iodine molecules in 8. crystal III
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Brian: Because gases have weaker intermolecular forces, liquids have strong
intermolecular forces and solids have bonds.
M6: You're on the right track. In fact the idea .... In the handout given
there is a pattern of dots [puts OHT of diagram with dots as shown
in figure 3. Then she asks students to measure the distance between
adjacent dots, to use solid lines to join dots that are near each other
and dotted lines for those further apart, and to find halfway marks on
the dotted lines. She went on informing students of the following: The
short distance represents strong forces ie. chemical bonds: lOmm.
The bond length will have the same distance. The dotted lines
represent weak forces, ie. intermolecular forces between molecules,
Focus on the distance which is linked to the forces, big distance -
high potential energy, short distance low potential energy. The bond
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